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Agenda 
Audit and Assurance Committee 
Wednesday 15 March 2023 
 

1 Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements  
 
 

2 Declarations of Interests  
 
 General Counsel 

 
Members are reminded that any interests in a matter under discussion must be 
declared at the start of the meeting, or at the commencement of the item of 
business.   
 
Members must not take part in any discussion or decision on such a matter and, 
depending on the nature of the interest, may be asked to leave the room during 
the discussion. 
 

3 Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee held on 30 November 2022 
(Pages 1 - 6) 

 
 General Counsel 

 
The Committee is asked to approve the minutes of the meeting of the 
Committee held on 30 November 2022 and authorise the Chair to sign them. 
 
 

4 Matters Arising and Actions List (Pages 7 - 10) 

 
 General Counsel 

 
The Committee is asked to note the updated actions list. 
 
 

 External Audit Items 
 

5 Ernst & Young Auditor's Annual Report Year Ended 31 March 2022 
and Value for Money Arrangements (Pages 11 - 52) 

 
 Chief Finance Officer 

 
The Committee is asked to note the paper. 
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 Audit, Risk and Assurance Items 
 

6 Risk and Assurance Quarter 3 Report 2022/23 (Pages 53 - 98) 

 
 Director of Risk and Assurance  

 
The Committee is asked to note the report and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda and the Chair, in consultation with available 
Members, approve the updated Audit Plan set out in Appendix 1. 
 
 

7 Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group Quarterly 
Report (Pages 99 - 116) 

 
 General Counsel 

 
The Committee is asked to note the report and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda and the Chair, in consultation with available 
Members, approve a change to the Independent Investment Programme 
Advisory Group (IIPAG) Terms of Reference to amend the required frequency of 
the TfL Benchmarking Review by IIPAG from yearly to three-yearly. 

 

8 TTL Properties Limited Assurance Update (Pages 117 - 132) 

 
 Director of Risk and Assurance 

 
The Committee is asked to note the paper and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda. 
 
 

9 Elizabeth Line Programme Assurance Quarter 3 Report 2022/23 
(Pages 133 - 140) 

 
 Director of Risk and Assurance 

 
The Committee is asked to note the report. 
 

 Accounting and Governance 
 

10 Critical Accounting Policies (Pages 141 - 144) 

 
 Group Finance Director and Statutory Chief Finance Officer 

 
The Committee is asked to note the paper. 
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11 Finance Control Environment Trend Indicators (Pages 145 - 150) 

 
 Group Finance Director and Statutory Chief Finance Officer 

 
The Committee is asked to note the dashboard at Appendix 1. 
 
 

12 Register of Gifts and Hospitality for Members and Senior Staff  
(Pages 151 - 156) 

 
 General Counsel 

 
The Committee is asked to note the paper. 
 
 

13 Personal Data Disclosure to Police and Other Statutory Law 
Enforcement Agencies (2022) (Pages 157 - 164) 

 
 Director of Security, Policing and Enforcement 

 
The Committee is asked to note the paper. 
 
 

14 Members' Suggestions for Future Discussion Items (Pages 165 - 168) 

 
 General Counsel 

 
The Committee is asked to note the forward plan and is invited to raise any 
suggestions for future discussion items for the forward plan and for informal 
briefings. 
 
 

15 Date of Next Meeting  
 
 Monday 5 June 2023 at 10.00am. 

 
 

16 Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent  
 
 The Chair will state the reason for urgency of any item taken. 

 
 

17 Exclusion of Press and Public  
 
 The Committee is recommended to agree to exclude the press and public from 

the meeting, in accordance with paragraphs 3 & 7 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act 1972 (as amended), in order to consider the following items of 
business. 
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 Agenda Part 2 
 

18 Risk and Assurance Quarter 3 Report 2022/23 (Pages 169 - 200) 

 
 Exempt supplementary information relating to the item on Part 1. 

 
 

19 Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group Quarterly 
Report (Pages 201 - 210) 

 
 Exempt supplementary information relating to the item on Part 1. 

 
 

20 TTL Properties Limited Assurance Update (Pages 211 - 212) 

 
 Exempt supplementary information relating to the item on Part 1. 
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Transport for London 
 

Minutes of the Audit and Assurance Committee  
 

Conference Rooms 1 and 2, Ground Floor, Palestra 
197 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NJ  
10.00am, Wednesday 30 November 2022 

 
Members  
Mark Phillips 
Anurag Gupta 
Kay Carberry CBE                       

Chair  
Vice-Chair  
Member 

Dr Mee Ling Ng OBE Member 
  
Executive Committee  
Howard Carter         
Rachel McLean                      

General Counsel 
Chief Finance Officer 

  
Staff        
Emily Clarke                                      

 
 Direct Tax Manager (Minute Reference 68/11/22) 

Patrick Doig    
Jill Elliott 
Charles Frost                            

 Group Finance Director and statutory Chief Finance Officer 
Head of Internal Audit 
Indirect Tax Manager (Minute Reference 68/11/22) 

Lorraine Humphrey 
Nico Lategan 

Director of Risk and Assurance 
Head of Enterprise Risk  

Richard Mullings 
James Norris  

Head of Counter-Fraud and Corruption 
Head of Project Assurance  

Chris Tann Head of Financial Accounting and Tax 
Mike Shirbon Head of Quality, Safety and Security Assurance  
Sue Riley Secretariat Officer 
  
Also In Attendance  
Janet Dawson 
Caroline Mulley 
Alison Munro    
Phillip Young                                                                           

Partner, Ernst & Young 
Partner, Ernst & Young  
Chair, Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
Partner, Ernst & Young 
 

  

58/11/22 Apologies for Absence and Chair’s Announcements 
 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. There were no apologies for absence.  
 

  The meeting was being broadcast live on TfL’s YouTube channel1, except for the 
discussion of the information on Part 2 of the agenda, which was exempt from publication, 
to ensure the public and press could observe the proceedings and decision-making.  

 
Following the meeting Members were scheduled to meet with the Director of Risk and 
Assurance for the annual informal meeting.  
 

                                                           
1 TfL apologises but due to a technical issue only part of this meeting was recorded and broadcast on 

Teams. The minutes cover all issues discussed and the outcomes.  
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The Chair welcomed Rachel McLean as the Chief Finance Officer and congratulated her 
on her recent appointment and thanked Patrick Doig for his valuable contribution. He also 
thanked Joan Buszewska, Head of Project and Programme Assurance, Crossrail for her 
valuable contribution to her work on Elizabeth line assurance as she was leaving the 
organisation next month.  

 
The Chair reminded those present that safety was paramount at TfL and encouraged 
Members to raise any safety issues during discussions on a relevant item or with TfL staff 
after the meeting. No matters were raised.  
 
 

59/11/22 Declarations of Interest 
 
All Members confirmed that their declarations of interests, as published on tfl.gov.uk, 
were up to date and there were no additional interests to declare that related specifically 
to items on the agenda. 

 

60/11/22 Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee held on 21 
September 2022 

 
The minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 21 September 2022 were 
approved as a correct record and the Chair was authorised to sign them. 
 
 

61/11/22 Matters Arising and Actions List  
 
Howard Carter introduced the paper, which set out progress against actions agreed at 
previous meetings and the recent Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
appointments. 
 
The Committee noted the Actions List. 
 
 

62/11/22 External Audit Plan TfL, TTL and Subsidiaries – Year Ending 
31 March 2023 

 
Janet Dawson presented the draft audit planning report for the audit of the financial 
statements of TfL, Transport Trading Limited and its subsidiaries for the year ending 31 
March 2023. Phillip Young and Caroline Mulley were also in attendance. 
 
Continuity concerns with changes in the EY audit team in 2023 was being addressed 
through planning sessions with TfL and retaining key audit team members for the 
2022/23 audit.  
 
Property evaluations were assessed by external specialists as of 31 March 2023 and any 
updates would be sourced as appropriate.   
 
Planning materiality had been updated post coronavirus pandemic conditions.  
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It was confirmed that any relevant External Audit work in relation to TTLP would be 
shared with the Land and Property Committee.                        
 
The Committee noted the paper. 
 
 

63/11/22 Annual Audit Letter 
 
Janet Dawson presented the final Annual Audit Letter, summarising the conclusions on 
the Annual Statement of Accounts and Value for Money. Phillip Young and Caroline 
Mulley were also in attendance. 
 
The Committee noted the Letter. 
 
 

64/11/22 EY Report on Non-Audit Fees for the Period 1 April – 30  
November 2022 

 
Janet Dawson presented the update on fees billed by EY for non-audit services.    

 
The Committee noted the paper. 
 
 

65/11/22 Risk and Assurance Quarter 2 Report 2022/23 
 
Lorraine Humphrey introduced the report setting out work completed by the Risk and 
Assurance Directorate during Quarter 2 of 2022/23 (26 June to 17 September 2022), 
including work in progress and planned activities. Jill Elliott, Nico Lategan, Richard 
Mullings, James Norris and Mike Shirbon were also in attendance.              
 
Successful engagement by the Counter-Fraud and Corruption team with the British 
Transport Police and an improved process, should lead to a speeding up of prosecutions. 
TfL was part of a joint working partnership with the UK rail industry and the Department 
for Transport to help combat fraud within the industry, including passenger fraud and 
ticket evasion. 
 
The Counter-Fraud and Corruption team would produce figures of cash recovery, and 
highlight cases where TfL was seeking to recover money in current court cases.         
                                                                                               [Action: Richard Mullings] 
 
Internal Audit and the Quality, Safety and Security Assurance team had successfully 
focused on reducing the number of management actions with a more robust process in 
place, including discussions with senior staff and periodic reviews, with further 
improvements anticipated in the next reporting period. The Committee welcomed the new 
approach and stressed the importance of reducing the number of outstanding actions, 
particularly those above 100 days.  
 
An update was provided on the Poorly Controlled audits carried out by the Quality, Safety 
and Security Assurance team. Further discussion had taken place at the Safety, 
Sustainability and Human Resources Panel.  
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The detailed information provided on internal audits with a Required Improvement rating 
was welcomed. 
 
A further seven Internal Audit customer feedback questionnaires had been returned since 
the end of Quarter 2 with an overall satisfaction rating of 85 per cent. 
 
Members were advised that the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
(IIPAG) recruitment had been completed and the TTLP IIPAG sub-group had been set 
up, expertise on commercial property matters would be provided by them as well as 
internal and external resources, as appropriate. 
 
Best practice was being applied to the development of TfL’s risk appetite and would be 
discussed in detail with the Executive Committee.   
                    
The Committee noted the report and the exempt supplementary information on Part 
2 of the agenda and approved the updated Audit Plan. 
 
 

66/11/22 Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
Quarterly Report 

 
Lorraine Humphrey introduced the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group’s 
(IIPAG) quarterly report. Alison Munro set out the key areas of the report in detail. 
 
The Chief Capital Officer was reviewing the resource shortages identified within the 
report and working closely with the Chief People Officer to ensure a pan-TfL approach to 
talent management. Shortages within engineering and project management fields were 
reflective of market wide conditions.   
 
Discussions with IIPAG on the treatment of inflation risk within projects would continue to 
ensure concerns are dealt with. 
 
The Committee noted the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group’s 
Quarterly Report and the management response, and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda. 
 
 

67/11/22 Elizabeth Line Programme Assurance Quarter 2 Report 
2022/23 

 
Lorraine Humphrey presented the overview of programme assurance activity in relation to 
the Elizabeth line during Quarter 2 of 2022/23 (26 June to 17 September 2022). 
 
The Committee noted the report. 
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68/11/22 Annual Tax Compliance Update 
 
Patrick Doig and Chris Tann presented the key policies and documents that form TfL’s 
Tax Governance Framework. Charles Frost and Emily Clark were also in attendance.  
 
Staff were working closely with the Director and Chief Executive of TTLP to ensure an 
appropriate operating model was established. 
 
The Committee noted the paper. 
 
 

69/11/22 Legal Compliance Report (1 April 2022 – 30 September 2022)  
 
Howard Carter presented the summary of information provided by each TfL Directorate 
for the Legal Compliance Report for the period 1 April to 30 September 2022 Any 
identified trends would be highlighted in future reports. 

 
The Committee noted the report. 
 
 

70/11/22 Finance Control Environment Trend Indicators 
 
Patrick Doig introduced the quarterly report on Financial Control Environment Trend 
Indicators.  
 
Data on payment targets to small and medium businesses would be included in future 
reports.                                                                                             [Action: Patrick Doig] 
 
The Committee noted the paper. 
 
 

71/09/22 Register of Gifts and Hospitality for Members and Senior  
Staff 
 

Howard Carter presented the quarterly update on the register of gifs and hospitality for 
Board Members and senior staff. 
 
The Committee noted the paper. 
 
 

72/11/22 Members’ Suggestions for Future Discussion Items 
 
Howard Carter introduced the current forward plan for the Committee.  
 
The Committee noted the forward plan. 
 
 

73/11/22 Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent 
 
There was no other urgent business to discuss. 
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74/11/22 Date of Next Meeting 
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Committee would be held on Wednesday 15 March 
2023 at 10.00am. 
 

75/11/22 Exclusion of Press and Public  
 
The Committee agreed to exclude the press and public from the meeting, in 
accordance with paragraphs 3 and 7 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 
1972 (as amended), when it considered the exempt information in relation to the 
items on: Risk and Assurance Quarter 2 Report 2022/23; and Independent 
Investment Programme Advisory Group Quarterly Report. 
 
 

The meeting closed at 12.05pm 
 
 
 

Chair:        
 
 
Date:         
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Matters Arising and Actions List  
 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper informs the Committee of progress against actions agreed at previous 
meetings. 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the attached Actions List. 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Actions List 

 

List of Background Papers: 

Minutes of previous meetings of the Audit and Assurance Committee 
 
 
Contact Officer: Howard Carter, General Counsel 
Email: HowardCarter@tfl.gov.uk 
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                                                                                                                                 Appendix 1 
Audit and Assurance Committee Actions List (to be reported to the meeting on 15 March 2023) 
 
Actions from the meeting held on 30 November 2022 
 

Minute 
No. 

Item/Description Action By Target Date Status/Note 

65/11/22 Risk and Assurance Quarter 2 Report 2022/23 
The Counter-Fraud and Corruption team to 
produce figures of cash recovery and highlight 
cases where TfL was seeking to recover money 
in current court cases.                                                                                      

 
Richard 
Mullings 

 
5 June 2023 
meeting. 

 
To be included in the report to the June 
meeting. 

70/11/22 Finance Control Environment Trend 
Indicators 
Data on payment targets to small and medium 
businesses to be included in future reports.                                                                                           

 
 
Patrick Doig 

 
 
5 June 2023 
meeting. 

 
 
To be included in the report to the June 
meeting.  

 
 
Actions from previous meetings 
 

Minute 
No. 

Item/Description Action By Target Date Status/Note 

 
46/09/22 
(3) 
 
 
 
 
46/09/22 
(4) 
 

Risk and Assurance Quarter 1 Report 2022/23 
Clarification on whether fraud against TfL, 
through revenue activities, was increasing or 
decreasing and further information, following 
engagement with key stakeholders, to be 
provided at the next meeting. 
                                                                        
The Executive Committee to discuss the best 
approach to ransomware.                                 

 
Richard 
Mullings 
 
 
 
 
Jules 
Gascoigne 
 

 
5 June 2023 
meeting. 
 
 
 
 
5 June 2023 
meeting. 

 
In progress. Engagement with key 
stakeholders is still ongoing and will be 
included in the June meeting report. 
 
 
 
An external provider has been selected to 
run a cyber security incident response 
exercise with the Executive Committee. 
Scheduling is in progress. 

P
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29/06/22 
(1) 
 
 
 

Risk and Assurance Annual Report 
Enterprise Risk 1 (Major safety, health or 
environmental incident or crisis) audits to be 
shared with the Chair of the Safety, 
Sustainability and Human Resources Panel.   

 
Lorraine 
Humphrey 

 
When 
appropriate. 

 
Reports have been sent as appropriate 
and will continue to be sent. Complete. 
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Ernst & Young Auditor’s Annual Report Year Ended 31 
March 2022 and Value for Money Arrangements 

 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper provides a report to the Committee on the audit work Ernst & 
Young have undertaken in accordance with the National Audit Office (NAO) 
Code of Audit Practice including value for money arrangements. This is 
published as part of the Auditor’s Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 
2022. 

2 Recommendation 

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the report. 

3 Background  

3.1 In accordance with the NAO Code of Audit Practice, Ernst & Young must 
document the audit work they have undertaken and report each year on value 
for money arrangements with regard to financial sustainability, governance 
and improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness. Where auditors identify 
significant weaknesses as a result of their work, they should make the 
relevant recommendations. 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1:   Ernst & Young’s Auditor’s Annual Report year ended 31 March 2022 
 
 

List of Background Papers: 

None 

 
Contact: Patrick Doig, Group Finance Director and Statutory Chief 

Finance Officer 
Email: PatrickDoig@TfL.gov.uk 
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Ref: EY-000092651-01

Transport for London

March 2023

Auditor’s Annual Report
Year ended 31 March 2022

Appendix 1
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Ref: EY-000092651-01

Contents

Transport for London 1

Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) issued the “Statement of responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies”. It is available from the PSAA
website (https://www.psaa.co.uk/audit-quality/statement-of-responsibilities/)).The Statement of responsibilities serves as the formal terms of
engagement between appointed auditors and audited bodies. It summarises where the different responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies begin
and end, and what is to be expected of the audited body in certain areas.
The “Terms of Appointment and further guidance (updated July 2021)” issued by the PSAA sets out additional requirements that auditors must comply
with, over and above those set out in the National Audit Office Code of Audit Practice (the Code) and in legislation, and covers matters of practice and
procedure which are of a recurring nature.
This report is made solely to the Audit Committee and management of Transport for London in accordance with the statement of responsibilities. Our
work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Audit Committee and management of Transport for London those matters we are required to
state to them in this report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other
than the Audit Committee and management of Transport for London for this report or for the opinions we have formed. It should not be provided to any
third-party without our prior written consent.
Our Complaints Procedure – If at any time you would like to discuss with us how our service to you could be improved, or if you are dissatisfied with the
service you are receiving, you may take the issue up with your usual partner or director contact. If you prefer an alternative route, please contact Hywel
Ball, our Managing Partner, 1 More London Place, London SE1 2AF. We undertake to look into any complaint carefully and promptly and to do all we
can to explain the position to you. Should you remain dissatisfied with any aspect of our service, you may of course take matters up with our
professional institute. We can provide further information on how you may contact our professional institute.

Section Page
01 - Executive Summary 03

02 - Purpose and responsibilities 06

03 - Financial statements audit 08

04 - Value for Money 18

05 – Other reporting issues 35

Appendix 1 – Fees 37
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Ref: EY-000092651-01

Executive Summary: Key conclusions from our 2021/22 audit

Transport for London 3

Area of work Conclusion

Opinion on the Transport for London’s:

Financial statements Unqualified – the financial statements give a true and fair view of
the financial position of the Authority as at 31 March 2022 and of
its expenditure and income for the year then ended. The financial
statements have been prepared properly in accordance with the
CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting
in the United Kingdom 2021/22.

We highlighted a material uncertainty in our audit opinion relating
to the ability to operate current planned operational services
within available sources of funding.

We issued our auditor’s report on 27 September 2022.

Going concern We have concluded that the Statutory Chief Financial Officer’s
use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of
the financial statements is appropriate.

Consistency of the annual report
and other information published with
the financial statements

Financial information in the annual report and published with the
financial statements was consistent with the audited accounts.

Area of work Conclusion

Reports by exception:

Value for money (VFM) We identified a significant weakness in relation to financial
sustainability and therefore reported by exception on the
Authority’s VFM arrangements in the audit report on the financial
statements.
We have included our VFM commentary in Section 04.

Consistency of the annual
governance statement

We were satisfied that the annual governance statement was
consistent with our understanding of the Authority.

Public interest report and other
auditor powers

We had no reason to use our auditor powers.
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Executive Summary: Key conclusions from our 2021/22 audit

Transport for London 4

As a result of the work we carried out we have also:

Outcomes Conclusion
Issued a report to those charged with
governance of the Authority
communicating significant findings
resulting from our audit.

We issued an Audit Results Report dated 6 June 2022, and
provided a Final Close Out Report to the Audit Committee dated 16
September 2022.

Issued a certificate that we have
completed the audit in accordance
with the requirements of the Local
Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and
the National Audit Office’s 2020 Code
of Audit Practice.

We have not yet issued our certificate for 2020/21 as the
procedures required by the National Audit Office on the Whole of
Government Accounts submission is still in progress.

Fees
We carried out our audit of the Authority’s financial statements in line with PSAA Ltd’s “Statement of
Responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies” and “Terms of Appointment and  further guidance
(updated April 2018)”. As outlined in the Audit Results Report we were required to carry out additional
audit procedures to address audit risks in relation to management override of controls (as required by ISA
UKI 240) inappropriate revenue recognition (as required by ISA UKI 2400, inappropriate capitalisation or
potential impairment of capital projects including capital accruals, complexity of accounting of the
Authority’s property portfolios and going concern assessment. As a result, we have agreed an associated
additional fee with the Statutory Chief Finance Officer. We include details of the final audit fees in
Appendix 1.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Authority staff for their assistance during the course of our
work.

Janet Dawson
Partner
For and on behalf of Ernst & Young LLP
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Purpose and
responsibilities
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Ref: EY-000092651-01

Purpose and responsibilities

Transport for London 6

Purpose
The purpose of the auditor’s annual report is to bring together all of the auditor’s
work over the year. A core element of the report is the commentary on VFM
arrangements, which aims to draw to the attention of the Authority or the wider
public relevant issues, recommendations arising from the audit and follow-up of
recommendations issued previously, along with the auditor’s view as to whether
they have been implemented satisfactorily.

Responsibilities of the appointed auditor
We have undertaken our 2021/22 audit work in accordance with the Audit Plan
that we issued on 1 December 2021. We have complied with the NAO's 2020
Code of Audit Practice, International Standards on Auditing (UK), and other
guidance issued by the NAO.

As auditors we are responsible for:

Expressing an opinion on:

• The 2021/22 financial statements;

• Conclusions relating to going concern; and

• The consistency of other information published with the financial statements,
including the annual report.

Reporting by exception:

• If the governance statement does not comply with relevant guidance or is not
consistent with our understanding of the Authority;

• If we identify a significant weakness in the Authority’s arrangements in place
to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources; and

• Any significant matters that are in the public interest.

Responsibilities of the Authority
The Authority is responsible for preparing and publishing its financial statements,
annual report and governance statement. It is also responsible for putting in
place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources.

This report summarises
our audit work on the
2021/22 financial
statements.
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Ref: EY-000092651-01 Transport for London 8

Financial Statement Audit

Key issues
The Annual Report and Accounts is an important tool for the Authority to show
how it has used public money and how it can demonstrate its financial
management and financial health.

On 27 September 2022, we issued an unqualified opinion on the financial
statements. We reported our detailed findings to the 6 June 2022 Audit
Committee meeting. We outline below the key issues identified as part of our
audit, reported against the significant risks and other areas of audit focus we
included in our Audit Plan.

Financial Statement Audit

We have issued an
unqualified audit opinion
on the Authority’s 2021/22
financial statements.

Significant risk Conclusion
Management override of controls,
required by ISA (UK and Ireland) 240
Management is in a unique position to
perpetrate fraud because of their ability
to directly or indirectly manipulate
accounting records and prepare
fraudulent financial statements by
overriding controls that otherwise
appear to be operating effectively. We
identify and respond to this fraud risk on
every engagement  under ISA (UK &
Ireland) 240.

Our procedures did not identify any material misstatements in the
financial statements relating to management override of controls.

Inappropriate Revenue recognition,
required by ISA (UK & Ireland) 240
TfL needs to have robust controls in
place to forecast and accurately
recognise and report revenue in its
financial statements.
The significant risk only relates to the
fares revenue stream. This is due to the
complexity and judgements involved in
the process to apportion the fares
revenue recognised.
In the public sector, this requirement is
modified by Practice Note 10, issued by
the Financial Reporting Council, which
states that auditors should also consider
the risk that material misstatements may
occur by the manipulation of
expenditure recognition. We have not
identified any specific risk areas in
relation to expenditure.

We concluded that the basis on which fares revenue is recognised is in
accordance with the requirements of IFRS15 – Revenue from contracts
with customers as applied by the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on
Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2021/22. The
judgements made related to fares revenue in the financial statements
have been appropriately described.

Continued over.
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Ref: EY-000092651-01 Transport for London 9

Financial Statement Audit

Significant Risk Conclusion
Going concern, including TfL and
Crossrail
There is uncertainty with regards to the
going concern assumption for Crossrail
and TfL and carrying value of assets,
should the funding requirements continue.

We have concluded that the use of the going concern basis of
accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is
appropriate. However, we  highlighted a material uncertainty in our
audit opinion relating to the ability to operate current planned
operational services within the available sources of funding. This is
caused by the combination of the risks and uncertainties of the
following:
• the “dispute mechanism” within the funding settlement agreement

dated 30 August 2022, with the Department for Transport (‘funding
settlement’)

• the inflation review mechanism within the funding settlement
agreement; and

• the ability to delivery cost savings in addition to those already
assumed in TfL’s budget (‘central case forecast’).

Inappropriate capitalisation or potential
impairment of capital projects including
capital accruals
TfL, TTL groups and subsidiaries
undertake multiple capital projects at any
one time, which vary in size, complexity
and length of time to complete. In the
2021/22 financial year, TfL’s capital
expenditure is  £1.6bn  and of this amount
£624m relates to Crossrail projects.
There is a risk of improper capitalisation of
cost (through improper calculation of the
accruals or improper split between capital
and operating expenditure). In addition
there is a risk of potential impairment of
projects as a result of funding constraints.

We are satisfied that the capitalised costs in the year meet the criteria
for capitalisation of IAS16: Property, Plant and Equipment as applied
by the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom 2021/22 and are appropriate.

Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit

Significant Risk Conclusion
Complexity of accounting for TfL and
TTL property portfolios
TfL and TTL groups have extensive
property portfolios, with a total book value
for property of £1.7bn as at 31 March 2022
(of which £160.1m was Assets Held for
Sale). Included within the portfolios are
office buildings and investment properties.

The unique and material nature of TfL and
TTL group’s property portfolios means that
small changes in assumptions when
valuing these assets can have a material
impact on the financial statements.

TfL will need to comply with the Mayor’s
housing programme. The Mayor has
committed to prioritising affordable home
delivery on surplus or under utilised owned
by the GLA Group, including TfL. This
might have a negative impact on the
valuation of TfL’s property portfolio.

We have concluded that property valuations were within an
acceptable range and in compliance with IAS16: Property, Plant and
Equipment and with IAS 40: Investment Property as applied by the
CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in
the United Kingdom 2021/22.

The disclosures set out in the notes to the financial statements are
fundamental to users’ understanding of this matter. We conclude that
the balances and disclosures in the financial statements and notes
appropriately reflect the risk factors identified and are in compliance
with the requirements of IAS40: Investment Property as applied by
the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting
in the United Kingdom 2021/22.

Other area of audit focus Conclusion
Significant accounting estimates –
including complexity of provisions
Certain provisions (e.g. Compulsory
purchase orders, litigation, claims and
disputes) require complex estimates
involving high levels of management
judgement and uncertainty.

TfL, TTL and subsidiaries have complex
capital contract and commercial
arrangements. A large proportion of TfL’s
provisions come from its capital
investment activities and transformation
process. In particular CPO provisions and
certain contract provisions (e.g. claims and
disputes) require complex estimates
involving high levels of management
judgement and uncertainty.

We have completed our audit procedures with no material issues. We
are satisfied that the provisions made are within an acceptable range,
based on the latest available information.

In relation to the provisions for senior management performance
award and other performance award arrangement, we have
recommended the management to obtain explicit approval from the
Department for Transport of these provisions in the future years.

In addition to the significant risks above, we also concluded on the following areas of audit focus.

Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit

Other area of audit focus Conclusion
IFRS 16 Leases  - Lease accounting,
including the complexity of the
estimating the Incremental borrowing
rate (IBR)
IFRS 16 was adopted for the first time in
the 31 March 2020 financial statements.  It
requires entities to recognise a right of use
asset and corresponding lease liability in
its Statement of Financial Position. There
are a number of judgements relating to
accounting for IFRS16 assets and
liabilities and an unadjusted audit
difference was identified in the prior year
audit which affect our risk assessment of
the lease accounting in the current year.
These matters will be re-assessed in the
current year and any changes to contracts
assessed for IFS16 accounting.  Further,
as with all assets, there will need to be an
assessment of whether there are any
impairments of these IFRS16 assets as a
result of the impact of COVID-19.

Based on the review and assessment performed on the judgements
involved in the lease accounting, we have noted that management
has continued to utilise the same rate from the date of IFRS16
adoption for all deliveries of rolling stock in 2021/22 financial yearend
accounts. This resulted to understatement in the right of use asset
amounting to £51m (2020/21: £37m) and understatement of the
related lease liability amounting to £41m (2020/21: £32m).

Judgemental assumptions impacting
TfL’s pension deficit
At 31 March 2022, TfL’s defined benefit
pension schemes had a deficit of
£3,201.5m (2021: £5,603m). The Group’s
balance sheet reflects the deficit from
Public Sector Section of the TfL Pension
Fund Scheme, Local Government Pension
Fund Scheme, Crossrail section of the
Railways Pension Scheme and the
unfunded scheme provisions.

The assumptions used to arrive at the
value of the pension deficit are
judgemental. The setting of these
assumptions in accordance with IAS19(R)
Employment Benefits will be an area of
audit focus.

Our review and assessment of the assumptions used in the
calculation did not result to any exceptions or adjustments relating to
the actuarial valuation of defined benefit obligation of the deficit
recognised as a liability in the balance sheet (retirement benefit
obligation).
However our review of the fair value of scheme assets, specifically of
the TfL Pension Fund Scheme resulted to an understatement
amounting to £14m which in turn resulted to an overstatement in the
retirement benefit obligation.

Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit

Other area of audit focus Conclusion
Climate related risks
In response to increasing concerns about
the impacts of climate change on the
economy and financial stability, the FRC is
calling for organisations to be more
transparent on how they are addressing
climate risk. Whilst reporting, in itself,
cannot limit the effect of climate change,
transparency of how organisations are
responding to this risk provides
stakeholders with better information and
may guide how they interact with an
organisation: whether it is funders deciding
whether to fund; employees deciding
which organisations they would like to
work for; customers deciding which
services to use; or suppliers deciding
which organisations to sell their
products/services to.

Our procedures on the disclosures on climate change consisted
solely of considering whether they are materially inconsistent with the
financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the course of the
audit or otherwise appear to be materially misstated. As explained in
the Accounting Policies in the audited financial statement of the
Authority, governmental and societal responses to climate change
risks are still developing, and are interdependent upon each other,
and consequently financial statements cannot capture all possible
future outcomes as these are not yet known.

Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Audit differences
We highlight the following misstatements greater than £4.6m that was identified during the course of the audit.

Factual misstatement
• Our review of the fair value of scheme assets, specifically of the TfL Pension Fund Scheme resulted to an

understatement amounting to £14m which resulted to overstatement in the retirement benefit obligation.
The difference is due to the audited financial statement received from TfL Pension Fund which provided the
updated fair value of plan assets as at 31 March 2022.

Judgemental misstatement
• In the review and assessment performed on the judgements involved in the lease accounting, we have

noted that the management has continued to utilised the same rate from the date of IFRS16 adoption for all
deliveries of rolling stock in 2021/22 financial yearend accounts. This resulted to understatement in the right
of use asset amounting to £51m (2020/21: £37m) and understatement of the related lease liability
amounting to £41m (2020/21: £32m).

Reclassification misstatements
We also noted the following reclassification misstatement identified during the course of the audit and as part
of the pre-issuance review procedures.
• We identified as part of our testing of the provision that the reported insurance claims amounting to £10m

was presented as net of the other provision, hence we proposed an adjustment to reclassify the insurance
claims from provisions to receivables.

• We noted that grant receipt in advance was not presented in line with CIPFA Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting (“CIPFA Code”). Therefore adjustments were proposed to reclassify from £40m of
short term and  £11m of long term creditor balance to the respective short term and long term grant receipt
in advance account.

• We noted that the rental income from investment property was reported under cost of service line instead of
the financing and investment income and expenditure lines. The CIPFA Code requires that the financing
and investment income and expenditure includes income and expenditure in relation to investment
properties. We proposed a reclassification of the rental income and expenditure amounting to £74m and
£40m, respectively, from the gross income and expenditure line of other segments to the financing and
investment income and expenditures lines.

The above identified factual, judgement and reclassification misstatements were not corrected by the
management.

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Audit differences (continued)
As part of our audit, we also highlighted the following identified misstatements in the disclosures in the
financial statement, which management corrected.

Corrected misstatement in disclosures
• The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement was not entirely in accordance with the CIPFA

Code. The CIPFA Code requires gross income, gross expenditure, and net expenditure to be analysed by
service using the same structure as the expenditure and funding analysis and to include costs. The Code
also requires that each service segment to include charges for the use of its non-current assets and
employee benefit accrued costs. The gross income and expenditure are not expected to be the same as
internal management reports which exclude these items.

• The format of the Group Movement in Reserves Statement did not comply with the requirements of the
CIPFA Code. The “Adjustments between group accounts and authority accounts” and “Net increase or
decrease before transfers” were missing.

• The format of the Group Movement in Reserves Statement did not comply with the requirements of the
CIPFA Code. The “total reserves of the authority” and “authorities share of the reserves of subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures”  were missing.

• The format of the expenditure and funding analysis (EFA) note did not comply with CIPFA Code. The Code
requires the EFA note should show a.) Net expenditure chargeable to the GF under statute analysed by
segment; b) Other income and expenditure chargeable to the general fund and c) Surplus/deficit for the
general fund.

• As per the CIPFA Code and the Audit and Accounts Regulations 2015, required remuneration disclosures
must be included in the notes to the Statement of Account. The note cross refers to the Remuneration
Report.

• There should be no adjustments relating to group members in the line in the Group Movement in Reserves
Statement for adjustments between the accounting basis and the funding basis (except in the case where
the group member is specifically within the scope of the statutory arrangements permitting or requiring a
reversal. CIPFAs Guidance on Accounting for Collaboration in Local Government states that in applying an
authority’s accounting policies to group members, it is not expected that adjustments will be made for the
statutory reversals that only the authority is permitted to make.

• The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) balance in the sources of finance did not reconcile to the
movement in the CFR.

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Audit differences (continued)

Uncorrected misstatement in disclosures
• Incorrect disclosure concerning the revaluation of the newly created investment property is accounted for in

the investment property note instead of the property, plant and equipment note.
• The disclosure concerning the non-separation of infrastructure assets and office buildings. Infrastructure

assets are a separate class of asset from office buildings as noted in CIPFA Code. The property, plant and
equipment movements are required to be analysed by each class. Therefore, infrastructure should be
separately identified from “office buildings” in the note. The related error in the note is affecting the property,
plant and equipment and right of use assets.

• The disclosure relating to the transfer of investment property to assets held for sale amounting to £6.8m is
against CIPFA Code which states that investment property which subsequently meets the criteria to be
classified as held for sale shall continue to be accounted for as investment property but may be reported
separately as investment property held for sale. The Code Guidance Notes also states that investment
property held for sale can either remain within the investment property total in the balance sheet or be
separately identified on the balance sheet as held for sale investment property. Investment property held for
sale should not be transferred to assets held for sale.

• Non-disclosure of items income, expenses and gains/losses by category of financial statement in the
funding and risk management note. The CIPFA Code requires additional disclosure of items of income,
expense and gains/losses by category of financial instrument either on the face of the financial statements
or in the notes.

• Credit risk section of the funding and financial risk management is not in line CIPFA Code which requires
that changes in the loss allowance should be explained by way of a reconciliation from the opening to
closing balance by class of financial instrument and type of credit loss.

• The split of total assets in the schemes under the pensions note does not fully comply with the CIPFA Code
which requires equity and debt instruments to be segregated by geography, industry or issuer type. The
disclosure should also note whether the disaggregated plan assets are quoted or not.

• The accounting treatment of the repayments of loans to subsidiaries in the capital expenditure analysed by
source of finance note is not in line with the CIPFA Code requirements.

Continued over.
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Financial Statement Audit (continued)

Our application of materiality
When establishing our overall audit strategy, we determined a magnitude of uncorrected misstatements that
we judged would be material for the financial statements as a whole.

Item Thresholds applied
Planning
materiality

We determined planning materiality to be £92.5m as 2% of gross revenue expenditure
reported in the accounts. We consider gross revenue expenditure to be one of the
principal considerations for stakeholders in assessing the financial performance of the
Authority.

Reporting
threshold

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we would report to the Committee all audit
differences in excess of £4.6m.

We also identified the following areas where misstatement at a level lower than our overall materiality level
might influence the reader. For these areas we developed an audit strategy specific to these areas. The areas
identified and audit strategy applied include:
► Remuneration disclosures including exit packages: We audited all disclosures and undertook procedures

to confirm material completeness. Refer to the corrected misstatement in disclosure section above for the
details of the findings noted.

► Related party transactions. We audited all disclosures and undertook procedures to confirm material
completeness
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Value for Money (VFM)

Scope and risks
We have complied with the NAO’s 2020 Code and the NAO’s Auditor Guidance
Note in respect of VFM. We presented our VFM risk assessment to the 6 June
2022 Audit Committee meeting which was based on a combination of our
cumulative audit knowledge and experience, our review of Authority and
committee reports, meetings with the Statutory Chief Finance Officer and
evaluation of associated documentation through our regular engagement with
management and the finance team. We identified a risk of significant weakness
in the Authority’s VFM arrangements in relation to Financial Sustainability: How
the body plans and manages its resources to ensure it can continue to deliver its
services and Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness: How the Authority
uses information about its costs and performance to improve the way it manages
and delivers its services.

Reporting
We completed our VFM arrangements work on 27 September 2022 and
identified a significant weakness in the Authority’s VFM arrangements in relation
to Financial Sustainability. We reported this matter by exception in the audit
report on the financial statements. Further details were provided in the Audit
Results Report.

Meanwhile, the significant weakness identified in 2020/21 in relation to Improving
economy, efficiency and effectiveness was fully remediated by the Authority
during the financial year 2021/22, therefore no matter by exception was reported
in the audit report on the financial statement.

We include within the VFM commentary below the work we performed during the
2021/22 audit, our conclusion and the associated recommendation we have
agreed with the Authority.

VFM Commentary
In accordance with the NAO’s 2020 Code, we are required to report a
commentary against three specified reporting criteria:

• Financial sustainability
How the Authority plans and manages its resources to ensure it can continue
to deliver its services;

• Governance
How the Authority ensures that it makes informed decisions and properly
manages its risks; and

• Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness:
How the Authority uses information about its costs and performance to
improve the way it manages and delivers its services.

We identified risk of
significant weakness in
the Authority’s VFM
arrangements for
2021/22.

We had matters to
report by exception in
the audit report.

Our VFM commentary
highlights relevant
issues for the Authority
and the wider public.
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VFM Commentary

Introduction and context
The 2020 Code confirms that the focus of our work should be on the
arrangements that the audited body is expected to have in place, based on the
relevant governance framework for the type of public sector body being audited,
together with any other relevant guidance or requirements.Audited bodies are
required to maintain a system of internal control that secures value for money
from the funds available to them whilst supporting the achievement of their
policies, aims and objectives. They are required to comment on the operation of
their governance framework during the reporting period, including arrangements
for securing value for money from their use of resources, in a governance
statement.

We have previously reported the VFM work we have undertaken during the year
including our risk assessment. The commentary below aims to provide a clear
narrative that explains our judgements in relation to our findings and any
associated local context.

Financial sustainability
During 2021/22, short term funding agreements were in place between the
Authority and the Department for Transport (DfT). The focus on short-term
funding restricted the Authority’s ability to make progress on and commit to key
long-term capital and service priorities set by policy makers, and therefore the
Authority was at risk of making short-term decisions. The Authority did not have
arrangements in place to obtain value for money due to lack of clarity of long-
term funding agreements going forward. As such, significant weakness was
identified with regards to how the Authority plans and manages its resources to
ensure it can continue service delivery. This is explained in detail below.

How the body ensures that it identifies all the significant financial
pressures that are relevant to its short and medium-term plans and builds
these into them
The Authority's Finance Committee focuses on general financial oversight, the
Authority's revenue generation (fares, ticketing, commercial development and
other income generation) as well as advising the Board as appropriate on
matters relating to the business plan, budget, borrowing, treasury management
and prudential indicators. The Finance Committee prepares and presents to the
Board a Finance Report on a periodic basis which sets out the Authority's
financial results for the period and year-to-date and assesses this against the
approved budget for the year.

The Authority does not
have the proper
arrangements on
financial sustainability
that we would expect to
see to enable it to plan
and manage its
resources to ensure that
it can continue to deliver
its services.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Financial sustainability (continued)

How the body ensures that it identifies all the significant financial
pressures that are relevant to its short and medium-term plans and builds
these into them (continued)
The Authority is committed to managing risks through its Risk Management
Policy that may impact the achievement of the objectives outlined in the
Business Plan and the Mayor’s Transport Strategy. The Authority commitments
include regularly identifying, assessing, monitoring, mitigating and reporting
threats and opportunities impacting the achievement of objectives to inform
decision-making at all levels of the organization. This includes identifying any
significant financial pressures that the Authority is facing which would affecting
the short and medium-term plans of the Authority. In addition to this, the Authority
receives a Risk and Assurance Annual Report which was issued by the Risk and
Assurance Directorate which provides an overview of the work carried out by the
Directorate, and other activities during the year. The report provided and opinion
on the overall framework of the Authority’s governance, risk management and
internal control for the year. The reports highlight key Enterprise Risks that may
affect the short and medium-term plans of the Authority.

How the body plans to bridge its funding gaps and identifies achievable
savings
The Authority have in place procedures and processes in order to bridge its
funding gaps and identifies achievable savings. The Authority currently maintains
a periodic (monthly) and quarterly reporting on financial performance and
planning to a Finance Committee which enables the Authority to identify gaps in
funding and monitor progress against the revised budgets and agreed saving
targets. The quarterly reporting highlighted performances of all income sources
and includes savings in costs achieved by the operating divisions of the
Authority.

The recent pandemic resulted to significant financial pressures to the Authority in
delivering its services and achieving its short and medium-term plans. The
Authority entered into an Extraordinary Funding and Financing Arrangement with
the DfT in order to meet their obligations to the public. The Finance Committee
reports on the Authority's progress against financial commitments under the
terms of Extraordinary Funding and Financing package agreed with DfT.

The Authority does not
have the proper
arrangements on
financial sustainability
that we would expect to
see to enable it to plan
and manage its
resources to ensure that
it can continue to deliver
its services.
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Financial sustainability (continued)

How the body plans to bridge its funding gaps and identifies achievable
savings (continued)
As part of the Extraordinary Funding and Financing package agreed with DfT
and in order to monitor this significant financial pressure, the Authority has
established an Oversight Group, chaired by the DfT, which has equal
representation from DfT and the Authority. The objectives of this Group is to
oversee progress of the measures agreed in the extraordinary funding and
financing package, to work collaboratively to determine how conditions are being
met and to consider proposals for resolution where necessary. The Oversight
Group is a working level group which monitors conditions directly impacting this
deal and progress towards longer term commitments.

How the body plans finances to support the sustainable delivery of
services in accordance with strategic and statutory priorities
The Authority has a vision and a long-term strategic plan which articulates how it
will deliver the Mayor’s Transport Strategy and the needs of its stakeholders. Key
priorities in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy include creating healthy streets and
healthy people, creating a good public transport experience and delivering new
homes and jobs. The Authority translates this into a balanced emergency budget
which is submitted to the GLA to assist with funding negotiations.

The unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic significantly impacted the organisation’s
ability to execute its activities. The Authority’s significant exposure to changes in
demand due to its high fixed costs and dependence on fares revenue have
meant that it is particularly susceptible to economic and other demand shocks.

During 2020/21, 2021/22 and recently in 2022/23, the Authority has secured a
series of Extraordinary Funding and Financing Agreements from the Secretary of
State, as set out in the Narrative Report, which gave it secure access to funding
in the form of a mixture of Government grant and borrowing from the Public
Works Loan Board.

On 30 August 2022, the Authority’s Board approved a long term 20-month
funding settlement with the DfT, which is significantly longer than any of the
Authority’s previous settlements during the pandemic. This funding settlement
provided £1.2bn of Government funding along with the guaranteeing of
passenger revenue over the period to 31 March 2024, but is subject to a number
of conditions.

The Authority does not
have the proper
arrangements on
financial sustainability
that we would expect to
see to enable it to plan
and manage its
resources to ensure that
it can continue to deliver
its services.
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Financial sustainability (continued)

How the body plans finances to support the sustainable delivery of
services in accordance with strategic and statutory priorities (continued)
Significant weakness identified:

Though a 20-month period funding agreement was agreed by the Authority and
DfT, this still restricted the Authority’s ability to make progress on and commit to
key long-term capital and service priorities set by policy makers, and therefore
the Authority was at risk of making short-term decisions.

Without continuous, stable investment to operate and maintain the Authority’s
existing network, its ability to make longer-term decisions, negotiate longer term
deals with suppliers or contractors, and identify synergies and cost saving
opportunities is restricted, and its performance may decline.

On the date of the signing of the Annual Report and Statement of Accounts, the
Authority did not have arrangements in place to obtain value for money due to
lack of clarity of long-term funding agreements going forward. As such, a
significant weakness is identified with regards to how the Authority plans and
manages its resources to ensure it can continue service delivery.

How the body ensures that its financial plan is consistent with other plans
such as workforce, capital, investment, and other operational planning
which may include working with other local public bodies as part of a wider
system
The Authority’s financial plans include reporting on a wider areas as part of its
mechanisms for monitoring the achievement of targets for each of the key
performance areas and against conditions set out in funding arrangements with
DfT.

The Authority produced a Business Plan which sets out how the Authority will
achieve the Mayor’s Transport Strategy. The most recent Business Plan for
2020/21 to 2024/25 released in December 2019 details plan for the continual
improvement on the efficiency and productivity in the delivery of services. The
plan also sets to improve the experience of working with the Authority through
ensuring an inclusive, safe and secure workplace environment. Highlighted in the
business plan are details of building financial sustainability, maintaining a
sustainable capital plan including assets and investment priorities and prudent
borrowings. The business plan also tackles the impact of climate change and
what’s the Authority’s plan in response to it.

The Authority does not
have the proper
arrangements on
financial sustainability
that we would expect to
see to enable it to plan
and manage its
resources to ensure that
it can continue to deliver
its services.
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Financial sustainability (continued)

How the body ensures that its financial plan is consistent with other plans
such as workforce, capital, investment, and other operational planning
which may include working with other local public bodies as part of a wider
system (continued)
The Covid-19 pandemic has continued to have a significant impact on Authority’s
operational activities and its finances. In January 2021, the Authority submitted a
Financial Sustainability Plan to Government as part of the process for securing a
long-term funding settlement. The Financial Sustainability Plan set out the details
of the proposals to address the financial sustainability challenge. The plan also
set out the interventions and actions the Authority needs to take to move towards
financial sustainability for actioning after the Financial Sustainability Plan is
submitted.

How the body identifies and manages risks to financial resilience, e.g.
unplanned changes in demand, including challenge of the assumptions
underlying its plans.
The Authority’s Enterprise Risk management system sets out the Authority’s
main strategic risks and mitigations, with more detailed risk registers held
throughout the Authority and reflected in individual staff objectives. The Authority
reviewed all Level 0 Enterprise and Level 1 Strategic Risks as a result of the
changes brought on by the coronavirus pandemic and each of these has been
reviewed by the Executive Committee and the relevant Board Committee or
Panel throughout the year, with the exception of Financial Sustainability (ER7),
as this risk has been the subject of ongoing discussions and negotiations
throughout the year. The Audit and Assurance Committee maintains overall
responsibility for scrutinising the Authority’s approach to risk and receives reports
to each meeting. The Finance Committee scrutinises the Authority’s financial
performance and reports on this to the Board.

In response to the ongoing impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Authority’s
finances, several rigorous cost control and scrutiny measures were refined
during the year. The Authority has also continued to embed the Authority’s
Health, Safety and Environment management system and has continuous
improvement plans in place to enhance the system and strengthen the maturity
of compliance.

The Authority does not
have the proper
arrangements on
financial sustainability
that we would expect to
see to enable it to plan
and manage its
resources to ensure that
it can continue to deliver
its services.
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Governance
For 2021/22, The Authority has had the arrangements we would expect to see to
enable it to make informed decisions and properly manage its risks.

How the body monitors and assesses risk and how the body gains
assurance over the effective operation of internal controls, including
arrangements to prevent and detect fraud
The Authority’s attitude towards business risk is documented in its operational
Risk Management Policy which includes managing risk and assuring controls
consistently as set out in their Enterprise Risk Management Framework. The
policy highlights the regular identification, assessing, monitoring, controlling,
mitigating and reporting inefficiencies impacting the achievement of objectives to
inform decision-making at all levels of the organisation. As well as consideration
of risks throughout the business planning process.

The Authority have a well implemented Internal Audit function which has
responsibility for providing assurance in respect of corporate governance and
risk management across all members and constituent parts of the Authority’s
group. The Internal Audit team has the appropriate skills and experience and
considering the nature, size and complexity of Authority group, the scope of the
Internal Audit function appears appropriate. The Audit and Assurance
Committee, on behalf of the Board, reviews the authority, scope of work and
resources of Internal Audit on a regular basis to confirm these remain
appropriate. As an independent and objective third line of defence review and
support activity, Internal Audit makes recommendations for the improvement of
internal control and risk management. There is a process to monitor
management’s actioning of control recommendations raised by Internal Audit
which is closely monitored by the Audit and Assurance Committee at each
meeting, where management is challenged if deadlines are missed.

The Authority has strong controls surrounding fraud. Fraud risk workshops are
conducted to target Internal Audit work, and these have assisted with the
development of fraud detection procedures. The work is performed by Internal
Audit whereby half-year and full-year fraud reports are produced and provided to
the Audit and Assurance Committee to be reviewed as part of the overall Risk
Management review process. The Authority has an Anti-fraud and corruption
policy which has been approved by the Board and the Audit and Assurance
Committee. The Authority has an active counter-fraud department and instances
of fraud are published within the Authority to act as a deterrent.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable to make informed
decisions and properly
manage its risks.
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Governance (continued)

How the body approaches and carries out its annual budget setting
process
As with local authorities, the Authority is a relevant authority for the purposes of
Part VIII of the Local Government Finance Act 1988 and is obliged to produce a
balanced annual budget. The budget is balanced against a series of factors and
risks, including passenger demand, lifespan of the Authority's assets and the
evolving political landscape. The Mayor and the Assembly are also obliged to
produce a balanced budget pursuant to Section 85 of the Greater London
Authority (GLA) Act. The budget is submitted to the Mayor of London and goes
through a consultation process together with all the other functional bodies, the
result of which then forms the final approved consolidated budget.

Under the GLA Act, it is the duty of the Mayor of London and the Assembly to
prepare and approve the budgets of the GLA and the functional bodies (including
the Authority). The Mayor will prepare the draft budgets and submit them to a
public meeting of the Assembly for consideration and approval.  The Mayor
determines Authority’s budget, for each financial year, having consulted the
London Assembly.

The Authority’s Business Plan and Investment Programme is approved by the
Board and sets out how the Authority intends to implement the Mayor’s Transport
Strategy over the period covered by its funding settlement with DfT. It sets out
the projects and programmes to be delivered, how they will be funded, and
outcomes to be achieved. The targets set out in the budget are measured
against the three key themes of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy, which are
healthy streets and healthy people, a good public transport experience, and new
homes and jobs.

How the body ensures effective processes and systems are in place to
ensure budgetary control; to communicate relevant, accurate and timely
management information (including non-financial information where
appropriate); supports its statutory financial reporting requirements; and
ensures corrective action is taken where needed.
Periodic finance and performance reports are prepared which show both
financial and operational performance and these are presented to the Authority’s
Finance and Policy Committee and the Board. Authority’s annual accounts are
prepared in line with the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the
United Kingdom which is based upon IFRS.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable to make informed
decisions and properly
manage its risks.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Governance (continued)

How the body ensures effective processes and systems are in place to
ensure budgetary control; to communicate relevant, accurate and timely
management information (including non-financial information where
appropriate); supports its statutory financial reporting requirements; and
ensures corrective action is taken where needed (continued)
At the end of every quarter, each business unit completes a Business
Management Review (BMR) outlining the position of the business unit and how it
is performing compared to budget. Senior Reporting Accountants prepare a
Performance Report which documents variances against budget. Reviews are
then held with the Finance Director and associated action plans are compiled
and approved. The report and action plan are then communicated to the
Managing Director for further discussion and final approval as part of the BMR.
Meetings of the Finance Leadership team involve the Finance Directors from
across the business units and the Group Managing Director.

There is effective, two-way communication between those charged with
governance and its internal and external auditors. EY provides appropriate levels
of communication on its auditing responsibilities and around significant matters
relating to financial reporting, including communications between management
and those charged with governance, and external communications, such as
those with regulatory authorities. The Audit and Assurance Committee drives the
system of internal control and has overall responsibility for reviewing the Internal
Audit function; its audit plan and scope, findings and monitoring management
responses.

How the body ensures it makes properly informed decisions, supported by
appropriate evidence and allowing for challenge and transparency.  This
includes arrangements for effective challenge from those charged with
governance/audit committee
Published Board papers and minutes evidence the challenge made by non-
executive members and the transparency in decision making. Further, any
meeting of the Authority's Board, committees and/or panels are held in public
and anyone is welcome to attend, except where private, personal or specific
financial information is to be discussed.

The Authority’s Standing Orders (published on the Authority's website) lay down
the decision-making structure and proceedings, together with the Scheme of
Delegation. In line with Good Corporate Governance Practice, the Authority
reviews the effectiveness of its Board and decision-making structure periodically.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable to make informed
decisions and properly
manage its risks.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Governance (continued)

How the body ensures it makes properly informed decisions, supported by
appropriate evidence and allowing for challenge and transparency.  This
includes arrangements for effective challenge from those charged with
governance/audit committee (continued)
The Audit and Assurance Committee meets quarterly and is comprised of
appropriately skilled and experienced members, has clear terms of reference
which emphasises the Committee’s role in the relevant aspects of governance,
internal control and financial reporting. Other committees of the Authority’s Board
includes the following:

• Finance Committee which advise on and assist the Board with issues relating
to financial matters including income generation and, in particular, provide
advice in relation to Authority’s Business Plan, the Authority’s Group Budget,
Prudential Indicators, and changes in the organisational structure.

• Land and Property Committee which give guidance on strategic direction on
behalf of the Authority and ensure alignment between the vision, purpose and
corporate plans relating to land and property development including the
activities of the Authority and its subsidiaries.

• Programmes and Investment Committee which advise on and assist the
Board with issues relating to the Authority’s overall Investment Programme
matters.

• Remuneration Committee which keep an overview of the Authority’s reward
and remuneration policies and its arrangements for talent management and
succession planning.

• Elizabeth Line Committee which is a special purpose Committee established
as part of the transition of the Crossrail Project to the Authority to simplify
decision making and provide assurance and oversight for the Authority’s
Board on the completion and close out of the Crossrail Project and the
opening of the Elizabeth line.

The Authority’s Board also has a Customer Service and Operational
Performance Panel which advises on all matters relating to the Authority’s
customer service and operational performance as well as a Safety, Sustainability
and Human Resources Panel which advises on all matters relating to safety,
sustainability and Human Resources, in particular: (a) health, safety and
environment (HSE) matters including compliance and assurance; (b) resilience;
(c) human resource issues across the Authority, including equality and diversity
and apprenticeship and graduate programmes; and (d) responsible procurement.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable to make informed
decisions and properly
manage its risks.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Governance (continued)

How the body monitors and ensures appropriate standards, such as
meeting legislative/regulatory requirements and standards in terms of
officer or member behaviour (such as gifts and hospitality or
declarations/conflicts of interests).
The Authority has an in-house legal team to advise on legal requirements as
appropriate. The Authority also has the committees in place to discuss any
pending issues regarding laws and regulations and the relevant action plans in
response to these identified issues.

From a financial perspective, the Audit and Assurance Committee is responsible
for ensuring that the Authority prepares its annual accounts and other published
financial reports in accordance with all relevant legislation and accounting
standards. The Board devolves much responsibility to the Finance Committee
and approval for the Business Plan, Group Budget and Annual Accounts of the
Authority is delegated.

The Authority, in compliance with the GLA Act, keeps a register of interests for its
Board Members. In compliance with Company Law, Secretariat keeps a register
of interests of the Directors. The central register has been extended to cover all
senior staff which is defined as Chief Officers and their direct reports except
support staff. The register of interests is updated by the Company Secretariat
who emails a form to be completed by the officers on a bi-annual basis. Any new
starters of the relevant status will be asked to provide on entry on their
appointment and thereafter will be included in the half-yearly update.

Declarations of interests of all Board members are available to view on the
Authority’s website. For all staff, other than senior managers as defined above,
modes/directorates are required to maintain local registers of interests and of the
receipt of gifts and/or hospitality on a modal/directorate basis. Modes/directorates
mirror the centralized arrangement with regards to the Register of Interests i.e.
creating entries and every six months the entries will be re-circulated and staff
will be asked to confirm that it is still correct or provide amended details. Staff
who do not currently have an entry are reminded on a half-yearly basis of the
need to register an interest that has recently arisen.

A register of gifts, interest and hospitality is maintained for all board members
and chief officers and is published on the Authority's website. Individual
declarations of interest at meetings are stated in the Board minutes.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable to make informed
decisions and properly
manage its risks.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness

How financial and performance information has been used to assess
performance to identify areas for improvement.
The key measure of financial performance that is important to the Authority
management is expenditure outturn against budget. Whilst also monitoring
performance, the Authority’s priority is to deliver the business plan priorities and
the Mayor’s Transport Strategy within the set budget, as efficiently as possible.

Quarterly performance reports are completed that show both financial and
operational performance and these are sent to the Greater London Authority and
presented to the Finance Committee and the Board. These compare year-to-date
divisional performance against budget and prior year and explain key variances.
Periodic Finance Reports are also produced, but not always published externally
unless required for a Board or Committee meeting.

At the end of every quarter, each business unit completes a Business
Management Review (BMR) outlining the position of the business unit and how it
is performing compared to budget. Senior Reporting Accountants prepare a
Performance Report which documents variances against budget. Reviews are
then held with the Finance Director and associated action plans are compiled
and approved. The report and action plan are then communicated to the
Managing Director for further discussion and final approval as part of the BMR.
Meetings of the Finance Leadership team involve the Finance Directors from
across the business units and the Group Managing Director.

The Authority's Code of Governance is organised into six sections to reflect the
six core principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE framework. The sections are
Leadership, Relationship, Management, Standards of Conduct, Risk
Management, Capacity development and Public Accountability. There is an
annual review of performance against the Code of Governance, the results of
which are presented to the Audit and Assurance Committee. As part of the
review, progress against the Governance Improvement Plan is assessed and the
Improvement Plan for the coming year is presented.

How the body evaluates the services it provides to assess performance
and identify areas for improvement
The Authority has arrangements to assess performance through its performance
management system, ongoing review of project and programme delivery and
through a series of performance indicators  covering the main activities of the
Authority. The Authority produce quarterly progress reports to the Board on the
operation and financial performance of the Authority, and on the delivery and
budget performance of the Authority Investments Programme.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable it to use
information about its
costs and performance
to improve the way it
manages and delivers
services.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness (continued)

How the body evaluates the services it provides to assess performance
and identify areas for improvement (continued)
The Authority has established the Advisory Panels (i.e., Customer Service and
Operational Performance Panel and Safety, Sustainability and Human
Resources Panel) on a standing basis. The Customer Service and Operational
Performance Panel advises on all matter relating to the Authority’s customer
service and operational performance while the Sustainability and Human
Resources Panel advises on all matter relating to compliance and assurance,
resilience, human resources and responsible procurement.

The Authority also have the Audit and Assurance Committee who reviews the
effectiveness of the system of internal controls and considered fraud and risk
management issues and ensures that the Authority prepares its Annual
Statement of Accounts  and other published financial reports in accordance with
all relevant legislation and accounting standards.

How the body ensures it delivers its role within significant partnerships,
engages with stakeholders it has identified, monitors performance against
expectations, and ensures action is taken where necessary to improve
The Authority conducts, at least annually, a review of the effectiveness of its
governance framework including the system of internal control, which is reported
to the Audit and Assurance Committee. There is also an annual Board
Effectiveness Review. The Authority continually reviews the effectiveness of its
governance arrangements, including all aspects of the Authority’s operations
including its relationships with its group entities.

The Authority has a transparency strategy and publishes a substantial amount of
information. It engages with stakeholders and partners through consultation and
its work with London Councils and individual boroughs. It cooperates with
appropriate organisations to ensure there is independent scrutiny of its financial
and operational reporting processes

In terms of monitoring performance, the Authority’s quarterly performance report
and other key quarterly reports submitted to Committees and Panels track the
Authority’s activities in terms of key performance indicators and delivery of the
Mayor’s Transport Strategy. These reports also highlights remedial actions taken
when the Authority do not meet expectations or slippage occurs.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable it to use
information about its
costs and performance
to improve the way it
manages and delivers
services.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness (continued)

How the body ensures that commissioning and procuring services is done
in accordance with relevant legislation, professional standards and internal
policies, and how the body assesses whether it is realising the expected
benefits.
The Authority strives to conduct all its procurement and contracting activities
efficiently, to the highest ethical standards and in compliance The Authority’s
Procurement and Contracting Policy supports the organisation’s commitments to
achieving best value for money for procurement at all goods, works and services
throughout the business. This policy applies to all the Authority’s staff, including
non-permanent, consultancy and contracted staff working on behalf of the
Authority.

The Authority have published rules and procedures with respect to the conduct
expected from everyone who works for the Authority who is involved in
purchasing goods, services or works, which are set out in the Authority
Management System. These have been developed to support and facilitate
compliance with applicable laws and regulation as well as with internal Authority
policies and governance as set out in Authority’s Standing Orders and
supplementary guidance documents.  The Standing Orders define the levels and
allocation of authority for approvals of financial and procurement or contractual
commitments.

The Authority have a professional Procurement and Supply Chain team (P&SC)
that is accountable for procurement and contract management activities on
behalf of the organisation, taking into consideration business needs, affordability
and supplier market capability. Business areas have a responsibility to provide
operational contract management. The Authority’s standard approach will be to
assess affordability on a whole life cost basis.

In 2019/20, the Authority through the internal audit identified a series of
weaknesses with the application of procurement rules throughout the
organisation. The procurement arrangements were not being followed in all
cases, leading to a significant amount of single source tender arrangements and
other contracting arrangements that may not have provided value for money. An
action plan was drawn up by the Authority to address the weakness identified.
Implementation of this action plan commenced during 2019/20, but corrective
actions were only completed by 31 March 2021 and those that were
implemented were not in place during the entirety of financial year 2020/21. As a
result, we identified a significant weakness  with regards to how TfL plans and
manages its resources to ensure it can continue service delivery in  2019/20,
2020/21 and 2021/22.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable it to use
information about its
costs and performance
to improve the way it
manages and delivers
services.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness (continued)

How the body ensures that commissioning and procuring services is done
in accordance with relevant legislation, professional standards and internal
policies, and how the body assesses whether it is realising the expected
benefits (continued).
As part of our work in value for money and our audit strategy in response to the
identified significant weakness, we performed the following procedures and
reported the results of our procedures below.

• We inquired with the management and performed assessment of control
environment around the Procurement and Supply Chain of the Authority and
we identified that the management and that those charged with governance
has oversight on the issue and improvement plans was initiated to address the
significant weakness.

• We verified and assessed the details of the improvement plans on the
procurement arrangement and determined whether the improvement plans
addressed the identified significant weaknesses in the procurement process.
Our procedures confirmed that the improvement programmes set and
implemented were to address the identified significant weakness.

• We tested the controls where the improvement plans were implemented with
specific focus on single source tender arrangement and competitive
arrangements and assessed the results of these control testing. We have not
noted exceptions from the testing performed.

• We also reviewed and assessed the results of internal audit reports relating to
Procurement and Supply Chain and verified the exceptions highlighted by the
report were already being addressed by the improvement plans implemented.

Based on the procedures performed above, we assessed that the Authority have
remediated the significant weakness identified in the procurement arrangement
and has implemented its action plans during the financial year, Therefore, the
significant weakness on procurement arrangement was lifted in financial year
2021/22 and no matters by exception relating to the Improving economy,
efficiency and effectiveness criteria was reported in the audit report in the
financial statement.

The Authority has had
the arrangements we
would expect to see to
enable it to use
information about its
costs and performance
to improve the way it
manages and delivers
services.
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VFM Commentary (continued)

Recommendations
As a result of the VFM procedures we have carried out we have agreed the
recommendation below with the Authority:

We note that a funding settlement has been agreed on 30 August 2022, which
provides more certainty over funding levels until 31 March 2024. However, as
noted in the material uncertainty paragraph above, we draw your attention to
note d) of Accounting Policies, which indicates that there is a material uncertainty
relating to TfL’s ability to deliver current planned operational services within
available sources of funding.

We recommend that management agree a long term plan for future capital and
service investment, beyond 31 March 2024, as soon as practicable, in order to
allow TfL to put in place arrangements to plan and manage resources to ensure
value for money.

Forward look
Looking forward to 2022 and beyond, the assurance whether the Authority will
reached financial sustainability at the end of the 20-month funding settlement
with DfT, is still uncertain. Further, additional funding arrangement for long term
plan for future capital and service investment beyond 31 March 2024 is still
undeterminable which would impact the delivery of services and carrying out the
Mayor’s Transport Strategy.

The Authority faces
further challenge and
change beyond 2022
which will form part of
our 2022/23 VFM
arrangements work.

The Authority has
agreed to a
recommendation which
we will follow up as part
of our 2022/23 VFM
arrangements work.
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Section 5

Other Reporting
Issues
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Governance Statement
We are required to consider the completeness of disclosures in the Authority’s governance statement,
identify any inconsistencies with the other information of which we are aware from our work, and consider
whether it complies with relevant guidance.
We completed this work and did not identify any areas of concern

Whole of Government Accounts
We have not yet completed the procedures required by the National Audit Office (NAO) on the Whole of
Government Accounts consolidation pack submission. The guidance for 21/22 has been issued, however the
work related to Whole Government Accounts is still in progress. We will liaise with the Authority to complete
this work as required.

Report in the Public Interest
We have a duty under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 to consider whether, in the public interest,
to report on any matter that comes to our attention in the course of the audit in order for it to be considered
by the Authority or brought to the attention of the public.
We did not identify any issues which required us to issue a report in the public interest.

Other powers and duties
We identified no issues during our audit that required us to use our additional powers under the Local Audit
and Accountability Act 2014.

Control Themes and Observations
As part of our work, we obtained an understanding of internal control sufficient to plan our audit and
determine the nature, timing and extent of testing performed. Although our audit was not designed to
express an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control, we are required to communicate to you significant
deficiencies in internal control identified during our audit.
Our audit did not identify any controls issues to bring to the attention of the Audit Committee.

Other Reporting Issues

[Insert Client Name] 35
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Appendix A

Audit Fees
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The table below sets out a summary of the fees that you have paid to us in the year ended 31 March 2022 in
line with the disclosures set out in FRC Ethical Standard and in statute. As at the date of this report, there
are no future services which have been contracted

Audit Fees

Transport for London 37

Description
Final Fee 2021/22

£

Planned Fee
2021/22

£
Final Fee 2020/21

£
Audit fees
Scale fee under PSAA Contract for TfL Group
and Corporation (1)

120,062 120,062 120,062

Audit fees outside the PSAA Contract (2)
Transport Trading Limited 2021/22 1,581,919 1,266,544 1,391,613
Transport Trading Limited Properties
2021/22

50,000 50,000 -

Crossrail Limited 2021/22 130,000 130,000 125,000

Non-audit work (3)
Agreed upon procedures 27,871 N/A 34,500

(1) For 2021/22, the scale fee has been re-assessed to take into account a number of risk factors which
includes procedures performed to address the risk profile of the Authority and additional work to address
increase in Regulatory standards. Any additional fee for 2021/22 is to be discussed with management
and remains subject to approval by PSAA Ltd.

(2) These are audit fees for the statutory audit of the financial statement of each entities. The audit
performed in the related individual entities forms part of the amount reported in the statement of account
of TfL Group.  Note the increase compared to the planned fee and prior year relates to additional work
required in areas such as going concern, given the changing position with respect to funding agreements
and passenger fares post Covid-19 pandemic.

(3) We confirm we have undertaken any non-audit work. The agreed upon procedures relates to the
procedures performed for the Office of Rail and Road Returns and 3emotion Grant Claim.

We have adopted the necessary safeguards in our completion of this work and complied with Auditor
Guidance Note 1 issued by the NAO.
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Audit and Assurance Committee  

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Risk and Assurance Quarter 3 Report 2022/23 
 
 

 
 
 

  
This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary 

1.1 This report informs the Committee of the work completed by the Risk and 
Assurance Directorate during Quarter 3 of 2022/23 (18 Sepetmber to 10 
December 2022) (Q3), the work in progress and planned to start, and other 
information about the Directorate’s activities. 
 

1.2 A paper is included on Part 2 of the agenda, which contains supplementary 
information that is exempt from publication by virtue of paragraphs 3 and 7 of 
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 in that it contains information 
relating to the business and financial affairs of TfL that is commercially sensitive 
and likely to prejudice TfL’s commercial position; and information relating to 
ongoing fraud and criminal investigations and the disclosure of this information is 
likely to prejudice the prevention or detection of crime and the apprehension or 
prosecution of offenders. Any discussion of that exempt information must take 
place after the press and public have been excluded from this meeting. 

2 Recommendation 

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the report and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda and the Chair, in consultation with the 
Members available, approve the updated Audit Plan set out in Appendix 1. 

3 Director Update 

3.1 This is the third quarterly report for financial year 2022/23 to the Committee 
highlighting the activities of five of the six teams making up the Risk and 
Assurance Directorate, namely: Enterprise Risk; Internal Audit; Quality, Safety 
and Security Assurance (QSSA); Project Assurance (PA); and Counter-fraud and 
Corruption (CFC). Detailed Elizabeth line and TTL Properties Limited (TTLP) 
assurance work is covered elsewhere on the agenda. 

 
3.2 The Audit Plan has been updated to reflect the new list of Enterprise Risks and all 

assurance work presented to Committees and Panels has now been mapped 
against these risks. The Audit Plan for the first six months of 2023/24 is at 
Appendix 1 and more detail is contained later in this paper. The Committee is 
asked to approve the updated Audit Plan.   
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3.3 In PA reviews during Q3 a lack of staff resources continues to be the most 
prevalent theme arising that is impacting on project delivery.  There is however 
evidence that this situation is improving. PA is considering undertaking a number 
of in-depth reviews of resourcing in key business areas to determine how robustly 
the issue is being managed. The PA team also continues to place significant 
focus on reviewing the strength of business cases and supporting the business in 
the programme of work to elevate the standard of these key documents. 

 

3.4 The Head of Counter-fraud and Corruption is a member of the UK Rail Fraud 
forum. The group consists of fraud specialists from all Train Operating Companies 
across the UK and the Rail Delivery Group. It now meets every two months to 
share intelligence and information about fraud and corruption, and shares best 
practice to prevent fraud against the industry. The forum is supported by an 
elected Executive Committee, and a Terms of Reference and strategy for tacking 
financial crime has been agreed. 

 

3.5 The Greater London Authority (GLA) Risk and Assurance Collaboration 
Professional Community was set up in June 2022 and is chaired by the Director 
of Risk and Assurance. The aim is to share best practice and lessons learnt in the 
provision of assurance services across the GLA Group and to identify 
opportunities for further collaboration. Separate topic forums have been 
established for Fraud, Internal Audit, Project Assurance and Enterprise Risk, with 
meetings taking place quarterly and organisation of the forums shared across the 
GLA Group. The individual forums have held two meetings to date (September 
2022 and December 2022). The first six-monthly forum, which combines all four 
assurance topics, was held on 23 January 2023 and was an opportunity to hear 
from each of the individual forums. The feedback has been extremely positive, 
with members finding it useful having a forum to discuss common issues.   

4 Enterprise Risk Management 

4.1 The following Level 0 (L0) Enterprise Risk workshops were facilitated by the team 
in Q3: 
 
(a)  Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees (ER2); 
 
(b)  Environment including climate adaptation (ER3); and 
 
(c)  Procurement including supply chain (ER5). 

 
4.2 Work continues to  progress on revising the risk appetite process and the outputs 

will be presented to the Committee when that work is completed.  
 

4.3 Work has started on developing Level 1 risk aligning them to Vision and Values 
Roadmaps. Several sessions are planned with Chief Officer areas, the first of 
which was held with the Chief Operating Officer’s Directorate in January 2023.  
 

4.4 A list of the L0 risks is included in Appendix 2. 
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5 Audit and Assurance 

5.1 In TfL, assurance is delivered in accordance with the ‘three lines of defence’ 
model: 

(a)  First line of defence – control and monitoring arrangements carried out by the 
functions responsible for managing the risks/controls; 

(b)  Second line of defence – typically assurance reviews, audit and inspection 
regimes carried out by teams separate from those responsible for managing 
the risks/controls, but reporting through the TfL management hierarchy; 

(c)  Third line of defence – fully independent audit and review activities, typically 
with a strategic focus, and reporting to the Executive Committee, this 
Committee and other Committees and Panels. 

5.2 Figure 1 below indicates the assurance activity for Q3 by team/group mapped 
against the Enterprise Risks (if a risk is not listed this means that no work has 
been completed against it during the year so far). 

 
Figure 1 – Assurance activity mapped to Enterprise Risk 

 

Internal Audit 

5.3 Internal Audit provide third line assurance through independent, objective and 
evidence-based audits. A full list of audit reports issued in Q3 is at Appendix 3, 
audits in progress at Appendix 4 and work planned to start in Q4 of 2022/23 (11 
December 2022 to 31 March 2023) (Q4) at Appendix 5, the changes to the Audit 
Plan in Q3 is at Appendix 6, and the Internal Audit Q3 summary is included as 
Appendix 7.  

5.4 The Internal Audit Q3 summary, included as Appendix 7, includes highlights from 
work completed during the quarter. It also provides an overview of the delivery of 
the Audit Plan, a summary of the reports issued, conclusions and information on 
overdue audit actions. At the end of Q3 we had completed 53 per cent of the plan 
but there were a number of reviews in reporting at the end of the quarter. 
Historically we issue significantly more reports in Q4 and our projections show 
that we are on track to hit our year end target of 85 per cent.  

5.5 Eight audit reviews were completed in Q3. Seven audit reports and one memo 
were issued (details are set out in Appendix 3). The business has accepted the 
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findings for all audits and is working to close them out to agreed timescales. Of 
the seven audit reports issued, two were rated as ‘Poorly Controlled’ and four 
rated as ‘Requires Improvement’.   

5.6 One ‘Poorly Controlled’ rated audit sat in the Technology and Data area covering 
Information Technology Disaster Recovery and Operational Resilience. The other 
was in Financial Resilience and related to the Development of the New Assets 
under Construction process.  

5.7 There were five no changes to the Audit Plan during Q3, two deferrals and three 
cancellations. These are detailed at Appendix 6.  

Management Actions 

5.8 The team monitors the completion of all Internal Audit management actions and 
confirms whether management has adequately addressed them. We report by 
Directorate on the percentage of actions closed on time over the past six periods. 
Appendix 7 provides additional information relating to action management trends 
over the last six rolling periods as well as information on overdue actions at the 
end of Q3. Progress towards closing out actions is discussed with stakeholders 
regularly and there are valid reasons for those that are overdue. The team are 
actively working with the business to close any actions that are over 100 days 
overdue. The Director of Risk and Assurance also discusses overdue actions with 
Chief Officers in her quarterly meetings with them.  

Internal Audit Plan Phase 1 2023/24  

5.9 The Audit Plan has been updated for the work we intend to carry out in the first 
six months of the 2023/24 finacial year. This is attached as Appendix 1. Also 
included is an indicative plan for the second six months of 2023/24. This is 
subject to regular review and provides the level of flexibility to meet any changes 
to the organisation’s assurance needs. The ‘bubble diagram’ at the end of the 
appendix provides an overview of all our proposed activity over the next 18 
months. The detailed plan also shows the areas where there will be second line of 
defence audit or review activity carried out by other assurance teams, both within 
Risk and Assurance and the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
(IIPAG). 

5.10 However, there are recruitment campaigns for Information Technology and 
generalist auditors. If successful it will result in an increase in the number of 
audits we can deliver and the plan will be revised to reflect this.  

Mayoral Directions 

5.11 The Mayor is permitted to issue to TfL general directions as to the manner in 
which TfL is to exercise its functions, or specific directions as to the exercise of its 
functions (or not to exercise a power specified in the direction). Directions are 
also often made in relation to the implementation of matters in respect of which 
the Mayor delegates statutory powers to TfL.  

5.12 The Mayor makes Mayoral Directions through Mayoral Decisions, which are 
published on the GLA’s Decisions Database. A summary of current Mayoral 
Directions to TfL is maintained on the How we are governed page on our website. 
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Mayoral Directions to TfL are reported to the relevant Board Committees for 
discussion as soon as possible after they are received by TfL or published. 
Mayoral Directions are also reported to this Committee so it can consider if the 
annual audit plan has appropriate audit resource to provide assurance on TfL’s 
work in implementing Mayoral Directions.       

5.13 There was one Mayoral Direction that should have been reported in Quarter 2 
and three new Mayoral Directions during Q3. 

MD3028 
02/09/22 

September 2022 fares revision  
 

The Mayor directed TfL to implement from 4 September 2022 an increase 
in the fee for obtaining an Oyster card from £5 to £7 and to make this fee 
non-refundable and to apply a peak fare to all journeys to/from Heathrow 
that include Zone 1 travel. 

MD3014 
17/01/23 

Permanent changes to free travel arrangements for older Londoners  
 

The Mayor approved revisions to the Older Persons’ Freedom Pass and 
the 60+ London Oyster photocard validity to permanently remove free 
travel between the hours of 4:30am and 9:00am on weekdays (excluding 
bank holidays) and directed TfL to implement the changes on and from 18 
January 2023. The time restriction had been in place temporarily since 15 
June 2020 (under MD2642). The change was introduced to meet 
conditions attached to Government funding settlements that were required 
to support TfL due to the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on TfL’s 
finances. The change does not affect holders of the Disabled Persons’ 
Freedom Pass on either TfL or National Rail services, where current 
acceptance would continue unchanged. 

MD3083 
26/01/23 
MD3104 
28/02/23 

March 2023 Fare Changes 
 

The funding settlement with Government, dated 30 August 2022, assumed 
that the Mayor would increase fares for 2023/24 in line with increases in 
National Rail fares and provided that, if he did not do this, this would affect 
TfL’s funding. Government decided to increase National Rail fares by 5.9 
per cent for 2023/24. The Mayor approved an overall average increase on 
TfL fares under his control of 5.9 per cent.  
 
The Mayor directed TfL to implement the fare changes from 5 March 
2023.  
 
The original Mayoral Direction, MD3083, was replaced with MD3104 to 
correct administrative errors in the original Direction, which had resulted in 
some fares being stated incorrectly. The corrections did not change the 
overall average increase in fares.  
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MD3079 
02/02/23 

Low-Paid Transport Workers’ Concession Scheme 
 

The Mayor directed TfL to introduce, implement and administer the Low-
Paid Transport Workers’ Concession Scheme as soon as practicable from 
April 2023. The travel concession will provide free travel on public 
passenger transport services on the TfL network to employees of TfL’s 
directly contracted suppliers who are paid no more than 10 per cent above 
the London Living Wage, as well as to workers employed on this same 
level of pay by TfL’s contracted public transport operators in cleaning roles 
dedicated to TfL’s services.   

 
 

Quality, Safety and Security Assurance 

5.14 The QSSA team carries out second line of defence audits, primarily in relation to 
health and safety and engineering management system compliance, and 
compliance with Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (part of the 
security assurance work). Audit reports issued by the team follow a similar system 
of audit conclusions and priority ratings for issues as the Internal Audit team. 

5.15 A summary of work carried out by QSSA in Q3 is included as Appendix 8.  

5.16 A total of 20 QSSA audits were completed in Q3. At the end of Q3 56 per cent of 
the annual plan is complete and the team is projected to achieve the 85 per cent 
target for the year. All issued audits have agreed actions that are tracked to 
completion.  

5.17 Three audits were concluded as ‘Poorly Controlled’, all had agreed 
recommendations and action plans in place: 

(a) London Underground (LU) Environmental Risk Assessment: It could not be 
assured that risk assessments had been completed to identify relevant 
environmental risks, the associated controls and applicable regulations. A 
non-compliance with the Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) Management 
System requirements was identified relating to the management of TfL’s 
environmental risks. 

(b) Buses and Trams Environmental Risk Assessment: In Buses it could not be 
assured that risk assessments had been completed to identify relevant 
environmental risks, the associated controls and applicable regulations. 
Trams had a suitable and sufficient ‘Aspects and Impacts Register’ in place. 

(c) Trams On Track Plant and Machines: A number of non-conformances in 
relation to the requirements set out in the Trams on track plant acceptance 
and testing procedures were identified. Document control issues were 
identified along with the interpretation and implementation of the standards. 
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5.18 Three audits were concluded as ‘Requires Improvement’ and all had agreed 
recommendations and action plans in place: 

(a) TfL Management of New Protective Security Risks From Initiatives: There is a 
robust and proven project management methodology in Pathway. However, 
several of the security products were found to be out of date and the security 
content of Pathway is not mandated or a ‘core’ product. This increases the 
risk that security risks may not be accurately identified and therefore 
controlled. 

(b) LU Maintenance Asbestos Management: Full compliance with the proactive 
requirements of the TfL Standard and LU Procedures have not been achieved 
in relation to competence and monitoring. There were limited issues regarding 
asbestos surveys and information management. There were no issues 
regarding the reactive support role undertaken by the Hazardous Materials 
Team for maintenance and minor works. 

(c) Managing Access to Tram Infrastructure: The combination of documents and 
systems meant it was not always possible to assure that staff hold the 
required competence for the activity in advance. A risk assessment and 
method statement could not be located for a Works Request Form, and 
overdue inspections and incident investigations were highlighted. These gaps 
increase the risk that management system controls are not effective. 

5.19 Seven audits were concluded as ‘Adequately Controlled’ or ‘Well Controlled’. 
Seven Integrated System audits were undertaken and not rated (as they cover a 
broad range of subjects and risks which makes conclusions misleading). One 
audit was cancelled in Q3 in agreement with the audit sponsor: a track welding 
audit was prioritised over an audit of asset data migration. Three audits were 
deferred to the 2023/24 plan at the request of the audit sponsor until improvement 
works are complete before being assured. The three deferred audits were 
‘Patching and Vulnerability Management’, ‘Ransomeware Risk Management’ and 
‘Payment Card Industry Compliance of Revenue Inspection Devices’.   

5.20 Audit planning for the 2023/24 plan began in Q3 and continues into Q4. The 
improved approach to audit planning structures QSSA assurance planning and 
reporting around the management system content for Engineering, Maintenance, 
SHE and Security.  The revised approach to planning will provide a more 
proactive approach, ensuring the full range of management system controls are 
considered and reactive elements are less prominent. 

5.21 There had been an increase in actions closed on time in Q3 with 35-40 per cent 
of actions closed on time. There has been a small increase in the number of 
actions granted extensions in the most recent period in accordance with our 
procedure, although the average percentage of actions extended remains 
constant across Quarter 2 and Q3 at 18 per cent. We continue to have increased 
focus on closing actions in collaboration with the management teams and Chief 
Officers which has been effective in reducing the number of overdue actions, 
particularly the significantly overdue actions over 100 days. 
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Project Assurance 

5.22 The PA team carries out assurance reviews of projects and programmes across 
TfL’s Investment Programme, with individual projects selected for review following 
a risk-based assessment. Generally, projects with an Estimated Final Cost over 
£50m are also subject to (third line) input from IIPAG. However, IIPAG’s agreed 
work-bank is determined by the project’s risk profile, which includes some 
projects less than £50m, and not all sub-programmes are reviewed. The IIPAG 
Quarterly Report is included elsewhere on the agenda. Reports from PA reviews 
are considered alongside the Authority request at the sub-programme board or 
operating business board depending on the size of the project.  

5.23 The team also conducts reviews of the sub-programmes to inform annual 
requests for Authority at the Programmes and Investment Committee. 

5.24 PA reviews do not carry an overall conclusion in the same way as audit reports, 
however, issues raised may be designated as critical issues. The team follows up 
on all recommendations to ensure they have been addressed and reports on 
those that are overdue to the Programmes and Investment Committee. 

5.25 Two sub-programme reviews were undertaken during the quarter, with IIPAG 
involved in both. In the same timeframe, seven project assurance reviews were 
undertaken, with IIPAG involved in both of these. These reviews gave rise to 49 
recommendations being made by PA including two critical issues. IIPAG made 10 
recommendations including one critical issue. The critical issues were on Tram 
Fleet Replacement and Kingston Cromwell Road Bus Station reconstruction 
projects. The three critical issues all related to amendments being required to the 
business cases for these projects. 

5.26 A summary of the work completed by PA in Q3 is included as Appendix 9. 

Customer Feedback 

5.27 QSSA issued 15 customer feedback questionnaires in Q3, 14 of which were 
returned (93.3 per cent) with an average score of 100 per cent satisfied, the other 
response has been chased. Internal Audit issued 13 questionnaires and nine 
were returned (69 per cent) with an average score of 86.4 per cent. A summary of 
all customer feedback forms is included as Appendix 10. 

6 Counter-fraud and Corruption 

6.1 The CFC team carries out investigations in all cases of suspected and alleged 
fraud. They also carry out a proactive programme of fraud awareness, prevention 
and detection activities designed to minimise TfL’s exposure to fraud risk.  

6.2 A summary of the team’s activities during Q3, including information on significant  
closed fraud investigations, is included as Appendix 11. 

6.3 Of the three cases closed in Q3, one case was referred to line management for 
informal advice and guidance to be issued, another was reported to Action Fraud 
and the other case, that had previously been reported to law enforcement, 
resulted in the acquittal of an ex-employee following a jury trial. 
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6.4 The team continues to raise awareness of fraud and corruption across TfL 
through targeted sessions, presentations and other communications. In 
November 2022, members of the team hosted a four-day Fraud 
Awareness event to run in parallel with National Fraud Awareness Week. Digital 
screens at main office buildings were used to display fraud awareness material 
and a short video highlighting the work of the the team. In December 2022, a Risk 
and Assurance advent calendar was released across TfL, containing 
Christmas themed advisory messages from all teams within the Risk and 
Assurance Directorate. 

6.5 Details of significant new and ongoing fraud investigations during Q3 are included 
in the paper on Part 2 of the agenda. 

7 Resources 

7.1 At the end of Q3 the Directorate was carrying eight vacancies (excluding the three 
roles we are not backfilling for secondments). The current vacancies are five in 
Internal Audit, two in CFC and one in Business Support.  

7.2 In line with the TfL position on only critical recruitment going ahead at this time, 
we have been reviewing impacts and submitting requests to start recruitment on a 
case by case basis as necessary. As such we are now in the process of actively 
recruiting five of these roles (four in Internal Audit and one in CFC) with other 
approvals being sought in Q4 as appropriate. 
 

7.3 The recruitment of Technology Information Security (TIS) auditors continues to be 
very challenging so a development opportunity was offered within Internal Audit in 
2021 to train as a TIS Auditor. In December 2022 the auditor successfully 
achieved the Certified Information Security Auditor qualification while in this 
development role and has been appointed into a permanent TIS auditor position. 

 

7.4 Where suitable we also use secondments to develop our staff. Currently we have 
seven people on secondments of which five are within Risk and Assurance and 
two are outside the Directorate. 

 

7.5 We are  proceeding with the recruitment for two apprentice roles in Internal Audit 
and were present at the TfL apprentice recruitment fair on 17 February 2023 to 
promote the scheme. 

8 Control Environment Trend Indicators 

8.1 The Q3 indicators are included as Appendix 12.  

 
List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Internal Audit Plan – April  2023 to September 2023 (Phase 1) 
Appendix 2: L0 Enterprise Risk and status 
Appendix 3: Internal Audit reports issued in Q3 2022/23 
Appendix 4: Work in Progress at the end of Q3 2022/23 
Appendix 5: Work planned to start in Q4 2022/23 
Appendix 6: Changes to the Plan in Q3 2022/23 
Appendix 7: Internal Audit Q3 summary 
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Appendix 8: Quality, Safety and Security Assurance Audit Q3 summary 
Appendix 9: Project Assurance Q3 summary 
Appendix 10: Customer Feedback Q3 summary 
Appendix 11: Counter-Fraud and Corruption Q3 summary 
Appendix 12: Control Environment Trend Indicators 
 

A paper containing exempt supplementary information is included on Part 2 of the 
agenda. 
 
 
List of Background Papers: 

None  

 
Contact Officer:  Lorraine Humphrey, Director of Risk and Assurance   
Email:  lorraine.humphrey@tube.tfl.gov.uk    
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Appendix 1 

Detailed TfL 2023/24 Internal Audit Plan – April 2023 to September 2023 (Phase 1) 

 

Enterprise Risk 1 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations   Overall Control Rating  
Requires Improvement 

 
Quality, Security and Safety Assurance will deliver a portfolio of engagements at the second  

line relating to safety assurance in addition to the SHE and Engineering assurance teams. 

 
Enterprise Risk 2 Attraction, retention, well-being and health of our employees  Overall Control Rating  

Requires Improvement 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Attraction and 
Retention of Staff in 
Technology and Data 
(T&D) team 
(Business Led) 

Why now? Our financial settlement will require the organisation to maximise revenue and 
minimise cost. This is placing constraints on our ability to attract and retain talent. 
Limitations and restrictions in pay may be hindering our ability to attract and retain 
critical roles. Perceptions of unfairness in the way our employees are rewarded and 
recognised for their contribution may negatively impact engagement and 
consequently, wellbeing. As of January 2023, there are currently 496 vacancies out 
of 1,995 budgeted positions within T&D.  
 
Attraction and retention of staff was also raised at the TfL Board meeting on 2 
February 2022 as a significant risk to the organisation as a whole. 
 

Shashi Verma  
Chief Technical Officer  
 
 

Audit 
objective 

Assess the adequacy of the HR controls supporting attraction and retention of T&D 
staff.  
 

myJourney 
(Risk Driven ) 
 

Why now? myJourney is TfL's one stop for all career conversations and has been in place for 
over a year. It is a key enabler for frequent conversations about wellbeing, progress 
and development.  
Using myJourney, employees are able to do the following: 
- input objectives and update progress against them throughout the year; 

Fiona Brunskill 
Interim Chief People 
Officer  
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- capture current readiness, career aspirations and development actions that 
support them in their role and career; 
- request feedback from colleagues across the organisation on their progress at any 
time; 
- provide feedback to colleagues across the organisation as and when they want; 
- capture regular conversations between them and their line manager; and 
- carry out performance and talent reviews (if you are a manager). 
 
This is a key control in ensuring employees are engaged, valued and supported. 
Which, in turn, will lead to lower attrition rates. 
 

Audit 
Objective 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of processes governing 
performance management and development using myJourney. 
 

 

Enterprise Risk 3 Environment including climate adaptation  Overall Control Rating 
Requires Improvement 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Impact of Extreme 

Weather  

(Risk Driven)  

Why now? 

 

This audit is deferred from the 2022/23 plan due to changes in the organisation 
structure and industrial action which has increased workload of the team. There will 
be a series of audits, to be agreed with the business, on this topic across the 
operational business as the impact of severe weather is likely to increase in 
frequency and severity.  
 

Carl Eddleston  

Director of Network 

Management and 

Resilience 

Audit 

objective 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of controls in place 
to deal with the impact of extreme weather.  
 

Enterprise Risk 4 Significant Security Incident Overall Control Rating  
Requires Improvement 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Legacy Technology - 

PSTN services for 

Why now? BT Openreach plans to stop selling Wholesale Line Rental (WLR) products such as 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and Integrated Services Digital Network 
lines in September 2023 and fully withdraw them by 2025. The range of services 
using and supported by PSTN are wide and located across all TfL locations. This 

Shashi Verma 
Chief Technology Officer  
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telephony and data 

(Live Audit)  

(Business Led) 

 

includes standard phones for regular calling, alarms lines, door entry systems, fax 
machines, monitoring tools, dial-up devices, modems, traffic light control systems 
and payment terminals. By 2025, the systems that have not migrated to alterative 
services will be deemed as 'orphaned assets' and will be disconnected from the 
telephone network. 
 
A recent assessment of WLR services (British Telecom Retail only) identified that TfL 
spends a total of £1.2m per annum for circa 3,800 of these WLR services in use 
within TfL. A number of WLR services are supporting operational or safety critical 
services. 
 

Audit 

objective 

Live audit to assess and evaluate the adequacy of the plans to move from the legacy 
PSTN services to alternative services. 
 

Review of Strategics 

(application)  

(Business Led) 

Why now? The Strategics application is used to account and manage the Oyster top-up 
transactions at newsagents. This process is managed by CUBIC and it accounts on 
average for £40m per month of revenue to TfL. 
 

Shashi Verma 
Chief Technology Officer  

Audit 

objective 

To assess and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of a selection of key controls, 
in relation to the Strategics application managed by CUBIC on behalf of TfL, with 
respect to the accounting and reconciliation of transactions. 
 

 
Quality, Security and Safety Assurance will deliver a portfolio of compliance and consultancy 

 engagements at the second line relating to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 

 
Enterprise Risk 5 Procurement including supply chain  Overall Control Rating  

Requires Improvement 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

SAP Ariba  
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? SAP Ariba is a system TfL has purchased and the first part of which was rolled out in 
February 2023. The SAP Ariba intelligent spend management system brings together 
more than 30 source to pay processes and incorporates comprehensive transaction 
data. The intention is to deliver greater efficiency, accuracy and control from 

Rachel McLean  
Chief Finance Officer  
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sourcing to payment. 
With the dissolution of the Financial Commitment Oversight Group, processes are 
returning to following TfL's Standing Orders. 
 

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of controls governing SAP 
Ariba.  
 

Enterprise Risk 6 Deterioration of Operational Performance  Overall Control Rating  
TBC 

 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Engineering Resource 
Model - interaction 
between delivery lead 
and business 
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? In 2021, Internal Audit reviewed the process within Engineering to agree the type 
and amount of resource needed between delivery leads and capability leads. 
Engineering delivery leads work directly with the business to understand and define 
the demand for resource. Delivery leads discuss resource demand requests with the 
capability leads who allocate and provide the personnel. This audit will look at the 
interaction with the business and the delivery leads within Engineering to agree 
resourcing requirements needed. 
 

Isabel Coman  
Director of TfL Engineering 
and Asset Strategy  

Audit 
objective 

To assess the adequacy of the processes and controls in place for planning and 
communication between Delivery Leads and the business. 
 

 
Quality, Security and Safety will deliver a portfolio of assurance reviews at the second line of 

defence, in addition to work by the Engineering Maintenance Assurance team 
 

Enterprise Risk 7 Financial Resilience Overall Control Rating 
TBC 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Why now? 

 

The extension of ULEZ will be accompanied by a new £110m vehicle scrappage 
scheme. Successful scrappage applicants will receive a grant to scrap or retrofit their 
vehicle for certain vans and minibuses. Successful car owners can opt to receive a 

Shashi Verma 
Chief Technology Officer  
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Ultra Low Emission 

Zone (ULEZ) Extension 

Scrappage Scheme 

(Risk Driven) 

smaller grant accompanied by up to two free annual bus and tram passes, which 
would give them a higher financial package.  
 

 
 
 

Audit 

objective 

To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the key controls governing the ULEZ 
extension scrappage scheme. 
 

TfL Scorecard Audit 
2022/23 
(Core Work) 

Why now? This audit is conducted every year and is one of our core annual audits.   
 

Patrick Doig  
Director Group Finance  
 Audit 

objective 
To provide assurance that 2022/23 year-end results on the TfL Scorecard are being 
accurately reported.  
 

London Transport 
Museum (LTM) 
Financial Controls  
(Core Work) 

Why now? There are core areas of the business which are audited on a cyclical basis. These 
tend to be key financial, people and procurement controls. The last time this area 
was audited it was rated as Requires Improvement. Due to the arrival of the new 
financial controller and at the request from the LTM Audit and Risk Committee this 
audit was deferred from FY2022/23 to FY2023/24. 
 

Sam Mullins  
Director of London 
Transport Museum  
 

Audit 
objective 

To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the LTM’s key financial controls.  
 

Arts Council England 
(ACE) Review 1 
(Business Led)  

Why now? 
 

This is a placeholder for an audit to certify costs in respect of funding for the 
Designation Development Fund. 
 

Sam Mullins  
Director of London 
Transport Museum  
 

Government Funding 
Conditions  
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? Since the coronavirus pandemic we have had to turn to the Government for 
financing and funding, agreeing emergency support packages in May 2020, October 
2020, June 2021, February 2022 and August 2022. These have enabled us to keep 
London's vital transport network running. 
 
On 30 August 2022, a new support package was signed, where the Government 
confirmed it would continue to provide us with funding until 31 March 2024. A 
series of conditions were set out which also need to be met, these include, but are 
not limited to, ensuring a financially sustainable pension scheme in the long term, 
following the public sector par policy, continuing to work with the Department for 

Rachel McLean  

Chief Finance Officer  
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Transport on opportunities for modernisation, innovative technology, greater 
automation and delivering efficiencies. 
 

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance that the conditions of the Government's funding agreement 
are being effectively managed and accurately reported. 

TTL Properties Limited 
(TTLP) Due Diligence 
of Tenants  
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? In order for revenue to be steady and secure, tenants need to be financially solvent 
so that they do not default on the rents. Tenants need to be thoroughly vetted to 
ensure that this is the case. A new vetting process was introduced more than a year 
ago to strengthen the controls and has yet to be tested for effectiveness. 
 

Dan Lovatt  
Director of Asset 
Management (TTLP) 

Audit 

objective 

To provide assurance on the adequacy of the due diligence process to bring tenants 
on board.  
 

Cycle Hire Bad Debt 
Recovery 
(Core Work)  

Why now? Cycle Hire is suffering from a significant amount of bad debt due to incomplete 
customer payment transactions (15 per cent+). As cycling is one of the transport 
methods that is being encouraged via the Mayor's Transport Strategy it is important 
that bad debt is managed efficiently. 
 

Trish Ashton  
Director of Rail and 
Sponsored Services 
 

Audit 
objective 

To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the Cycle Hire debt management 
key controls. 
 

Journals 
(Core Work) 

Why now? The Record to Account team in Business Services is responsible for processing all 
journals centrally and performing reconciliations and validation checks as part of 
period close process. Staff need to work with the business to ensure action taken is 
timely and accurate. 
 

Maureen Jackson  
Director of Business 
Services  

Audit 
objective  

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of controls in place for 
processing journals. 
 

TTLP Revenue and 
Debt Collection  
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? Debt recovery activities are an important part of managing the revenue stream from 
commercial properties in the TTLP Portfolio. There have been increasing levels of 
arrears in the past couple of years, but controls have been improved to address this.  
 

Dan Lovatt  
Director of Asset 
Management (TTLP) 
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Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance over the effectiveness and adequacy of the debt collection 
process.  
 

ULEZ Debt 
Management 
(Core Work) 

Why now? Debt recovery activities are an important part of the enforcement of the Congestion 
Charging, Low Emission Zone, ULEZ and Traffic Enforcement Schemes. If a registered 
keeper fails to comply with the relevant scheme rules or any traffic enforcement 
regulation, it results in a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) being issued to the registered 
keeper/person liable of the vehicle. Payment rate of PCNs has fallen to 
approximately 30 per cent from about 60 per cent (pre introduction of the expanded 
ULEZ). 
 

Shashi Verma 
Chief Technology Officer  
 

Audit 
objective 

To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the ULEZ debt management key 
controls. 
 

Enterprise Risk 8 Delivery of TfL key investment programmes and projects Overall Control Rating 
Requires Improvement 

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Project Cost 
Estimation  
(Risk Driven)  
 

Why now? Initial estimates for projects at the early stages of the project lifecycle are often far 
lower than the final Estimated Final Cost turns out to be at project completion. A 
lower budget than is realistic may encourage the project team to fit the project 
scope to the budget rather than pursuing the optimum scope for the greatest 
benefit. The estimating process used in the early stages of the project lifecycle may 
not provide realistic figures for business planning purposes and budgeting.   
 

Alex Williams 
Chief Customer and 
Strategy Officer  

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance over the adequacy and effectiveness of the controls over the 
early cost estimation processes.  
 

  
Project Assurance will deliver a portfolio of assurance reviews at the second line of defence, in 

addition to work undertaken by SHE and PMO teams 
 

IIPAG will deliver a portfolio of assurance reviews at the third line of defence 
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Enterprise Risk 10 Governance and Controls Suitability Overall Control Rating 
Adequately Controlled  

Audit Title Rationale and Outline Audit Scope Chief Officer/ 
Directorate/client 

Stage Gate 
Compliance  
(Business Led) 

Why now? Stage gates are an important control to ensure that projects are ready to move on to 
the next stage. Stage gate reviews need to reflect this status accurately. There has 
been no independent assurance of this process for many years.  

Michael Cooper 
Director of Programme 
Management Office  

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance over the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls in 
place for compliance with the Pathway Stage Gate process. 
  

Our TfL Programme 
(Risk Driven) 

Why now? The Our TfL Programme is set up to look at all elements the new operating model 
needs. It is not just about structure, but the way TfL works, what processes and 
technology it uses, and how they govern themselves.  
There are four sub-programmes, all of which are supported by a central programme 
team. These are Customer & Strategy, Capital, Operations and Support Services. This 
is a major initiative within the organisation and has the potential to evolve the way 
we work. 
 

Fiona Brunskill  
Interim Chief People 
Officer  

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance on the management and effectiveness of the Our TfL 
Programme. 
 

Processing of General 
Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) 
Data by Third Parties 
– low value contracts 
(Risk Driven) 
 

Why now? Low value contracts of third parties that store and/or process GDPR data on behalf 
of TfL and assess them through the GDPR principles. Compliance and Internal Audit 
tend to focus on high value contracts in lieu of small value contracts. 
 

Richard Bevins 
Head of Information 
Governance  

To determine the extent of compliance of thirf parties that store and/or process 
personal data with GDPR requirements. 
 

Privacy and Data 

Protection: 

Surveillance Cameras 

in LU and Elizabeth 

Line Trains  

(Risk Driven) 

Why now? TfL’s use, management and control of surveillance cameras inside London 
Underground (LU) and Elizabeth line train carriages is an area not audited before 
and has become of increased scrutiny by police forces for crime prevention and 
detection. Recordings are also provided to TfL staff to facilitate responses to Subject 
Access Requests, as well as for purposes such as safety investigations and staff 
disciplinary matters.  

Richard Bevins 
Head of Information 
Governance  
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Most of the recordings are personal data under GDPR and the Data Protection Act 
2018, and are therefore subject to its requirements, as well as other relevant laws 
and codes. Under (GDPR, data controllers and processors are obliged to return or 
delete all personal data after the end of services, or on expiry of a contract or 
agreement, unless it's necessary to retain the data by law. GDPR breaches result on 
average in fines of £1-5m. 
 

 Audit 
Objective 

To determine if TfL’s use, management, and control of surveillance cameras inside 
LU and Elizabeth line train carriages are in accordance with the relevant TfL policies, 
laws and codes of practice.  
 

 

Construction Industry 
Scheme (CIS) 
(Business Led)  

Why now? The CIS was introduced to counter perceived tax evasion in the construction 
industry and certain other businesses. It imposes an obligation on contractors 
to deduct amounts on account of tax on payments made to subcontractors. 
They then account for these deductions to HM Revenue and Customs. Local 
Authorities, such as TfL, are deemed contractors under the scheme if they 
spend more than £3m per annum on construction work.  The migration to SAP 
Ariba introduces new controls and it is important that these ensure compliance with 
the CIS.  
 

Patrick Doig 
Group Finance Director   

Audit 
objective 
 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness over financial key controls 
for the CIS. 

Controls over 
Delegated 
Procurement 
Authority (DPA) to 
Procure/Vary 
Contracts 
(Business Led) 

Why now? Previous audits identified that people were circumventing DPA controls. There were 
instances where they were able to approve their own procurement activities, in 
some cases above their DPA level or DPA was being delegated inappropriately. This 
audit will determine if there is any circumvention of the controls outside of SAP. 
 

Rachel McLean 
Chief Finance Officer  

Audit 
objective 

To provide assurance on the effectiveness of controls over DPA.  
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Level 0 Risks Appendix 2 
 

Risk 
No. 

Risk   Owner Panel and Committee 

ER1  
Inability to deliver safety 
objectives and 
obligations 

Chief Safety, Health and 
Environment Officer 

Safety, Sustainability 
and Human Resources 
Panel 

ER2 
Attraction, retention, 
wellbeing and health of 
our employees 

Chief People Officer 
Safety, Sustainability 
and Human Resources 
Panel 

ER3  
Environment including 
climate adaptation 

Chief Safety, Health and 
Environment Officer 

Safety, Sustainability 
and Human Resources 
Panel 

ER4 
Significant security 
incident 

Chief Operating Officer  
Audit and Assurance 
Committee 

ER5  
Procurement including 
supply chain 

Chief Finance Officer Finance Committee 

ER6 
Deterioration of 
operational performance 

Chief Operating Officer 
Customer Service and 
Operational 
Performance Panel 

ER7  Financial Resilience Chief Finance Officer Finance Committee 

ER8 
Delivery of key 
investment programmes 
and projects 

Chief Capital Officer 
Programmes and 
Investment Committee 

ER9 
Changes in customer 
demand  

Chief Customer and 
Strategy Officer 

Finance Committee 

ER10 
Governance and control 
suitability 

General Counsel 
Audit and Assurance 
Committee 
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Transport for London Audit and Assurance Committee 

Internal audit reports issued in Q3 2022/23                      Appendix 3 

 There were seven reports, excluding the Elizabeth line and TTL Properties Limited, issued during the quarter 

Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Summary of Finding Conclusion 

ER03 
Environment 
including climate 
adaptation 

Chief Safety, 
Health and 
Environment 
Officer 

22 
002 

Climate 
Adaptation - Data 
Management 

In the short term the existing asset data management practices, 
contracts and standards for inspection and maintenance, and the 
constraints of legacy systems places limitations on embedding 
adaptation, weather and climate-related data. Assessing the extent to 
which existing data can inform and support adaptation has been limited 
by the lack of easy access to asset data and the perception that 
adaptation data is too complex and resource intensive to develop. As a 
major component of data on asset condition, performance and risk, 
adaptation is not embedded into asset data recording and information 
processes of TfL operations.   
 
More frequent and extreme weather events have already affected TfL’s 
operations and assets and such events are predicted to increase and 
worsen. Due to the potential severity of the impact on the safety of staff 
and customers, on service reliability and high cost of asset failures, the 
process requires improvement. 

Requires 
Improvement 

ER02 Attraction, 
retention, 
wellbeing and 
health of our 
employees 

Chief 
Customer and 
Strategy 
Officer 

22 
006 

Staff and 
Contractor Vetting 
in T&D 

While there are appropriate processes for the basic screening of all 
potential employees, there is no enhanced vetting of Technology and 
Data (T&D) staff with elevated privileges. The absence of this key 
control may result in the recruitment of unsuitable individuals, who may 
inflict harm on TfL by acts such as theft or sabotage. We also identified a 
need for improvements in the contracts governing the provision of staff 
by some suppliers providing contracted services to T&D. Based on the 
audit findings, our conclusion is that the staff and contractor vetting in 
T&D requires improvement. 

Requires 
Improvement 
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Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Summary of Finding Conclusion 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
021 

Use of Consultants 
and Professional 
Services 

The audit identified there is no documented evidence that Procurement 
and Commercial (P&C) have challenged the need for engaging external 
resources as per P&C guidance. There is no uniform system in place for 
managing and maintaining key documents and no process in place for 
capturing lessons learnt from the contractor’s performance. 

Requires 
Improvement 

ER10 
Governance and 
controls 
suitability 

General 
Counsel 

22 
017 

Taxi and Private 
Hiring (TPH) 
Controls for the 
Licensing Process 
(Private Hire Driver 
Assessment) 

This review has identified processes and controls that can be 
strengthened and possibly streamlined as part of the rollout of the new 
system. These relate to the management and clearing of backlogs, 
reducing the time taken to perform specific tasks, further supporting 
staff in their roles, addressing assessment centre control weaknesses, 
improving management checks, and working off one system. 

Requires 
Improvement 

ER04 Significant 
security incident 

Chief 
Customer and 
Strategy 
Officer 

21 
019 

IT Disaster 
Recovery and 
Operational 
Resilience 

We found that the Major Incident Management procedure provides a 
framework for major incidents to be managed but there were 
deficiencies in the IT Disaster Recovery plan that prioritises the recovery 
of different services. 

Poorly 
Controlled 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
025 

Development of 
the New Assets 
Under 
Construction 
(AUC) Process 

The audit reviewed the development of the revised Assets Under 
Construction (AUC) process and whether its management was 
adequate. The AUC process is complex, well embedded and spans TfL 
businesses. It has many stakeholders, but the project does not have a 
communication or an engagement plan to ensure there is both a 
consensus around the process issues and the desired solutions. The buy-
in from stakeholders is key in improving the probability of swift and 
successful implementation of the process changes.    
 
Neither the existing nor the project to re-structure the AUC process 
have a system to manage significant risks. The current process has an 
inherent risk of mis-statement of fixed assets by virtue of the off-line 
manual manipulation of data to derive the value of work-in-progress. 
While the business does have a process in place for logging AUC issues 

Poorly 
Controlled 
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Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Summary of Finding Conclusion 

and tracking them until they are resolved, it is a reactive approach which 
relies on risks materialising before taking action. 

ER03 
Environment 
including climate 
adaptation 

Chief Safety, 
Health and 
Environment 
Officer 

22 
003 

Climate 
Adaptation - 
Reporting 

The improvements to adaptation reporting that remain unaddressed are 
mainly those that depend upon the recording and availability of 
comprehensive and consistent adaptation data across operations. This 
data (for example, logging weather-related incident data and costs 
associated with weather-related faults and delays) needs to be 
embedded within existing asset inspection and maintenance processes 
and made accessible to those responsible for reporting externally. While 
alternative methods are being used to produce meaningful internal and 
external reports, they are not adequate or sustainable solutions for 
adaptation reporting in the long-term. Audit 22 002 on adaptation data 
recommends that the need for a funded programme to improve and 
integrate TfL asset data is investigated. Internal Audit will follow-up 
progress on the issues raised in this memo during 2023/24. 

Memo 
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Transport for London Audit and Assurance Committee 

Work in progress at the end of Q3 2022/23                              Appendix 4 

 There were 10 audits in progress at the end of the quarter 

Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Objective 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
007 

Benefits Realisation for the ‘Fit for 
the Future – Stations’ Programme 

To provide assurance that benefits from 
transformational activities have been realised. 

ER10 Governance 
and controls 
suitability 

Chief 
Operating 
Officer 

22 
010 

Integration of Woolwich Ferry 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of controls on the Woolwich Ferry integration. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief 
Operating 
Officer 

22 011 
Invoicing of Third Parties at 
Victoria Coach Station 

To provide assurance over the adequacy and 
effectiveness of controls of third-party invoice 
approvals. 

ER10 Governance 
and controls 
suitability 

Chief People 
Officer 

22 
016 

Executive Recruitment 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of controls in place for executive recruitment. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
022 

Controls over non-competitive 
transactions (SSRs) below 
£100,000 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of the process for approving SSRs for low value (less 
than £100,000) and to ensure that the process complies 
with the procurement policy and procedures. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
024 

Property Transfer Accounting 
Adequacy and Effectiveness of the Property transfer 
accounting process (between Finance and TTL 
Properties Limited (TTLP). 

ER01 Inability to 
deliver safety 
objectives and 
obligations 

Chief Safety, 
Health and 
Environment 
Officer 

22 
026  

Implementation of the Digital 
Safety Health and Environment 
System 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of the controls in place for contract award and 
implementation of the digital Safety, Health and 
Environment monitoring and assurance system. 

ER04 Significant 
security incident 

Chief 
Operating 
Officer 

22 
031 

Safety and Security of Staff in 
Stations 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of the physical security of stations, as well as any control 
rooms that are on site. 
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Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Objective 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief 
Customer and 
Strategy 
Officer 

22 037 
Accounting and Cash Management 
Processes TTLP 

To provide assurance the accounting and cash 
management processes for TTLP are adequate. 

ER05 
Procurement 
including supply 
chain 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
034 

Management of the Relationship 
with Critical (key) Suppliers by P&C 

To provide assurance on the maintenance and 
development of the key supplier relationship 
management process to improve the security of 
supplies. 
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Work planned to start in Q4 2022/23           Appendix 5 

 There are 12 audits planned to start during the next quarter  

Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Objective 

ER02 Attraction, 
retention, wellbeing 
and health of our 
employees 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
008 

Movers and Leavers 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the joiners, movers and leavers 
process. 

ER06 Deterioration of 
operational 
performance 

Chief Capital 
Officer 

22 
030 

Engineering Resource Model - 
interaction between delivery 
lead and business 

To assess the adequacy of the processes and controls 
in place for planning and communication between 
delivery leads and the business. 

ER06 Deterioration of 
operational 
performance 

Chief 
Operating 
Officer 

22 
041 

Impact of Extreme Weather 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of controls in place to deal with the 
impact of extreme weather. 

ER04 Significant 
security incident 

Chief 
Customer and 
Strategy 
Officer 

22 
032 

Third-Parties with OneLondon 
Access 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the joiners, movers and leavers 
controls to third-parties. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief 
Customer and 
Strategy 
Officer 

22 
039 

London Transport Museum 
(LTM) Financial Controls 

To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
LTM’s key financial controls. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
040 

Accounts Receivable 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the accounts receivable process. 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
035 

LU Payroll 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of payroll controls in London 
Underground (LU). 

ER07 Financial 
resilience 

Chief Finance 
Officer 

22 
038 

Accounts Payable 
To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the Accounts Payable process. 

ER04 Significant 
security incident 

General 
Counsel 

22 033 Deletion of SAP data 
To determine the extent of compliance of SAP record 
keeping in line with General Data Protection 
Regulation requirements. 
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Enterprise Risk Directorate Ref Audit Title Objective 

ER10 Governance and 
controls suitability 

General 
Counsel 

22 
042 

Information Management and 
Transfer - Hardcopy 
Documents 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of transferring hardcopy data from 
Crossrail to TfL. 

ER03 Environment 
including climate 
adaptation 

Chief Safety, 
Health and 
Environment 
Officer 

22 
028 

Climate Adaptation - risk 
assessments 

To review the plan and scope for climate risk 
assessments, thresholds and measures, including the 
impact of reduced options on safety, service and 
financial sustainability. 

ER06 Deterioration of 
operational 
performance 

Chief 
Operating 
Officer 

22 
044 

Elizabeth Line Transition from 
Capital Programme to BAU 

To provide assurance on the effectiveness of the 
Elizabeth line's transition from a capital programme 
to a business-as-usual operation. 
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Changes to the 2022/23 audit plan                         Appendix 6 

 There have been five changes to the plan since the last Committee: three cancelled and two deferrals 

Ref Audit Title Status Audit Comments 

22 004 (D) Management of Network Drives Deferred 
Audit deferred due to challenges with co-source provider. This will be 
included in the 2023/25 plan.  

22 005 (C) CUBIC - Systems Availability Cancelled 
Audit cancelled due to challenges with co-source provider and changes in 
risk priorities within the business. As a result we will be looking at the 
Strategics application in 2023/24.  

22 020 (C) CUBIC - System Performance Cancelled 
Audit cancelled due to challenges with co-source provider and changes in 
risk priorities within the business. As a result we will be looking at the 
Strategics application in 2023/24. 

22 036 (D) 

Arts Council England funded 
projects: Museum Estate and 
Development Fund (MEND) 
Department for Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport (DCMS) grant 

Deferred 

During the London Transport Museum Audit and Risk Committee meeting 
on 5 October 2022, the Chief Financial Officer and chair of the committee 
asked for the review to be delayed by six months due to delays on their 
procurement. This is deferred to 2023/24. 

21 057 (C) 
Effectiveness of the due 
diligence process for new 
tenants 

Cancelled 
The audit coincided with the launch of TTL Properties Limited (TTLP), and 
the scope of this audit will be included in the 2023/24 TTLP Integrated 
Assurance and Audit Plan.  
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Appendix 7: Internal Audit Q3 Summary
Audit plan for 2022/23 in Q3

13

42

1
5 2

51

27

complete

Brought
forward

2022 Plan Cancelled Deferred New 2022

53

Reports

8 Issued In Q3 42 Issued In the Last 4 
Quarters

Audit ratings by Directorate - last 4 Quarters
Poorly 

Controlle
Requires 

Improvement
Adequatel

y 
Well 

Controlle
Consultanc

y
Chief Capital Officer 0 0 0 0 0

Chief Customer and Strategy Officer 1 1 0 0 0
Chief Finance Officer 1 1 0 0 0

Chief Operating Officer 0 0 0 0 1
Chief People Officer 0 0 0 0 0

Chief SHE Officer 0 1 0 0 1
Comms & Corp. Affairs 0 0 0 0 0

Crossrail 0 0 0 0 0
General Counsel 0 1 0 0 0

Pan TfL 0 0 0 0 0
Total 25.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 25.0%

At the end of Quarter 3 (Q3) all of the carryover audits were completed. We have delivered 53 per cent 
of the plan. Our current projection is that we will hit the 85 per cent target. We are looking at a potential 
carry over of four/five audits which are due to start in February 2023. Historically our Quarter 4 
performance is strong, 15 were issued in that quarter last year and we are likely to repeat this year. 

The number of actions closed on time remains at the same percentage as for Quarter 2 (Q2) and the 
number of overdue actions has increased from 26 at the end of Q2 to 38 at the end of Q3. However, 
since the end of Q3 we have closed all of the actions over 100 days old. 

Action Management
Open Audit Actions - Overall TfL Performance (6-Period trend)

Measure No. % 6-period rolling trend 38 Overdue

No. Actions Closed on time 28 19% Out Of 

No. Actions Extended 45 53% 190 Open

By Directorate Based on actions due in the last six periods

Closed on time (6-period)
Chief Capital Officer 100%

Chief Customer and Strategy Officer 38%
Chief Finance Officer 15%

Chief Operating Officer 50%
Chief People Officer 29%

Chief SHE Officer 20%
Crossrail 0%

General Counsel 0%
Pan TfL 100%

Overdue Actions To Date

11

15

4

1
1

1

5
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		Business Unit		Process		Engagement Name		Engagement Period		Engagement Reference		Engagement Status		Objectives		Engagement Rating		Cancelled/Deferred		Associated Teams		Executive Summary (Audit)		Engagement Completed		Engagement Closed		Engagement Notification (actual)		Final Report Issued (planned)		Final Report Issued (actual)		Draft Report Issued (planned)		Draft Report Issued (actual)		Audit Manager		Auditor

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		ER04 Significant security incident		IT Disaster Recovery and Operational Resilience		March 2022		21 019		Engagement Completed		Provide assurance over TfL’s ability to withstand and recover from disruptive IT events.		Poorly Controlled				Internal Audit		Whilst the Major Incident Management (MIM) procedure provides a framework in which major incidents can be managed, there is no holistic IT Disaster Recovery (DR) Plan that prioritises the recovery of different services. The absence of checks and balances on the testing of IT DR capabilities and the assessment of third-party’s IT DR provisions exposes TfL to risk regarding IT DR and its ability to effectively respond to a serious IT incident. 

IT DR testing should be conducted for TfL’s services with regularity in line with the service’s hosting tier category. However, in practice we were unable to obtain evidence of DR testing taking place. Furthermore, there are no checks or compliance regime in place to ensure DR tests are conducted.

There is no defined approach for TfL service managers and owners to continuously assess third-parties and confirm appropriate DR provisions are in place. Furthermore, no process exists to ensure that expected cyber and resilience controls are built into contracts with third-parties, including provisions for the response to such an attack.		44908				3/7/22		5/6/22		12/13/22		4/15/22		10/24/22		Nuno Borges

		Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		Climate Adaptation - Data Management		April 2022		22 002		Engagement Approved		To review the adequacy and effectiveness over key controls for Identifying and improving data and systems to support adaptation activities.		Requires Improvement				Internal Audit								3/23/22		9/14/22				10/18/22		10/18/22		Maureen Kirk		Carol Lynton

		Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		Climate Adaptation - Reporting		April 2022		22 003		Engagement Approved		To review the key controls over collaborating, communicating and reporting on adaptation across TfL and with external stakeholders and experts.		Memo				Internal Audit								3/23/22		9/29/22				10/26/22		10/26/22		Maureen Kirk		Carol Lynton

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		Staff and Contractor Vetting in T&D		July 2022		22 006		Engagement Completed		Provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of vetting controls for Technology and Data (T&D) staff and contractors with elevated privileges. These are users granted the ability to do more than standard users of IT systems. An example is the rights given to system administrators.		Requires Improvement				Internal Audit		While there are appropriate processes for the basic screening of all potential employees, there is no enhanced vetting of T&D staff with elevated privileges.  The absence of this key control may result in the recruitment of unsuitable individuals, who may inflict harm on TfL by acts such as theft or sabotage. We also identified a need for improvements in the contracts governing the provision of staff by some suppliers providing contracted services to T&D. Based on the audit findings, our conclusion is that the staff and contractor vetting in T&D requires improvement.		44883				7/12/22		9/15/22		11/18/22		9/30/22		9/30/22		Nuno Borges		Ayo Odelusi

		General Counsel		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		Taxi and Private Hiring (TPH) Controls for the Licensing  Process (Private Hire Driver Assessment)		July 2022		22 017		Engagement Approved		Provide assurance on the effectiveness of the private hire driver assessment process that forms part of licensing for applications made since 1 October 2021 as well as for existing licensees that need to undertake the English Language speaking and listening test as well as the Safety, Equality and Regulatory Understanding (SERU) test.		Requires Improvement				Internal Audit		This review has identified processes and controls that can be strengthened and possibly streamlined as part of the rollout of the new system in February 2023. These relate to the management and clearing of backlogs, reducing the time taken to perform specific tasks, further supporting staff in their roles, addressing assessment centre control weaknesses, improving management checks, and working off one system.						7/13/22		1/6/23				11/9/22		11/9/22		Mushtaq Ali		Surinder Ahir

		Chief Finance Officer		ER07 Financial resilience		Use of Consultants and Professional Services		April 2022		22 021		Engagement Approved		To provide assurance that the controls in place to manage the use of consultants and professional services are robust and effective.		Requires Improvement				Internal Audit		The audit identified there is no documented evidence that Procurement and Commercial( P&C) have challenged the need for engaging external resources as per P&C guidance. There is no uniform system in place for managing and maintaining key documents and no process in place for capturing lessons learned from the contractors performance.						7/7/22		11/23/22		11/23/22		10/28/22		10/24/22		Mushtaq Ali		Shaukat Hussain

		Chief Finance Officer		ER07 Financial resilience		Development of the New Assets Under Construction (AUC) Process		April 2022		22 025		Engagement Approved		To determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the arrangements in place for the development of the new assets under construction process.		Poorly Controlled				Internal Audit		The audit reviewed the development of the revised Assets Under Construction (AUC) process and whether its management was adequate. 
The AUC process is complex, well embedded and spans TfL businesses. It has many stakeholders but the project does not have a communication or an engagement plan to ensure there is both a consensus around the process issues and the desired solutions. The buy-in from stakeholders is key in improving the probability of swift and successful implementation of the process changes.   
Neither the existing nor the project to re-structure the AUC process have a system to manage significant risks. The current process has an inherent risk of mis-statement of fixed assets by virtue of the off-line manual manipulation of data to derive the value of work-in-progress (AUC). Whilst the business does have a process in place for logging AUC issues and tracking them until they are resolved, but it’s a reactive approach which waits for risks to materialise before taking action.						8/9/22		12/14/22		12/13/22		9/29/22		9/28/22		Mushtaq Ali		Gurmeet Parmar

		Chief Operating Officer		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		Obsolescence of Critical Operational Systems		July 2022		22 027 U		Engagement Approved		To provide assurance that adequate controls are in place to prevent critical operational systems becoming obsolete.		Memo				Internal Audit								7/1/22		11/14/22				11/7/22		11/7/22		Niraj Shah





Action

		Unique Reference		Enterprise Risks		Action Owner Entity		Engagement Reference		Engagement Name		Issue Description		Action Description		Priority		Action Owner		Status		Auditor		Due Date		Revised Due Date		Completion Date		Overdue days		Final Due date 1		Closed on time		Team				10/24/22

		1478				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Access		22 753 U		Supplier Audit - Cleshar Protection Services		Cleshar did not have internet access to the TfL document website and therefore didn’t have access to current TfL standards, Rule books and published protection documents.		Resolve the issue with Cleshar internet access to TfL standards, Rule books and published protection documents, and make sure that other contractors also have access.		High		Tim O'Sullivan		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/30/22								12/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1477				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Northern Line		22 777		Battersea Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Carl Painter		Action Agreed		James Reilly		1/6/23								1/6/23				Quality Safety Security

		1476				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Metropolitan Line		22 776		Tower Hill Integrated Systems Audit		Issue 1		Address Non-Conformances with Management System		High		John McGarrell		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		1/31/23								1/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1475				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		A programme of deep dives of saving initiatives needs to be implemented, to continuously scrutinise the accuracy of inputs and seek assurance over the process.		An audit of accuracy that sits with the actual change programmes will be considered where data will be tied to the relevant forecast.  We will aassess accuracy as part of the Q2 forecast process by end of November 2022. Following the dashboard/ tracker refresh, we will aim to complete this for actuals each period.		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1474				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Divisions do not use Dashboard 
The ‘Finance User’ guidance states that Divisional Finance can download the dashboards for their own divisional reporting.  However, Divisions are not using the dashboard and instead use their own management reports, and some of the reasons provided are:
The detail is too high level, does not allow user to drill down, and is not useful at local level. 
The report does not cover whether we can deliver project, what is the risk and what are mitigations.
The targets are mapp		The dashboard and tracker to be aligned to new structure once finalised. 
An initial target of three months to be set, dependent upon Business Services Function (BSF) resource.		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1473				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		The ‘Finance User’ guidance states that Divisional Finance can download the dashboards for their own divisional reporting.  However, Divisions are not using the dashboard and instead use their own management reports, and some of the reasons provided are:
The detail is too high level, does not allow user to drill down, and is not useful at local level. 
The report does not cover whether we can deliver project, what is the risk and what are mitigations.
The targets are mapped across five years from 2019 to		To review the adequacy  and use of the dashboard with key stakeholders including Divisions, and in particular what changes are required to the format and detail.
To update the dashboard following discussion with divisions and other senior management (including CFO, Leadership Team and CSG).		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1472				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Comparison of figures reported in the 2021/22 P10 and P13 dashboard to the associated tracker revealed that total figures in the dashboard are not reported with decimal points and are rounded up to the nearest whole number.  A note should be added to the dashboard that informs users that the data is rounded up to the nearest whole number, and to consider the implications of this in any decision making.  
The dashboard is a detailed document that covers pan–TfL through to individual Divisional performance,		The narrative in published reports should add in a note to the dashboard to state the reported figures are rounded up to the nearest whole number and it is possible that there may be an overall difference of between £500k to £1m in over or under-reporting.
Consideration will be given to reporting data to two decimal places, along with trying to and get the right balance between accuracy and administrative burden.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/5/22				10/5/22				10/5/22		1		Internal Audit

		1471				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		The tracker includes a column for last reviewed date, and from the P13 2021/22 tracker in some instances it had not been reviewed and updated.
The review of the P1 2022/23 tracker data shows that many of the Business Owner and/or Finance Manager details are missing or in some instances  are incorrect.
These are key fields that need to be populated.		Key cells that need to be populated to be identified on the tracker, this should include Business Owners and Finance Managers plus last review date. This will be incorporated into the wider dashboard/ tracker refresh.
An initial target of three months to be set, dependent upon Business Services Function (BSF) resource.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1470				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		The tracker is very detailed, comprises of many columns that need to be populated, and at glance it is very difficult to identify those schemes that are live or completed. Depending on the number of schemes, some Divisions spend a lot of time populating the tracker, and it is unclear whether the entire detail is helpful.  Whilst the tracker process needs to be kept simple, there may be some benefit in reducing the amount of detail and key cells that need to be populated, so that it is user friendly and easi		To review and reduce the amount of detail that needs to be captured on the tracker, so that it becomes more user-friendly and easier to populate.  

The tracker should identify those that are added in or amended / stopped during in year.
An initial target of three months to be set, dependent upon Business Services Function (BSF) resource.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1469				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		The summary sheet tab on the tracker includes checks that need to be run every period, and all ‘checks run’ should be green. Any fields that do not reconcile or a formula has been changed/ deleted, are shown in red.  A further control is the ‘sense check’ performed by Divisions who re-check and add in the narrative on the dashboard every period. Review of P6, P10 and P13 2021/22 and P2 2022/22 trackers shows that the summary sheets for P10 and P13 2021/22 had some fields in red, that had not reconciled.  On		The reconciliation checks to be performed each period and copies saved.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/5/22				10/5/22				10/5/22		1		Internal Audit

		1468				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Designated individuals can access and input details onto their tab within tracker, plus access or amend data on other Divisional tabs. The cells are not protected so formulas can be over-written or deleted.   Given the significance of the tracker data, the potential to protect data/cells or delete the tracker should be addressed		To explore whether formulas/key cells on the tracker can be protected, as part of the wider dashboard/ tracker refresh.
An initial target of three months to be set, dependent upon Business Services Function (BSF) resource.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Draft		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1467				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Roles and responsibilities of individuals/teams and forums involved in maintaining, updating, and monitoring the savings and efficiency tracking are documented.  
The  ‘Efficiency Savings Run’ guidance needs to be finalised as it is marked as ‘Draft’, and there was limited evidence to support the following requirements in the guidance, which either need to be evidenced or updated to reflect current practice. 
The guidance states Divisional Financial Controllers, once satisfied, need to sign off the tracke		We will update our documentation to reflect expected work practices and hold briefing sessions with the divisional teams to remind them of the process.		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1466				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Roles and responsibilities of individuals/teams and forums involved in maintaining, updating, and monitoring the savings and efficiency tracking are documented.  
The  ‘Efficiency Savings Run’ guidance needs to be finalised as it is marked as ‘Draft’, and there was limited evidence to support the following requirements in the guidance, which either need to be evidenced or updated to reflect current practice. 
The guidance states Divisional Financial Controllers, once satisfied, need to sign off the tracke		Evidence of adherence with the prescribed governance process to be documented and be readily available.		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1465				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Commercial Development and Professional Services have smaller savings portfolio’s and do not report on their savings to their Divisional Forums.  The dashboard is not presented in its entirety to the Divisional forum before the CSG, and limited evidence was provided to verify where applicable savings had been through the other non-Divisional forums.		Divisional Forums will review their tracker inputs before reporting to CSG, to ensure accuracy, completeness and ownership of details reported.
The savings guidance will be updated to reflect this and re-issued to divisions.		Medium		Claire O'Neill		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1464				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		In LU the Senior Finance Business Partners (SFBPs) populate a local tracker and the data is then manually input on to the group tracker by their Finance Analyst.  The figures recorded in the local tracker are on cumulative basis and are translated into an incremental value in the group tracker.		The Financial Planning & Analysis team will encourage London Underground (LU) to adopt the dashboard process, as part of the wider dashboard/ tracker refresh work.   
An initial target of three months will be set, dependent upon Business Services Function (BSF) resource.		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1463				Chief Finance Officer		22 013		Group Saving Portfolio tracking process		Figures could not be verified
Selected figures reported in the tracker were traced to financial data.  However:  
The figures reported for one LU sample could not be verified, as the figure was absorbed into an overall pooled budget, and it was difficult to track the actual value.  The Senior Finance Business Partner (SFBP) who has taken over the budget is working on a new model that will simplify the evidence process.
The tracker listed two PS projects for 2021/22 twice.  The SFBP confirmed that details		TfL have taken a pragmatic approach to capturing savings using the tracker process. The large programme savings initiatives are expected to be captured and a robust process is in place. However, there is a large amount of tactical savings e.g. removing roles or cutting back on discretionary spend on a Busines as Unsual basis. Management  preference is to ensure that all savings initiatives above £5m are supported with formal documentation. The guidance will be updated to reflect this position and re-issued		Medium		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/6/23								1/6/23				Internal Audit

		1462				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.7 Work with PMO to agree a date by which to publish good practice examples of benefits realisation from recently completed projects.		Medium		Timothy Hopkins		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1461				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.6 Work with PMO to develop a methodology for identifying good practice examples of benefits realisation on SharePoint.		Medium		Timothy Hopkins		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1460				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.5 Work with PMO to develop consistent and clear terms and documents in Pathway for definition, measurement and evidencing of benefits realisation (e.g., benefits owner, trackers, reports, realisation plans).		Medium		Timothy Hopkins		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1459				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.4 Update Pathway guidance to specify how and when each benefits product should be used in relation to Business Case, Project Requirements and delivery contracts.		Medium		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1458				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.3 Work with IDP to simplify and reduce benefits management guidance, make it available in one location, with clear signposts for benefits realisation products. Remove guidance that is duplicated (Surface, T&D) and not in regular use and combine products and processes where reasonable.		Medium		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1457				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.2 Include benefits management and realisation objectives in My Journey for band 5 and 4 sponsors with activities and measures to include:  
Reporting of planned, live and completed stage gate 7 activity at each portfolio periodic meeting, starting with the projects reported as completed for stage gate 6 in 2022
Active use of a Benefits Management Framework to manage and preserve benefits through to realisation.		Medium		David Rowe		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1456				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		6.0	An abundance of guidance and templates in more than one location with some duplicated and out of date material and limited mandating.		6.1 Implement proposed stage gate 7 for benefits realisation. In particular for the significant projects that are reported to have achieved key completion milestones this year.		Medium		Michael Cooper		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1455				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.6 Work with PMO to incorporate elements of benefits management processes that preserve benefits to realisation, and benefits stage gate 7 processes and controls into existing assurance reviews at first or second line as appropriate.		Medium		James Norris		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/16/22								12/16/22				Internal Audit

		1454				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.5 Work with Benefits SMEs to update Pathway guidance with a process for systematic identification and management of benefits risks within the existing process for project risk management including:
Mandating the inclusion of benefits risks in the project or programme risk register that are characterised in Pathway as significant or major.
A documented methodology that can operate in ARM to enable sponsors to easily capture and update risks to benefits.
Incorporate further emphasis on risks to benefits		Medium		Ajay Patel		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1453				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.4 PMO to reinstate the Benefits SIG or identify an alternative governance group to approve improvements to benefits in Pathway already identified.		Medium		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1452				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.3 Put into operation a Benefits Management Framework for investment portfolios and key programmes that governs the benefits change, benefits risk and benefits reporting as set out in Pathway update above and to inform the content of part B of IG agenda as per action 1.2.		Medium		Timothy Hopkins		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1451				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.2 Update PMO and Pathway guidance to mandate minimum requirements for benefits reporting including audience, change, risk content and frequency.		Medium		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1450				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		5.0	Benefits reporting, and benefits change and risk management is inconsistent, very limited or not done.		5.1 Update PMO and Pathway guidance as part of project and performance reporting to mandate:
Description of a benefits change process within project change control process with guidance on criteria and thresholds for sponsors to apply, such as by volume or impact.
Minimum requirements for recording changes to benefits that is linked to business case updates and benefits reporting.		Medium		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1449				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		4.0	 The current model of sponsorship does not give sponsors the support and authority they need to preserve benefits to realisation.		4.2 Update IDP guidance on Role of the Sponsor and Sponsor Competency Framework to reflect agreed actions for issues 1, 2 and 3. Include a process for prioritising sponsor resource in order to accommodate benefits realisation activities and to mitigate movement of sponsors.		Medium		Emily Schofield		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/16/22								12/16/22				Internal Audit

		1448				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		4.0	 The current model of sponsorship does not give sponsors the support and authority they need to preserve benefits to realisation.		4.1 Review, update and clarify sponsor accountabilities and responsibilities in the Handbook in line with actions agreed for issues 1, 2 and 3.		Medium		Chris Moores		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/16/22								12/16/22				Internal Audit

		1447				Chief Finance Officer		21 036		Benefits Realisation		3.0	 There is no policy on which business area should own and manage a benefits realisation budget, or a SAP code to track this.		3.2 Work with Investment Group to establish budget authority and subsequent responsibility for and stewardship of a benefits realisation budget for the Investment Group, IDP director or band 5 sponsors as appropriate.		High		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1446				Chief Finance Officer		21 036		Benefits Realisation		3.0	 There is no policy on which business area should own and manage a benefits realisation budget, or a SAP code to track this.		3.1 Work with Investment Group to establish and communicate a process for allocating and preserving a benefits realisation budget and include agreement by next budget on whether this is best secured separately or as part of project authority. This will enable implementation of stage gate 7 for projects that are complex or have a major benefits impact.		High		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1445				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.6 Develop, communicate and introduce the BMS process for:
Handover certificates or requirement to provide an approved rationale where a handover certificate will not be used.		High		Timothy Hopkins		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1444				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.5 State in the PEP and BMS a process for:
Handover certificates for business areas to accept benefits after project close of projects that are complex or have a major benefits impact.
Providing and approving a rationale where a handover certificate will not be used.		High		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1443				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.4 Communicate actions 2.1, 2.3 to business areas.		High		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1442				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.3 Update Benefits Management Strategy (BMS) guidance with a requirement for business areas to include an initial and approved benefits register, definitions and measures where available, prior to project inception or at gate 0.		High		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1441				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.2 Lead a programme of activity across the sponsorship community to define expectations for practical support sought from business areas to: 
Focus on specific projects, programmes and portfolios with the most significant gaps and risks.
Work with sponsors and business area leads to reach consensus on the appropriate level and form of additional support for action 2.1 that should span identifying, articulating, evaluating and monitoring benefits and measures through all stage gates.		High		Chris Moores		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		6/30/23								6/30/23				Internal Audit

		1440				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		21 036		Benefits Realisation		2.0	The role of business areas in supporting preservation of benefits during delivery and transition of benefits after project close is not clear.		2.1 Update Project Requirements and Project Execution Plan (PEP) guidance in Pathway to mandate for each project, the identification of a named senior manager or technical expert in policy or operations who sits on the project, programme or portfolio board to take responsibility to:
Ensure handover to sponsor prior to project inception or at gate 0 includes an initial benefits register, definitions and measures where available. 
Provide the sponsor with additional support in identifying, articulating, eva		High		Ben Ganney		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1439				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		3.10.7 of the LU Standard states that “Asbestos surveyors shall hold a P402 Proficiency Certificate in Building Surveys and Bulk Sampling as issued by The British Occupational Hygiene Society” There was no checking process or clear responsibilities for ensuring that this requirement is achieved.		Clarify in the LU Procedure where responsibilities lie for ensuring compliance where non framework contractors are used		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		6/30/23								6/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1438				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		3.10.7 of the LU Standard states that “Asbestos surveyors shall hold a P402 Proficiency Certificate in Building Surveys and Bulk Sampling as issued by The British Occupational Hygiene Society” There was no checking process or clear responsibilities for ensuring that this requirement is achieved.		Implement a process for checking that framework contractor surveyors hold a P402 Proficiency Certificate in Building Surveys and Bulk Sampling		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		11/1/22								11/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1437				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		1.0 TfL has not identified and communicated a systematic process for benefits oversight and monitoring at the highest level.  A role at chief officer level accountable for benefits realisation across capital investment activity has not been identified or communicated.		1.2 Issue a request to the Investment Group to include benefits realisation as a regular agenda item under part B, with papers for onward reporting to the Programmes and Investment Committee.		High		David Rowe		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1436				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		21 036		Benefits Realisation		1.0 TfL has not identified and communicated a systematic process for benefits oversight and monitoring at the highest level.  A role at chief officer level accountable for benefits realisation across capital investment activity has not been identified or communicated.		1.1 Issue a request to the Investment Group for:
Inclusion of the IDP Director as a core member
Issue a request to the Investment Group for:
Inclusion of the IDP Director as a core member
Identification and communication of a leader at chief officer level to champion benefits.		High		Chris Moores		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1435				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		Apart from Ezone asbestos awareness training, there was limited evidence that HMT have endorsed training material for those designated as practitioners and experts and others such as the Dutyholders, Directors, SHE advisors etc. (PR0436 A1 - 3.10.3.1)		Clarify/endorse the required training for LU staff designated as practitioners and experts and others, such as Dutyholders, Directors, SHE advisors etc.		High		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1434				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		Although a training matrix was maintained in HMT the competency categorisation (Basic, Practitioner or Expert) was not indicated. In addition, there was no evidence that LU Managers outside of HMT had agreed the level of competency required by their staff with HMT (PR0436 A1 - 3.10.1.1).		Amend the current HMT training matrix to indicate the competency level (Basic, Practitioner or Expert).

Agree and document the competency level required (Basic, Practitioner or Expert) by LU managers and staff outside of HMT.		High		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1433				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		The performance requirements in 3.8.6 of the TfL Standard (S1130 A6) states:-

“The Works Manager must notify the Appointed Person of any changes to the information in the
Asbestos Register within two weeks of the work being undertaken. The Appointed Person shall then update the Asbestos Register (and where appropriate the Asbestos Management Plan) within four weeks of receiving the information.”

These requirements are not mirrored in the LU Procedure or monitored for compliance.		Review the LU Procedure and amend to ensure the requirements of the TfL Standard are aligned.

Document and implement a monitoring process to provide assurance that two week and four week
notification and updating targets respectively, are achieved.		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1432				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		Although some Stations are overdue their 3-year reinspection and updating on the intranet site, there is a management plan/spreadsheet which gives assurance that the inspection and uploading backlog is being effectively managed.

There is no management plan for Depot Sidings, Substations and Lineside Buildings, which appear to be less updated than Stations. Overdue inspections potentially increase the risk of exposure where ACM have been damaged or have deteriorated.

It is acknowledged that eventual mi		Ensure that completed 3-year reinspections are promptly uploaded to the Asbestos Register.

For all asset groups, document actual and proposed inspection dates (spreadsheet or similar) to provide assurance that inspection frequencies are monitored and managed effectively.		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1431				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		The LU Procedure (3.2.1.8) states that the Management Plan, including the associated
Asbestos Register(s), records, and drawings, shall be reviewed every 12 months. As ongoing
inspection frequencies are outlined later in the LU Procedure (3.2.1.10) the requirement is clearly a desktop study to check whether documents on the Asbestos Register are present and current. There is currently no process to comply with this requirement.		Management plan to be developed:-
Track & Linesides by July 2023.		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		6/30/23								6/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1430				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		The LU Procedure (3.2.1.8) states that the Management Plan, including the associated Asbestos Register(s), records, and drawings, shall be reviewed every 12 months. As ongoing inspection frequencies are outlined later in the LU Procedure (3.2.1.10) the requirement is clearly a desktop study to check whether documents on the Asbestos Register are present and current. There is currently no process to comply with this requirement.		Produce a documented process outlining roles and responsibilities for the implementation of 12
monthly desktop reviews of premises documentation

Management plan to be developed:-
Stations & Depots		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1429				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		The LU Procedure (3.9.1.1) requires HMT to undertake risk-based monitoring of the LU asbestos procedures to give assurance of compliance. There is a similar requirement in the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 ACOP (Para 146).

As this monitoring programme has not commenced, there is limited assurance that LU responsibilities outside of HMT (Asset Managers, Project Manager, Site Supervisors etc) are undertaken in accordance with the LU Procedure, which controls the exposure risks.		Identify the key requirements of the LU asbestos procedure that require monitoring.

In agreement with the Dutyholder, implement a compliance monitoring programme.		High		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1428				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		22 718		LU Maintenance Asbestos Management		HMT and LU Asset Managers (AMs) have specific management roles as defined by the TfL
Standard and LU Procedure. The expectation is that a single Dutyholder with a defined and
exclusive area of responsibility appoints a number of teams and/or individuals to manage the
various asbestos exposure/risk controls.
PR0436 A1 - 3.9.5.1 defines LU Asset Managers as Dutyholders (in addition to the Director of
Asset Performance who they serve under) who agree to have their “day to day obligations”
managed by HMT.		Review PR0436 A1 - 3.9.5.1 and amend/delete as necessary to ensure that the LU management structure is clear, with a single Dutyholder who Appoints teams and/or individuals to manage the various asbestos exposure/risk controls.		Medium		Anthony Bulley		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		3/31/23								3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1427				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Northern Line		22 712		Morden Traincrew Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Martin Phelps		Action Agreed		James Reilly		12/9/22								12/9/22				Quality Safety Security

		1426				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 776		TfL management of new protective security risks from initiatives		Limited engagement with security SMEs		SMEs and SG&C teams provide the links to the newly created security SP and Knowledge Centre, which the P&GT will include access from the Pathway training area and from the Product Landing pages, ensuring access to the latest advice, guidance, training, and security policy.		Low		John Strutton		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		2/28/23								2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1425				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 776		TfL management of new protective security risks from initiatives		Stakeholder engagement (RACI) sections require review and updating to ensure security subject matter experts (SMEs) are consulted in timely manner		Undertake a review and update the products stakeholder engagement (RACI) section to ensure effective and timely SME engagement in the project		Low		John Strutton		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		2/28/23								2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1424				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 776		TfL management of new protective security risks from initiatives		Risk management was not consistently recorded using Active Risk Manager.		The current activity being undertaken by SMEs (Cyber Security) is accurately captured and reflected within the PW Risk Management Products. PMs should be reminded of the latest version of the procedure (PR0633) and that all risks are to be captured in ARM and good practices maintained		Medium		John Strutton		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		2/28/23								2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1423				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 776		TfL management of new protective security risks from initiatives		Pathway (security) products were out of date, referring to old business unit names, teams, and contact details, requiring a review and update		Undertake a review of the Pathway Products identified in this report to ensure they accurately reflect the revised TfL organisation and Security SMEs including contact details and links to supporting security material and documents		Medium		John Strutton		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		2/28/23								2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1422				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 776		TfL management of new protective security risks from initiatives		The security products are not mandatory and can be applied in a discretionary manner		Ensure that as part of the Product Matrix update of the 9 ‘core’ product templates at the end of this year, discussions are held with the stakeholders (P&GT, SG&C and Security SMEs) to determine the appropriate and necessary security content to be included and categorised appropriately.		Medium		John Strutton		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		2/28/23								2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1421				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Piccadilly Line		22 711		Cockfosters Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with the Management System		Address Non-Conformances to the Management System		High		Brian Walter		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1420				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		22 724		London Overground: Arriva Fatigue Management		The awareness of travel time factor is not consistent amongst different departments who manage safety critical staff. Evidence showed a default 40 minutes is pre-set in the fatigue index tool used across Arriva organisation. 2 out of 3 Auditee from the three audited areas (line controller, customer service, driver) were not aware of the time used for travel time factor. This indicates an inconsistent approach between teams in managing fatigue risk.		Arriva to provide latest published SQE 12.02 with travel time guidance added.
Arriva to provide evidence demonstrating the use of travel time factor will be monitored via SQE 13.01 Audit and compliance programme.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		12/20/22								12/20/22				Quality Safety Security

		1419				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		22 724		London Overground: Arriva Fatigue Management		Arriva was unable to show evidence that the suppliers (supplying staff to perform safety critical task in particular) are compliant with the Arriva SQE 12.02 standard.		Arriva to provide evidence of compliance with SQE 12.02 standard section 19.2 (suppliers to have their own safety management system arrangements for complying with Reg 25 of ROGS 2006 or comply with SQE12.02 standard).
Arriva to provide evidence of 2023 audit schedule with supplier audits added into the audit plan.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		12/20/22								12/20/22				Quality Safety Security

		1418				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		22 724		London Overground: Arriva Fatigue Management		The Arriva standard SQE 12.02 and 15.07 were either under review or consultation at the time of audit and both SQE’s review frequency had been exceeded.		Arriva to review, update and provide latest published SQE 12.02 and 15.07.
Arriva to provide SQE workplan with the next review date for SQE 12.02 and 15.07 updated.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		12/20/22								12/20/22				Quality Safety Security

		1417				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		22 724		London Overground: Arriva Fatigue Management		Arriva gap analysis in 2021 identified there are several sections in the ORR ‘Managing Rail Staff Fatigue’ guidance are currently not covered in SQE 12.02 Issue 1 'Managing Fatigue'. SQE 12.02 is currently in draft and not published at the time of audit. The current documented procedure may not provide sufficient guidance to staff and weaken the management of fatigue risk.
- List of safety critical post (as per Arriva Safety Certification Version 3 or SQE 12.01 'Drugs and Alcohol').
- Update of review fre		Arriva to add identified sections and provide latest published SQE 12.02 standard.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		12/20/22								12/20/22				Quality Safety Security

		1416				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 725		LU Mechanical Compliance with Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases Regulations 2015		The skills matrix provided by Magnolia did not show the category of certification held by the engineer		Additional certification information to be included on the Magnolia training matrix.		Low		Simon Lawlor		Closed		Michael Cockley		9/14/22				9/14/22				9/14/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1415				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 725		LU Mechanical Compliance with Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases Regulations 2015		Some of the records for older projects proved harder to locate and were not stored using a structured format on the digital storage system		A review of the location of the records relating to the older F gas projects		Low		Simon Lawlor		Closed		Michael Cockley		9/14/22				9/14/22				9/14/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1414				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 725		LU Mechanical Compliance with Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases Regulations 2015		The survey of Fluorinated Gas equipment had not been completed at some depots. The surveys provide assurance that all equipment has been identified, however it is likely such equipment would be identified by other controls		To complete the survey of all F gas systems in depots		Low		Simon Lawlor		Closed		Michael Cockley		9/14/22				9/14/22				9/14/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1413				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		22 727		LU Power Competence Management		Competence Verification Process v3 states that verification is a risk-based process in line with ORR Guidance and recommends a sampling plan to be produced.  A plan is not currently maintained and so it could not be demonstrated how the verification activities are risk based		A risk-based sampling plan to be designed and implemented to meet the requirements of the ORR guidance		Medium		Mark Rogers		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		10/31/22								10/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1412				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		22 727		LU Power Competence Management		Principle 14 (Verification and Audit) of the Rail Safety Publication 1 requires verification activities to include a review of the appropriate methods of assessment are used during the assessment process.  The current form used to record the verification activities completed by the Internal Verifier does not record which methods of assessment have been used.  A sample of assessors’ notes reviewed showed the method of assessments is not always recorded.		The form used to record the verification activities to be revised to include a review of the methods of assessment		Medium		Mark Rogers		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		10/31/22								10/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1411				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		22 727		LU Power Competence Management		Standardisation of assessor activities is an expectation in the ORR Guidance. The standardisation activities do not currently meet the requirements and recommendations of R0623 A6 and the Competence Verification Process V3 as the latest minutes show that none of the 5 assessors had attended and no meeting was held in 2021		All assessors to attend a standardisation meeting annually as a minimum to meet the requirements of ORR guidance		Medium		Mark Rogers		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		10/31/22								10/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1410				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		22 727		LU Power Competence Management		R0623 A6 requires a Risk Based Training Needs Analysis (RBTNA) be completed for each role that carries out Safety Critical work to support compliance with ORR Guidance. An RBTNA has not been produced for all Power and Electrical Safety Critical roles.		Propose, procure, and allocate human resource within Skills Development to support LU APCD managers to complete RBTNAs.  

Note - Once these resources have been sourced and allocated, a subsequent action to complete the RBTNA will be agreed		Medium		Genevieve Bolan		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		4/30/23								4/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1409				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 725		LU Mechanical Compliance with Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases Regulations 2015		The risk assessments that are currently used do not identify Fluorinated Gas as an environmental hazard, nor do they highlight the risk of legal non-compliance		The risk and controls will be identified for Fluorinated Gas and equipment that contains F Gas and will be included in Active Risk Manager (ARM) as a level 2 risk		Medium		Simon Lawlor		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1408				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 715		District Signals Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with the Management System requirements.		Correct non conformances		High		Andy Jones		Action Agreed		John Harvey		11/8/22								11/8/22				Quality Safety Security

		1407				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Northern Line		22 709		Northern Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Tony O'Donnell		Action Agreed		James Reilly		11/25/22								11/25/22				Quality Safety Security

		1406				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Renewals		22 740		REW Quality of Signalling Equipment Overhaul		The F3 Relay Inspection Record (QOP017/F1327 Rev 0) in use needs updating to reflect the actual measurement method used for the relay front and back contact pressure.		Test certification QOP017/F1327 to be amended / updated to reflect clarification of actual contact pressures and agreed tolerance by 31st October 2022.		Medium		Alvaro Rebon		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		10/31/22								10/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1405				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 740		REW Quality of Signalling Equipment Overhaul		Internal quality system audits were not carried out in accordance with the ‘REW/TMU Schedule of internal audits 2020 – 2023’. This issue was raised in a 2020 audit and only one audit has been delivered since the 2020 audit.		To ensure that the proposed schedule is implemented, and evidence of audits undertaken by 16th December 2022		Medium		Rachelle Huggins		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/16/22								12/16/22				Quality Safety Security

		1404				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 740		REW Quality of Signalling Equipment Overhaul		Internal quality system audits were not carried out in accordance with the ‘REW/TMU Schedule of internal audits 2020 – 2023’. This issue was raised in a 2020 audit and only one audit has been delivered since the 2020 audit.		To ensure that the current schedule is updated to reflect a 3-year rolling audit schedule (April 2022 – March 2025)		Medium		Rachelle Huggins		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/16/22								12/16/22				Quality Safety Security

		1403				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 740		REW Quality of Signalling Equipment Overhaul		Internal quality system audits were not carried out in accordance with the ‘REW/TMU Schedule of internal audits 2020 – 2023’. This issue was raised in a 2020 audit and only one audit has been delivered since the 2020 audit		To clarify and agree with the relevant senior management as to ownership, accountability, and responsibility for delivery of the REW Audit Plan/Schedule		Medium		Rachelle Huggins		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/16/22								12/16/22				Quality Safety Security

		1402				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		22 710		Queens Park Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address Non-Conformances with Management System		High		Yasmin Gittings		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		11/30/22								11/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1401				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 016		Security of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)		A range of policies exist that set out TfL’s control requirements regarding the use of BYOD devices, in particular operational security. All BYOD devices are required to conform with the TfL polices.
We were informed that there are approximately 70 devices that were enrolled as TfL BYOD devices before policy restrictions were introduced. Whilst this represents less than 1 per cent of the total number of BYOD devices in use across TFL, in the event of devices being lost or stolen, non-compliance with BYOD i		A risk assessment should be conducted of the BYOD devices that were enrolled before policy restrictions were applied and the appropriate action taken to address areas of weakness.		Medium		Paul Pavli		Closed		Adrian Franklin						9/15/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Internal Audit

		1400				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		22 722		Northern Line Wheelset and Safety Device Maintenance (supplier audit: Alstom)		The Due for Calibration report Jul 2022 was reviewed. Four calibrated tools (Milliammeter CS3474, Door Interlock Gauge CM6546, Grease Meter Serial 18127732, Digital Meter CM7766) were identified as missing.
These tools could still be in use and increasing the risk that out of calibration tools are used in Northern Line maintenance tasks.		The status of the four missing tools to be provided. For found tools, calibration certificate / evidence of calibration progress to be provided. Confirmation of whether those missing tools have/ haven’t been used on Northern line fleet maintenance activity.		Medium		Richard Thomson		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		11/17/22								11/17/22				Quality Safety Security

		1399				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		22 722		Northern Line Wheelset and Safety Device Maintenance (supplier audit: Alstom)		Seven maintenance and examination records were reviewed, minor mistakes were found:
- Service order 61703198/99, 61703960/61)
Unit number missing in section 11 post wheel lathe sign off sheet (completion date 20/07/22). Missing calibration expiry date for shoe height gauge GGTEQ0007 in section 12.
- Wheel cutting form, unit 53670, date 14/05/22. Missing maintenance completion date, missing 1 initial in the section 1 sign off sheet, missing G09HNT0759 and G09HNT0760 calibration expiry date in section 12.		Engineering brief and staff briefing record to be provided.		Low		Richard Thomson		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		11/17/22								11/17/22				Quality Safety Security

		1398				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		22 722		Northern Line Wheelset and Safety Device Maintenance (supplier audit: Alstom)		Alstom were unable to confirm if the 3 metre straight edge is a calibrated tool or not. The tool is currently listed in the calibrated tool section 12 on the examination record however there is no calibration sticker on the tool itself. In addition, G09HNT0758 was recorded with a calibration expiry date on the wheel lathe maintenance record (dated 10/04/22).		The following actions to be completed depending on the calibration decision:
- Calibration certificate / evidence of calibration progress to be provided (if 3 metre straight edge is a calibrated tool).
- Updated examination record with removal of 3 metre straight edge from section 12 calibrated tool section to be provided (if 3 metre straight edge is not a calibrated tool).		Medium		Richard Thomson		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		11/17/22								11/17/22				Quality Safety Security

		1397				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		22 722		Northern Line Wheelset and Safety Device Maintenance (supplier audit: Alstom)		The review frequency for Minimum Acceptable Condition Standards (MACS) was not defined in the TMR as required by LU standards. S1180 Clause 3.3.4.10 requires MACS are reviewed periodically as defined in the Train Maintenance Regime (TMR). The review frequency for MACS is not defined in Northern Line TMR Issue P Mar 2022.
The defect priority matrix (Issue 04) M/NL/MN/REF/001 was last reviewed on 16/05/2012. Alstom stated a MACS review was initiated in 2016 but put on hold in 2019 due to staff changes in LU.		Review frequency for MACS to be updated in Northern line TMR and plan of the MACS review to be provided.		Medium		Richard Thomson		Action Agreed		KaWai Ho		1/15/23								1/15/23				Quality Safety Security

		1396				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that Individuals, who are carrying out assessments, should attend a standardisation meeting at least once a year.

There was no evidence of Assessors attending any formal standardisation meetings.  There is a risk that Assessors have not been up to date information relating to competence assessments.		A process will be developed in order for standardisation meetings to be carried out within a 12-month timeframe.		Medium		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		5/30/23								5/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1395				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that verification will be carried out both independently and within the
Department.  The Training Coordinator advised there isn’t a qualified Internal Verifier currently in place.

The reviewed assessment documentation did not include any evidence of internal verification activity.  There is a risk that competence verification is not being carried out within the department.		A current Assessor within the department will be identified and booked on to Internal Verification training.		High		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1394				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that re-assessment of competence will consist of core role task re-assessment and
general re-assessment.

There was no evidence of any ongoing competence assessments of Pumps operatives within the last 3 years.  There is a risk that safety critical workers have not been deemed competent in the use of Pumps equipment.		A recovery plan will be developed and implemented to ensure that operatives are reassessed as per the agreed timeframes within the updated Risk Based Training Needs Analysis.		High		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		5/30/23								5/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1393				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that all Assessors NVQ assessor (or equivalent) qualifications will be recorded in the HR asset management system.

SAP was reviewed and demonstrated that 2 of 3 assessors NVQ Assessor qualifications had been uploaded.		To ensure that all NVQ Assessor qualifications are uploaded to SAP.		Low		Jon Waller		Closed		John Harvey		9/30/22				8/15/22				9/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1392				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that Assessors should undertake assessor activities at least once every 12 months to maintain their own competence.

There was no evidence of the current Assessors undertaking Pumps competence assessments within a 12 month period.  There is a risk that Assessors are subjected to skill fade when undertaking competence assessments.		A plan will be developed and implemented, to ensure that Assessors maintain their own competence, by carrying out the requisite number of Pumps competence assessments.		Medium		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		5/30/23								5/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1391				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that a Risk based training needs analysis (RBTNA) shall be completed for each role that carries out Safety Critical work.

The reviewed RBTNA had been completed in an out-of-date format and did not include the relevant information.  There is a risk that sufficient information is not recorded and implemented.		A Risk Based Training Needs Analysis (RBTNA) will be developed and produced and will include re-assessment frequencies.		Medium		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		3/30/23		4/30/24						4/30/24				Quality Safety Security

		1390				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		22 713		LU Pumps Competence Management		R0623 states that LU Asset Operations business units are to develop competence standards to ensure that identified risks are controlled consistently.

There was no evidence of a Pumps competence standard being in place.  There is a risk that the activities for each operational role are not recorded so that assessments can be conducted, and competence deemed in that role.		A Pumps competence management standard will be produced to support R0623 London Underground Competence Management System (CMS).		High		Blair Lees		Action Agreed		John Harvey		3/30/23								3/30/23				Quality Safety Security

		1389				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.3 Sector specific asset management strategies will be created for OSR, ISR and the arches portfolios. These will feed into the overarching Commercial Property Asset Management Strategy and will support the delivery of TTLP’s wider strategic objectives including the maximisation of secondary revenue incomes.		High		Daniel Lovatt		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1388				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.3 Sector specific asset management strategies will be created for OSR, ISR and the arches portfolios. These will feed into the overarching Commercial Property Asset Management Strategy and will support the delivery of TTLP’s wider strategic objectives including the maximisation of secondary revenue incomes.		High		Jeevani Subasinghe		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1387				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		4.0 Void property list		4.2 Change control over the voids spreadsheet will be improved in order that category owners are made aware of voids recorded against their category (to highlight changes to the ownership in the voids spreadsheet or new voids for their action), there will be a sense-check of the accuracy of voids categorisations, and void owners (Asset Management Team) will be informed when one of their units/properties has been returned to a lettable condition.		Medium		Nic Radhu		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		10/31/22								10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1386				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		4.0 Void property list		4.1 Review the reporting functionality in Horizon with a view to automating the production of the voids report, ensuring that the required level of detail is captured.		Medium		Clare Neave		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1385				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		3.0 Coordination between TTLP and ISR teams		3.1 As part of the wider review of the Commercial Property and sector level asset management strategies (as outlined in finding 1.0 relating to asset management strategies), and in the broader context of TTLP, a strategic review should be undertaken to assess whether ISR should remain operationally separate from TTLP. The alignment with TTLP requirements, the most efficient use of resources and maximisation of secondary revenue incomes will be the driving factors in this review.		Medium		Graeme Craig		Closed		Adrian Franklin		9/30/22				10/10/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1384				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		2.0 Programme management		2.4 The current programme management framework (including AMPPM) will be reviewed to assess whether it should include all Commercial Property sectors.		Medium		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1383				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		2.0 Programme management		2.3 Set up periodic Asset Management Programme Performance Meetings (AMPPM) meetings and use the outcomes to direct and inform the delivery of commercial property and property management asset management strategy(s).		Medium		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1382				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		2.0 Programme management		2.2 Management will assess the level of resource that has been made available for programme management across the commercial property portfolio. If additional resource cannot be allocated we will identify what refinements can be made to existing processes to deliver effective programme management activities.		Medium		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1381				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		2.0 Programme management		2.1 Management will assess the costs and benefits of implementing a TTLP-wide programme management function. This may act as a central resource that can provide fully resourced, consistent and effective programme management services across the TTLP portfolio.		Medium		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1380				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.5 The timing of the annual review of individual asset plans will be aligned with existing business planning and budget setting timetables.		High		Kirsty Baker		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1379				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.4 A standard template for the creation of sector-specific strategies will be created. This will be shared with all relevant sector leads.		High		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1378				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.3 Sector specific asset management strategies will be created for OSR, ISR and the arches portfolios. These will feed into the overarching Commercial Property Asset Management Strategy and will support the delivery of TTLP’s wider strategic objectives including the maximisation of secondary revenue incomes.		High		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1377				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.2 An overarching Commercial Property Asset Management Strategy will be created. This document will pull together underlying sector level plans and strategies and will support the delivery of TTLP’s wider strategic objectives including the maximisation of secondary revenue incomes.		High		Nigel Pickup		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1376				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 028		Commercial Development's asset management strategy to maximise secondary revenue income		1.0 Asset management framework and strategies		1.1 TTLP will review the asset management structure for property sectors (accountability and responsibility currently is split across both the Commercial Property and Property Management teams) and if required will expedite the move to true sector based asset management teams with the corresponding ownership and accountability for strategic direction and delivery.		High		Graeme Craig		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1375				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0776 states that London Underground Civil Engineering shall appoint an Internal Verifier to oversee the operation of the Civils Competence Management System (CCMS) in order to ensure consistency of application and compliance with requirements.

There are currently no fully qualified Internal Verifiers (IVs) within the department.  It was noted that 3 Assessors are currently undertaking Internal Verifier training with a projected completion date of August 2022.  An opportunity for the trainee Internal Ve		b)  Arrangements for a minimum of 2 fully qualified Internal Verifiers will be implemented.		High		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		12/30/22								12/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1374				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0776 states that London Underground Civil Engineering shall appoint an Internal Verifier to oversee the operation of the Civils Competence Management System (CCMS) in order to ensure consistency of application and compliance with requirements.

There are currently no fully qualified Internal Verifiers (IVs) within the department.  It was noted that 3 Assessors are currently undertaking Internal Verifier training with a projected completion date of August 2022.  An opportunity for the trainee Internal Ve		a) Develop and implement a plan for the Assessors carrying out Internal Verification training to carry out verification activities under supervision.		High		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		12/16/22								12/16/22				Quality Safety Security

		1373				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0776 states that all assessments and re-assessments shall be carried out by a competent and authorised Civil Engineering Competency Assessor.

There was no evidence of 3 of the 4 (75%) sampled Assessors being formally authorised by the Head of Department or Professional Head and certificated to show the discipline within which the assessor will operate.  There was no evidence of any Assessor induction, training, continuing development, and mentoring.

There is a risk the Assessors are not fully aware		b) A lead Assessor will be identified in order to carry out standardisation meetings which include continuing development and mentoring as an agenda point.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		10/28/22								10/28/22				Quality Safety Security

		1372				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0776 states that all assessments and re-assessments shall be carried out by a competent and authorised Civil Engineering Competency Assessor.

There was no evidence of 3 of the 4 (75%) sampled Assessors being formally authorised by the Head of Department or Professional Head and certificated to show the discipline within which the assessor will operate.  There was no evidence of any Assessor induction, training, continuing development, and mentoring.

There is a risk the Assessors are not fully aware		a) Competent Assessors will be formally appointed and certificated by the Head of Department or Profession.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/21/22				7/21/22				7/21/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1371				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0776 refers to the management and co-ordination of the Civils Competence Management System (CCMS) Disputes and Appeals Procedure.

A disputes and appeals procedure could not be evidenced.

There is a risk that there is no formal process for a candidate who wishes to dispute or appeal against an assessment decision, as per PR0776.  This issue was reported as a low priority in the previous audit (20 739 – LU Earth Structures Inspector Competence).		PR0776 will be reviewed and updated to reflect an appeals process and the change of owner status of the document.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		1/27/23								1/27/23				Quality Safety Security

		1370				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0788 states the type of documentation that is to be completed to record the competency assessments.

The reviewed competency assessment records highlighted a quality control issue.  The following documents were not fully completed or not issued in the current version format: 

- F0646 Civils Competence SCLAC FORMS 4, 5, & 6
- Appendix A’s (Knowledge and Understanding)
- F0643 Civils Competence & Safety Critical Licence letters
- F0642 Assessment plan records
- F0644 Civils Renewal of Certification		c)  Communicate to all current assessors on the use of the correct and up to date versions of assessment documentation.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/21/22				7/21/22				7/21/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1369				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0788 states the type of documentation that is to be completed to record the competency assessments.

The reviewed competency assessment records highlighted a quality control issue.  The following documents were not fully completed or not issued in the current version format: 

- F0646 Civils Competence SCLAC FORMS 4, 5, & 6
- Appendix A’s (Knowledge and Understanding)
- F0643 Civils Competence & Safety Critical Licence letters
- F0642 Assessment plan records
- F0644 Civils Renewal of Certification		b) Develop and implement a plan to rectify incomplete documentation. Re-training and re-assessments will be carried where necessary.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		8/31/23								8/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1368				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0788 states the type of documentation that is to be completed to record the competency assessments.

The reviewed competency assessment records highlighted a quality control issue.  The following documents were not fully completed or not issued in the current version format: 

- F0646 Civils Competence SCLAC FORMS 4, 5, & 6
- Appendix A’s (Knowledge and Understanding)
- F0643 Civils Competence & Safety Critical Licence letters
- F0642 Assessment plan records
- F0644 Civils Renewal of Certification		a) A data cleanse of all inspector assessment documentation will be carried out to identify any incomplete records.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		12/23/22								12/23/22				Quality Safety Security

		1367				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0788 states the type of documentation that is to be completed to record the competency assessments.

The reviewed competency assessment records highlighted a document control issue.  The following documents were missing in some of the sampled candidate’s and assessors’ portfolios:

- F0646 Civils Competence SCLAC FORMS 4, 5, & 6
- Appendix A’s & assessment elements 1 - 6 (Knowledge and Understanding)
- F0641 and F0642 Assessment plan records
- F0644 Civils Renewal of Certification and Safety Critic		c) A plan will be developed and implemented in order to replace critical documents.  Re-training and re-assessments will be carried where necessary.		High		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		8/31/23								8/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1366				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		Multiple assessment documents supporting the issue of a Safety Critical Licences were missing.		b) All paper-based assessment documentation will be transferred to the department LiveLink area		High		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		8/24/23								8/24/23				Quality Safety Security

		1365				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 717		LU Civils Competence Management		PR0788 states the type of documentation that is to be completed to record the competency
assessments.
The reviewed competency assessment records highlighted a document control issue. The
following documents were missing in some of the sampled candidate’s and assessors’ portfolios:
- F0646 Civils Competence SCLAC FORMS 4, 5, & 6
- Appendix A’s & assessment elements 1 - 6 (Knowledge and Understanding)
- F0641 and F0642 Assessment plan records
- F0644 Civils Renewal of Certification and Safety Critical		a) A data cleanse of all inspector assessment documentation will be carried out to identify any missing records		High		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		John Harvey		12/23/22								12/23/22				Quality Safety Security

		1364				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		22 708		Bank/Holborn Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Addresss non-conformities		High		Diane Kwarteng		Action Agreed		James Reilly		10/18/22						6		10/18/22				Quality Safety Security

		1363				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		22 741		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Compliance, Policing Operations and Security		Issue 2		Obtain the necessary assurance and documentation on the status of the PCI DSS
compliance for the Mercury Case management System, TracerIT system and ITAL
DTMF masking payment solution.		Medium		Matthew Mills		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1362				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		22 741		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Compliance, Policing Operations and Security		Issue 1		Remove PAN from inbound injury claims emails from the
insurer which can occasionally contain PAN, by ensuring the insurer only sends the
first six and last four digits by email with the middle six digits being provided by a
secondary means such as telephone.		Medium		Joanna Fleet		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1361				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Jubilee Line		22 707		Waterloo Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address Non-Conformances with Management System		High		Daly Antwi-Safee		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1360				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		22 728		Projects and Programmes Directorate Client Duties (Construction Design and Management Compliance)		Although both projects reviewed evidenced communication with the SHE Manager regarding the
CPP review, neither project evidenced the use of the Pathway Construction Phase Plan (CPP)
Checklist and Issues Log. Without these completed documents it is impossible to verify who
reviewed the CPP and the extent and nature of the review, including feedback to be actioned by
the Project Manager.		Undertake effective communication to ensure Project Managers are reminded of the requirement to undertake formal reviews of the CPP using the Pathway forms and guidance.		Medium		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		9/1/22				9/28/22				9/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1359				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		22 728		Projects and Programmes Directorate Client Duties (Construction Design and Management Compliance)		Project and SHE Manager engagement appeared to be limited in the projects reviewed which has
resulted in the RBI formwork being completed late in the project cycle or not at all. The evidence
suggests that changes of HSE Manager and long periods between communication (due to the
nature of the project) are the root cause of the issue.		Make available to Project Managers and periodically review a master list of Projects and associated SHE Managers for assurance that all projects have dedicated and continuous SHE Managers support.		Medium		Scott Kerridge		Closed		Gary Smith		9/1/22				8/31/22				9/1/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1358				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		22 728		Projects and Programmes Directorate Client Duties (Construction Design and Management Compliance)		Project and SHE Manager engagement appeared to be limited in the projects reviewed which has
resulted in the RBI formwork being completed late in the project cycle or not at all. The evidence
suggests that changes of HSE Manager and long periods between communication (due to the
nature of the project) are the root cause of the issue.		Ensure, by effective communication, that Project Managers (primarily on longer or legacy projects) engage at least every 6 months with the designated SHE Manager for document review (RBI form especially) and Project update information.		Medium		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		9/1/22				9/28/22				9/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1357				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 016		Security of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)		A Mobile Product Strategy is in place that provides an adequate basis to set out the operating framework and intent of BYOD services management, operation and governance. The strategy provides a vision and overall objectives, supported by a range of operational initiatives,
However, the strategy only provides a strategic roadmap to 2021. Therefore, there is scope to review and update the strategy to set out the future strategic direction.		The current Mobile Product Strategy will be reviewed and updated where applicable.		Low		Dominic Garfield		Closed		Adrian Franklin						9/15/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Internal Audit

		1356				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		The LFB inspection reports and any LU response are only stored centrally if there is a Notice of Deficiency.  Other reports are stored in an email box.  

There is a risk that LU cannot reference all reports and responses.		Develop an LU-LFB shared site where all findings, notices and responses are recorded and captured		Low		Chris Steer		Closed		Michael Cockley						7/13/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		1355				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		22 706		Walthamstow Central Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Wendie McCorkindale		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/22				9/15/22				9/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1354				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		Integrated Systems Audits identify current fire safety issues which leads to a trend analysis report which is communicated to senior management.

There was no evidence of the systemic issues raised in Integrated Systems Audits being addressed or monitored at senior level		Put a process in place to ensure that the trends relating to fire safety from Integrated Systems Audits are shared with the Fire Safety Guiding Mind Group and cascaded to relevant LU performance meetings. This process should ensure that, where issues have been identified, appropriate actions are recorded in the LU Fire Safety Plan		Medium		Simon Jones		Closed		Michael Cockley		7/13/22				7/13/22				7/13/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1353				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		Integrated Systems Audits identify current fire safety issues which leads to a trend analysis report which is communicated to senior management.

There was no evidence of the systemic issues raised in Integrated Systems Audits being addressed or monitored at senior level		Both the Customer Operations and the Asset Performance Integrated Systems Audit Trend Analysis reports to be sent to Simon Jones, for discussion during the Guiding Mind meetings		Medium		Brian Schiff		Closed		Michael Cockley		7/13/22				7/13/22				7/13/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1352				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There has been an increase in the number of actions identified during the FRA process which has increased the number of Additional Works Requests.

This has resulted in a significant backlog of works requests identified through Fire Risk Assessment process and a larger lead time to address the actions		Reinforce and clarify the use of F1155 process to ensure that all teams are clear on the correct process (online only) to use to minimise error/items being missed to ensure timely close out of actions		High		Chris Steer		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1351				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There has been an increase in the number of actions identified during the FRA process which has increased the number of Additional Works Requests.

This has resulted in a significant backlog of works requests identified through Fire Risk Assessment process and a larger lead time to address the actions		Put a new Asset Performance Capital Development team process in place to ensure that actions identified in the Fire Risk Assessments are actioned in a timely way and tracked		High		Mark Varney		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1350				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There has been an increase in the number of actions identified during the FRA process which has increased the number of Additional Works Requests.

This has resulted in a significant backlog of works requests identified through Fire Risk Assessment process and a larger lead time to address the actions		Review Asset Performance Capital Development team process for taking action on physical works required by Workplace Risk Assessments with a view to ensuring that actions identified in the Fire Risk Assessments are actioned in a timely way		High		Mark Varney		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1349				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There was no evidence of any formal mechanisms being in place to validate the effectiveness of the Responsible Person interim training solution and the confirmation of competence.  There is currently no requirement for refresher training to take place and there was no evidence of any SHE BP follow up conversations.

There is a risk that the current RP’s do not hold the required competence to fulfil their role as a result of completing the interim course		Explore and enable reporting around Responsible Persons qualification for Responsible Persons
• Ensure that SAP records those managers who are RP to allow LU to report on % RPs who have completed the training. 
• Analyse the data around “compulsory” vs “nice to have” qualifications to ensure true % qualified can be reported		Medium		Sebastian Homewood		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1348				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There was no evidence of any formal mechanisms being in place to validate the effectiveness of the Responsible Person interim training solution and the confirmation of competence.  There is currently no requirement for refresher training to take place and there was no evidence of any SHE BP follow up conversations.

There is a risk that the current RP’s do not hold the required competence to fulfil their role as a result of completing the interim course		Align Responsible Persons “qualification” with SAP position for known Responsible Persons and set a 2-year refresher period		Medium		Sebastian Homewood		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1347				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There was no evidence of any formal mechanisms being in place to validate the effectiveness of the Responsible Person interim training solution and the confirmation of competence.  There is currently no requirement for refresher training to take place and there was no evidence of any SHE BP follow up conversations.

There is a risk that the current RP’s do not hold the required competence to fulfil their role as a result of completing the interim course		Work with Skills Development to move the Responsible Persons training to eZone course.
• Review Responsible Persons course content with working group
• Create knowledge check to support the Responsible Persons course
• Move Responsible Persons course to eZone		Medium		Sebastian Homewood		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1346				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		There was no evidence of any formal mechanisms being in place to validate the effectiveness of the Responsible Person interim training solution and the confirmation of competence.  There is currently no requirement for refresher training to take place and there was no evidence of any SHE BP follow up conversations.

The Assurance Plan identifies a requirement for Skills & Development to report on the provision of information on competence and licensing (relating to fire safety) via percentages of training		Identify the current Responsible Persons cadre and check validity of current names/jobs		High		Simon Jones		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22		11/30/22						11/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1345				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 requires all premises, where people are employed, to have a fire risk assessment (FRA).

The completed Lambeth North FRA originally listed 2 Responsible Persons as Responsible Managers.  This was amended during the audit to show that the Responsible Manager is currently To Be Confirmed (TBC).  The current FRA has not been electronically signed as accepted.

This example indicated that the process for appointing Responsible Persons and the acknowledgement an		Review with the Heads of LU Built Environment Maintenance and Renewals, and Systems and Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewals, any APCD premises where no RP is allocated and identify an appropriate approach for allocating the Responsible Person in shared premises/premises which are not occupied by staff		High		Lee Richards		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		1/31/23								1/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1344				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		21 769		LU Fire Safety Compliance		The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 requires all premises, where people are employed, to have a fire risk assessment (FRA).

The completed Lambeth North FRA originally listed 2 Responsible Persons as Responsible Managers.  This was amended during the audit to show that the Responsible Manager is currently To Be Confirmed (TBC).  The current FRA has not been electronically signed as accepted.

This example indicated that the process for appointing Responsible Persons and the acknowledgement an		Communicate the LU process for defining the Responsible Person in shared premises to LU Heads of/Accountable Managers. 

Identify the number of Fire Risk Assessments where no Responsible Person is allocated and ensure LU lead for that area communicates the process with the relevant teams		High		Simon Jones		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		8/31/22		11/30/22						11/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1343				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		An action to amend procedural documentation from the audit in 2017 has not been completed.		Procedures, ‘378-OPS-4-1003’ and ‘378-OPS-4-009’, to be reviewed against the amendments detailed in the 2017 audit.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/29/22				8/25/22				7/29/22				Quality Safety Security

		1342				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		It could not be assured that briefings raised from previous investigations and an audit have been delivered to staff.		Staff briefing notice from CAR 1 2017 Audit to be delivered to all applicable to staff.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/29/22				7/29/22				7/29/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1341				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		It could not be assured that briefings raised from previous investigations and an audit have been delivered to staff.		RIS-3119-TOM, relevant areas of document to be briefed to managerial and supervisory staff, and course content of human factors training to be provided which contains lessons learned from previous SPAD incidents.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/22				9/20/22				9/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1340				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		It could not be assured that briefings raised from previous investigations and an audit have been delivered to staff.		BT Prohibition Notice and shore supply brief delivered to all applicable staff, assurance of this to be provided.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/8/22				7/29/22				7/8/22				Quality Safety Security

		1339				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		No assurance provided that safety performance data forms part of CMS reviews.		Competence standard which details the process for incorporating safety performance data into CMS reviews to be provided.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Action Agreed		James Reilly		9/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1338				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		There are gaps in Competence Management System reviews.		Competence standards for Depot Drivers, DPs and BLOs to be reviewed.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/29/22				8/3/22				7/29/22				Quality Safety Security

		1337				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Circle, Hammersmith & City and District Lines		22 705		Paddington Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address non-conformances		High		Phil Simpson		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1336				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		Standardisation meetings are not in place for assessments to ensure consistency.		Report for Standardisation meeting to take place in Quarter 2 to be provided.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/22				9/28/22				9/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1335				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		Start dates of current competence cycles and evidence of unannounced monitoring was not provided for a sample of staff.		Assurance of start dates for current competence cycles and associated unannounced monitoring to be provided.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/29/22				7/31/22				7/29/22				Quality Safety Security

		1334				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 812		LO Alstom Competence Management - New Cross Gate Depot		Task Needs Analysis documents were incomplete and did not have review/next review dates. Risk assessments were not available for one of two procedures sampled.		Training Needs Analysis documents to be updated and risk assessment for 25 kV AC test facility to be provided.		Medium		Denis Tyurenkov		Closed		James Reilly		7/29/22				8/25/22				7/29/22				Quality Safety Security

		1333				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		22 743		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Staff Travel		Issue 1		Staff Travel will perform a review of all forms on the TfL intranet to identify any requirement where they ask for a full Primary Account Number (PAN) to be provided and update to ensure in full compliance with the PCI DSS.		Low		Tracy Robson		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1332				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		22 742		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Victoria Coach Station (VCS)		Issue 1		Management should ensure that the TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all VCS personnel who role it is to process customer payment cards.		Low		Brian Wylie		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1331				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence that flow monitoring surveys are undertaken and that data records of existing drainage system hydraulic performance were provided to LU as assurance.		To consult with the HoP to develop a method/plan for compliance and confirm accountabilities		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		8/31/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1330				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		Line and Level surveys were not carried out to provide an accurate record of the gravity drainage system assets		To consult with the HoP to develop a method/plan for compliance and confirm accountabilities		High		Srdjan Malesevic		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		8/31/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1329				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence to show that CCTV Surveys/assessments are carried on pipework and linear drainage channel assets in accordance with the standard		To complete tender and provide a plan that demonstrates to the HoP that CCTV inspection frequency is compliant with the standard		High		Srdjan Malesevic		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		8/31/22		2/28/23						2/28/23				Quality Safety Security

		1328				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence to show that the Head of Profession is involved in the inspection/maintenance programme implementation and signing off as per S1052 (4.1).		To provide the inspection/maintenance programme to the HoP for signing off		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Quality Safety Security

		1327				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence of maintenance work annual completion certificate produced and signed by a competent person. This is to confirm that maintenance works for specific asset grouping have been completed.		To provide maintenance work annual completion certificate and signed by a competent person		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22						85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1326				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence of annual maintenance working list for work carried out on each asset (including new assets) from previous year on project completion/handover.		To provide the annual maintenance working list for the current assets		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22				9/30/22				7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1325				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		22 720		LU Off Track Drainage Management		The issues regarding unknown assets/lack of knowledge of existing assets identified in the ‘Data Gap Studies’ (April 2020) in readiness for AMIS database has not been fully implemented across the network. This means there are assets that are not recorded or have appropriate inspection and maintenance.		To develop and agree a resourced plan of work with relevant stakeholders. Subsequent actions will be agreed regarding implementation		High		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		9/16/22				9/30/22				9/16/22				Quality Safety Security

		1324				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		22 714		Ruislip Depot Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with the managements system requirements.		Correct non-conformances		High		Andy Folan		Action Agreed		John Harvey		8/28/22						57		8/28/22				Quality Safety Security

		1323				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 027		Commercial Development Financial Sustainability Plan		Evaluate and document the options available for additional dedicated resource to provide PMO support to the whole programme including document management and reporting. The decision should be documented.		Evaluate and document the options available for additional dedicated resource to provide PMO support to the whole programme including document management and reporting. The decision should be documented.		High		Ken Youngman		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		7/31/22				9/21/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		1322						22 719		Signals Authority to Work Certificates (AWC) Process		There was no written ‘briefing’ delivered to all Control Centre Operators to ensure that they all knew the target time and escalation process

The risk is that in absence of written briefing not all the Control Centre Operators would be familiar with assessing and escalating process.		Agreed Management Action
Produce and deliver briefing for managing ‘Target Time’ and ‘Escalation’ requirements		Low				Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						6/17/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		1321				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 732		Hammersmith Service Control Centre Maintenance and Control of Software Configuration		The annual certificate for wire degradation of signalling equipment was not completed. Consequently, no information on the condition of vital wire insulation inside the casing are passed to the Head of Road and Rail Traffic Control Systems as required.		The Asset Steward will generate a Maintenance Scheduled Task (MST) for annual wire degradation checks for Hammersmith Service Control Centre – Signal Equipment Room (HSCC/SER). The Head of Profession delegate has access to the automatically generated report.		Medium		Andy Jones		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/31/22				9/1/22				8/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1320				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		22 732		Hammersmith Service Control Centre Maintenance and Control of Software Configuration		Signal Maintenance Quality Checks (SMQC) were not used as a verification tool to monitor the effectiveness of the maintenance regime or verified at regular intervals.		Hammersmith Service Control Centre – Signal Equipment Room (HSCC/SER) will be included in the Signal Maintenance Quality Checks (SMQC) plan		Medium		Andy Jones		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/31/22				8/10/22				8/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1319				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		22 703		Victoria Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Noordan Jaumdally		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/22				8/31/22				8/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1318				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		22 751 U		LU JNP Signalling Compliance with IRSE Competence Requirements		There was no written briefing delivered to all Control Centre Operators to ensure that they all knew the target time and escalation process		Produce and deliver briefing for managing ‘Target Time’ and ‘Escalation’ requirements		Low		Jackie Cousins		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		6/30/22				6/30/22				6/30/22		1		ERROR:#N/A

		1317				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 012		Cubic User Access Management Controls		Prior to being given access to the CS, all Cubic users should complete mandatory Data Privacy training. We would expect that, from time to time, TfL will conduct procedures of their own to independently confirm that Cubic staff noted as having completed training have actually completed their training.
We noted that Cubic tick off a list to confirm whether a member of staff has completed training or not, and provide this to TfL on a quarterly basis. However, we noted that, outside of this, TfL do not conduc		Management to carry out their own procedures to independently confirm that Cubic users with access to the CS have undergone the requisite training, so as to add additional comfort that individuals with relevant skills are accessing the CS. 
To make this a more efficient and less time-intensive process, this could be a sample/spot-check where TfL Management check system-generated confirmations of training completion for a specific set of users. This will allow the activity to be incorporated into an existin		Low		Paul Chaplin		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1316				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 012		Cubic User Access Management Controls		We would expect Cubic to notify TfL prior to granting any emergency access to the CS; where an issue is time and/or security sensitive which cannot wait for at-the-time approval, we would expect there to be a formalised understanding between Cubic and TfL as to what constitutes the granting of this access, and to have formalised criteria for what allows emergency access to the Central system.
Currently, Cubic are able to assign access to the CS without notifying TfL in advance; there is an understanding th		TfL and Cubic will formalise their understanding of what constitutes an emergency which requires access to be given immediately with retrospective TfL approval. Additionally, TfL and Cubic will come to an understanding as to who will have this emergency access, with Cubic informing TfL of what this access allows these users to do in the system. This will also be documented and formalised in the agreement between TfL and Cubic.
This will help to create clear boundaries and parameters for both parties which		Low		Paul Chaplin		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/22				8/19/22				8/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1315				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 012		Cubic User Access Management Controls		Password management and parameters for each system should be in-line with the security policy and industry good practice.
For privileged accounts, where individuals are able to make sensitive changes to the CS, we would expect to see stronger password parameters and management practices in place, in line with their associated risk. However, Cubic currently operate standard password configurations for all accounts with no differentiation in password parameter requirements for privileged user accounts. 
We		Management will follow through with the GDPR remediation plan actions in respect of strengthening password parameters. In particular, password parameters will be updated to ensure privileged accounts have complex, strong passwords considering the level of access on the CS.		Low		Gavin McIntyre		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		9/30/22		7/31/23						7/31/23				Internal Audit

		1314				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 012		Cubic User Access Management Controls		As part of managing access to CS, we would expect management at Cubic to conduct internal, periodic reviews of end user access to systems to assess the appropriateness of access rights granted. 

We enquired of Cubic management and noted that, while there is a review of all users (including Cubic users) completed by TfL, there is no internal periodic review of Cubic end user access to the CS performed by Cubic to determine and reconfirm that Cubic end user access is in line with the user’s job requirement		Management will establish an internal periodic review of Cubic end user access; this will be done by generating a user list showing users and access levels, and having relevant line managers verify that access is appropriate.  This review will be co-ordinated by the relevant team within Cubic, and approved by an appropriate member of senior management. A review of this nature will be monthly or quarterly; results of these user access reviews will be documented and, where relevant, reported to TfL as part of		Medium		Paul Chaplin		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/22				8/30/22				8/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1313				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 012		Cubic User Access Management Controls		Some users have elevated levels of system access not afforded to other users.  In the case of the CS, privileged/elevated access includes the ability to create and remove user accounts, and also the ability to amend, add or delete transactions, the latter of which can only take place through direct changes to the database. We noted that these abilities are reserved for members of the BOSS team – roughly 20 users out of over 600 total users of the CS application.  Given the sensitivity of what the CS holds a		Cubic and TfL will agree a mechanism by which privileged user activity monitoring and review processes over the CS can be established.  This monitoring and reviewing will be assigned to the relevant team and approved by authorised senior management. The reviewer will verify that the events are authorised and appropriate. Activities that require investigation will be escalated and followed through to resolution, and an impact assessment will be performed for all unvalidated activity. The implementation of an		High		Paul Chaplin		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		9/30/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1312				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Northern Line		22 704		Kentish Town Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances to Management System		Address Non-Conformances		High		Ayodeji Adeyemi		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		7/31/22						85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1311				Chief Finance Officer		21 038		SAP Business Planning Consolidation Tool (BPC)		Several teams across TfL have a roles and responsibilities schedule, which outlines the general roles and responsibilities for each team member in the team structure (not SAP related). As part of the SAP implementation process, a SAP GRC Access matrix was set up by the Security & Authorisation (S&A) team; this outlines roles and responsibilities within SAP specifically.
We would expect that the SAP GRC Access matrix development would have been informed by the generic roles and responsibilities schedules; a		The approved Role & Responsibility guide/schedule for each team will be made available as an appendix in the RACI. In addition, teams will check that the SAP access provided to their members is in line with the roles and responsibilities outlined in their schedules.
This will help to clarify understanding amongst each team as to how they should be using SAP and how SAP should be accessed.		Low		Miguel Arcos		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/26/22				5/26/22				5/26/22		1		Internal Audit

		1310				Chief Finance Officer		21 038		SAP Business Planning Consolidation Tool (BPC)		Benefits realisation is a key part of any implementation; these should be recorded in the business case, and tracked throughout the life of the implementation and  beyond. 
We noted at the time of testing that the benefits to be realised have not been thoroughly tracked and documented throughout the implementation lifecycle and to date. Documented benefits of the SAP BPC implementation have not been updated in line with evolving TfL requirements.		Management will establish a mechanism for ongoing review of the benefits outlined in the original business case for SAP BPC; where these have changed, this will be documented, along with the rationale behind the amendment. Any which have been added since the original benefits were signed off in the business case will also be documented, and the rationale behind their addition documented.
Additionally, criteria and timelines for performance/realisation of each benefit will be established and reported on, so		Medium		Andy Ferrar		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1309				Chief Finance Officer		21 038		SAP Business Planning Consolidation Tool (BPC)		The SAP BPC implementation business case was signed off in 2016; however, implementation took place in 2019, due in part to evolving requirements throughout the process. Another business case for Finance Organisational change was also approved in 2019, which incorporated the development of SAP BPC. We would expect TfL to continuously review the objectives outlined in these business cases, and fully document and approve any changes or additions to this. 

We noted at the time of testing that there hadn’t b		Management will establish a mechanism for updating business case documentation for SAP BPC in line with TfL requirements; where these requirements have changed, this will be documented, along with the rationale behind the amendment and the outcomes of this on the business case.		Medium		Andy Ferrar		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1308				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		3.0 Procedures and verification report missing key information such as review date and accountable person		3.3 The verification reports will be dated and the authors stated.		Low		Laura Sleath		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		8/31/22				8/3/22				8/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1307				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		3.0 Procedures and verification report missing key information such as review date and accountable person		3.2 All the documented procedures are being reviewed in order to bring them up to date where necessary. The review dates will be stated on them as evidence.		Low		Laura Sleath		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		8/31/22				8/31/22				8/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1306				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		3.0 Procedures and verification report document control - key information such as review date, accountable person is missing		3.1 The documented procedures will be dated and the accountable persons stated. To aid this, the TfL procedure template will be used, as it requires the inclusion of date and accountable persons and other information for effective document control.		Low		Laura Sleath		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		8/31/22				8/31/22				8/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1305				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		2.0 Control of keys - there are redundant keys in the Covent Garden and Acton key presses		2.2 All redundant keys will be removed from the key presses and tags legibly marked with key numbers.		Low		Stephen Dolamore		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22				7/15/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1304				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		2.0 Control of keys - there is a need to tighten the control of keys by removing redundant ones and ensuring all signed-out keys are properly accounted for		2.1 To improve the administration of keys:
Security officers will be reminded of the need to sign in keys when they are returned
The procedures relating to the administration of keys will be fully explained to any stand-in security officers		Low		Stephen Dolamore		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22				7/15/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1303				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		1.0 Fire controls - absence of regular reviews of fire risk assessments		1.4 Between the formal qualified assessor fire risk assessments,  an annual review will be completed and results reported to the LTM senior management team.		Low		Geoffrey Rowe		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22				7/1/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1302				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		1.0 Fire controls - need to inform staff of new mandatory training introduced in April 2022		1.3 LTM senior management will inform staff of the compulsory fire safety courses and require them to take them. In addition, staff be required to take it annually and whenever it is updated.		Low		Geoffrey Rowe		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22				6/8/22				6/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1301				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		1.0 Fire controls - a security policy meeting the requirements of the Collections Trust has not been introduced		1.2 An LTM security policy meeting the following requirements of the guideline document will be introduced. It will state how the museum complies with the Fire Safety order and signed off by senior management		Low		Geoffrey Rowe		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1300				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 029		LTM Security of Valuable Collections		1.0 Fire controls - failure to provide extinguisher training for the relevant staff		1.1 Management will provide fire extinguisher training to staff who are in a position to use them in an event of a fire, such as fire wardens and catering staff.		Low		Geoffrey Rowe		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		8/31/22		11/30/22						11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1299				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Piccadilly Line		22 701		Acton Town Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Kankay Yumkella		Action Agreed		James Reilly		7/29/22						87		7/29/22				Quality Safety Security

		1298				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 797		Management of Network and Information System Regulations Compliance		Risk Management		Cyber Security work with TfL Enterprise Risk Management team (ERM) to draw up a consistent set of processes for Operational Technology (OT) and communicate these out to each System Owner and Nominated Leads to ensure a consistent and complaint approach to risk and assurance.		Medium		Jules Gascoigne		Closed		Matthew Mills		8/31/22				10/13/22				8/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1297				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		21 797		Management of Network and Information System Regulations Compliance		Response Management		Response management guidance to be created by Cyber Security team. The guidance is to be issued to the System Owners and Nominated Leads outlining the responsibilities and actions involved if dealing with a cyber security incident.

System Owners with Cyber Security support to assess the current incident response training gap and where required staff should undertake newly created or refresher training, followed by a desktop exercise to ensure adequate awareness of the procedures involved.		Medium		Jules Gascoigne		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1296				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Metropolitan Line		22 702		Baker Street Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address Non-Conformances with the Management System		High		Tracey Bate		Closed		Michael Cockley		6/30/22				6/15/22				6/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1295				Crossrail		21 051		21 051 Information Management and Transfer		Information management and transfer risks should be assessed at strategy and system level to identify any critical issues and dependencies between systems. To date, these risks have not been identified and assessed across the Strategy. Both CRL and TfL confirmed they do not currently feed into any formal risk reporting and have no knowledge to what level system risk has been identified.		3.1 Assess any remaining information and data transfer risk and dependency across the IT Transition Strategy with individual system leads. Risk assessment should be agreed with the Head of TfL Management Systems and Head of Technology Programmes and monitored via governance and reporting arrangements agreed at 2.1 and 3.1. Risks should be added to TfL risk registers in line with guidance.		Medium		Isao Matsumoto		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		7/29/22		7/29/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1294				Crossrail		21 051		21 051 Information Management and Transfer		Governance arrangements should be in place to monitor implementation of the Strategy. Progress against the Strategy should be tracked and supported by updates from individual system leads. It was confirmed that the transfer of systems and information under the Strategy does not have an agreed governance arrangement in place, nor have existing CRL and TfL committee structures been assigned to monitor progress. Visibility over the existing programme of transfer is therefore poor and management direction over		2.1 Agree with the Head of TfL Management Systems, Information and Records Management and Head of Technology Programmes a governance structure to monitor delivery of the IT Transition Strategy and information transfer (including formal update from system owners) through to programme close out. (Linked to implementation of actions 1.1; 1.2)		High		Isao Matsumoto		Evidence Submitted Under Review		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/28/22						10/28/22				Internal Audit

		1293				Crossrail		21 051		21 051 Information Management and Transfer		Management arrangements for the delivery of individual transfers contained in the IT Strategy were not formalised at the time and remain to be agreed. Detailed CRL to TfL planning around information transfer has in most cases not taken place, or end state arrangements need to be proposed and approved. Testing requirements, dependencies, support requirements (including software upgrades), retention periods and resources (staff and capital expenditure) were identified as common issues across systems still req		1.3 The IT Transition Strategy should clearly link to individual system transfer plans with further details of schedule, dependencies, and any testing requirement.		High		Isao Matsumoto		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		7/29/22		7/29/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1292				Crossrail		21 051		21 051 Information Management and Transfer		Management arrangements for the delivery of individual transfers were not formalised at the time and remain to be agreed. Support requirements (including software upgrades), retention periods and resources (staff and capital expenditure) were all identified as common issues across systems still requiring resolution by both CRL and TfL teams.		1.2 The revised IT Transition Strategy should include an assessment by system of any resources required for ongoing system support, including capital expenditure.		High		Isao Matsumoto		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		7/29/22		7/29/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1291				Crossrail		21 051		21 051 Information Management and Transfer		Following a series of stakeholder engagement exercises, CRL identified information requiring transfer to TfL under its IT Transition Strategy. Once the Strategy is agreed, a review should have been undertaken to ensure objectives are being delivered. It was confirmed the IT Transition Strategy has not been revisited by either CRL or TfL, as a programme of work or at an individual system level.		1.1 Revisit and update the IT Transition Strategy with system owners to ensure it reflects current information transfer requirements. A revised programme and schedule should then be agreed with the Head of TfL Management Systems, Information and Records Management and Head of Technology Programmes.		High		Isao Matsumoto		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		7/29/22		7/29/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1290				General Counsel		21 063		Declaration of Interest		In 2018, Secretariat identified senior staff that had failed to respond to reminders to keep their DoI records updated. Their line managers were contacted by General Counsel to help obtain this information, which resulted in the return of additional declarations. 
However, our testing found that the issue still remains, with a number of senior staff continuously failing to respond to email reminders issued by Secretariat.		The bi-annual reminder email should be reduced to being carried out annually. This should include the escalation process, outlining the consequences for non-completion of DoI returns.		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Niraj Shah		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		1289				General Counsel		21 063		Declaration of Interest		In 2018, Secretariat identified senior staff that had failed to respond to reminders to keep their DoI records updated. Their line managers were contacted by General Counsel to help obtain this information, which resulted in the return of additional declarations. 
However, our testing found that the issue still remains, with a number of senior staff continuously failing to respond to email reminders issued by Secretariat.		A formal escalation process should be introduced and communicated to all senior staff, including reference to disciplinary action where DoI forms are not returned		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Niraj Shah		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		1288				General Counsel		21 063		Declaration of Interest		Chief Officers and Directors DoI forms not always reviewed timely, not always in place and conflicts not regularly followed up.		A monitoring control should be put in place to provide an accurate record at any time on the status of senior staff and DoI returns		High		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Niraj Shah		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		1287				General Counsel		21 063		Declaration of Interest		Chief Officers and Directors DoI forms not always reviewed timely, not always in place and conflicts not regularly followed up.		Where DoI declarations are made, due diligence checks need to be carried out on a regular basis		High		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Niraj Shah		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		1286				General Counsel		21 063		Declaration of Interest		Chief Officers and Directors DoI forms not always reviewed timely, not always in place and conflicts not regularly followed up.		Ensure up to date DoI forms are in place for all chief officers and directors		High		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Niraj Shah		8/31/22						54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		1285				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Only 48% of recruitment campaigns meet the time to offer KPI target of 12 weeks. This is due to various reasons, for example, recruitment freezes during 2021.		Recruitment Delivery team should continue:
▪ to monitor ‘time to offer’ performance to check if it improves and
▪ identify the root cause of any delay
▪ take action where feasible and appropriate		Low		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Closed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22				8/23/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		1284				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Guidance on the recruitment intranet page regarding right to work checks is out of date.  Also, the recruitment intranet page does not contain links to guidance on how to check if right to work documents are genuine.		▪ A link to the ‘Guidance on examining identity documents’ which explains how to check if identity documents are genuine should be placed on the Recruitment TMS page.
▪ Other relevant guidance for checking identity documents should be identified and linked if appropriate.		Low		Lee Wise		Closed		Mark Cowper		5/31/22				5/31/22				5/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1283				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Guidance on the recruitment intranet page regarding right to work checks is out of date. The intranet page also does not contain a link to documentation explaining how to check if right to work documents are genuine.		The ‘Checks required at interview’ guidance document on the TMS recruitment page should be updated to reflect current legislative requirements.		Low		Lee Wise		Closed		Mark Cowper		5/31/22				5/31/22				5/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1282				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		A hiring manager made a job offer without consulting HR professionals and agreed a higher rate of pay than had been authorised.		Recruitment consultants will continue to inform hiring managers in campaign planning meetings and campaign planning emails that:
▪ they should not make offers themselves or
▪ they should only make offers in line with what was agreed as part of headcount controls		Medium		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Closed		Mark Cowper		6/30/22				8/17/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1281				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		The TfL Code of Conduct and Business Ethics policy require hiring managers and recruitment consultants to act in TfL’s best interests by hiring the best candidates for the job. Recruiters should not allow personal connections to applicants to affect their impartiality.  There is no process to remind hiring managers to declare in writing any personal connections with applicants.		▪ Recruitment Delivery team will work with HR and Legal to define “personal connections” eg family relationships, non-work relationships etc.
▪ As part of campaign planning Recruitment Delivery team will remind hiring managers that they need to declare in writing any personal connections with candidates.
▪ Recruitment Delivery team will consider if any such hiring manager declaration should be incorporated into a template document.
▪ Where appropriate, mitigations will be put in place.		Medium		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		6/30/22		1/31/23						1/31/23				Internal Audit

		1280				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Hiring managers conduct interviews and assessments of candidates.  They are not HR specialists and sample testing found that not all interviewers had completed the 'Recruitment Skills for Hiring Manager's' course or the unconscious bias training.		▪ During recruitment campaign planning Recruitment Delivery team will remind recruiting managers that interview panels should contain at least one trained interviewer.
▪ Hiring managers will be informed in campaign planning meetings and emails that they should have recruitment and assessment training.		Medium		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Closed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22				8/17/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		1279				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Recruitment campaign planning documents / emails are not completed for all recruitments.		Recruitment managers should review a sample of recruitment campaigns on a regular basis to ensure planning emails are created. 
Recruitment managers should review a sample of recruitment campaigns on a regular basis to ensure planning emails are created.		Medium		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22						85		7/31/22				Internal Audit

		1278				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		Recruitment Delivery team will determine if the SAP vacancy authorisation eforms and Taleo should be modified to give an option for hiring managers to select national security vetting for a role. This decision will take into consideration wider ERP changes and the cost to change an eform.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1277				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		Once LU’s Network Security and Policing team team have identified which LU roles require national security vetting:
▪ Job descriptions will be amended by HR to indicate where national security vetting is required
▪ Employee Services team will conduct national security vetting for new recruits where job descriptions require it
▪ In the interim line managers will continue to be relied upon to inform the recruitment consultants whether national security vetting is required. They will then liaise with Employ		High		Lee Wise		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1276				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		Once Compliance, Policing, Operations and Security team have identified which non-LU roles require national security vetting:
▪ Job descriptions will be amended by HR to indicate where national security vetting is required
▪ Employee Services team will conduct national security vetting for new recruits where job descriptions require it
▪ In the interim line managers will continue to be relied upon to inform the recruitment consultants whether national security vetting is required. They will then liaise w		High		Lee Wise		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1275				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		Where qualifications are essential, Employee Services management will consider whether to require proof that qualifications have been checked, before job offers are made.		High		Lee Wise		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22		1/31/23						1/31/23				Internal Audit

		1274				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		▪ The planning email template will be amended to include a reminder for hiring managers to check qualifications essential for the role.
▪ Hiring managers should be reminded in planning meetings to check qualifications.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Closed		Mark Cowper		5/31/22				8/17/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1273				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		New recruits' qualifications are not checked in a large majority of cases.  Employee Services team stated they only do this where it is a statutory requirement.  Roles requiring National Security Vetting have to be identified and then the requirement to do National Security Vetting for new recruits will be added to job descriptions.		▪ Recruitment Delivery team will liaise with HR and TfL Legal to determine whether they should require hiring managers to validate all qualifications rather than just ones required by statute.
▪ Recruitment Delivery team will consider whether institutes should be phoned to confirm that certificates are genuine, taking into consideration the benefits and costs.
▪ Checking will be performed as per these decisions.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22		1/31/23						1/31/23				Internal Audit

		1272				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Recruitment documentation such as short-lists with reasons, interview notes and record of selection decision sheets were not present for all recruitment campaigns sampled.  In addition, some documentation was stored locally with hiring managers rather than stored centrally with the Recruitment Delivery team.		Recruitment Delivery will conduct a business-wide campaign to remind line managers to complete and return the paperwork and the Implications of not doing this.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Closed		Mark Cowper		6/30/22				8/17/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1271				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Recruitment documentation such as short-lists with reasons, interview notes and record of selection decision sheets were not present for all recruitment campaigns sampled.  In addition, some documentation was stored locally with hiring managers rather than stored centrally with the Recruitment Delivery team.		Recruitment managers will continue to review documentation for a sample of recruitment campaigns on a regular basis to ensure it is complete.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22						85		7/31/22				Internal Audit

		1270				Chief Finance Officer		21 045		Recruitment		Recruitment documentation such as short-lists with reasons, interview notes and record of selection decision sheets were not present for all recruitment campaigns sampled.  In addition, some documentation was stored locally with hiring managers rather than stored centrally with the Recruitment Delivery team.		Recruitment Delivery management in conjunction with HR, will consider if hiring managers should be required to submit assessment documentation before offers are made. A decision will be taken based on the benefits and costs of such an the action.		High		Sian-Enetia Sharp		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		7/31/22		11/30/22						11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1269				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 772		DLR Rolling Stock Door System Maintenance		Knorr-Bremse do not supply a Certificate of Conformance and provide ‘Garantie/Siegel’ sticker only for individual units post refurbishment. KAD has raised an observation and follow up process is on-going. DLR was not aware of this and further understanding is required before commenting whether the mentioned sticker is acceptable evidence of assurance.		DLR to confirm receipt of assurance from KAD regarding alternative CoC arrangement for Knorr-Bremse and provide copy of the audit report (that recently KAD performed) by 15/04/2022. (Action owner: Stephen Porter – DLR)		Medium		Stephen Porter		Closed		KaWai Ho		4/15/22				4/25/22				4/15/22				Quality Safety Security

		1268				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 772		DLR Rolling Stock Door System Maintenance		The latest version of temporary derogation for F7 doors overhaul (approved on 08/07/21) was not uploaded to Doris, other parties in KAD or DLR may not have been aware of the latest version of the temporary derogation.		Action 2a - DLR to update the latest version of temporary derogation for F7 doors overhaul (approved on 08/07/21) to Doris by 21/04/2022. (Action owner: Stephen Porter – DLR)

Action 2b - DLR to agree with the DLR assurance team how reference number will be provided prior to upload on Doris by 07/05/2022. (Action owner: Stephen Porter – DLR)		Medium		Stephen Porter		Closed		KaWai Ho		5/7/22				4/25/22				5/7/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1267				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 772		DLR Rolling Stock Door System Maintenance		Two Maintenance Bulletins were issued on Sep / Oct 2021 and the briefing record was incomplete. From the briefing record it could not be verified if the teams had received the briefing and therefore may not consistently implement the updated MTIs into daily maintenance work.		KAD to provide completed MB 376 and MB 380 briefing record by 05/05/2022. (action owner: Mathew Harris - KAD)		Medium		Stephen Porter		Closed		KaWai Ho		5/5/22				5/12/22				5/5/22				Quality Safety Security

		1266				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.8 To make the processes more efficient and effective, the Projects and Fixed Asset team will deal directly with project teams for the purpose of obtaining AUC information.		Medium		Syed Haider		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1265				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.1 To improve efficiency, the Projects and Fixed Asset team will ask Senior Finance Business Partners to provide explanations on projects with no cost movements for at least six periods if at least one of these conditions is met:
The project has a credit balance
The project’s end date has passed
Projects in delivery stage or ready for capitalisation		Medium		Ayo Odelusi		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		4/1/22				4/14/22				4/1/22				Internal Audit

		1264				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.1 To improve efficiency, the Projects and Fixed Asset team will ask Senior Finance Business Partners to provide explanations on projects with no cost movements for at least six periods if at least one of these conditions is met:
The project has a credit balance
The project’s end date has passed
Projects in delivery stage or ready for capitalisation		Medium		Syed Haider		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/4/22				5/11/22				6/4/22		1		Internal Audit

		1263				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		21 723		Bakerloo Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Yousuf Rossi		Closed		James Reilly		6/27/22		6/23/22		6/28/22				6/27/22				Quality Safety Security

		1262				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.7 Divisional Finance Directors will review and sign-off each period’s AUC return in order to ensure that all the information requested by the Projects and Fixed Asset team has been provided.		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		5/30/23						5/30/23				Internal Audit

		1261				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.6 The Divisional Finance Directors will ensure that the PMO include start and project end dates in all projects on the AUC that do not currently have them.		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		12/31/22						12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1260				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.5 The Divisional Finance Directors will ensure that Senior Finance Business Partners work with the Programme Management Office (PMO) to investigate all projects on the AUC report whose end dates have passed (original end date or Asset in Use date) and ensure that the 
PMO Provide new end dates to Master Data Management for projects that have been delayed
Senior Finance Business Partners Request Projects and Fixed Assets to write off any abandoned projects		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		11/15/22						11/15/22				Internal Audit

		1259				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.4 In relation to the processes for dealing with net credit balances, the Divisional Finance Directors will ensure that:
Each period, Senior Finance Business Partners should investigate projects with net credit balances and take any necessary action to clear them
If no action is possible right away, reason(s) for this should be stated on the AUC return, as well as when the credit balances will be cleared.		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		11/15/22						11/15/22				Internal Audit

		1258				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.3 The Divisional Finance Directors will ensure that comments are dated and where a project’s position recorded in the previous comment section is unchanged, this should be stated in the current period’s comment section.		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		11/15/22						11/15/22				Internal Audit

		1257				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		1.0 Failure to comply with key aspects of the fixed assets accounting process		1.2 The Divisional Finance Directors will ensure that Senior Finance Business Partners identify projects with no cost movements that meet the above conditions and provide explanations on the AUC return.		Medium		Patrick Doig		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/22		11/15/22						11/15/22				Internal Audit

		1256				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		2.0 Fixed asset policies - aspects of some key polices do not reflect current practice		The £20k minimum value will be included in the ‘Recognition Principle’ section of the Plant, Property and Equipment Accounting Policy		Low		Christopher Tann		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22		9/30/22		8/1/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1255				Chief Finance Officer		21 032		Fixed Asset Accounting		2.0 Fixed asset policies - aspects of some key policies do not reflect current practice		2.1 The Impairment Accounting Policy will be updated to reflect the current practice relating to goodwill arising on the acquisition of profit-generating assets.		Low		Christopher Tann		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/22		9/30/22		8/1/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1254				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		21 729		Upminster Rolling Stock Depot Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with the management system requirements.		Correct non-conformances		High		Craig Martin		Closed		John Harvey		5/31/22				8/9/22				5/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1253				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		21 783		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: CPAY Mobile and Website		Address the pen-test findings.		Review and formulate a plan to address the findings identified from the CPAY Mobile Security Assessment (report of the same name)		Medium		David Kershaw		Closed		Matthew Mills		6/30/22				10/10/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1252				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 766		LU Power and Electrical - Cables Integrated Systems Audit		Non Conformance with Management Systems Requirements		Address Non Conformances		High		Rupesh Patel		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		5/30/22				5/20/22				5/30/22		1		ERROR:#N/A

		1251				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		TfL Pathway lessons learned sharepoint page states that lessons learned are to be captured on the Knowledge Portal as the project or programme progresses throughout each stage of the lifecycle.  A review of the Knowledge Portal demonstrated that lessons learned had not been captured using this format.

LU Enhancements acknowledged the non-compliance and stated it typically shares Lessons Learned in other ways, such as via case study presentations at periodic Team Talk sessions, Stage Gate reviews etc in r		LU Enhancements will communicate to all Project Managers of the gap found, and that the requirements of TfL Pathway relating to identifying and recording lessons learnt must be applied as the project progresses.		Medium		Scott Haxton		Closed		John Harvey		7/1/22				10/20/22				7/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1250				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		Pathway product (PD 10651) quality criteria states that a Non-Compliance Report (NCR) must be produced for all railway projects for non-compliances associated with standards and existing assets.  Although there was evidence of the Principal Contractor raising an NCR within their supply chain, there was no evidence of an NCR being raised by the LU Project Team as required.
There is a risk that non-compliances posing a risk to the quality of the delivered asset are not managed and resolved in accordance with		LU Enhancements will communicate to all Project Managers of the gap found and that the Non-compliance process must be implemented as per requirements in PD 10651.		Medium		Scott Haxton		Closed		John Harvey		7/1/22				10/20/22				7/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1249				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		The Principal Contractor’s Project Quality Plan stated that a Handover Plan would be developed and issued accordingly.  The Handover Plan was not evidenced.  The project was not assured that the contractor was implementing key arrangements and controls that had been committed to and instrumental in assuring the full delivery of quality requirements.		See action for Issue no 1		Medium		Scott Haxton		Closed		John Harvey		7/1/22				10/20/22				7/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1248				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		The Principal Contractor’s Design Management Plan stated that a Verification and Validation (V&V) staged report spanning the project lifecycle was to be produced as per Section 9.3.

The Project decided not to enforce the production of a V&V Report due to scale and complexity of the project. There is a risk that failure to consult with appropriate stakeholders regards changes to the arrangements in the Design Management Plan could create uncontrolled and unintended risk to the quality of the delivered ass		See action for Issue no 1		Medium		Scott Haxton		Closed		John Harvey		7/1/22				10/20/22				7/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1247						21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		2 sampled contractor shift reports were reviewed.  The reports were partially completed as they did not contain the required comments for each section of the report. Notable exclusions on the shift reports were as follows:
- Initiation or completion of any significant event
- Major items of equipment received, removed or installed
- Work stoppages, interruptions, delays and potential causes of delay
- Records of any incident or issues occurred 
There is a risk that the Client is not fully informed of t		LU Enhancements will ensure the appointed Principal Contractor fulfils the arrangements agreed in the contract in regard to quality management, specifically in terms of the timely submission of accurate shift reports.		Low				Closed		John Harvey		3/30/22				3/30/22				3/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1246				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		21 774		LU Osterley Step Free Access Project Design and Construction		The Principal Contractor’s Construction Phase Plan, Project Quality Plan and Design Management Plan stated that various documents and sub plans were to be produced.  Whilst the plans were reviewed by LU, assurance was not sought that the following key documents were produced and implemented.
- Project Audit Plan
- Quality Audit Schedule (and associated audits)
- Change Control plan (including evidence of agreement to cement concrete / grout mix) 
- Verification & Validation matrix
- Handover Plan
The		In consultation with Engineering and SHE stakeholders, LU Capital Enhancements will seek to confirm and provide evidence that the Principal Contractor is appropriately executing their responsibilities as defined by CDM and as per the specific requirements outlined in the Works Information for the contract and commitments made in subsequent submitted and approved plans.
This will focus on key arrangements committed to in the contract, such as Construction Phase Plans, Design Management Plans and Quality Pla		Medium		Scott Haxton		Closed		John Harvey		7/1/22				10/20/22				7/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1245				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		21 793		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Victoria Coach Station (VCS)		maintain security awareness training		Ensure that the TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all VCS staff whose role it is to process customer payment cards.		Medium		Brian Wylie		Closed		Matthew Mills		6/30/22				6/7/22				6/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1244				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 758		DLR Safety Management		The Independent Competent Person had not been formally appointed following assessment of their competence and independence as this was in progress. Subsequent to the audit fieldwork the remit and appointment forms were completed in February 2022		No Action Required		Low				Closed		Jude Mezue						3/25/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		1243				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities		21 760		LU REW and TMU Competence Management		The TMU Training Matrix did not display the following information as required by c5.1 of PR0694 A3:
•	The name of the responsible Production Manager
•	The date the matrix was authorised
•	The expiration dates of all competencies
The serial numbers of the tasks listed on the matrix was not consistent with those listed on the On-the-Job training certificates.		The TMU Training Matrix will be reviewed and updated to include all relevant information prescribed by PR0694 A3 c5.1		Medium		Ago Magnante		Closed		Michael Cockley		4/30/22		6/30/22		7/8/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1242				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities		21 760		LU REW and TMU Competence Management		The current version of PR0694, version A3 dated 03/11/2020, is not currently being worked to.  
Several supporting documents were not being produced in line with current versions in PR0694 A3 
•	On-the-Job Training certificates (F6109) - The previous version of the training certificate used did not record the number of items/processes observed as required by PR0694.
•	Training Matrix (F6112)
•	Training Agenda as per c4.3.2.		The current version of PR0694 A3 will be communicated with the implementation of supporting documentation		Medium		Steve Norris		Closed		Michael Cockley		5/31/22		6/30/22		7/8/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1241				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities		21 760		LU REW and TMU Competence Management		Verification to ensure compliance to the competence management system and to support assessors is a key principle in ORR Guidance Rail Safety Publication 1

Verification is only contained in PR0694 A3 with regard the Production Manager reviewing each competence portfolio before signing the certificate to authorise as competent. Some of these signatures were missing and other quality issues identified in the audit, indicate that verification arrangements are not working effectively to fully verify complian		Verification arrangements to be reviewed in consultation with LU Skills and Development – Audit and Compliance and two staff trained as internal verifiers.		High		Steve Norris		Closed		Michael Cockley		4/30/22		6/30/22		8/5/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1240				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities		21 760		LU REW and TMU Competence Management		Competence could not be verified for any task outside those related to the S Stock Bogie Build for the TMU Staff, as the Production Manager only provided the On-the-Job training certificates for these tasks.  There was no evidence of competence for the use of auxiliary equipment/task e.g. the use of forklifts and lifting equipment, COSHH training or Manual Handling.		Further evidence to be submitted to provide assurance of all competencies, not just those related to the S Stock Bogie tasks		High		Ago Magnante		Closed		Michael Cockley		4/30/22		6/30/22		7/12/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1239				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		21 031		Pensioner Payroll		Out of Date RBS Schedule.		The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) Account Specimen Signature schedule to be updated with current Fund signatories.		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		6/30/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1238				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities		21 760		LU REW and TMU Competence Management		PR0694 A3 c4.3.9 requires staff to be periodically reassessed to ensure that they continue to maintain competence.  This is also a key principle in the ORR Guidance document Rail Safety Publication 1.

It was not evidenced that reassessments had been completed 3 yearly as per PR0694 A3. Additionally, some reassessment frequencies showed as 5-yearly in the training matrices – Abrasive Wheels, Counterbalance/pedestrian forklift, Manual Handling

There was no evidence of periodic reassessments being comple		The frequencies of re-assessments will be aligned in the training matrices with those stated in PR0694 A3 and reassessments scheduled		High		Aaron Lock		Closed		Michael Cockley		4/30/22		6/30/22		7/12/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1237				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		21 714		Wembley Central Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address Non-Conformances		High		Terry Green		Closed		Michael Cockley		5/31/22				6/15/22				5/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1236				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 754		LU Management of Faults		There was no written process for highlighting and escalating significantly overdue Premises faults.		Implement process for highlighting and escalation significantly overdue faults in premises		Medium		Craig Osborne		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		9/30/22						24		9/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1235				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 754		LU Management of Faults		There were 995 open legacy faults from the migration from Ellipse to Maximo with no associated work orders. These had been initially reviewed to ensure there are no high priority issues, and are being further reviewed to either close or raise the appropriate work order		Implementation of new asset database, which is being built will include Project Closure Report (PCR) coding, Asset Condition Reporting (ACR), measurements for Fault Reporting and Corrective Action System (FRACAS) and Risk analysis		Medium		Kerry Boyce		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1234				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 754		LU Management of Faults		There were 995 open legacy faults from the migration from Ellipse to Maximo with no associated work orders. These had been initially reviewed to ensure there are no high priority issues, and are being further reviewed to either close or raise the appropriate work order		Review records of all open faults to ensure that they are appropriately prioritised and work order raised or closed		Medium		Martin Byrne		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1233				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 754		LU Management of Faults		There were 995 open legacy faults from the migration from Ellipse to Maximo with no associated work orders. These had been initially reviewed to ensure there are no high priority issues, and are being further reviewed to either close or raise the appropriate work order		Review records of all open faults to ensure that they are appropriately prioritised and work order raised or closed		Medium		Dave Williamson		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1232				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Systems and Infrastructure		21 754		LU Management of Faults		There were 995 open legacy faults from the migration from Ellipse to Maximo with no associated work orders. These had been initially reviewed to ensure there are no high priority issues, and are being further reviewed to either close or raise the appropriate work order		Review records of all open faults to ensure that they are appropriately prioritised and work order raised or closed		Medium		Kerry Boyce		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		12/31/22								12/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1231				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 787		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: London Transport Museum Friends (Chip & PIN)		Maintain a formal security awareness program to make all TfL staff aware of the security policy and procedures.		The TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all LTM staff whose role it is to process customer payment cards.		Medium		Sam Mullins		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		6/30/22				7/14/22		116		6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1230				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 787		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: London Transport Museum Friends (Chip & PIN)		Restrict physical access to cardholder data – PDQ machines		Friends of LTM (or their proxies at the LTM) should locate the PDQ(s) to ensure store securely and used by only those members of staff authorised.		Medium		Sam Mullins		Closed		Matthew Mills		6/30/22				7/14/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1229				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		21 787		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: London Transport Museum Friends (Chip & PIN)		Restrict physical access to cardholder data – letter/ post		Management should review and ensure the post/ mail receiving process and procedures for the Friends of LTM is robust and up to date.		Medium		Sam Mullins		Action Agreed		Matthew Mills		6/30/22						116		6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1228				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Where asset information has not been monitored for lengthy periods or is heavily out of date Close Out submission has been based on potentially incomplete information. For most of the contracts reviewed final confirmation from contractors had been sought on whether any TAs remained on site, but poor maintenance of registers and lengthy gaps between reporting undermine its value.

Commercial Close Out tracker’s are also in use and list commercial tasks to be completed ahead of contract completion but the s		5.1 The Commercial Close Out Process should be strengthened to ensure early review of TA records and receipts with project accountants to ensure these are commensurate with asset purchases and disposals under the contract period. Finalised TARs positions should then be confirmed and agreed by CRL for inclusion in Close Out reporting and submission.		Medium		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1227				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		The Supplemental Agreement (SA) and Settled Sum (SS) contractual agreements negotiated and entered into over the 2018/19 period were silent (with the exception one or two specific examples) on the handling and treatment of TA’s. This led to a broad assumption that TA positions were concluded with SA & SS negotiations, removing any emphasis on confirming existing asset records ahead of agreement or monitoring future asset purchases.

TAR records were not closed off or amended to reflect SA and SS agreement		4.2 Where future negotiations involve agreement of credits to cover TA’s, the Commercial Team should request an up-to-date and verified TAR covering the position relevant to any credit agreed.		Medium		William Langton		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		3/31/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1226				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		The Supplemental Agreement (SA) and Settled Sum (SS) contractual agreements negotiated and entered into over the 2018/19 period were silent (with the exception one or two specific examples) on the handling and treatment of TA’s. This led to a broad assumption that TA positions were concluded with SA & SS negotiations, removing any emphasis on confirming existing asset records ahead of agreement or monitoring future asset purchases.

TAR records were not closed off or amended to reflect SA and SS agreement		4.1 The Commercial Team should ensure the Supplemental Agreement Checklist includes reference to TA’s, and guides Commercial staff to confirm reporting and accounting arrangements where a requirement to monitor TA’s continues to exist.		Medium		Mike Adkin		Closed		Steve Coulter		3/31/22				3/25/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1225				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		TADA sections for confirming funds are received before approval for release is given were noted as not being completed on a several occasions from a relatively small sample.		3.4 The Commercial Team should monitor completion of TADA’s to ensure payment and funds received (sales invoice and method of payment) sections are being completed before actual release of the asset takes place.		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1224				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		TADA sections for confirming funds are received before approval for release is given were noted as not being completed on a several occasions from a relatively small sample.		3,4 The Commercial Team should monitor completion of TADA’s to ensure payment and funds received (sales invoice and method of payment) sections are being completed before actual release of the asset takes place.		High		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1223				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Work by the Project Close Out accountant to identify cashbook or bank account receipts for a sample of assets noted as either sold or where the TAR stated buyback arrangements were in place only identified around half of the transactions within date range. One higher value (£86K) disposal noted on the TAR where Director level approval (£50K and above) should have been obtained to cover the sale could not be matched to a TADA approval record.		The Commercial Team should monitor proposals for disposal over £50K and those between contractor and sub-contractors to ensure the appropriate level of approval is obtained ahead of agreement.		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1222				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Work by the Project Close Out accountant to identify cashbook or bank account receipts for a sample of assets noted as either sold or where the TAR stated buyback arrangements were in place only identified around half of the transactions within date range. One higher value (£86K) disposal noted on the TAR where Director level approval (£50K and above) should have been obtained to cover the sale could not be matched to a TADA approval record.		3.3 The Commercial Team should monitor proposals for disposal over £50K and those between contractor and sub-contractors to ensure the appropriate level of approval is obtained ahead of agreement.		High		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1221				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		TADA’s viewed for higher value assets recorded offers received and the source of the bid but were not supported by any evidence or documentation confirming the offer. Documentation and retention of bids is important for transparency purposes and should be retained for future disposals. A similar issue was noted in the CFC Teams review of site-specific issues.		3.2 Where offers for TA’s are received the Commercial Team should retain evidence of the offer alongside the completed TADA form in eB		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1220				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		TADA’s viewed for higher value assets recorded offers received and the source of the bid but were not supported by any evidence or documentation confirming the offer. Documentation and retention of bids is important for transparency purposes and should be retained for future disposals. A similar issue was noted in the CFC Teams review of site-specific issues.		3.2 Where offers for TA’s are received the Commercial Team should retain evidence of the offer alongside the completed TADA form in eB.		High		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1219				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Temporary Asset Disposal Approval (TADA) forms were not being systematically completed or referenced to TAR’s in line with the Temporary Asset Procedure. Corporate systems returned a small number of overall TADA records relevant to the number of CRL contracts and TA’s.		3.1 The Commercial Team should check future TAR submissions for the inclusion of TADA references against disposals and confirmation of when the last TA review took place.		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1218				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Temporary Asset Disposal Approval (TADA) forms were not being systematically completed or referenced to TAR’s in line with the Temporary Asset Procedure. Corporate systems returned a small number of overall TADA records relevant to the number of CRL contracts and TA’s.		3.1 The Commercial Team should check future TAR submissions for the inclusion of TADA references against disposals and confirmation of when the last TA review took place.		High		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1217				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		TAR submissions were not accompanied by contractor signature confirming the record as accurate and up to date, nor were they submitted locked (except for one example). Final TA position and value is therefore unclear.		2.3 For contracts still maintaining TAR’s PCM’s should ensure contractors restrict access to designated administrators with read only rights for others.		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1216				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Where TARs were available, information was incomplete to the point where overall asset position and value is difficult to establish. Periods of 18-24 months were noted between submissions with dates also indicating TARs were already heavily out of date ahead of entering the main Supplemental Agreement negotiation period. Two TARs for example dated from 2016, and were not updated despite reminders from the CVT. TAR submissions were not accompanied by contractor signature confirming the record as accurate and		2.1 Where a final TAR has not been supplied under a contract or there is no record of a ‘credit’ being agreed, the Commercial Lead should confirm the final asset position internally. Where a material gap in expected sales proceeds remains present the Commercial Team should consider what further action is required (versus time and resource involved) including confirmation of final records with the contractor.		High		Terry Smith		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1215				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Following disbandment of the Cost Verification Team during 2020/21 responsibilities for monitoring TAR’s and Disposals were not re-allocated. Commercial Programme Managers are now beginning to fill this role but cost verification needs across remaining contracts are not known and responsibility for this task has not been formally allocated.		2.2 Commercial should review current and remaining Cost Verification needs across CRL contracts to ensure resource is adequate and appropriate level of cost review takes place going forward.		High		Mike Adkin		Closed		Steve Coulter		3/31/22				3/25/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1214				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		Where TARs were available, information was incomplete to the point where overall asset position and value is difficult to establish. Periods of 18-24 months were noted between submissions with dates also indicating TARs were already heavily out of date ahead of entering the main Supplemental Agreement negotiation period. Two TARs for example dated from 2016, and were not updated despite reminders from the CVT. TAR submissions were not accompanied by contractor signature confirming the record as accurate and		2.1 Where a final TAR has not been supplied under a contract or there is no record of a ‘credit’ being agreed, the Commercial Lead should confirm the final asset position internally. Where a material gap in expected sales proceeds remains present the Commercial Team should consider what further action is required (versus time and resource involved) including confirmation of final records with the contractor.		High		Mike Adkin		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1213				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		A long term contractual requirement exists for suppliers to maintain and supply Temporary Asset Registers (TARs) to CRL on a regular basis. Our review showed these were not being consistently completed, contained large gaps in information, or in some instances were not supplied for long periods. 

Testing of both closed and active contracts found material gaps in the documentation and completion of the above and, where Supplemental Agreements had been entered into, confusion over where TA policy still app		1.3 Commercial should agree re-allocation of responsibilities for reviewing and monitoring TAR’s, disposals, and compliance. This should include the allocation of a central co-ordination role and confirming arrangements for periodic spot check.		High		Mike Adkin		Evidence Submitted Under Review		Steve Coulter		3/31/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		1212				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		A long term contractual requirement exists for suppliers to maintain and supply Temporary Asset Registers (TARs) to CRL on a regular basis. Our review showed these were not being consistently completed, contained large gaps in information, or in some instances were not supplied for long periods. 

Testing of both closed and active contracts found material gaps in the documentation and completion of the above and, where Supplemental Agreements had been entered into, confusion over where TA policy still app		1.2 The Commercial Team should re-issue CRL guidance to PM’s and remind them of requirements to complete TAR’s on a periodical basis.		High		Mike Adkin		Closed		Steve Coulter		3/31/22				3/25/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1211				Crossrail		21 062		21 062 Disposal of Temporary Assets		A long term contractual requirement exists for suppliers to maintain and supply Temporary Asset Registers (TARs) to CRL on a regular basis. Our review showed these were not being consistently completed, contained large gaps in information, or in some instances were not supplied for long periods. 

Testing of both closed and active contracts found material gaps in the documentation and completion of the above and, where Supplemental Agreements had been entered into, confusion over where TA policy still app		1.1 The Commercial Team should review TA arrangements for all remaining contracts and sites to ascertain where TA procedure and disposal process should be applied and followed.		High		Mike Adkin		Closed		Steve Coulter		3/31/22				3/25/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1210				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		4.0	Action Tracker Documents Incomplete and Contract Register not Updated 
45% of the sample of approved contract variations (16% of the population) reviewed showed inaccurate / different values in the contract register compared to the VAR. Inconsistent, contradictory data erodes trust in the numbers and the decision-making process.  Theoretically, there is the risk of understated values in the contract register could lead to the approval of VARs at an inappropriate / lower level than the actual value woul		The new Power App, a central repository will be kept up to-date and all the VAR related documents should be complete.
The documents in the repository will be uniformly labelled and consistently maintained for all VARs.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Gurmeet Parmar		6/30/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1209				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		4.0 	Action Tracker Documents Incomplete and Contract Register not Updated 
45% of the sample of approved contract variations (16% of the population) reviewed showed inaccurate / different values in the contract register compared to the VAR. Inconsistent, contradictory data erodes trust in the numbers and the decision-making process.  Theoretically, there is the risk of understated values in the contract register could lead to the approval of VARs at an inappropriate / lower level than the actual value wou		The contract register will be updated by commercial managers on a timely basis for approved contract variations to ensure accuracy of the data.
Senior commercial managers will periodically check that the contract register is up to-date and reflects the (aggregate) value in the latest approved contract variation.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Gurmeet Parmar		4/1/22		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		1208				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		3.0 Lack of Management Information for Incomplete VARs 
A majority (74%) of the VARs submitted by commercial managers for CAM approval are initially returned to the business due to some level of incompleteness of the template and/or absence of supporting evidence required for decision making.
At the time of the review, the reasons for Governance and Best Practice team reverting back to the business with the incomplete contract variation requests were not analysed and reported back to drive up performance.		The guidance and training for P&SC will be re-evaluated and revised to improve the quality and completeness of the contract variation.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		9/30/22				9/21/22				9/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1207				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		3.0 Lack of Management Information for Incomplete VARs 
A majority (74%) of the VARs submitted by commercial managers for CAM approval are initially returned to the business due to some level of incompleteness of the template and/or absence of supporting evidence required for decision making.
At the time of the review, the reasons for Governance and Best Practice team reverting back to the business with the incomplete contract variation requests were not analysed and reported back to drive up performance.		The reasons for submitting incomplete contract variations will be analysed by G&BP team, trends identified and periodically reported back to the commercial managers in the business to improve performance.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Gurmeet Parmar		4/1/22		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		1206				Chief Finance Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		2.0	Challenging Contract Variation Justification Lacks Evidence 
The Terms of Reference (ToR) for CAM suggest they intended to provide assurance that papers have undergone a thorough review, including for compliance with applicable procurement regulations and challenge before they are approved. Similarly, FCOG reviews and constructively challenge submissions to ensure they are justified and affordable.
However, 65% of CAM meeting notes reviewed (11 out of 17) generally showed some comments and/or changes		FCOG Minutes will be linked to CAM documents by using a unique reference number e.g. Contract Number.		High		Sonia Khan		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		3/31/22				3/31/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1205				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		2.0	Challenging Contract Variation Justification Lacks Evidence 
The Terms of Reference (ToR) for CAM suggest they intended to provide assurance that papers have undergone a thorough review, including for compliance with applicable procurement regulations and challenge before they are approved. Similarly, FCOG reviews and constructively challenge submissions to ensure they are justified and affordable.
However, 65% of CAM meeting notes reviewed (11 out of 17) generally showed some comments and/or changes		The roles & responsibilities of the standing attendees / CAM members in the ToR will be updated.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		3/7/22				9/9/22				3/7/22				Internal Audit

		1204				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		2.0	Challenging Contract Variation Justification Lacks Evidence 
The Terms of Reference (ToR) for CAM suggest they intended to provide assurance that papers have undergone a thorough review, including for compliance with applicable procurement regulations and challenge before they are approved. Similarly, FCOG reviews and constructively challenge submissions to ensure they are justified and affordable.
However, 65% of CAM meeting notes reviewed (11 out of 17) generally showed some comments and/or changes		CAM ToR will be amended to identify the number of standing attendees / CAM members  required for a quorum.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		3/7/22				9/9/22				3/7/22				Internal Audit

		1203				Chief Finance Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		2.0	Challenging Contract Variation Justification Lacks Evidence 

The Terms of Reference (ToR) for CAM suggest they intended to provide assurance that papers have undergone a thorough review, including for compliance with applicable procurement regulations and challenge before they are approved. Similarly, FCOG reviews and constructively challenge submissions to ensure they are justified and affordable.
However, 65% of CAM meeting notes reviewed (11 out of 17) generally showed some comments and/or change		FCOG meeting notes will be detailed enough to fairly and adequately reflect discussions regarding any challenge from the forum around the justification and soundness of the basis for the contract variation.		High		Sonia Khan		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		3/7/22				3/31/22				3/7/22				Internal Audit

		1202				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		2.0	Challenging Contract Variation Justification Lacks Evidence 
The Terms of Reference (ToR) for CAM suggest they intended to provide assurance that papers have undergone a thorough review, including for compliance with applicable procurement regulations and challenge before they are approved. Similarly, FCOG reviews and constructively challenge submissions to ensure they are justified and affordable.
However, 65% of CAM meeting notes reviewed (11 out of 17) generally showed some comments and/or changes		CAM meeting notes will be detailed enough to fairly and adequately reflect discussions regarding any challenge from the forum around the justification and soundness of the basis for the contract variation.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		3/1/22		12/30/22		9/21/22				12/30/22				Internal Audit

		1201				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		1.0 	Contract Variation Governance Process is Protracted
The process of building a case with supporting evidence for contract variation, getting stakeholder endorsement, agreeing changes with the supplier and approved by CAM and/or FCOG can take more than three months. This does not meet the operational needs of the business.
Local reviews & approvals – contract variation papers are peer reviewed by commercial managers outside of the author’s reporting line, reviewed by project / programme stakeholders an		The CPO will review and approve the VAR prior to CAM or if attendance is not possible then delegate the authority formally to a senior member of CAM.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		6/30/22		9/30/22		10/17/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1200				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		1.0	Contract Variation Governance Process is Protracted
The process of building a case with supporting evidence for contract variation, getting stakeholder endorsement, agreeing changes with the supplier and approved by CAM and/or FCOG can take more than three months. This does not meet the operational needs of the business.
Local reviews & approvals – contract variation papers are peer reviewed by commercial managers outside of the author’s reporting line, reviewed by project / programme stakeholders and		VAR Template will be reviewed regularly (e.g. quarterly or bi-annually) and any Low-level changes required will be aggregated and made twice a year.
Consideration will be given to aggregating Medium level changes as well.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		4/1/22				9/9/22				4/1/22				Internal Audit

		1199				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 059		Governance of Contract Variation Recommendations		1.0	Contract Variation Governance Process is Protracted

The process of building a case with supporting evidence for contract variation, getting stakeholder endorsement, agreeing changes with the supplier and approved by CAM and/or FCOG can take more than three months. This does not meet the operational needs of the business.
Local reviews & approvals – contract variation papers are peer reviewed by commercial managers outside of the author’s reporting line, reviewed by project / programme stakeholders a		The new Power App will be implemented to automatically capture peer reviews, cross business reviews and stakeholder endorsements and approvals.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Gurmeet Parmar		6/30/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1198				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		3.0 Plans to build the capabilities and competencies required to embed adaptation into procurement and commercial processes have not considered all areas, actions and metrics for adaptation.		3.2 Update performance measures for improving environmental sustainability to provide more comprehensive coverage of adaptation, such as training to assess supplier capability to work with adapted assets and green infrastructure and assessing how vulnerable suppliers are to climate change and the risk of operational cessation.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/30/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1197				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		3.0 Plans to build the capabilities and competencies required to embed adaptation into procurement and commercial processes have not considered all areas, actions and metrics for adaptation.		3.1 Determine where building adaptation capabilities and competencies can be included in key actions within the Responsible Procurement Implementation Plan (RPIP pages 16-17), and/ or within the TfL plan.
All bodies under the GLA sign up to the RPIP. The GLA does not prevent TfL from including adaptation within its detailed plans.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/30/22								12/30/22				Internal Audit

		1196				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.8 Update the Energy and Climate Change section of Ezone Environmental Awareness training with key information on adaptation.		High		Sam Longman		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1195				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.7 Put in place a high-level plan to improve knowledge sharing by network and asset managers within Surface (roads, structures, signals, buses infrastructure, premises) and Sponsored Services, and to develop consistent and reliable data from extreme weather events.		High		Carl Eddleston		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1194				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.6 Put in place a high-level plan to embed adaptation requirements into network, line and contingency plans, to develop consistent and reliable data from extreme weather events, and to improve knowledge sharing processes for extreme weather events by LU network managers.		High		Richard Jones		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1193				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Engineer TfL		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.5 Put in place a high-level plan to update and embed capabilities and competencies for adaptation for Engineering staff.		High		Claire Porter		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/30/22				2/7/22				3/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1192				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.4 Put in place a high-level plan to update and embed capabilities and competencies for adaptation for inspection and maintenance staff within Surface (roads, structures, signals, buses infrastructure, premises) and Sponsored Services.		High		Carl Eddleston		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1191				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.3 Put in place a high-level plan to update and embed capabilities and competencies for adaptation for LU inspection and maintenance staff.		High		Andy Sutherland		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1190				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.2 Work with SHE Corporate Environment team to identify roles that require adaptation capability and competency building at director and band 5 level, and to develop high level plans to deliver the improvements.		High		Jonathon Hawkes		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1189				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		2.0 Several business areas do not have a plan to update staff capabilities and competencies for adaptation.		2.1 Work with each relevant directorate to establish:
Adaptation scorecard measures or objectives for relevant directorates
Point of contact and support for adaptation activities such as asset climate risk assessments, reporting and data & systems
That there are coordinated and targeted plans in place to address capability and competency requirements		High		Sam Longman		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1188				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		1.0 A coordinated governance structure and top level management ownership for climate change and adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group.		1.5 Arrange for a communication launch on climate change and adaptation responsibilities at a key forum for managers at band 5 level and above.		High		Lilli Matson		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/7/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1187				Chief Finance Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		1.0 A coordinated governance structure and top level management ownership for climate change and adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group.		1.4 Provide an assessment of the type of data that TfL needs to prioritise and improve in order to take advantage of better insurance products for events attributable to climate change and extreme weather.		High		Sian Biggs		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1186				Chief Finance Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		1.0 A coordinated governance structure and top level management ownership for climate change and adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group.		1.3 Develop and approve a plan to track the cost of recovery from extreme weather events (for example 12 July flooding), the extent to which costs exceed budget, increasing or decreasing trends and the impact on other costs, insurance and risk.		High		Pritesh Patel		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		3/31/23								3/31/23				Internal Audit

		1185				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		1.0 Coordination of adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group by TfL's leadership. A coordinated governance structure and top level management ownership for climate change adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group.		1.2 Review decision points in governance cycles and management systems to identify when the adaptation steering group should be consulted about embedding adaptation measures.
Examples include but are not limited to:
Sponsor requirements, project and benefits definition, options appraisal and selection
Engineering Technical & Innovation Review and Standards Improvement Programme
Asset Management Steering, Asset Strategy Integration and Asset Strategy Subgroups
SHE Environmental Evaluation and Sustainabi		High		Sam Longman		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		11/30/22								11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1184				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 066		21 066 Climate Adaptation – roles, responsibilities and knowledge		1.0 Coordination of adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group by TfL's leadership. A coordinated governance structure and top level management ownership for climate change adaptation has not been assigned to a specific group.		1.1 Obtain authorisation from the Executive Committee to establish a pan-TfL adaptation steering group or task force with authority to coordinate, instruct and plan climate change adaptation. This should include the group’s purpose, scope, terms of reference, and roles and responsibilities distinct from directorates and other climate change-related groups. The group should include representation from key business areas such as Engineering, Investment Delivery Planning and asset management.
The group should		High		Lilli Matson		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1183				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		A copy of the entry for the RGS and RGU machines on the Plant Approval Register was not made available.		The Grinding Delivery Manager will liaise with TfL Engineering to provide assurance that the entry of the RGS and RGU machines is on the Plant Approval Register.		Low		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		4/25/22				3/17/22				4/25/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1182				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		There is no standardised post-incident report format.		A template will be put in place for the post-incident report.		Low		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		4/25/22				3/7/22				4/25/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1181				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		A signed copy of the ‘Method Statement – Rail Grinding Maintenance Activities document’ was not available.		A signed copy of the Method Statement has been provided.		Low		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		3/7/22				3/7/22				3/7/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1180				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		No documented assurance was provided for the pre-work briefings for 21 October 2021 and 07 November 2021.		A start of shift template will be put in place, 1 week of completed copies to be provided.		Medium		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		4/25/22				4/20/22				4/25/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1179				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		Documentation was requested to assure that the Plant carries information relating to statutory examination, performance tests, and calibration, but this was not made available.		Assurance will be provided that pre-use checklists are available on the RGS and RGU machines.		Medium		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		4/25/22				3/14/22				4/25/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1178				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 762		Management of Rail Grinders		The conformity checklist from Attachment 6 of TfL standard S1172 was requested for the RGS and RGU machines but this was not made available.		The Grinding Delivery Manager will liaise with TfL Engineering to provide Attachment 6 from S1172 for both machines.		Medium		Richard Iddenden		Closed		James Reilly		4/25/22				3/25/22				4/25/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1177				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 069		TfL Procurement and Supply Chain capacity to take on the procurement of EL’s existing contracts		As part of the P&SC re-organisation a number of new roles at Band 5 have been created, with Band 4 roles being aligned to these managers. A key aspect of the new model is to provide a more flexible and dynamic approach to fluctuations in work across teams. A common and current job description for all bands would support this objective especially as staff may be expected to work across categories on occasions.
Job descriptions for Bands 4 and 5 have been reviewed and updated, however, the same has not been		Job descriptions for staff in bands 1-3 supporting the new operating model are reviewed to ensure consistency of roles. A plan should be put in place for issuing these to staff once the activity has been completed.		Medium		Michael Myers		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1176				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 069		TfL Procurement and Supply Chain capacity to take on the procurement of EL’s existing contracts		The imminent transfer of the EL into the newest operational line in TfL has coincided with PSCIP’s introduction of a new operating model for P&SC based around a Category Management approach. In practice, this means that there will not be a single team dedicated to providing any procurement related support to the EL. As the bulk of any new work is still anticipated to fall within the Track category, it is necessary to ensure the team will have adequate resources to meet the demands for procurement support. I		The PSCIP team should issue further communications to staff on how the category based approach will work in practice.		Medium		Pritesh Shah		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		3/7/22				3/7/22				3/7/22		1		Internal Audit

		1175				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		21 790		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Staff Travel		Complete annual training		Management should ensure that the TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all Staff Travel staff whose role it is to process customer payment cards.		Medium		Tracy Robson		Closed		Matthew Mills		5/31/22				5/31/22				5/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1174				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		21 792		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Art on the Underground (AOU)		Complete annual training		Management should ensure that the TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all AOU personnel whose role it is to process customer payment cards.		Medium		Elizabeth Ferguson		Closed		Matthew Mills		5/31/22				5/31/22				5/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1173				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 759		TfL Lone Working		1 of the 9 business areas risk assessments did not contain any information on establishing pre-agreed intervals of regular contact between the lone worker and employer. (LU Track).		See action for Issue number 4		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22		6/26/22		8/15/22				6/26/22				Quality Safety Security

		1172				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 759		TfL Lone Working		1 of the 9 sampled business area risk assessments did not contain any information on lone working activities in order to decide the correct levels of supervision. (LU Track).		See action for Issue number 4		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22		6/26/22		8/15/22				6/26/22				Quality Safety Security

		1171						21 759		TfL Lone Working		2 of the 9 sampled business areas had Risk Assessments which had identified training as a control measure but was not implemented.  CPOS (Lone Working e-learning module) and Trams (First Aid at Work and COSSH).		Business Delivery Units are to ensure that suitable training has been implemented in accordance with the risk assessment. The SHE I&D team will ensure that business delivery units are aware of their accountabilities		Low				Closed		John Harvey						2/25/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		1170				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		21 759		TfL Lone Working		3 of the 9 sampled business areas (Engineering, MPD – Construction and Trams) had identified that violence and aggression were a risk factor, but training had not been completed.		Accountable Managers are to identify suitable training tools for implementation.		Medium		Ian Hale		Closed		John Harvey		4/29/22				4/6/22				4/29/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1169				Chief Capital Officer		21 759		TfL Lone Working		3 of the 9 sampled business areas (Engineering, MPD – Construction and Trams) had identified that violence and aggression were a risk factor, but training had not been completed.		Accountable Managers are to identify suitable training tools for implementation.		Medium		Brett Hardman		Closed		John Harvey		3/8/22				3/8/22				3/8/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1168				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 759		TfL Lone Working		3 of the 9 sampled business areas (Engineering, MPD – Construction and Trams) had identified that violence and aggression were a risk factor, but training had not been completed.		Accountable Managers are to identify suitable training tools for implementation.		Medium		Sharanjit Gill		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22				5/17/22				3/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1167				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 759		TfL Lone Working		Risks and control measures are to be communicated and implemented to relevant staff.  1 of the 9 sampled business areas did not include any control measures for lone working activities. (LU Track).		See action for Issue number 4		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22		6/26/22		8/15/22				6/26/22				Quality Safety Security

		1166						21 759		TfL Lone Working		MPD (Construction) risk assessments did not include experience, training, people contact, violence, stress and mental wellbeing, medical suitability and vulnerability.  Customer Operations risk assessment did not show that having authority over customers and / or enforcing rules had been considered as a risk factor.		Business delivery units are to ensure that risk assessments are reviewed in relation to Lone Working activities. The SHE I&D team will ensure that business delivery units are aware of their accountabilities		Low				Closed		John Harvey						2/25/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		1165				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 759		TfL Lone Working		The reviewed risk assessment did not include factors such as staff experience, training, risk of contact with people, violence, stress and mental wellbeing and medical suitability, first aid requirements and communication in an emergency.  The risk assessment did not include any lone working activities in order to implement control measures and decide correct levels of supervision.  COSHH training was deemed to be applicable to the role but was not included in the risk assessment or the training matrix.  An		Head of LU Head of Track Maintenance and Renewals is to ensure that the Competent Assessor reviews LU Track risk assessments to ensure that the required Lone Working considerations (as set out in INDG 73) are included in the relevant risk assessments.		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22		6/26/22		8/15/22				6/26/22				Quality Safety Security

		1164				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 759		TfL Lone Working		Although not a legal requirement to have one procedure, specific lone working procedures are available for London Overground, Surface Transport & London Trams.  London Underground and DLR and Professional Services teams do not hold specific procedures. Requirements are set out in the TfL SHE Management System.		SHE Management System team to decide whether TfL requires a standalone TfL Lone Working procedure.		Low				Closed		John Harvey						2/25/22		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		1163				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 759		TfL Lone Working		INDG 73 guidance states that there is a duty to include risks to lone workers in your general risk assessment. TfL Guidance – G1027 A7 Workplace Risk Assessment does not include any specific lone working risks or control measures.		SHE Assurance Team to review the G1027 A7 Workplace Risk Assessment guidance document and other relevant TfL risk assessment documents and to incorporate risks and controls associated with lone working activities.		Medium		Vanessa Cates		Closed		John Harvey		5/31/22				6/6/22				5/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1162				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		21 759		TfL Lone Working		INDG 73 guidance states that there are additional things to consider in ensuring lone workers are not put at risk. The Management System online content does not include the relevant considerations that are stated in INDG 73.		SHE Management System Team to review and update the Management System lone working online content against HSE INDG 73 guidance and communicate the changes.		Medium		Mark Grey		Closed		John Harvey		5/31/22		6/30/22		6/29/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1161				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		21 724		Brixton Traincrew Operations Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformance with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Mohammed Mayet		Closed		James Reilly		5/16/22				5/9/22				5/16/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1160				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		In the absence of a clear and final formal review process, it is unclear what Bridgestation file
uploads had been agreed between the Project Manager and TfL Engineering and whether these
upload expectations had been satisfied. Without an agreed formal review process, there is a risk
that essential documents are not uploaded.		b) Formalise the process for TfL Engineering to sign off submitted documents		Medium		Nicola Head		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				4/28/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1159				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		In the absence of a clear and final formal review process, it is unclear what Bridgestation file
uploads had been agreed between the Project Manager and TfL Engineering and whether these
upload expectations had been satisfied. Without an agreed formal review process, there is a risk
that essential documents are not uploaded.		a) Review and agree with TfL Engineering the process for formally signing off Bridgestation files
and tracking gaps to completion		Medium		Alan Johnson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				6/10/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1158				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		There was no evidence of an existing or revised Maintenance Manual in the Bridgestation files or
project evidence. In addition, the contents of the Maintenance Manual as defined in SQA2026 are not mirrored in the Bridgestation directory structure (unlike the Health and Safety contents), so it is difficult to determine the extent of compliance.		Align the Maintenance Manual contents requirements in SQA2026 with added Maintenance
Manual subdirectories in Bridgestation (like the Health and Safety requirements)		Medium		Nicola Head		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				4/28/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1157				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		Health and Safety File information was evidenced and initially reviewed (and not approved) by TfL Engineering on 27/07/2021. At the time of the audit the files remain unapproved and have not been uploaded to Bridgestation. The cause of the delay and the status is unclear and would mean that such information may not be available for a subsequent maintenance project.		b) Agree a process with TfL Engineering for communication and escalation where critical documents are not delivered within defined timescales.		Medium		Alan Johnson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				6/10/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1156				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		There was no evidence of an initial consultation with TfL Engineering to clarify and agree
Bridgestation file upload expectations. Without a clear understanding of the file upload
requirements for the project the likelihood of late or non-delivery of essential files and documents is increased.		Agree a process with TfL Engineering for agreeing and recording Bridgestation file upload
expectations. This could comprise a checklist based on the Bridgestation directories/subdirectories that need to be populated with TfL Engineering approved files.		Medium		Alan Johnson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				6/10/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1155				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		Although the Design and Check Certificate forms part of the Construction Compliance Certificate there was no Construction Compliance Certificate in accordance with TfL template SQA-8657, SQA 2022 (9.1).

Similarly, Form PD0257 (Project Completion and Hand back Certificate/Delivery into Service) was not evidenced as required by SQA 2022 (9.1)

As the documents were not located, it was unclear whether they were present, where they are
normally stored and if they were suitably signed off by the parties id		b) Agree a process with TfL Engineering for communication and escalation where critical documents are not delivered within defined timescales.		Medium		Alan Johnson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				6/10/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1154				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		Although the Design and Check Certificate forms part of the Construction Compliance Certificate there was no Construction Compliance Certificate in accordance with TfL template SQA-8657, SQA 2022 (9.1).

Similarly, Form PD0257 (Project Completion and Hand back Certificate/Delivery into Service) was not evidenced as required by SQA 2022 (9.1)

As the documents were not located, it was unclear whether they were present, where they are
normally stored and if they were suitably signed off by the parties id		a) Review and clarify the requirements of SQA 2022 (9.1) to ensure that they are practicable
(especially whether both Certificates are required and whether the timescale of one month from
project completion is sufficient).

- Clarify where the Construction Compliance and Project Completion & Hand back Certificates
should be stored.		Medium		Nicola Head		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				4/28/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1153				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		Although email evidence (including photographs) indicates that several critical activities during
the project were witnessed by TfL Engineering, the Inspection and Test records outlined in the
preconstruction information were not evidenced. Without such evidence there is a risk that the
durability or longevity of the structure could be compromised.		Review and agree, with TfL Engineering, a process for recording and accepting Inspection and
Test records during the construction phase.		Medium		Alan Johnson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				6/10/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1152				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 761		Surface PPD Structures Design and Construction Compliance		Although the essential preconstruction documents required by the procedure (SQA 2022) were
evidenced, there was no formal verification that each document had been reviewed and
accepted by TfL Engineering.		- Clarify in SQA 2022 that references to the “Client” includes TfL Engineering
- Identify and agree with PPD a formal review and acceptance process for the preconstruction
documents referenced in SQA 2022		Medium		Nicola Head		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				4/28/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1151				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		21 716		Hainault and Wanstead Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address Non-Conformances		High		Louise Marks		Closed		Michael Cockley		4/30/22				7/26/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1150				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 058		Governance of Single Sourcing Requests		When documenting the risks as part of the SSR, staff mainly focused on the risk to the business if the SSR was not approved, e.g. safety or operational effects of not placing the order, but rarely considered the reputational, legal  and financial risk to TfL of implementing non-competitive transactions. The value for money statement should not be seen as the sole justification for single sourcing.		SSR Template to be amended so that standard risks are pre-populated, and requestor must consider what mitigations they will put in place to manage the risks. Standard risks are:
Reputational risk to TfL by not competing the procurement.
Reputational risk to TfL of repeating NCT.
Financial risk to TfL by not paying market rates.
Risk of legal challenge because of non-compliant procurement		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		9/30/22		1/31/23		9/20/22				1/31/23		1		Internal Audit

		1149				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 058		Governance of Single Sourcing Requests		Requests for non-competitive procurements should only be considered in exceptional circumstances however, the majority of SSR reviewed in our test sample were requested quoting the reason or justification as “Business Led Commitment”. This was often because the business didn’t provide sufficient time for P&SC to conduct a tender exercise or because P&SC didn’t have the necessary resources to conduct the procurement due to the pandemic. We are unable to assess the impact of the pandemic on P&SC resources but		Clear and explicit strategy is set out for each non-competitive transaction to ensure the future procurement is planned and conducted in sufficient time to avoid repetition.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		9/30/22				9/20/22				9/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1148				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 058		Governance of Single Sourcing Requests		Requests for non-competitive procurements should only be considered in exceptional circumstances however, the majority of SSR reviewed in our test sample were requested quoting the reason or justification as “Business Led Commitment”. This was often because the business didn’t provide sufficient time for P&SC to conduct a tender exercise or because P&SC didn’t have the necessary resources to conduct the procurement due to the pandemic. We are unable to assess the impact of the pandemic on P&SC resources but		A periodic report of all SSR and SSD is submitted to the Executive Committee and Director of Legal.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		9/30/22		1/31/23						1/31/23				Internal Audit

		1147				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 058		Governance of Single Sourcing Requests		Requests for non-competitive procurements should only be considered in exceptional circumstances however, the majority of SSR reviewed in our test sample were requested quoting the reason or justification as “Business Led Commitment”. This was often because the business didn’t provide sufficient time for P&SC to conduct a tender exercise or because P&SC didn’t have the necessary resources to conduct the procurement due to the pandemic. We are unable to assess the impact of the pandemic on P&SC resources but		The Head of Procurement – Strategy & Performance to consult with Heads of Commercial Law, to review the reasons for SSR and to refine the codes listed accordingly, revise the Commercial Technical Bulletins so that circumstances where non-competitive transactions are non-compliant with the PCR, UCR and TfL Standing Orders are explicitly stated, and any other potential changes to the SSR template.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		9/30/22				9/20/22				9/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1146				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Surface Transport		21 730		London Overground Safety Authorisation		Out of date risk assessments.		An assessment will be made to establish the relevance of the Surface Transport Risk Assessment Library, this will include the recent structural changes to where LO sits within TfL		Low		Jim Medway		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/22				2/10/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1145				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Surface Transport		21 730		London Overground Safety Authorisation		London Rail HSE Committee has changes names and frequency of meetings has increased.		Change required will be documented in a change register prior to the resubmission of the LO Safety authorisation in 2023.		Low		Jim Medway		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/22				2/10/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1144				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Surface Transport		21 730		London Overground Safety Authorisation		There are no Safety Responsibility Statements in place for the LO Asset Engineers.		SHE will coordinate with TfL Engineering and the Head of Infrastructure Management to produce Safety Responsibility Statements or equivalent documents for LO Asset Engineers.		Medium		Jim Medway		Action Agreed		James Reilly		3/31/22		6/30/22				116		6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1143				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 730		London Overground Safety Authorisation		Confirm if a Safety Responsibility Statement is in place for the Head of Operations, if not an equivalent will be produced.		Produce SRS for Head of Operations		Medium		Gary Mewis		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/22				2/25/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1142				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 752		ST Fire Risk Assessments		Section 8 of form F1187 (Fire Action Plan) were not populated for all the completed FRAs sampled for complex sites. Excel spreadsheets of Action Plans were used instead. ‘Fire Action Plan’ were also not included, populated, or attached for the completed FRAs sampled for moderate and simple sites.		Review the TfL procedure for FRA’s to ensure that it reflects the expected process		Low		Dave Parkyns		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22				3/21/22				7/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1141				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		21 752		ST Fire Risk Assessments		Surface Transport AO have not formally agreed their fire safety arrangements as required by The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. The TfL procedure for Fire Risk Assessments is in use but has not been formally adopted and the SQA is draft and has not been formally accepted for use.		1b. Ensure that the Surface Transport fire safety arrangements are documented and formally agreed by the ST Executive		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22				8/4/22				7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1140				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 752		ST Fire Risk Assessments		Surface Transport AO have not formally agreed their fire safety arrangements as required by The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. The TfL procedure for Fire Risk Assessments is in use but has not been formally adopted and the SQA is draft and has not been formally accepted for use.		1a. Review the TfL procedure for FRA’s to ensure that it is suitable for the requirements of Surface Transport		Medium		Dave Parkyns		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/22				7/20/22				7/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1139				Chief Finance Officer		21 781		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Financial Services Centre(FSC)		Complete annual training		Management should ensure that the TfL e-Zone PCI DSS Online Training Module is maintained and completed by all FSC staff whose role it is to process customer payment cards.		Medium		Colin Selmes		Closed		Matthew Mills		3/31/22				4/19/22				3/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1138				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for selected samples.  
j)	New Starters 
For a random sample of five new starters selected from the accounts, evidence was obtained to verify individuals were paid from the date they worked on the contract and not when they started (if this was different).   Four of the five samples show that individuals are not paid from their actual date t		TfL to ask Balfour Beatty to ensure that payroll data should include start dates and only those individuals who have worked or have left the contract during the financial period.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/25/22				5/31/22				3/25/22				Internal Audit

		1137				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for selected samples
I)	Commercial Vehicles 
For nine commercial vehicle details selected from the supplier list, supporting records were obtained to verify rates and annual rates stated reconciled to corresponding details in the supporting agreement or purchase order.  Insufficient evidence was provided, as in some instances, the documentat		TfL to ask Balfour Beatty to perform and evidence annual spot checks to ensure  the commercial vehicles costs charged to TfL are consistent with documentation and relate to the financial period, and any differences are explained and if required deducted from the costs claimed.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/25/22				5/31/22				3/25/22				Internal Audit

		1136				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for selected samples
k)	Leavers 
The payroll data in the accounts included personnel who had not been paid during the financial period, and upon review of five samples Balfour Beatty confirmed that details had been rolled into the financial year regardless of whether individuals had worked or not, and all of the selected samples had left bef		The TfL ITT to ask Balfour Beatty to perform and evidence checks and remove any costs for individuals on furlough or those who have not worked on the TfL contract during the financial period.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/25/22				5/31/22				2/25/22				Internal Audit

		1135				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for selected samples.
b)	Monthly Pay Sample Testing 
For a separate sample of 10 monthly pay amounts,  in four instances, the annual salary stated in the contract was lower than that on the payslip. 
d)	Weekly Pay Sample Testing 
For a separate random sample of three weekly pay amounts, in one instance the hourly rate on the notification l		The TfL ITT to ask Balfour Beatty to perform and evidence annual spot checks to ensure monthly and weekly pay rates are consistent with individual’s contract / annual notification letters.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/25/22				5/31/22				3/25/22				Internal Audit

		1134				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for the following areas.  The detailed findings can be found within Appendix A of the Internal Audit Report.
a)	Above Average Monthly Pay Queries
b)	Monthly Pay Sample Testing 
c)	Above Average Weekly Pay Queries
d)	Weekly Pay Sample Testing 
e)	Above Average Travel Expense Payment Queries
f)	Travel Expenses Sample Testing 
g)	Above Ave		The TfL ITT need to have robust checking systems in place to review evidence and start to reject costs that are not fully supported.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/25/22		7/29/22		8/17/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1133				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The review of accounts data and random transactional sample testing shows that insufficient evidence was provided by Balfour Beatty to validate costs and calculations for selected samples.  
a)	Above Average Monthly Pay Queries
For five above average monthly pay amounts (based on their monthly pay for the year), one payment was selected from each payroll record to identify the reason for the payment and that the reason was fully evidenced. In all five instances, insufficient evidence was provided to verif		The TfL ITT to ask Balfour Beatty to fully support and if required explain costs claimed on the contract with sufficient evidence. In particular  all costs claimed should be supported by a Kronos Record. 
Evidence to support transactions should include complete transaction details,  individual and management authorisation, a Kronos record for time worked on the contract plus any other backing documentation (such as receipts / expense forms /  contracts etc).		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/25/22				5/31/22				2/25/22				Internal Audit

		1132				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		None of the pay amounts in the accounts matched the gross pay on the payroll record for the samples tested in the following areas:  Detailed findings are listed in Appendix A of the Internal Audit Report. 
a)	Above Average Monthly Pay Queries
b)	Monthly Pay Sample Testing 
c)	Above Average Weekly Pay Queries
d)	Weekly Pay Sample Testing		The TfL Integrated Track Team (ITT) to ask Balfour Beatty to provide a breakdown of the pay amount calculations claimed in the accounts, and explain the difference with the corresponding pay slip values.		High		Sampath Dissanayake		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/25/22				5/31/22				2/25/22				Internal Audit

		1131				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		The TfL Integrated Track Team (ITT) have not carried out any audit work as their team is under-resourced.  The ITT do a high-level review of costs as part of each payment application. This was observed during the fieldwork but the accounting process behind each transaction is not always visible nor reviewed in detail.   
We were told that Balfour Beatty had not carried out any audits.		The TfL ITT to request additional resources in line with the original requirements identified in the Tender for the LU commercial support of the Integrated Track Team..		High		Sarah Barnes		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/25/22		7/29/22		8/26/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1130				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 060		Management of Defined Costs -Track Programme Contract		1.0 - Schedule 3, states that the company (TfL) have the right to audit Balfour Beatty’s costs and Balfour Beatty prepares an audit plan which TfL may use or request changes to.  A template for the audit plan is included but has not been converted into a working audit plan.		The TfL Integrated Track Team (ITT) to 
a) Ask Balfour Beatty to convert the audit plan from the schedule into a working document. 
b) Review, agree and implement the audit plan.		High		Andy Aitchison		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/25/22		9/30/22		9/29/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1129				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 739		Commercial Development Commercial Property HSE Compliance		There were no WRAs in place which identified staff job risks and controls to minimise those risks,
as required by the TfL HSE Management System.		Undertake staff Work Risk Assessments (WRAs) in accordance with the TfL HSE Management
System requirements. Ensure that additional Ezone SHE training courses are reviewed and
included, where appropriate, as part of the risk assessment and control process.		Medium		Nigel Pickup		Closed		Gary Smith		5/1/22				4/13/22				5/1/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1128				Chief Operating Officer		21 811		Greenwich Power Station Greenhouse Gas Monitoring		GEN-OPS-GR-WI-016/06 Version 23 did not document the record retention period for all relevant data and information (listed in EU 2018/2066 Annex IX). Review of record confirmed the record retention action was implemented but not documented.		Generation Manager to update work instruction GEN-OPS-GR-WI-016/06 to state the 10 years document retention period under the regulations by 30 January 2022.		Low		Russell Fleetwood		Closed		KaWai Ho		1/30/22				1/18/22				1/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1127				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 755		DLR Rolling Stock Plant and Equipment Management		The statutory inspections for 4 lifting jacks located in the satellite shed had expired without the items being removed from service		All items that require a LOLER inspection are to be removed from service and quarantined as described within Clause 4.2 – EN-RS-MP-701-G
KAD Action Owner - Mathew Harris, KAD General Manager Rolling Stock		Medium				Closed		Michael Cockley		3/31/22				2/23/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1126				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Absence of training on G&H to raise awareness		Consideration should be given to developing an ezone training course on Business Ethics, including G&H, Declaration of Interest, and the Nolan Principles.		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		3/31/22		5/31/22				146		5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1125				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Absence of targeted search and analysis of key high-risk areas such as Commercial and Procurement to explore any potential breaches of policy between G&H and Declaration of Interest.		The Counter-fraud and Corruption Team receives a copy of the G&H reports each quarter that can be filtered for search purposes. Secretariat will provide on request access to any specific data that the team request to conduct targeted search and analysis of key high-risk areas such as Commercial and Procurement to explore any potential breaches of policy between G&H and Declaration of Interest.		High		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		3/31/22		5/31/22		5/19/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1124				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Relevant line manager communication will be issued informing them of the new Direct Reports Link, which is currently absent.		Relevant line manager communication will be issued informing them of this functionality.		High		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		2/28/22		5/31/22		6/7/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1123				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		The Line Managers’ Direct Reports link is not available on the Register home page so that line managers can interrogate the records of their direct reports.		T&D will be instructed to include the Line Managers’ Direct Reports link onto the Register home page so that line managers can interrogate the records of their direct reports.		High		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		1/31/22		5/31/22		5/19/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1122				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Counter-fraud & Corruption Team cannot see at a glance if entries are made after the event.		T&D will be asked to see if either the date or line manager approval comments can be included in the Excel spreadsheets to enable Counter-fraud & Corruption Team to see at a glance if entries are made after the event. This can only currently be done by interrogating individual entries. If the line manager comments approach is adopted, the Policy guidance will be updated.		High		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		1/31/22		5/31/22		6/7/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1121				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Absence of policy guidance and platform reminders reminding staff that declarations should be made directly onto the centralised register as and when they are received.		Policy guidance and platform reminders will remind staff that declarations should be made directly onto the centralised register as and when they are received.		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		1/31/22		5/31/22		6/7/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1120				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		The Head of Secretariat is not involved with the Procurement & Supply Chain (P&SC) working group for centralising declarations of interest submissions, to explore the inclusion of G&H annual declarations in this process.		Head of Counter Fraud & Corruption should get the Head of Secretariat involved with Procurement & Supply Chain (P&SC) working group for centralising declarations of interest submissions, to explore the inclusion of G&H annual declarations in this process.		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		1/31/22				1/13/22				1/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1119				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Absence of G&H policy and guidance in tender documentation.		Procurement will be asked to include the G&H policy and guidance in tender documentation.		Low		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		2/28/22		5/31/22				146		5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1118				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		Inadequate communication for G&H		Creation of a Communication Plan for G&H which will include the delivery of:
• A biannual article on Platform, including in the run up to Christmas each year.
• An annual email communication, containing links to the G&H policy and guidance, should be sent to all employees, including NPL, reminding staff of G&H policy requirements.		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		5/31/22						146		5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1117				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		TfL information and records disposal schedule: Corporate Governance (12 March 2018) for G&H will be reviewed to ensure it is fit for purpose.		TfL information and records disposal schedule: Corporate Governance (12 March 2018) for G&H will be reviewed to ensure it is fit for purpose.		Low		Shamus Kenny		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		3/31/22		5/31/22				146		5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1116				General Counsel		21 042		Gifts and Hospitality		TfL’s G&H policy and guidance will be updated to reflect the changes that the GLA unilaterally made to the Corporate Governance Framework Agreement to increase the de minimus level to £50 or over.		TfL’s G&H policy and guidance will be updated to reflect the changes that the GLA unilaterally made to the Corporate Governance Framework Agreement to increase the de minimus level to £50 or over.		High		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Mark Cowper		1/31/22		5/31/22		5/19/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		1115				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		21 728		BCV Signals Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with the management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Paul Cobbett		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/22				3/30/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1114				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services		21 796		London Overground Local assessment of NIS Regulation compliance		A draft CAF has now been created but requires final LO Management and SME review, update and approval.		Final CAF to be produced and submitted to DfT		High		Rory O'Neill		Closed		Matthew Mills		3/31/22				3/16/22				3/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1113				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 745		Fleet Heavy Overhaul Team process and procedures		The Engineering Plan was due for review to reflect changes in the FHO Engineering and Programme Management Strategy.
The Engineering Plan was due for review to reflect changes in the FHO Engineering and Programme Management Strategy.
The Engineering Plan was due for review to reflect changes in the FHO Engineering and Programme Management Strategy.		Review the Engineering Plan:
reflect changes in the FHO Engineering and Programme Management Strategy.
clarify how Verification and Validation are accomplished; and
clarify how MAID requirements are achieved		Low		Elias Haddouche		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		2/28/22				2/23/22				2/28/22		1		ERROR:#N/A

		1112				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Northern Line		21 710		Hampstead Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-Conformances with Management System		Address Non-Conformances		High		David Stamp		Closed		Michael Cockley		2/28/22				2/11/22				2/28/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1111				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		Members of staff are without development plans or risk assessments.		Members of staff are supervised when out of plan and without a risk assessment. Communication to remind that staff require CMS Dev Plan or risk assessment by Mark Teale by 10 January 2022.		Low		Mark Teale		Closed		James Reilly		1/10/22				12/2/21				1/10/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1110				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		The document “Competence Verification Process – Jan 2016” requires that standardisation meetings are held twice yearly. However, the document R0623 states that they are once yearly.		Competence Verification Process to be updated with once yearly frequency for standardisation meetings by Dave Flower by 10 January 2022.		Low		Tracy McGee		Closed		James Reilly		1/10/22				12/3/21				1/10/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1109				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		The last review of the Competence Guidance and Standards took place in 2019. Performance and incident data are also not used for the review.		Strategy document for review of competence guidance and standards and to include proposal of what performance data will be considered by Tracy McGee by 14 March 2022.		Medium		Tracy McGee		Closed		James Reilly		3/14/22				6/17/22				3/14/22				Quality Safety Security

		1108				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		There are no records available for audits conducted by the Audit & Compliance team.		Set up a meeting with Tracy McGee, Dave Flower, Bernie Moran, James Reilly and Michael Dent to discuss Audit Plan for 2022 – 14 March 2022		Medium		Tracy McGee		Closed		James Reilly		3/14/22		2/10/22		2/10/22				3/14/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1107				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		Service Control Managers are not aware of the report that can be exported to monitor assessor competence, and approximately 70% of assessors have not maintained their competency for conducting assessments within the last seven periods.		Service Control Managers are not aware of the report that can be exported to monitor assessor competence, and approximately 70% of assessors have not maintained their competency for conducting assessments within the last seven periods.		High		Tracy McGee		Closed		James Reilly		1/10/22				12/2/21				1/10/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1106				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations		21 744		LU Service Control Training and Competence		There are no RBTNAs in place for Signallers, Controllers, Service Managers, and Duty Reliability Managers.		Strategy document to be produced which will detail the development of RBTNAs for signal control staff by Mark Teale and Tracy McGee by 14 March 2022.		High		Mark Teale		Closed		James Reilly		3/14/22				8/25/22				3/14/22				Quality Safety Security

		1105				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU		21 782		PCI DSS Compliance: CPAY Pin Entry Devices (PEDs)		It was established that changes have occurred with the closure of tickets offices and items related to PEDs are now likely to be delivered to the Station Supervisor and then make their way to the secure suite. The process and procedure around the handling of devices is unclear and was being investigated for confirmation.		Continue to investigate the process for the physical protection of PEDs (and supporting hardware/ accessories) which are delivered to stations by third party couriers for the use and installation by the authorised Service Provider. Update as necessary the relevant Rule Book(s) to reflect the results of the investigation.		Low		David Nix		Closed		Matthew Mills		2/28/22				12/2/21				2/28/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1104				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 727		LU Track District  Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformance with the LU management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Joe Goldrick		Closed		John Harvey		1/31/22		2/14/22		5/17/22				2/14/22				Quality Safety Security

		1103				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		Partial evidence on the use of the following documents in CMS Verification Process 2019.  Assessment by Observation forms Appendix 5.	Verification Report on Assessor Decisions form Appendix 6.	Verification Feedback Form Appendix 7.		Revise and implement the requirements of the Competence Verification Process document in relation to the Fleet Management team processes.		Low		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/12/21				1/10/22				11/12/21				Quality Safety Security

		1102				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		No evidence of candidates being made aware of the assessment appeal process as per Appendix 1 of the CMS Verification Process 2019.		A standalone briefing document for the appeals process will be produced for the fleet candidate’s assessments.		Low		Bernie Moran		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				1/10/22				11/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1101				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		50% of the sampled SDBP did not hold the requisite NVQ L4 Internal Verification certification.  No evidence of a SDBP verification sampling plan being in place to assess operational assessors in order to achieve the required standards.		b) Verification sampling plans will be reinstated to assess operational assessors.		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/12/21				1/24/22				11/12/21				Quality Safety Security

		1100				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		50% of the sampled SDBP did not hold the requisite NVQ L4 Internal Verification certification.  No evidence of a SDBP verification sampling plan being in place to assess operational assessors in order to achieve the required standards.		a) Relevant SDBP will have completed NVQ L4 IV Qualification or have contingency verification plans for business area in place.		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/22				3/4/22				2/28/22				Quality Safety Security

		1099				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		Reviewed course assessment documentation was not available to be accessed via the Fleet Sharepoint site.  This has a potential risk of document version control issues when delivering courses and assessments.		All fleet course assessment documentation will be reviewed and uploaded on to the Fleet Sharepoint site		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		12/30/21		2/28/22		3/8/22				2/28/22				Quality Safety Security

		1098				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		A consistent method of managing staff performance and delegate feedback could not be evidenced.  Paper based and digital evaluation processes were seen to be in place.		Liaise with the Learning Quality Team to identify appropriate methods of course evaluation for delegates.		Low		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				1/10/22				11/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1097				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		Training and Workplace Coaching Version 6.0 requirement.  3 of 5 of the sampled trainer’s CMS Development Plans were over the 2-year duration.  4 of the 26 sampled individual trainer assessments within the plan were overdue SDBP review.		Continue with the implementation of the ongoing recovery plan and track progress of CMS trainer assessments.		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		12/30/21				1/24/22				12/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1096				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		Appendix 8 of the CMS Verification Process was not evidenced to record details of verification standardisation meetings.		Revise and implement the requirements of the Competence Verification Process document in relation to the Fleet Management team processes.		Low		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/12/21				1/10/22				11/12/21				Quality Safety Security

		1095				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		R0623 - All trainers/assessors will hold the NVQ assessor (or equivalent) qualification which will be recorded in the HR asset management system.  4 of the 19 assessor qualifications had not been uploaded to SAP.		All Assessors qualifications will be verified and uploaded into SAP using the specified codes.		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				12/8/21				11/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1094				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		2 of 7 sampled development summaries of the trainer development plans were not completed.		A review of the assessment documentation will be implemented and included as a standardisation meeting agenda point.		Low		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		12/17/21				1/10/22				12/17/21				Quality Safety Security

		1093				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		The Trainer Skills Matrices did not fully reflect the accurate data of the sampled trainer competencies.  It was noted that the 1 of 2 of the Trainer Skills Matrices did not include a tracker for trainer competency expiry dates.		Skills Matrices will be reviewed and updated and include a tracker of trainer competency expiry dates		Medium		Michael Cuthbert		Closed		John Harvey		11/12/21				1/24/22				11/12/21				Quality Safety Security

		1092				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		S RS 002 A2 has not been reviewed and updated since 2010.  Risk that the current version is not reflective of current competence requirements for fleet safety critical activities.		S RS 002 A2 issue date 2010 will be reviewed, updated and implemented.		Medium		Bernie Moran		Action Agreed		John Harvey		4/30/22						177		4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1091				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 763		LU Rolling Stock Competence Management		R0623 - Risk based training needs analysis (RBTNA) are required be completed for each role that carries out Safety Critical work. RBTNA have not been produced for all Rolling Stock Maintenance teams.		A Risk based training needs analysis (RBTNA) will be produced for relevant Rolling Stock maintenance staff competencies.		Medium		Bernie Moran		Action Agreed		John Harvey		10/31/22		4/30/24						4/30/24				Quality Safety Security

		1090				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Jubilee Line		21 708		Westminster Area Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with management system		address non-conformances		High		Malcolm Bate		Closed		Michael Cockley		1/31/22				5/20/22				1/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1089				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 405		Digital accessibility TfL		The current TfL Home website environment does not include any system to conduct automated digital accessibility assessments.

Note:
We were informed that the intention for the new TfL main website is to include automated checking for digital accessibility conformance.		Management will ensure that automated Digital Accessibility functionality is incorporated into the new TfL website - fully accessible, JP front end by July 2023. Other dates to be confirmed.		Medium		Ben Gammon		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/31/23								7/31/23				Internal Audit

		1088				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 405		Digital accessibility TfL		A number of Digital Accessibility objectives and requirements are communicated on the main TfL website -  https://tfl.gov.uk - in particular:
A Digital Accessibility Statement that sets out a range of accessibility requirements and initiatives. 
A Digital Accessibility Standard which includes the WCAG requirements and the reasons for TfL compliance, supported by a Digital Accessibility Testing Standard. 
However, no overarching Digital Accessibility policy is in place that sets out TfL’s overall approach		Management will be extended the Digital Accessibility Statement and Digital Accessibility Standard, to detail information on roles and responsibilities, contact details and digital accessibility awareness.		Medium		Ben Gammon		Closed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/21				12/15/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		1087				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 405		Digital accessibility TfL		A Digital Accessibility audit by a third party was conducted in 2019 and since then TfL has undertaken follow up work to address a range of findings from this review. However, there is no formal process in place to undertake planned and periodic re-tests of the TfL web pages to provide management information regarding the current level of WCAG 2.1 compliance.
As part of the remit of this review, Internal Audit undertook sample testing of the web pages in TfL website -  https://tfl.gov.uk - against WCAG 2.1		Management will ensure that planned periodic WCAG 2.1 assessments are conducted with corresponding documented action planning and follow up where applicable.

Continuous activity, WCAG 2.1 assessments will be carried out regularly for all new product developments.

Management will retest within the next 6 months.		Medium		Ben Gammon		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/22		11/30/22						11/30/22				Internal Audit

		1086				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		21 709		Vauxhall Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with the MS		address non-conformances		High		Matthew Norman		Closed		Michael Cockley		1/31/22		3/15/22		2/21/22				3/15/22				Quality Safety Security

		1085				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		Delivery discrepancy reports (ST7007) were not raised for KAD10025040 and KAD10027936.		Completed ST7007 to be provided to audit team by Mathew Harris by 30/11/2021.		Low				Closed		James Reilly		11/30/21				11/23/21				11/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1084				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		Tools condition and initials of return are not noted on the Tools Issue Form.		New issuing process to be introduced and completed tools issue forms to be provided to audit team by Mathew Harris by 31/12/2021.		Medium				Closed		James Reilly		12/31/21				12/29/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1083				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		Work orders are not provided for some items when requested for issuing.		New issuing process to be introduced and completed work order forms to be provided to audit team by Mathew Harris by 31/12/2021.		Medium				Closed		James Reilly		12/31/21				12/29/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1082				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		There are no ST7023 forms in place or other documentation to evidence the 6-monthly FIFO stock rotation.		Completed ST7023 to be provided to audit team by Mathew Harris by 28/02/2022.		Medium		Jason Kilonzo		Closed		James Reilly		2/28/22				3/25/22				2/28/22				Quality Safety Security

		1081				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		There is no configuration management plan in place and there are no configuration status reports available.		KAD to produce plan to meet Configuration management requirements by Ashley Medhurst by 28/02/2022.		High		Jason Kilonzo		Closed		James Reilly		2/28/22		7/8/22		7/13/22				7/8/22				Quality Safety Security

		1080				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		21 741		Management of DLR Rolling Stock Assets and Configuration		There is no configuration management plan in place and there are no configuration status reports available.		Jason Kilonzo to share best practice of Configuration Management process with KAD DLR by 29/11/2021.		High				Closed		James Reilly		11/29/21				11/4/21				11/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1079				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		B) Highway Lighting:
Database are not updated and maintained accordingly. Lack of adequate asset management process i.e. Register/system not updated accordingly. Last recorded Electrical Inspection Test for the sampled assets have not been updated in the system.		A & B) Asset Ops to verify /add appropriate PPM’s for Electrical inspections (BS7671, BS5266 and BS62305) against appropriate assets in the ‘Scheduling System (Maximo or any approved Management System)’		High		James Rea		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/31/21						297		12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1078				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		A) Bus Stations/VCS/DaR, Tunnels/Pumps/River Piers and Highway Lighting (except ITS Assets and Bus Shelter):
There were issues with document management, control, recording, and data storage. No inventory or historic data or records were available e.g. PPM in Bus Stations, since it was inherited by ST AO.		A &B) (Linked to Issue 1) Electrical certification management process for each area to be documented. This should include:
How scheduling is managed and in which system, detailing which asset level within the asset hierarchies PPM’s will be held at. How the resulting certification is managed and stored
How remedials resulting from the inspections are managed and recorded		High		James Rea		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/31/21						297		12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1077				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		In Highway Lighting, Tunnels, River Piers and Pump stations – completed maintenance activities and procedures were not recorded. Records relating to defects, remedial actions and non-conformances were not available.   It could not therefore be demonstrated that defects, remedial actions and non-conformances had been adequately addressed for the sampled sites.		B) Tunnels, Piers and Pumps – To demonstrate compliance and provide evidence		Medium		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/30/21				9/14/22				11/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1076				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		In Highway Lighting, Tunnels, River Piers and Pump stations – completed maintenance activities and procedures were not recorded. Records relating to defects, remedial actions and non-conformances were not available.   It could not therefore be demonstrated that defects, remedial actions and non-conformances had been adequately addressed for the sampled sites.		A) Highway Lighting – To demonstrate compliance and provide evidence		Medium		Ian Coombs		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		11/5/21						353		11/5/21				Quality Safety Security

		1075				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		There was no evidence of periodic/preventative maintenance programme/schedule in place in Highway Lighting.		Highway Lighting – to provide evidence of inspection/maintenance programme/schedule in place.		Medium		Ian Coombs		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		12/31/21						297		12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1074				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		The quality of the completed inspection reports/certificates provided by the contractors are not routinely checked or reviewed prior to acceptance. Some were found to be poorly completed and sub-standard, lacking the full technical details/information required.		C) To embed certificate audit process and evidence that it is in use		Medium		James Rea		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		2/11/22						255		2/11/22				Quality Safety Security

		1073				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		The quality of the completed inspection reports/certificates provided by the contractors are not routinely checked or reviewed prior to acceptance. Some were found to be poorly completed and sub-standard, lacking the full technical details/information required.		B) To propose to AO future certificate auditing percentage (%) and frequency for each asset area		Medium		Gary Warner		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/31/21				11/25/21				10/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1072				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		The quality of the completed inspection reports/certificates provided by the contractors are not routinely checked or reviewed prior to acceptance. Some were found to be poorly completed and sub-standard, lacking the full technical details/information required.		A) To provide feedback to Asset Operation (AO) on the quality of audited certification.		Medium		Gary Warner		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/19/21				11/25/21				11/19/21				Quality Safety Security

		1071				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		D) Dial a Ride

No 6 Monthly Residual Current Device (RCD) check for the sampled sites		D) Dial a Ride – To ensure that RCDs included in the PPM as part of the recent variation are inspected in line with SFG20		High		Lara Youdell		Closed		Jude Mezue		1/31/22				1/14/22				1/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1070				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		C) Tunnels:
No 6 monthly RCD checks for the sampled sites.
No monthly and 12monthly Emergency Lighting (UPS or self-contained)		C) Tunnels - to provide the 6 monthly RCD checks and monthly and 12 monthly Rotherhithe Vent Shaft 4 Emergency Lighting (UPS or self-contained) carried out for the sampled sites		High		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/30/21				9/14/22				10/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1069				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		B) Pump Stations:
There was no evidence to show that 6 monthly RCD checks are carried out for the assets.		B) Pumps Stations – to provide the 6 monthly RCD checks carried out for the sampled sites.		High		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/30/21				9/14/22				10/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1068				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		A) River Piers: 
There was no 6 Monthly Residual Current Device (RCD) check for the sampled sites.
There was no Monthly Emergency Lighting test for July and August 2021 and no yearly test undertaken prior to the start of the new contract in April 2021.		A) River Piers – to provide the 6 monthly RCDs and monthly emergency lighting tests for the sampled sites		High		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/30/21				9/14/22				10/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		1067				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		D) Pump Sites
Some out of date certification was provided.		D) Pumps sites - to ensure that up to date certificates are available		High		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		1/31/22				9/14/22				1/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1066				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		C) Bus Shelter:
Of the 5 sampled areas, 2 certificates were seen.
Full set of Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR) has not yet been achieved. 2020 & 2021 EICRs are currently under review and has not been approved/accepted.
No clear process for receiving certification for newly installed Shelters 
The quality of certificate completion is poor with 17th Edition forms utilised instead of 18th, it is understood this is to be addressed in the next submission. 
H065 spreadsheet showed only EICR t		C3) Bus Shelter:
Upload of historical shelter EICR certification to TFL management system		High		David Warner Data and Inspections Manager		Closed		Jude Mezue		2/11/22				7/4/22				2/11/22				Quality Safety Security

		1065				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		C) Bus Shelter:
Of the 5 sampled areas, 2 certificates were seen.
Full set of Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR) has not yet been achieved. 2020 & 2021 EICRs are currently under review and has not been approved/accepted.
No clear process for receiving certification for newly installed Shelters 
The quality of certificate completion is poor with 17th Edition forms utilised instead of 18th, it is understood this is to be addressed in the next submission. 
H065 spreadsheet showed only EICR t		C2) Bus Shelter:
Provision of a forward programme for the remaining boroughs/shelters of the total shelter population		High		David Warner Data and Inspections Manager		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/17/21				12/1/21				11/17/21				Quality Safety Security

		1064				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		C) Bus Shelter:
Of the 5 sampled areas, 2 certificates were seen.
Full set of Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR) has not yet been achieved. 2020 & 2021 EICRs are currently under review and has not been approved/accepted.
No clear process for receiving certification for newly installed Shelters 
The quality of certificate completion is poor with 17th Edition forms utilised instead of 18th, it is understood this is to be addressed in the next submission. 
H065 spreadsheet showed only EICR t		C1) Bus Shelter: 
Provision of a spreadsheet listing all the EICR’s that have been completed for shelters for period 2019/20 and 2020/21.		High		David Warner Data and Inspections Manager		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/17/21				12/1/21				11/17/21				Quality Safety Security

		1063				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		Tunnels:
Of the 5 sampled sites, there were no lighting BS5266 inspection certificates seen for Blackwall Tunnel NB.		B) Tunnels to provide electrical test certificates for Blackwall Tunnel NB (the DB that covers the Wayfinder Circuits)		High		Michael Bunting1		Closed		Jude Mezue		12/31/21				9/14/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1062				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		Highway Lighting:
Of the four Lamp columns sampled, three last received an electrical inspection in 2008 and one in 2007. There was no evidence of a formalised inspection and testing regime in place. No evidence of periodic inspection certificates was seen.		A) Highway Lighting - to provide evidence of periodic inspection certificates for the sampled assets		High		Ian Coombs		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		11/5/21						353		11/5/21				Quality Safety Security

		1061				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		21 735		ST Electrical Inspections		There was no robust, clear and consistent process in place for the inspection and maintenance regime across the asset areas. Periodic inspection and testing of every electrical installation in accordance with BS7671, BS5266 and BS62305 could not be fully demonstrated.		(Linked to Issue 7A) – Overarching Electrical certification management process document to be created		Medium		James Rea		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		2/11/22						255		2/11/22				Quality Safety Security

		1060				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Jubilee Line		21 720		Stratford Traincrew Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address non-conformances		High		Robert Lawford		Closed		Brian Schiff		12/31/21				1/14/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		1059				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services		21 746		Trams Infrastructure SHE Compliance		Although the site has limited environmental impact, some unexploited potential for cost effective
improvements exist.		Evidence initiatives (such as a new TBT, SMT, PGIs, site signage, storage rationalisation, water
and electricity conservation) to encourage staff to report and engage in environmental
improvement programmes.		Low		Ian Hale		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/22				10/21/21				4/1/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1058				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		21 746		Trams Infrastructure SHE Compliance		There was limited information about site drainage and the controls to reduce pollution /
contamination risks. Access points to drainage systems sensitive to contamination were not
readily identified and protected, especially during emergency situations.		Comply with TfL pollution prevention requirements by: -
- Making available current drain/sewer plans for contractor and fire brigade use.
- Marking/painting all drain covers to identify their status (i.e. surface, foul, interceptor etc.).
- Ensuring that emergency spill kits are located close to risk drains.		Medium		Alexander Barry		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		4/1/22						206		4/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1057				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		4.0	Accommodating climate change adaptation requirements in asset management and investment in the short, medium and long term.		4.1 Work with SHE (or authorised group) and report on progress to:
Embed adaptation requirements within TfL Asset Strategies or create a cross-cutting strategy for asset climate change adaptation. 

Develop and refine the Environment asset management objective to align with good or recognised practice and to define Do Minimum, Moderate and High Ambition targets.		Medium		Garry Sterritt		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				8/5/22				9/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1056				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		21 746		Trams Infrastructure SHE Compliance		Although the majority of chemicals were stored satisfactorily, some flammable chemicals and bulk
liquids (antifreeze) were not stored in fireproof cabinets or bunded containment.		Review the site storage requirements for flammable and bulk chemicals to ensure adequate
control measures are in place (fireproof cabinets, secondary containment)		Medium		Ian Hale		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		4/1/22						206		4/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1055				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		21 746		Trams Infrastructure SHE Compliance		Several specific risks identified (Manual Handling, Noise and Vibration) required a higher level
of assessment competency (as prescribed by the HESMS) to be assured that the controls
identified are appropriate and effective.		Engage SHE PB to facilitate specific WRAs for Manual Handling, Noise and Vibration risks as
outlined by the TfL HSEM system.		Medium		Ian Hale		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		4/1/22		7/31/22				85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1054				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		21 746		Trams Infrastructure SHE Compliance		A significant number of Scheduled WRA reviews (Civils and Track) were overdue or reviewed by
staff that are no longer in post. Timely reviews are importance to ensure that new risks are
identified, and existing controls are continually improved.		Update all the WRAs to ensure they are within the review timescales and formally
reviewed/signed off by managers and SHE BP		Medium		Ian Hale		Action Agreed		Gary Smith		4/1/22						206		4/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		1053				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0	Monitoring of key suppliers to ensure they are implementing viable adaptation plans.		3.3 Identify procurement processes that need to be updated to capture information or metrics for TCFD financial reporting, e.g. proportion of suppliers located in climate-vulnerable zones.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		1/31/23								1/31/23				Internal Audit

		1052				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		3.0	Monitoring of key suppliers to ensure they are implementing viable adaptation plans.		3.2 Work with SHE to review procurement processes such as the responsible procurement programme and financial monitoring in order to identify which elements of adaptation shall be monitored.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/30/22								12/30/22				Internal Audit

		1051				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		3.0	Monitoring of key suppliers to ensure they are implementing viable adaptation plans.		3.1 Review standard contractual forms and types with regards to their potential to expose TfL to legal and financial liability arising from the impact of a severe weather event.		High		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		1050				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		2.0	Risks arising from climate change, severe weather and adaptation requirements are not assessed in enough detail or coordinated at the right level.		2.2 Work with SHE and City Planning to develop a method to articulate and categorise all climate change-related risks in ARM in order to enable a structured view that will consistently inform level 0 or 1 risks including on adaptation.		High		Nico Lategan		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/18/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1049				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance | Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		2.0	Risks arising from climate change, severe weather and adaptation requirements are not assessed in enough detail or coordinated at the right level.		2.1 Work with the ERM team to develop a framework and guidance that ensures climate change adaptation is captured in the identification and definition of level 0 or 1 risks, including the risk from cascade failure and from interconnected and interdependent assets and services, both internal and external.		High		Sam Longman		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1048				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0	Lack of a single strategy that gives authority and empowerment to develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated plan that is focused on adaptation.		1.5 Develop a TfL process to capture details of the impact of severe weather events as they happen in order to build up data, costs and other insights to inform adaptation actions.		High		Lilli Matson		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1047				Chief Capital Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0	Lack of a single strategy that gives authority and empowerment to develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated plan that is focused on adaptation.		1.4 Identify where in planning of new projects and activity climate change adaptation should be prioritised, e.g. Sponsor requirements, options appraisal and selection.		High		Paul Judge		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				7/19/22				9/30/22		1		Internal Audit

		1046				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0 Lack of a single strategy that gives authority and empowerment to develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated plan that is focused on adaptation.		1.3 Establish principles for owners of key processes to use for inclusion of climate change adaptation as a requirement or a recommendation. This includes but is not limited to:
Definitions, terminology and criteria for consistent use in documents and processes such as the MTS, Business Plan, Sponsor requirements, Pathway, the SHE Management System, Business Case appraisals.
Strategies impacted by a climate change adaptation strategy.		High		Alex Williams		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1045				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0 Lack of a single strategy that gives authority and empowerment to develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated plan that is focused on adaptation.		1.2 Review statements on climate change and extreme weather events in the MTS, Business Plan and Corporate Environment Plan to identify opportunities to drive adaptation action and to include adaptation objectives and targets.		High		Lilli Matson		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1044				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | City Planning | Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		21 010		21 010 Climate Adaptation - Planning		1.0 Lack of a single strategy that gives authority and empowerment to develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated plan that is focused on adaptation.		1.1 Put in place a TfL climate change adaptation strategy and plan with a clear set of high-level actions to deliver objectives from the strategy. This includes:
Identifying existing and new strategies and activities that will be impacted, and that need to be governed or monitored under the umbrella of climate change and adaptation.
Criteria for establishing suitable adaptation actions and ways to monitor and report on them.
Embedding high level TfL adaptation plans for existing and new infrastructure.		High		Alex Williams		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/30/22				10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		1043				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Jubilee Line		21 719		Jubilee Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with Management System		Address Non-conformances		High		Terry Kingham		Closed		James Reilly		1/12/22				1/12/22				1/12/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1042				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Circle, Hammersmith & City and District Lines		21 707		Blackfriars Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address non-conformances		High		Marie Roach		Closed		Brian Schiff		12/31/21		1/15/22		1/6/22				1/15/22				Quality Safety Security

		1041				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Piccadilly Line		21 704		Russell Square Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with Management System		Address Non-conformances		High		Grace Platt		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/22				5/18/22				3/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1040				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		8.0 Supplier meetings		8.1 Minutes and action logs to be created, monitored and resolved to ensure meetings are productive.		Medium		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/18/21				10/18/21				10/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		1039				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		8.0 Supplier meetings		8.1 Terms of Reference and Agendas to be agreed for all meetings.		Medium		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/18/21				10/18/21				10/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		1038				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		Not all TfL staff are  using the reports available in Horizon, and it may be a combination of factors which includes a lack of awareness of what is available or that  reports are not fit for purpose.		TfL purchased the standard reports on Horizon. TfL to ensure all staff are trained in Horizon and can extract the information they require.		Medium		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/21		6/30/22		9/14/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1037				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		The contract requires the supplier to work with TfL and agree a detailed policy for customer / tenant communications during implementation which although discussions have taken place still remains outstanding.		Policy for customer /tenant communications to be agreed with supplier  and monitored for effectiveness		Medium		Siobhan Jared		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/21				2/11/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		1036				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		5.0 Change Notes		5.2 TfL Senior Property  to ensure their team’s data within Horizon is accurate and up to date.		High		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/22		6/30/22		8/11/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		1035				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		5.0 Change Notes		5.1 Both parties need to work together to find a solution that streamlines the process, including unprocessed change notes at Stage 4 and deliver turnaround times of within five days.		High		Clare Neave		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/22		12/21/22						12/21/22				Internal Audit

		1034				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		4.0  Unallocated Cash		4.2 A KPI on the processing of Changing Notes in a timescale to be stipulated and agreed.		High		Clare Neave		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/22		12/21/22						12/21/22				Internal Audit

		1033				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		4.0  Unallocated Cash		4.1 Tenants to be encouraged to move across to  direct debit payments		High		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/18/21				10/18/21				10/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		1032				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		3.0 Increase in rent arrears		3.2 To track and monitor progress on arrears on a regular basis with prompt actions taken to address slippage.		High		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/18/21				10/18/21				10/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		1031				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		3.0 Increase in rent arrears		3.1 TfL to agree and refresh plan as required to reduce volume of rent arrears.		High		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		10/18/21				10/18/21				10/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		1030				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		2.0 Unsatisfactory Collection Rates		2.1 There are no plans to increase the contract fee, but any increase will be supported by an improvement plan which is monitored for agreed service levels.		High		Clare Neave		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/22				2/9/22				3/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		1029				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		1.0 Service Levels & Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)		1.2 Once agreed, KPIs will be monitored regularly, with prompt actions being taken to address slippage. The TfL data team will be requested to produce data if the supplier fail to provide this.		High		Clare Neave		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/22		12/21/22						12/21/22				Internal Audit

		1028				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		20 611		20 611 Tenant Billing		1.0 Service Levels & Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)		1.1 To implement KPIs that are SMART and enable closer management of the supplier at the earliest opportunity.  If the supplier does not agree these then these will be set in terms of TfL expectations.		High		Clare Neave		Action Agreed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/22		12/21/22						12/21/22				Internal Audit

		1027				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		21 726		LU Stonebridge Park Depot Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with the LU management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Frank Mallia		Closed		John Harvey		11/28/21				11/23/21				11/28/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1026				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 743		LU Vegetation Management		Completed work order sheets were delayed in being returned to close work orders on the Asset Management system within the set timescales.  This means defects can show as overdue even though work has potentially been completed.		A system is to be implemented whereby completed Work Order sheets are returned within a specified period so that defects can be closed within the appropriate timescales		Medium		Joel Baker		Closed		John Harvey		10/20/21				10/29/21				10/20/21				Quality Safety Security

		1025				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		21 705		Marylebone Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformities with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Sean Lopez		Closed		James Reilly		12/13/21				11/17/21				12/13/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1024				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		None of the engineering staff have the necessary ‘Certificate of Competence’ issued on successful completion of assessment in accordance with PR0791 (5.3).		To ensure that all the engineering staff are issued with ‘Certificate of Competence’ on successful completion of assessment, valid for 3 years, available on request and all results held in TfLDM/Livelink.		Low		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		1/31/22				1/31/22				1/31/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1023				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		CCTV inspection video footage assets are not included in the inspection reports as coded inspection data.		To ensure that all samples of inspection reports include the inspection video footage as coded inspection data.		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/1/21				10/19/21				10/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		1022				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence to show that CCTV surveys/assessments are carried out in accordance with the standard (S1052-Clause 3.3.3.3.3) and the requirements of WRc Model Contract Document for Sewer Condition Inspection.		To ensure that CCTV inspections are carried out in compliance with the inspection regime of S1052		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		4/30/22				7/6/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		1021				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence to show that CCTV surveys/assessments are carried out in accordance with the standard (S1052-Clause 3.3.3.3.3) and the requirements of WRc Model Contract Document for Sewer Condition Inspection.		To ensure that CCTV assessments are carried out in compliance with the requirements of WRc Model Contract Document for Sewer condition Inspection and S1052		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		9/24/21				10/15/21				9/24/21				Quality Safety Security

		1020				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		No evidence that reviews of desktop study are undertaken on an annual basis by Civils Asset team for assets where inspections are not carried out on an annual basis (e.g. Depots or Network Rail). No Evidence of desktop study undertaken during 2019/2020/2021 was seen.		To ensure that reviews of desk to study is carried out annually and recorded for assets where inspections are not undertaken annually or impossible to inspect.		Medium		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		9/24/21				10/14/21				9/24/21				Quality Safety Security

		1019				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		No evidence to show that appropriate inspection proforma was being used for each asset sub-type as detailed in G0052 (7.2)		To ensure that appropriate drainage assets inspection proforma are used for each asset sub-type. That the forms are correctly completed, dated and signed.		Low		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/16/21				10/19/21				10/16/21				Quality Safety Security

		1018				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		21 748		LU Track Drainage Management		There was no evidence to show that the Head of Profession is involved in the inspection/maintenance programme implementation, approval or sign-off.		Head of Profession (Principal Engineering Leader) to ensure that a coordinated programme of inspection/maintenance is being implemented by ensuring comments and appropriate sign-off for all future programmes is provided.		High		Srdjan Malesevic		Closed		Jude Mezue		10/30/21				10/19/21				10/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1017				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R2631 states that the COO Engineering Assurance team are to approve Internal Verifiers and maintain a register.  This function is currently undertaken by the Track Assurance Competency Manager.		The revised version of R2631 Safety Critical Licensing for Track Maintenance is to reflect the change in requirement for who approves and maintains the register for LU Approved Verifiers.		Low		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		4/30/22				9/26/21				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1016				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R2631 requirement that Assessors shall complete form F5383, Assessor checklist prior to verification. F5383 is only used in BCV/SSL portfolios with a separate checklist used for JNP.		The revised version of R2631 is to confirm the requirement in the use of F5383 Assessor Checklist across all lines.		Low		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		4/30/22				9/25/21				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1015				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R2631 states that the completed F5386 Review of Continued Competence Record is to be returned to the Employing Manager during the 3 yearly renewal process.  The current process does not demonstrate that the completed F5386 is used or returned back to the Employing Manager routinely. There are also 2 different processes for the management of 3 yearly competence reviews.		The revised version of R2631 is to confirm the requirement in the use of F5386 across all lines and confirm the notification process to the Employing Manager.		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		4/30/22				1/21/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1014				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R0623 states that Assessors qualifications will be recorded in HR Management System.  Upon review, qualifications are not currently being recorded in SAP.		All Assessors qualifications will be uploaded into SAP using the specified codes.		Low		Mick O'Connell		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				9/26/21				11/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1013				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R0623 states that all Assessors must have received training and deemed competent.  There was no evidence of a formal process or documentation to support BCV/SSL Assessors being deemed competent.		All the current Assessors will be recorded as being formally deemed competent to conduct Track Inspection & Maintenance assessments.		Low		Mick O'Connell		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				9/26/21				11/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1012				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		The current version of R2631 states that the COO Engineering Assurance team are to approve and keep a register of LU Approved Assessors.  This function is currently being implemented by the Track Assurance Competency Manager.		The revised version of R2631 is to reflect the change in requirement for who approves and maintains the register for LU Approved Assessors.		Low		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		4/30/22				9/26/21				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1011				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		There is a R0623 requirement that Assessors should carry out assessor activities at least once in a 6-month period to maintain their own competence.  Assessors are not always meeting this target.  Risk of potential skill fade for Assessor’s who do not assess on a regular basis.		The 6-month assessment requirement for Asset Operations Track Inspection & Maintenance Assessors will be reviewed for suitability.		Medium		Bernie Moran		Closed		John Harvey		11/30/21				11/29/21				11/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		1010				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R2631 A1 is in place in accordance with R0623 CMS to identify current risks.  Current version has exceeded its review date of December 2017 and does not include up-to-date risks including assessment, verification and governance requirements		R2631 Safety Critical Licensing for Track Maintenance will be reviewed, updated and implemented.		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		4/30/22				4/19/22				4/30/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		1009				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 749		LU Track Competence Management		R0623 - Risk based training needs analysis (RBTNA) are required be completed for each role that carries out Safety Critical work. RBTNA have not been produced for Track Inspection & Maintenance teams.		A Risk based training needs analysis (RBTNA) is to be produced for Track Inspection & Maintenance staff competencies.		Medium		Bernie Moran		Action Agreed		John Harvey		4/30/22		4/30/24						4/30/24				Quality Safety Security

		1008				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Metropolitan Line		21 706		Liverpool Street Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with Management System		Address non-conformances		High		Cassius Powell		Action Agreed		Michael Cockley		12/31/21		3/31/22				207		3/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		1007				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		6.0 Lessons learned		6.1 A lessons’ learned activity will be undertaken. Learning points will be captured, assessed and key learning points applied the future activities of the RWT.		Low		James Norris		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/21				7/19/21				8/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		1006				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		5.0 Key person risk, staff handover and succession planning		5.1 A key person risk assessment will be undertaken to assess the RWT’s business critical roles and single points of failure. For the most important roles, succession plans will be established to ensure the swift and effective communication and handover of key knowledge and experience.		Medium		James Norris		Closed		Adrian Franklin		10/29/21		11/30/21		11/15/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		1005				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		4.0 Governance - reporting and visibility		4.1 Once the future home of the RWT is agreed (see Finding #3), the associated governance and reporting routes (specifically for planned works) that will ensure effective oversight and challenge of the RWT, must be established.		Medium		Emily Schofield		Closed		Adrian Franklin		9/30/21		7/29/22		8/18/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		1004				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		3.0 Governance - where RWT should reside		3.1 RWT will work with the LU Operational Readiness Director and other TfL delivery organisations to establish where it will best reside to effectively deliver its programme of works. RWT must ensure that there is senior buy-in and support for its activities.		Medium		James Norris		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/21				7/19/21				8/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		1003				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		2.0 Governance - ownership and delivery		2.1 CRL should allocate a resource to work opposite the RWT Lead Sponsor – ensuring that sponsor obligations (per the Programme Execution Plan) are met and that the best outcomes from the Residual Works Programme are prioritised. If the CRL Lead Sponsor role cannot be established, then this should be captured in the lessons learned exercise for other major projects (also see Finding #7).		High		Andy Weber		Closed		Adrian Franklin		10/29/21				10/5/21				10/29/21		1		Internal Audit

		1002				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		1.0 Scope and funding of planned works		Once scope and funding of work is confirmed there may be a need to revisit the Programme Execution Plan, with particular regard to strategy and objectives.		High		James Norris		Closed		Adrian Franklin		10/29/21		2/28/22		3/2/22				2/28/22				Internal Audit

		1001				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		1.0 Scope and funding of planned works		1.2 The RWT’s resource demand spreadsheet will need to be revisited and updated – including recruiting into unfilled roles - once there is more certainty around funding.		High		James Norris		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/21				7/19/21				8/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		1000				Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		20 502		20 502 Management of works deferred to LU		1.0 Scope and funding of planned works		1.1 CRL must, as a priority, confirm to the RWT the full scope of the programme of planned works, and the associated funding mechanism(s).		High		Rachel McLean		Closed		Adrian Franklin		9/30/21		3/31/22		3/21/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		999				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 740		London Overground L&E Inspections and Assurance		There was no written Lifts and Escalators process in place for managing assets if defects were not corrected within defined timescales as per LOLER requirements.
The risk is that in absence of written process, assessing and agreeing interim measures and monitoring extended timescales would not be clear		Produce and implement process for managing defects that are not corrected within defined timescales		Medium		Mike Cooper		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		11/30/21				1/11/22				11/30/21				ERROR:#N/A

		998				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | London Overground		21 740		London Overground L&E Inspections and Assurance		The LO Procedures: (LO-MS-103-01-0003), LO-MS-103-02-0039) and LO-MS-103-02-0018) were not reviewed since their initial issue dates.		Review the LO Local Procedures: (LO-MS-103-01-0003), LO-MS-103-02-0039) and LO-MS-103-02-0018)		Low		Barry Hodges		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						8/23/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		997				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There were numerous remedial works recommended on the WRAs reviewed (over 1500 in the
three main buildings alone). These should have all been completed within 6-12 months of the
WRA report date (mostly mid 2020). Only limited (one building where the WRA was undertaken
in 2018) remedial action completion/status evidence was provided. Without such evidence
there is a significant risk of prosecution by enforcing Local Authorities.
Many of the remedial works involve non-conforming temperatures which casts		Clearly identify responsibilities in the procedure to manage and plan the  and WRA Remedial works.  The role must include the production of a WRA matrix/dashboard that confirms the current WRA Remedial works status.		High		Anji Mccormick		Closed		Gary Smith		9/30/21				7/18/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		996				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There were numerous remedial works recommended on the WRAs reviewed (over 1500 in the
three main buildings alone). These should have all been completed within 6-12 months of the
WRA report date (mostly mid 2020). Only limited (one building where the WRA was undertaken
in 2018) remedial action completion/status evidence was provided. Without such evidence
there is a significant risk of prosecution by enforcing Local Authorities.
Many of the remedial works involve non-conforming temperatures which casts		Review the temperature monitoring and identification and management of little used appliances processes and demonstrate effectiveness by submission a number of 2022 WRA reports.		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Gary Smith		9/30/21				7/18/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		995				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Roles and responsibilities have not been allocated to ensure that staff canteens in LU/TfL premises
are risk free in relation to gas and electrical appliances, fire, legionella and asbestos.
Evidence from managers indicates that gas and electrical appliance maintenance in canteens is
undertaken directly by a maintenance contractor (Catercover) managed by Facilities Operations.
Roles and responsibilities in relation to this contract have not been evidenced.		Consult with those concerned and produce a written procedure outlining roles and responsibilities for the management of staff canteens in relation to gas and electrical appliances, fire, legionella and asbestos.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				5/23/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		994				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		The current local procedure “Fire Safety Management Standard for Head Office Buildings”
dated March 2018 has not been reviewed annually, as required by the procedure itself. The
existing procedure does not align with current roles and responsibilities.		Review and update the current local procedure “Fire Safety Management Standard for Head Office Buildings” so that it accurately defines current roles and responsibilities.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		4/30/22				5/16/22				4/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		993				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There is no evidence that planned Ezone training has been undertaken and records maintained in
accordance with the local procedure.		Provide a list of people that require annual fire awareness training and the dates that the training was undertaken to evidence the local procedure requirements.		Medium		Adrenne Read		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/14/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		992				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There was no evidence that the building asbestos registers which provide information to
contractors and emergency services were checked to verify availability or accuracy. The asbestos register at the building reception is a significant risk control especially for emergency
work.		Review the local procedure and clarify responsibilities for checking the building asbestos registers

Include building asbestos register checks in the PGI process to verify their availability on a monthly basis.		Medium		Anji Mccormick		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/23/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		991				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There was no evidence of the Annual Asbestos Management Strategy as required by the local
procedure. Without the strategy document it is difficult to assess whether overall asbestos risks
have been reduced to as low as is reasonably practicable.		Provide the Annual Asbestos Management Strategy document as required by the local procedure (8.1.2) or review the requirement in the procedure		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				11/22/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		990				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There is no evidence that planned Ezone training has been undertaken and records maintained in
accordance with the local procedure.		Provide a list of people that require annual asbestos awareness training and the dates that the training was undertaken to evidence the local procedure requirements.		Medium		Adrenne Read		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/14/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		989				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There was no evidence of managerial or technical meetings in relation to legionella risks.
Without such meetings, which bring together technical information and managers with
responsibility and control, strategic decision making is limited, and wide-ranging legionella
issues are unlikely to be addressed.		Establish and provide evidence of six-monthly and quarterly legionella review meetings as defined by local procedure (8.13)		Medium		Theodore Jones		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/16/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		988				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		The Notification of Cooling Towers and Evaporative Condensers Regulations 1992 requires
Cooling Towers to be Notified to the enforcing Local Authority. From the evidence reviewed,
only one of the two Cooling Towers had been Notified to the Local Authority (in 2018).
Notification is a legal requirement and accessible records should be maintained, as indicated by
the local procedure.		Review the current local procedures to ensure that:
Roles and Responsibilities for Notification are clear (unclear currently as no RP)
The Notification status is reviewed annually by the RP and where necessary Re-Notified		Medium		Adrenne Read		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/16/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		987				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Routine microbiological sampling for Legionella in hot and cold-water systems is not
recommended by L8 or BS8580:2019, although it can be used for investigation or verification
purposes (see BS8580).
As there was no written scheme for legionella sampling (as referenced in the local procedure) or
records of the legionella sampling undertaken, as indicated by the WRAs, it was not possible to
determine whether legionella sampling is being used effectively and in line with the guidance
(L8).		Clarify in the local procedure the roles and responsibilities for legionella sampling and when such sampling should take place for it to be effective and complaint with the guidance (L8).		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				4/13/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		986				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There were numerous remedial works recommended on the WRAs reviewed (over 1500 in the
three main buildings alone). These should have all been completed within 6-12 months of the
WRA report date (mostly mid 2020). Only limited (one building where the WRA was undertaken
in 2018) remedial action completion/status evidence was provided. Without such evidence
there is a significant risk of prosecution by enforcing Local Authorities.
Many of the remedial works involve non-conforming temperatures which casts		Add legionella controls to current PGIs to check that appliances are clean, used daily and the hot and cold above 45 and below 20 degrees respectively.		High		Anji Mccormick		Closed		Gary Smith		9/30/21				11/22/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		985				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		The cooling tower WRAs reviewed, undertaken by Socotec, were not Legionella Control
Association (LCA) assured and were not independent (BS 8580:2019, 5.3) as Socotec are
contracted to undertake sampling and monitoring of the cooling towers in question.		Provide the 2022 cooling tower WRAs as evidence that future WRAs are independent and undertaken by an LCA assured contractor.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				4/13/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		984				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Although the domestic hot and cold WRAs were evidenced and undertaken to a good standard
(every 2 years) there was no evidence of annual reviews by Socotec as indicated by section
8.2.2 of the local procedure.		Implement annual reviews of WRAs as outlined by the local procedure.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				12/14/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		983				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		There was incomplete evidence that appointed RPs and building managers and contractors had
attended training in accordance with the local procedure – “City & Guilds LCA9011 (or
equivalent accredited course on Legionella Management for hot and cold-water systems) plus
Cooling Towers” every 3 years. Without training there is no assurance that key individuals are
competent to undertake their role effectively.		Clearly identify responsibilities in the procedure to manage and plan the Competency requirements.  The role must include the production of a Training matrix/dashboard that confirms the current training information status.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				7/18/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		982				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Although the local procedure defined four RPs there were no Deputising arrangements (L8
Paragraph 54). Furthermore, the written scheme for sampling (authored by Socotec) for the
management contract with VINCI indicates a single named RP and Deputy. Some of the
independent Water Risk Assessments (WRAs) undertaken by Socotec indicate VINCI as RP and
Deputy and several recent WRAs state that responsibilities are not clear. Without clear roles and
responsibilities, it is likely that essential risk controls		Review the legionella roles and responsibilities and referencing documents to ensure consistency between local procedures and written arrangements with contractor and that:

- Deputising arrangements exist for appointed RPs
- RPs are only direct report of the Duty Holder

Also ensure that the organisational arrangements are current and accessible in the building water logbooks for auditing purposes as required by the local procedure.		High		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		9/30/21				12/23/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		981				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		The PGI records reviewed did not verify the test status of the portable electrical appliances as
required by the local procedure “Management of Portable Appliance Testing” dated June 2016.
This control is essential, as it verifies that appliances have been tested within the last year and
that untested appliances have not been introduced.		Add verification of the test status (i.e. tested within one year or unlabelled) of portable electrical appliances to the monthly PGIs		Medium		Anji Mccormick		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				11/22/21				12/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		980				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		The current local procedure “Management of Portable Appliance Testing” dated June 2016 has
not been reviewed annually, as required by the procedure itself. The existing procedure does
not align with current roles and responsibilities.		Review and update the current local procedure “Management of Portable Appliance Testing” dated June 2016 so that it accurately defines current roles and responsibilities.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				5/16/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		979				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Although electrical installation safety certificates were available, there were no written procedures
outlining the roles and responsibilities for undertaking remedial works, checking competency and
monitoring the installation between annual inspections. The absence of procedures means that
some controls to reduce the risk have not been defined and implemented.		Consult with those concerned and produce a written procedure outlining roles and responsibilities for the management of building electrical installations.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				5/20/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		978				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		21 732		Commercial Development Estates Management HSE Compliance		Although gas safety certificates were available, there were no written procedures outlining the roles
and responsibilities for undertaking remedial works, checking competency and monitoring gas
appliances between annual inspections. The absence of procedures means that some controls to
reduce the risk have not been defined and implemented.		Consult with those concerned and produce a written procedure outlining roles and responsibilities for the management of gas appliances.		Medium		Jane Jemmett		Closed		Gary Smith		12/31/21				5/23/22				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		977				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		21 008		Headcount Controls Process		The process of managing numerous excel spreadsheets and exchange of emails is time-consuming and labour intensive, with business areas having varying resource levels to deliver this process. Its onerous and labour intensive tasks that do not provide an efficient and secure way of working, and can result in inefficiencies and errors.		Following the next Funding Review (Dec 2021) HR SP&G team to work with T&D in implementing an electronic form on SharePoint for business areas to use for headcount submissions.		Medium		Adeline Steiner		Action Agreed		Kauser Yousaf		12/31/21		12/31/22						12/31/22				Internal Audit

		976				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		21 008		Headcount Controls Process		In the absence of a centrally held register on all submissions made by the business		A centrally held register on all submissions made by the business should be introduced by the SP&G team for business reporting and monitoring the effectiveness of the headcount controls process.		Medium		Adeline Steiner		Action Agreed		Kauser Yousaf		12/31/21		12/31/22						12/31/22				Internal Audit

		975				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		21 008		Headcount Controls Process		Robust local headcount controls, limit the value and need for checks to be undertaken by both HR Strategic Planning & Governance team (SP&G team) and Chief People Officer (CPO).		To increase efficiency, at the next Funding Review consideration should be given to reducing HR involvement in the Headcount Controls Process.		Medium		Adeline Steiner		Action Agreed		Kauser Yousaf		12/31/21		12/31/22						12/31/22				Internal Audit

		974				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 779		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Compliance, Policing and On-Street Services		Cardholder data should not be stored within Mercury system.		Consider whether information relating to cardholder data could be removed from the storage area once the response has been sent		Medium		Susan Freeman		Closed		Matthew Mills		9/30/21				10/4/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		973				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 779		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Compliance, Policing and On-Street Services		PAN data should not be stored within email system.		Remove PAN from inbound injury claims emails from the insurer which can occasionally contain PAN by agreeing a process with the insurer whereby the first six and last four digits only are sent by email but the middle six digits being provided by a secondary means such as telephone.		Medium		Joanna Fleet		Closed		Matthew Mills		9/30/21				10/4/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		972				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		21 779		PCI DSS Compliance Audit: Compliance, Policing and On-Street Services		No process detailed or documented for the management of PAN data captured by the Body Worn Cameras.		Develop a short process for the management of images containing PAN numbers which have been captured incidentally on Body Worn cameras during an incident.		Medium		Nigel Hodgson		Closed		Matthew Mills		9/30/21				10/4/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		971				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		4.0 Central Monitoring of Work Orders and Contractual Resource.		4.1 The Head of Finance should ensure Contract report format is updated so that contractual data is clearly and quickly identifiable against contract name (existing IT request to be fully actioned).		Low		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		9/30/21		9/23/21				9/30/21				Internal Audit

		970				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		3.0 Handover and integration arrangements for contractual records need to be confirmed.		3.1 The Head of Commercial Handover should revisit handover planning for commercial records with CRL and TfL Head of Information Management to ensure they remain adequate and assess any specific integration needs or potential gains.		Low		Mike Adkin		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		969				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		3.0 Handover and integration arrangements for contractual records need to be confirmed.		3.1 The Head of Commercial Handover should revisit handover planning for commercial records with CRL and TfL Head of Information Management to ensure they remain adequate and assess any specific integration needs or potential gains.		Low		Richard Bevins		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		968				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		3.0 Handover and integration arrangements for contractual records need to be confirmed.		The Head of Commercial Handover should revisit handover planning for commercial records with CRL and TfL Head of Information Management to ensure they remain adequate and assess any specific integration needs or potential gains.		Low		Martin Stuckey1		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		967				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		2.0 Work Order content needs to be more consistently completed, approved and monitored.		2.1 SBM’s should remind WO signatories of their responsibilities to ensure WO services are fully specified, management arrangements are clearly stated and approval including supplementary signatories is present.		Low		Anne-Marie Tervoert		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		1/31/22		3/10/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		966				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		2.0 Work Order content needs to be more consistently completed, approved and monitored.		2.1 SBM’s should remind WO signatories of their responsibilities to ensure WO services are fully specified, management arrangements are clearly stated and approval including supplementary signatories is present.		Low		Matt Houston		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		965				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		1.0 Application for Payment process is followed but verification of actual service delivery by CRL managers can be obscure.		1.1 SBM’s should ensure the AfP process includes confirmation of service delivery from Heads of discipline or Managers with direct oversight of the delivery area.		Medium		Anne-Marie Tervoert		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		1/31/22		3/10/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		964				Crossrail		20 511		Monitoring Professional Service and Framework Development Consultants (FDC’s).		1.0  Application for Payment process is followed but verification of actual service delivery by CRL managers can be obscure.		1.1 SBM’s should ensure the AfP process includes confirmation of service delivery from Heads of discipline or Managers with direct oversight of the delivery area		Medium		Matt Houston		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		963				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Portal Guides had not been updated to reflect the new look portal system.		6.3 Regular review of portal guides to be in place every two years as a minimum.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		962				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Portal Guides had not been updated to reflect the new look portal system.		6.2 Ownership of the portal guides should be clearly established to ensure that they are updated as and when required for stakeholder use.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		961				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Portal Guides had not been updated to reflect the new look portal system.		A timetable should be agreed between the business and the T&D Business Operations Support for completion of the remainder portal guides to reflect the new look portal system. Prioritisation based on the most widely used guides needs to be agreed as part of the timetabling.		Medium		Siim Sinihelm		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		960				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Insufficient checks at local level to validate claims.		2.5 Approvers will obtain email confirmation from LIP Sponsors that claims submitted by boroughs can be approved - subject to action at 2.4  to automate the approval process in SAP.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		959				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Insufficient checks at local level to validate claims.		The claims approval process should include evidence that LIP Sponsors have been contacted by the relevant delegated authority holder, and that claims are valid for payment purposes.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		958				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Insufficient checks at local level to validate claims		2.3 - An expenditure report for LIP Sponsor review should be run on a periodic basis to help ensure that borough expenditure claims align with known scheme deliverables.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		957				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Insufficient checks at local level to validate claims		2.2 - Lip Sponsors should ensure with T&D that Borough staff access permissions to the portal system, have been duly approved by them (either creators or approvers) and that these remain current and complete.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/18/21				7/30/21				8/18/21		1		Internal Audit

		956				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		10. No service level agreement in place between BSD and NMCC management		10.2 BSD management to request NMCC to provide data to them in relation to BSD activities eg number of emergencies per region, number of events per region still open/closed, to help BSD have a clearer overview of their operations, and to help inform their strategic decision making, in relation to such activities		Medium		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		5/31/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		955				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		ENTERED BY MISTAKE -SYSTEM ERROR -DUPLICATED SAME ACTION		No action - system error		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/30/21				4/30/21				4/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		954				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		10. No service level agreement in place between BSD and NMCC management		10.1 A service level agreement or equivalent should be put in place between BSD and NMCC to help clarify and agree lines of responsibility between the two parties and service provision.		Medium		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		953				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		9.0 Lack of technology strategy		9.3 Management should review the current policy of allocating different phones to staff for their shifts, in light of Coronavirus transmissions and hygiene.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		952				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		9.0 Lack of technology strategy		9.2 Management should ensure that SDM’s receive the appropriate tools to do their jobs and that training is provided in their use to aid them in the management of staff workloads.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		951				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		9.0 Lack of technology strategy		9.1 Management should review the mediums being used by staff to process their work and ensure that these are appropriate, approved, and meet any GDPR requirements.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		950				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		8.0 Inadequate monitoring of Notice of Events		8.5 Direct requests to NMCC by bus operators/drivers for all  diversions including emergencies should be monitored by management, to ensure that such requests are valid and proportionate to events.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/8/22		6/20/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		949				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		8.0 Inadequate monitoring of Notice of Events		8.4 The NoE process should be reviewed (including avenues where such notices can be raised), to ensure the process remains fit for purpose. Technological solutions should also be identified to help reduce the level of resources currently required to process such events.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/1/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		948				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		8.0 Inadequate monitoring of Notice of Events		8.3 Where possible, SDM’s to liaise with NTC’s who have good knowledge of the road network in respect of traffic management plans, to aid decision making on optimal diversion routes, for planned NoE’s.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		947				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		8.0 Inadequate monitoring of Notice of Events		8.2 SDM’s to receive specific training in the review of traffic management plans to aid their decision making on whether the most optimal plan is being presented by boroughs and contractors. This could include peer reviews and buddying		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		946				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		8.0 Inadequate monitoring of Notice of Events (NOE)		8.1 Information should be collated and analysed regarding the number of NoE both planned and unplanned across regions to inform strategic decision making regarding such events.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		945						21 737		LU Apprentice Unit		Although local inductions were completed and held elsewhere, copies of the completed Placement Checklist were not retained at the placement location as required by the Procedure Managing LU apprentices on placement (PR0446). 
In absence of Placement Checklist at the placement location, there is no record or evidence confirming to the Placement Manager (or the person nominated by the Placement Manager) that apprentice has attended or completed site induction.		To review the placement checklist retention process detailed in Procedure (PR0446) and implement the outcome		Low		Rakia Hamdan		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						7/28/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		944				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 737		LU Apprentice Unit		Although Safeguarding was found to be well managed there were no written Safeguarding Procedures in place and monitored as indicated by the Safeguarding Policy		Produce Safeguarding Procedures incorporating the requirements as stated the section three of Safeguarding Policy, or alternatively review the policy to reflect how		Medium		Rakia Hamdan		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		10/31/21				11/1/21				10/31/21				ERROR:#N/A

		943				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 737		LU Apprentice Unit		Clarification is required regarding status of the Safeguarding Policy as to whether applies to everyone connected to LU (as stated in the policy) or just the Apprentice Unit		Review the Safeguarding Policy and verify if it remains as local document for LUSD if only applies to the Apprentice Unit or needs to be included in the Management System if applies to everyone connected to LU. Implement the outcome.		Medium		Tracy McGee		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		10/31/21				11/1/21				10/31/21				ERROR:#N/A

		942				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		7.0 Ineffective and inadequate processes and procedures		7.2 Review shift handover practices across regions at BSC, NTC level, including night shifts. Introduce policy/guidance which sets out minimum standards of information required for these purposes. This should include appropriate mediums to be used to convey such information, which should be visible and trackable by operational staff and management.		Medium		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		941				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		7.0 Ineffective and inadequate processes and procedures		7.1 Management should review practices and procedures at Bus Stations to help streamline processes and ensure efficient and effective use of resources. This should include centralising information via technological solutions.		Medium		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		940				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 737		LU Apprentice Unit		Some of the follow-up Actions in the Quality Improvement Plan were overdue		Review and address overdue actions in Quality Improvement Plan		Medium		Rakia Hamdan		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		10/31/21				10/27/21				10/31/21		1		ERROR:#N/A

		939				Chief Operating Officer | Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		21 731		LU Operational Communications		An Annual Assurance Activity plan was seen to be in place but had not been fully implemented		The Annual Assurance Activity plan will be implemented as per the risk-based programme		Medium		Marian Kelly		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21		1/5/22		1/20/22				1/5/22				Quality Safety Security

		938				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		The standard encourages Live listening, this was not being recorded by any of the sampled managers within the CRGs.		Live listening will continue to be encouraged and the expectation will be communicated to CRG members		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				10/26/21				10/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		937				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		3 of 5 sampled CRG meetings did not assess the requisite number of recordings and have the minimum number of attendees.		The CRG meeting requirements will be communicated to CRG Chairs to reinforce the Standard requirements and expectations of conducting CRG meetings		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				10/26/21				10/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		936				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		8 of 34 CRG mandatory training course events could not be verified at the time of audit. Supplier completion is not monitored.		The required courses will be reviewed to identify appropriate refresher frequencies for all relevant training		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				12/7/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		935				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		8 of 34 CRG mandatory training course events could not be verified at the time of audit. Supplier completion is not monitored.		The Operational Communications Monitoring course will be requested to be made available and course completion will be monitored for assurance purposes, including suppliers		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				12/7/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		934				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		On average, feedback from sampled conversations was provided 16% of the time, compared with a target of 100%.		Investigate the data input issue via the Operational Communications Monitoring tool and the feed into the Power BI report		High		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				10/26/21				10/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		933				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		On average, feedback from sampled conversations was provided 16% of the time, compared with a target of 100%.		A system will be communicated to CRG Chairs which can identify the originator and or participant of the recording prior to the meeting		High		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				10/26/21				10/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		932				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		21 731		LU Operational Communications		A review of the Power BI report demonstrated that 6 of the relevant 18 business areas had not recorded any CRG meetings.		The CRG requirement will be communicated to Head of Departments with a recommendation that it is included as an agenda point in each of the team’s performance meetings		High		Mark Teale		Closed		John Harvey		10/29/21				12/7/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		923				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		21 725		LU Bakerloo and Victoria Track Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with the LU management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Des Morris		Closed		John Harvey		9/30/21				9/27/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		922				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		21 703		Mile End Area Integrated Systems audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address non-conformities		High		Marie Roach		Closed		James Reilly		10/18/21		2/18/22		3/14/22				2/18/22				Quality Safety Security

		921				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Northern Line		21 715		Morden Area Integrated Systems Audit		Issues are described in audit master spreadsheet.		Actions described in audit master spreadsheet.		High		Garima Dubey		Closed		James Reilly		10/18/21				9/29/21				10/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		920				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		Issues affecting the safety of bus stations are not being escalated by some SDM's to bus operators.		6.4 Protocols should be in place with Bus Operators to ensure that when eg bus diversions are in place, that the safety of the bus station is not compromised by the build-up of additional operator buses on site.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/10/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		919				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		6.0 Issues affecting the safety of bus stations are not being escalated by some SDM’s to bus operators		6.3 The SMT to be advised by SSDM’s of such incidents so that they are aware of operational issues that may need to be further escalated to Bus Operator management.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/10/21		3/8/22		6/20/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		918				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		6.0 Issues affecting the safety of bus stations are not being escalated by some SDM’s to bus operators		6.2 BSC’s to continue to complete and send formal reports to their SDM’s on repeated incidents which undermine the safety of the bus station but with the SSDM copied in. This will help to ensure that appropriate remedial action is being taken in support of the BSC.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/10/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		917				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		6.0 Issues affecting the safety of bus stations are not being escalated by some SDM’s to bus operators		6.1 Management should ensure that Bus Operators are reminded of the requirement for their staff to adhere to all TfL policies and procedures at TfL Bus Stations which fall under the jurisdiction of the BSC, particularly those relating to the safety, including TfL’s no smoking policy.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/10/21		3/8/22		6/20/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		916				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		5. Insufficient management data to determine NTC staff work capacity.		5.3 Investigate whether periodic reports can be run using  Smartworker data to further inform decision making.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/8/22		3/8/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		915				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		5.5. Insufficient management data to determine NTC staff work capacity.		5.2 Data fields required to be completed within Smartworker should be reviewed, agreed and mandated, to ensure that information input by NTC staff is consistent across all regions and that the quality of information therein is being maintained, to aid operational and strategic decision making.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/8/22		3/8/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		914				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		5. Insufficient management data to determine NTC staff work capacity.		5.1 SDM staff to be trained in the use of Smartworker to aid management of NTC staff and workloads.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		913				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		4. Performance in relation to operational staff is not being managed.		4.5 SDM’s to undertake refresher training in the management of staff (if not attended Managing Essentials training within last three years) to ensure that all SDM’s have sufficient knowledge to deal with all aspects of the process. There should be no routine escalation of such matters to the SSDM.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		912				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		4. Performance in relation to operational staff is not being managed.		4.4 Line management of BSCs to be reviewed as a matter of urgency, to ensure that such management aligns to SDM’s who have management responsibility for bus stations within their role.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		911				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		4. Performance in relation to operational staff is not being managed.		4.3 SSDM’s to collectively monitor compliance with agreed guidance and deal with inconsistencies in SDM management of operational staff, which should also be reported to the SMT for any further action that may need to be taken.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		910				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		4. Performance in relation to operational staff is not being managed.		4.2 Guidance to be issued to SDM’s to ensure consistent management of operational staff across the board between SDM’s and regions, including dealing appropriately and consistently with poor performance.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		909				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		4. Performance in relation to operational staff is not being managed		4.1 Performance management to be mandated across all grades of staff including targets or objectives and 1-2-1’s, to ensure that SDM’s are managing their staff, dealing appropriately with poor performance in line with established TfL policies and procedures, and to assist them in the identification of staff training and development needs.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/12/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		908				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		3. Lack of operational information to inform strategic decision making.		3.4 The LondonWorks database should be updated by SDM’s with current information for use by internal and external stakeholders eg bus operators.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		907				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		3.0 Lack of operational information to inform strategic decision making.		3.3 The dashboard report can also be used to identify and analyse trends eg why some boroughs/regions have eg above average numbers for Notice of Events, and the reasons behind this, in case remedial action is required to be taken eg staff training		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		906				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		3.0 Lack of operational information to inform strategic decision making		3.2  A dashboard style report should be put in place which provides an overview of BSD operational activity to help monitor operational progress against agreed delivery targets.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		6/20/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		905				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		3.0  Lack of operational information to inform strategic decision making		3.1 A strategy to be put in place which sets out what information is required at operational level to inform BSD strategic decision making. This should include a review of data held on NMCC systems relating to BSD operational activities.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		904				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		SSDM staff unable to fulfil their assigned roles due to inconsistent skill sets of staff that they manage.		2.5 Staff Handbook to be held centrally on eg a SharePoint site and custodians assigned to facilitate periodic review, and to ensure it remains up to date and fit for purpose.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		903				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		SSDM staff unable to fulfil their assigned roles due to inconsistent skill sets of the staff that they manage.		2.4 Review existing Staff Handbook (circa 2015) and update as appropriate. The updated Staff Handbook to be the definitive reference guide for new and existing staff.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/6/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		902				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		SSDM staff  unable to fulfil their assigned role due to the inconsistent skill sets of staff that they manage.  
The ability of the SSDM to fulfil there role Is dependent on the knowledge, skills, abilities and experience of the SDM's that they manage.		2.3 Build up a knowledge bank of short ‘How To’ guides on typical SDM activities e.g. dealing with Penalty Charge Notices, attendance at Borough site meetings, to aid full understanding of the role.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		901				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		The ability of the SSDM to fulfil their role is dependent on the knowledge, skills, abilities and experience of the staff they manage.		2.2 Develop a skills matrix which maps the acquired and required skill sets of SDM staff. Utilise existing SDM skill sets to help provide peer support for those SDM’s that require it, including short periods of buddying		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		900				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		SSDM staff unable to fulfil their assigned role due to inconsistent skill sets of staff that they manage.		2.1  In the short term, develop a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) guide for SDM staff to help inform and guide them in their daily tasks.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		899				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		1. Staff roles and responsibilities including spans of control are too wide for effective management		1.6 SMT to continue to communicate health and wellbeing services which are available to staff, including TfL Occupational Health services and contact points, and support staff who may require such services		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21				8/17/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		898				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		1.0 Staff roles and responsibilities including spans of control are too wide for effective management		1.5 SSDM’s to review staff annual leave to ensure that full entitlements are being taken by staff as part of TfL’s Work Life Balance policy.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		897				Crossrail		20 504		20 504 Alternative Delivery Model Strategy		2.0 Risk Management		2.1 Risks of not delivering  the ADM strategy should be identified, assessed, mitigations implemented and recorded in a risk register.		Medium		Rob Halstead		Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		7/30/21		10/29/21		11/8/21				10/29/21				Internal Audit

		896				Crossrail		20 504		20 504 Alternative Delivery Model Strategy		1.0 Senior Management Oversight		1.2 Crossrail should regularly report progress to ELDG of the Elemental Outstanding Works Lists( EOWLs) identified, processed via SAS, transferred to GWC and RWT and successfully completed.		High				Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		8/31/21		10/18/21		12/10/21				10/18/21				Internal Audit

		895				Crossrail		20 504		20 504 Alternative Delivery Model Strategy		1.0	Senior Management Oversight		ELDG should regularly monitor progress and exercise oversight of the ADM Strategy in-order to prevent the process from stalling, via defined reports.		High				Closed		Gurmeet Parmar		8/31/21		11/15/21		12/10/21				11/15/21				Internal Audit

		894				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		The following stations do not have FRAs as required for each tenant: 
• Acton Town Station Areas 
• High Barnet and East Finchley Stations. 
• Hainault and Wanstead		Identify all stations that do not have FRAs in place for each tenant to ensure corrective action is taken.		High		Daniel Harrison		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21		9/30/21		8/23/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		893				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		1.0 Staff roles including spans of control are too wide for effective management.		1.4 Review and revise resilience arrangements at SDM level to ensure that current arrangements are fit for purpose, and institute remedial actions where this is found not to be the case.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		892				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		The merging of three roles into the SDM role has meant that the job combines many complex and disparate facets that are difficult to manage.		1.3 SSDM’s should monitor SDM tasks for a period of three months following agreed outputs from the process set out at 1.1 above, and report back to the SMT any issues that have not been satisfactorily resolved at that level, so that appropriate remedial action can be taken at SMT level.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		891				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		4.0 The role of the capability lead was defined after the creation of job descriptions  used in the transformation.		4.2 Review band 3 and 4 job descriptions and role families against the role of capability lead to establish if resource management expectations are included.		Low		Shane Corrigan		Closed		Carol Lynton		11/30/21				11/30/21				11/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		890				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		4.0 The role of the capability lead was defined after the creation of job descriptions  used in the transformation.		4.1 For future improvements, conduct an anonymised survey of band 4 and 3 staff who fulfil capability lead roles to:
•	Obtain current information about how they view the capability role.
•	Understand the impact on technical work of time spent on resource management.		Low		Tony Lightfoot		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				11/30/21				12/15/21		1		Internal Audit

		889				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		3.0 Role of RCP in future process		3.3 Put in place a plan of gradual transition to full self-service for engineers as part of project monitoring and reporting for new tool and review planned assurance checks by RCP in new tool aimed at maintaining data integrity.		Low		Terry Beveridge		Closed		Carol Lynton		4/29/22				3/16/22				4/29/22		1		Internal Audit

		888				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		3.0 Role of RCP in future process		3.2 Systematically track and share progress on logged problems and solutions and share with all staff in regular communication from Engineering COO office		Low		Shane Corrigan		Closed		Carol Lynton		11/5/21				10/6/21				11/5/21		1		Internal Audit

		887				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		3.0 Role of RCP in future process		3.1Review at Engineering Tactical meeting the request for all resourcing data to go to all delivery leads. Determine if this should be trialled to address residual resistance to the process and to assess its impact on the new tool.		Low		Mary North		Closed		Carol Lynton		11/5/21				10/6/21				11/5/21		1		Internal Audit

		886				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		2.0 Behaviour that inhibits delivery and capability leads from taking responsibility for and ownership of the resourcing process		2.2 Assign a member of the Leadership Team and an engineer with experience as both delivery and capability lead to focus on guiding all future improvements and improving the quality and completeness of resourcing information provided by the leads.		Low		Shane Corrigan		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/22				11/30/21				12/15/22		1		Internal Audit

		885				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		2.0 Behaviour that inhibits delivery and capability leads from taking responsibility for and ownership of the resourcing process		2.1 Develop an agreed set of information that capability and delivery leads should have prepared for surgeries.		Low		Despina Papadimitriou		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/17/21				10/19/21				12/17/21		1		Internal Audit

		884				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		1.0 Importing errors from poor resource forecasting within business areas.		1.3 Update the process description to better represent the importance of the conversations between leads that is undertaken throughout the process and enable improvements to continue to focus on this element.		Medium		Shane Corrigan		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				11/30/21				12/15/21		1		Internal Audit

		883				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		1.0 Importing errors from poor resource forecasting within business areas		1.2 Communicate the findings on task planning and potential solutions to enable business areas to better support the new ways of working under the matrix structure.		Medium		Despina Papadimitriou		Closed		Carol Lynton		2/28/22				3/16/22				2/28/22				Internal Audit

		882				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 011		Engineering Resource Model		1.0 Importing errors from poor resource forecasting within business areas		1.1 Set up an investigation to establish if poor resource forecasts are being imported from the business due to insufficient task planning and assess the impact on the resourcing process.		Medium		Despina Papadimitriou		Closed		Carol Lynton		2/28/22				3/16/22				2/28/22				Internal Audit

		881				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		The merging of three roles into the SDM role has meant that the job combines many complex and disparate facets that are difficult to manage		Agreed outputs from the process at 1.1 above, should be incorporated into the SDM role and clearly communicated to all relevant stakeholders, including any transitional arrangements.		High		Marlon Osborne		Closed		Sonja Folarin		9/30/21		3/31/23		5/31/22				3/31/23				Internal Audit

		880				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		The quality of the completed FRAs by the external assessors are not checked or reviewed by PMs. Some were found to be poorly assessed and completed. Variety of formats were used for the report including Excel Spreadsheet. These forms were sub-standard resulting in poor quality assessment.		The review and update form F1187 to reflect the current practice		Medium		Dave Parkyns		Closed		Jude Mezue		9/30/21				2/3/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		879				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		No employees of the tenancies in High Barnet and East Finchley have received the station familiarisation and evacuation training as required every six months.		High Barnet and East Finchley AM to ensure that tenant familiarisation and evacuation training are provided to all tenants in their area every 6 months as required.		Medium		Chris Steer		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21				7/30/21				7/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		878				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		There was no evidence of a Programme or Schedule of PGIs for all the stations areas under Acton Town AM.		a) Acton Town AM to ensure that there is a monthly programme or rotation for PGIs in place.
b) Acton Town AM to ensure that monthly PGI are undertaken by CSMs for the areas that they are responsible, and evidence provided on request.		Medium		Chris Steer		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/6/21				8/9/21				8/6/21				Quality Safety Security

		877				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		Acton Town, High Barnet and South Kensington do not keep records of tenants FRAs on their premises and therefore these were not available on request during the audit.		Acton Town, High Barnet and South Kensington AMs to ensure that all FRAs records are kept on their premises and available on request		Medium		Daniel Harrison		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21		9/30/21				389		9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		876				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		The following discrepancies were noted in stations where PGIs were undertaken:
Different types of PGI forms are used across the network and some were forms that are not from TfL management system e.g. Baker Street
F0502 – “Record of PGI findings” mostly used for inspections was not the current issue and does not include tenancies on the PGI checklist
Some PGI forms were poorly completed by CSMs e.g. no indication that tenants fire risks were inspected, or deficiencies logged and what actions were taken.		a) To ensure that a standardised form from the TfL Management system is always used e.g. – ‘F0694 – PGI (Master) Checklist’ (in conjunction with S5567). The F0694 - has a section for Tenant Facilities (Page 14) and can be developed or personalised to suit each managers area.		Medium		Kate Hagan		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/30/21				10/3/22				11/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		875				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		Station tenants’ FRAs do not always include a Risk Assessment Action Plan at the end of the report or have the action plan prepared in a separate sheet.		TfL Property Managers or Senior Engineering Leader (Fire) to ensure that Risk Assessment Action Plan, section 8 of the F1187 or separate sheet is always completed and available to LFB, Fire safety team, TfL and SHE.		Medium		Paul Rogers		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/31/21		9/30/21		4/19/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		874				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		The quality of the completed FRAs by the external assessors are not checked or reviewed by PMs. Some were found to be poorly assessed and completed. Variety of formats were used for the report including Excel Spreadsheet. These forms were sub-standard resulting in poor quality assessment.		a)  To ensure that the quality of completed FRAs by external assessors are checked during routine PM inspections. This will ensure that fundamental topics are considered and included in the assessment.
b) To encourage all tenants FRAs to be recorded on the TfL form F1187 in accordance with G1166- A4. This will ensure uniformity and consistency across the network.		Medium		Paul Rogers		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/31/21		9/30/21		4/5/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		873				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		There was no evidence that periodic inspections of tenanted properties were carried out previously by the Commercial Development team or currently by PMs. Improvement actions are being introduced by the PM team i.e. New Station Tenancy Checklist and ‘App’ (Inspection Tool)		PM team to ensure that periodic inspections are carried out as required using the new station tenancy checklist and Inspection Tool Application. This will take in action with the Sprint Teams including sharing the plan with the Audit Team.		Medium		Daniel Harrison		Closed		Jude Mezue		8/31/21		9/30/21		4/19/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		872				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		It could not be evidenced via the Vinci database that all the tenants have an up to date FRAs as required. Work is in progress by Vinci Facilities, the Senior Property Managers and other stakeholders to ensure that there is a central database with all current information to demonstrate compliance.		To ensure that all the relevant and up to date compliance documentation and information including up to date tenant FRAs are captured/held in the central database.		Medium		Paul Rogers		Closed		Jude Mezue		9/30/21		9/30/21		4/7/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		871				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		In Acton Town, High Barnet and South Kensington, it could not be established between AMs and PMs, whose responsibility it is to monitor FRAs in their respective areas.
The following was noted:
There is a crossover of responsibility/ownership between PMs, AMs and tenants on the monitoring of FRAs
Tenants in some stations send their FRAs directly to PMs. In such cases, AMs relies on PMs to monitor and provide FRAs when requested.
There is no correlation between the PMs and AMs on how tenants outside a sta		a) To ensure that the responsibility to monitor FRAs and management of outside or sub-stations are clearly defined in the guidance documents as one TfL process
b) The need to send all FRAs to AMs as well as PMs including the tenants in the site files		Medium		James Gray		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21		9/30/21		10/3/22				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		870				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		The following stations do not have FRAs as required for each tenant:
Acton Town Station Areas
High Barnet and East Finchley Stations.
Hainault and Wanstead		PMs for Acton Town, High Barnet and Hainault, to ensure that all tenants in their areas carryout FRA as required		High		Daniel Harrison		Action Agreed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21		9/30/21				389		9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		869				Chief Operating Officer | Operational Planning		21 736		Management of LU station tenants fire risk assessments		Property Managers (PMs) do not check the competency and accreditation of the external assessors used by tenants as required by PR0087.		a) PMs to have a current list/competency matrix of all the external assessors used by the tenants
b) PMs to assess and monitor competences of all the external assessors with the support of the Senior Engineering Leader (Fire) and SHE teams.
c) PMs to ensure that all external assessors used include their memberships and qualifications to their names in the FRA reports.		Medium		Daniel Harrison		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/30/21				10/1/21				11/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		868				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Circle, Hammersmith & City and District Lines		21 717		District Service Control Line Operations Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with MS		Address non-conformances		High		Sinead Ryan		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				11/23/21				9/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		867				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		A wider strategy for assessing, monitoring and ensuring VFM is obtained from commercial supply of staff needs to be considered.		The CFO and CPO should ensure resource planning includes sufficient cost comparison between service delivery routes, guidance to SBM’s should then follow on how and when to challenge costs. (Dawn Barker/Stacey Kalita)		Low		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/9/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		866				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Extension requirements are generally understood by staff, however the process is not subject to formal guidance.		Guidance covering Workforce Planning should be updated to include the process for submitting and agreeing contract extensions. This should specify roles and responsibilities at Directorate level, including internal approval requirements (Linked to the implementation of actions 1.1 & 1.2 *Stacey Kalita / Dawn Barker)		Medium		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/3/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		865				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Process covering extensions needs to be formally set out and standardised. Resourcing discussions and decision making can still follow different routes, e-mail information can be incomplete, and SBM’s involved at different stages of proposals. Presentation of proposals need to be standardised and follow a transparent decision making route in order to better demonstrate internal accountability.		The CFO and HR Director should consider the merits of developing a standard form for contract extension requests, complementing the existing RTR form. Noted that this will be considered for contract extensions with the WFP process continuing to capture and control process for role extensions (*Stacey Kalita / Dawn Barker)		Medium		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/3/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		864				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		A formal COI register bringing together declarations and recording subsequent decisions or management action that has been taken is not being maintained.		The CFO, CPO should ensure declarations are centrally held on a formal register, and reviewed periodically to ensure management action remains appropriate, and up to date.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		863				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		The Conflicts Sub-Committee is remitted to play a key role in considering and resolving any material interests or conflicts that are declared or come to light. However, the Committee’s ToR is focused on management of core procurement conflicts and does not include responsibilities for monitoring the adequacy of the internal declaration system.		The Conflicts Sub-Committee ToR should be updated to incorporate responsibilities for monitoring the adequacy of internal declarations process, and ensuring it remains fit for purpose.		Medium		Susan Beadles		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/19/21		7/27/21				9/19/21				Internal Audit

		862				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Declarations considered material from 2019 exercise (Nov) were only being considered by the CRL legal team in Nov20 following escalation from HR at the beginning of July. This is not quick enough to ensure potential impacts are being effectively mitigated.		Declared conflicts or interests should where possible be subject to initial consideration within a month of notification, or by the next available Conflicts-Sub Committee.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/9/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		861				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		COI declaration exercises need to be expanded and staff guidance improved. General guidance to staff on how to manage and declare COI’s, both through and outside of the annual declaration exercise has historically not been made available to staff. A centrally accessible policy is a key control in ensuring adherence to agreed standards and mitigating against claims by staff that they were unaware of policy requirements.		The CFO and CPO should ensure guidance around managing and declaring conflicts of interest is made available to all CRL staff, and centrally accessible.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/7/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		860				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		COI declaration exercises need to be expanded and staff guidance improved.  Conflict of Interest exercises are undertaken an annual basis but are restricted to around 50 Senior Leadership grades from a staff complement of around 1300, producing a significant gap in coverage. Given CRLs heavy reliance on commercially supplied services, where interdependency can be high, policy needs to be clear and staff regularly reminded of the need to complete declarations. TfL procedure for example takes in a six-monthly		The CFO and CPO should review current COI procedure with a view to aligning with TfL process and undertaking a six-monthly exercise.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		10/15/21		10/12/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		859				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		From a single month’s invoice sample historic time claims totalling approximately £20,000 were noted, some going back over two financial years.		Historic claims for contractor time over 12 months should be flagged to the CFO and Commercial Director to note any underlying issues that might be present. Where appropriate supporting documentation is not available to support historic claims, costs should be disallowed. (*Stacey Kalita/ Sam Costello / Patrick Ten-Have)		Medium		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		8/21/21		8/17/21				8/21/21				Internal Audit

		858				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		In line with agreements PDP and PP timesheets are almost exclusively approved by PDP and PP staff, but areas of weak practice are occurring. System generated run sheets (as opposed to manual timesheets) were supplied, and it was noted that contract administrators sometimes sign for time in place of the claimant themselves. Job reports and excel spreadsheets are also used where no signature (employee or approver) is present. Detailed requirements could not be checked because contracts were not supplied.
Som		Given the inconsistencies identified in Programme Delivery Partner and Programme Partner timesheet submission and approval, the CRL contract relationship manager should request a further sample for review. Clarification should then be sought over the use of electronic ‘run sheets’ versus manual timesheets; lack of staff signatures; those staff authorised or in a position to approve time;		Medium		Patrick Tenhave		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		10/15/21		10/13/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		857				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Systems for verifying and approving contractor time need to be more robust.		The CFO in conjunction with SBM’s and Commercial Managers should review current arrangements for timesheet provision and approval, with the aim of ensuring: (Stacey Kalita / Patrick Ten-Have)
a) Staff signature accompanies timesheets;
b) All staff have been formally allocated to an approver;
c) Time is being verified by either line manager, the manager responsible for the work area, or the SBM familiar with the work area;
d) Separation between suppliers is present when approving time, or where this is n		Medium		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		1/31/22		3/10/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		856				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Line Managers (LMs) complete RTR details covering the reason for the vacancy and confirmation that position is budgeted. However, justification for the role is only required where a preference for a programme partner (PP/PDP) is selected. A revised template which includes a new business justification section for all roles is now under consideration, but there is still no requirement to confirm how the role was identified and by whom. This is key to understanding changing staff requirements, and managing any		The RTR form should be updated to include a section that covers how the role was identified and by whom, helping to underpin business need, relevant to programme.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/3/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		855				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Discussions between Directorates and the Workforce Planning Group (WPG) around staff requirements, change and the reasons for it is still not being consistently captured as a Directorate group level input to workforce planning. This means that the link between new requirements, contract extension, and programme delivery can be opaque. Previously staffing proposals and justifications were brought together in Internal Resourcing Group (IRG) documentation		The outputs of Directorate level resourcing exercises should be captured in a consistent template, that eases WPG review, and effectively captures the reasons for change. Dawn Barker/Stacey Kalita		Medium		Stacey Kalita		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/3/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		854				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Piccadilly Line		21 701		Arnos Grove Area Integrated Systems Audit		See attached final report spreadsheet.		See attached final report spreadsheet		High		Benjamin Grellier		Closed		James Reilly		9/13/21				9/9/21				9/13/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		853				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		There was no evidence of regular or weekly inspection of the Temporary Works at Belsize Park. This could lead to the TW not being installed correctly with possible risk of failure and health and safety issues.		Records of regular inspections of the Temporary Works at Belsize Park, to be sent to the Auditor		Medium		Peter Prevett		Closed		Joe Nwanazia		7/26/21				7/21/21				7/26/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		852				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		There was no evidence of the site team being briefed by the TWC or TWS on correct installation, use and removal of the Temporary Works, at South Kensington. Also, unspecified Permit to Load form (STN-FRM-0024) was used to authorise loading of the TW at South Kensington. This could lead to the TW not being erected in accordance with specifications and used in accordance with the design, with possible risk of failure.		Records of site briefing to the team members on correct installation, use and removal of Temporary Works at South Kensington, to be sent to the Auditor.		Medium		Jeff Beattie		Closed		Joe Nwanazia		7/26/21				6/30/21				7/26/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		851				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		Unspecified form with no unique identity was used for the Conceptional Design Statement (CDS), instead of Form (F-10382). There is a risk that some critical requirements could be missed out.		The Procedure (PR0655 A5) to be reviewed and updated to include all the approved forms used for Conceptional Design Statement.		Medium		Olaf Haitink		Closed		Michael Dent		9/20/21		12/24/21		3/15/22				12/24/21				Quality Safety Security

		850				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		Unspecified Form (F0504) was used for the TW design check and certification. This could lead to critical design check and certification being missed out, with adverse impact on the installation of the Temporary Works. 
There was no provision for the designer signature on the Form (F-30020), to confirm authorisation of the design by the designer, and comply with the requirements in BS5975 (13.7.1)		The Procedure (PR0655 A5) to be reviewed and updated to include all the approved forms used for design check and certification.		Medium		Olaf Haitink		Closed		Michael Dent		9/20/21		12/24/21		3/15/22				12/24/21				Quality Safety Security

		849				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		Four of the specified BS5975 requirements were not included in the content of the Temporary Works Registers. There is a risk that checks could be missed out. This could lead to inefficient co-ordination of the TWs and possible delay to the projects.		The twelve specified requirements in BS5975 (clause 6.2.3) are to be reviewed to determine whether they are all applicable to the Temporary Works at both sites, to justify their inclusions in the Temporary Works Registers.
The twelve specified requirements in BS5975 (clause 6.2.3) are to be reviewed to determine whether they are all applicable to the Temporary Works at both sites, to justify their inclusions in the Temporary Works Registers .		Medium		Kuru Kumar		Closed		Joe Nwanazia		8/27/21				8/16/21				8/27/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		848				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		The TWSs at Belsize Park and South Kensington were appointed using unspecified form reference: SAO-L&E-FRM-008. There was no evidence of completed Competency Assessment Questionnaire Form (F5683) for the TWSs at both sites. The Competency Assessment Questionnaire Form (F5683) does not cover the TWS assessment, it only refers to the TWC. 
Using incorrect forms for the appointment and assessment of TWSs, could lead to critical competency checks being missed out, with the risk of the appointment of incompeten		The form refence: SAO-L&E-FRM-008, will continue to be used for the appointment of TWSs at both sites, instead of Form (F7964) to meet L&E requirements.
The Competency Assessment Questionnaire Form (F5683) and the Procedure (PR0655 A5) are to be updated to remove the anomaly between the two documents.		Medium		Olaf Haitink		Closed		Michael Dent		9/20/21		12/24/21		3/15/22				12/24/21				Quality Safety Security

		847				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 733		L&E Engineering Temporary Works Coordinator		Competency registers of TWCs were either out-of-date or unavailable at both sites.  There was no register of competent TWSs at either site.		The competency registers of TWCs and TWSs at both sites are to be updated and made available to authorised personnel for competency verification		High		Olaf Haitink		Closed		Joe Nwanazia		7/26/21				9/6/21				7/26/21				Quality Safety Security

		833				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 006		20 006 Bus Service Delivery Model		The merging of three roles into the Senior Service Delivery Manager role has meant that the job combines many complex and disparate facets that SDM's feel are difficult to manage.		1.1 Senior Management Team to urgently review the objectives and work which led to the Stop, Continue, Change workstream, now relaunched as the Bus Service Delivery Improvement Group, with the aim of reviewing what work will stop, what will continue and what will change.		High		David Reid		Closed		Sonja Folarin		7/30/21		3/8/22		5/31/22				3/8/22				Internal Audit

		832				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		There was no over-arching plan in place to help identify all the various projects taking place under working groups within the bus safety team, and their relationship to other spin off projects eg the fatigue risk management tool, and the fatigue detection technology project.		An overarching plan should be developed which sets out all the current projects taking place within Bus Safety, eg fatigue, safety, health and wellbeing. This should Identify any crossover projects and any related projects taking place outside bus safety eg the pan TfL project on Fatigue Risk Management.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		831				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		It was not clear whether invoices received were valid for payment in relation to project milestones.		All variations to project award should be clearly recorded on the plan.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		830				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		It was not clear whether invoices received were valid for payment in relation to project milestones.		All invoices should be checked to ensure they are valid for payment against project milestones.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		829				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		The excel spreadsheet used for monitoring the 2019 projects captured award amounts. Award amounts were verified from application forms sent in by bus operating companies. There was no method of tracking what had been spent or whether an overspend was likely to occur, as there was no running total of expenditure against invoices received for payment.		Management to ensure that a suitable excel spreadsheet or equivalent is in place, and that invoices received for payment are recorded on the spreadsheet against project award.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		828				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		It was not clear whether timescales listed against projects had in fact been meet, although there is a requirement to provide a regular updated indicative programme of the project from inception to close.		The project plan should be updated at regular intervals to ensure that the status of the project is clear, and that any agreed changes to the projects status eg milestones/timescales/final reports is clearly documented.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		827				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		An excel spreadsheet was provided for review. However, there was no evidence that the spreadsheet was in fact a 'live' document used to monitor the progress of each project as the information captured was limited a snapshot in time.		Project plan should ensure status is up to date and that any agreed changes to project status eg milestones/timetables and final report dates is c;leat.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/8/21		7/15/21				9/8/21				Internal Audit

		826				Crossrail		20 505		20 505 Management of Staff costs		Formal guidance to staff covering Workforce Planning does not reflect current practice, or in the case of contract extensions needs to be put in place.		1.1 CRL guidance covering workforce planning and recruitment and selection should be updated to include the recent introduction of the WP and WPG, and confirm Directorate level responsibilities for proposing, agreeing and approving RTR’s and Job Descriptions.		Medium		Dawn Barker		Closed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		9/10/21		9/3/21				9/10/21				Internal Audit

		825				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Circle, Hammersmith & City and District Lines		21 718		Upminster Traincrew Operations Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with management system		correct non-conformances		High		Lee Petersen		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				10/4/21				8/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		824				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		F5952 ‘Signals – wire degradation inspection list’ is not used to report on enhanced inspections, a local uncontrolled form is used instead. This has an impact on inspection reporting that either form may not include all required information to make informed management decisions. The impact is mitigated that the local form contains all required information and is exclusively used.		F5952 to be updated to reflect the current form used.  
Muhammad Nadeem by 30/09/2021		Low		Muhammad Nadeem		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				6/29/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		823				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		Photodegradation is not included in the work instructions W1504 A5 and W10247 A3 as part of the different types of degradation modes listed for familiarisation. This impacts on the awareness of the inspectors when surveying sites for signalling wire degradation. This impact is mitigated by photos of the inspection being forwarded to the steering group committee for review.		Update W1504 and W10247 to include photodegradation in the appendix.
Muhammad Nadeem by 30/09/2021		Low		Muhammad Nadeem		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				7/15/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		822				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		The procedure details the requirement to raise an ADMF to upload changes into Ellipse, however the Planning representative can administer changes in Ellipse without raising an ADMF. This impacts stakeholders in their expectation that the procedure described is followed. The impact is mitigated as the changes in Ellipse are still affected by trained personnel and is reflected in the inspection summaries received.		Update procedure to reflect current practice and combine references to planning representative and local signal planning representative. 
Muhammad Nadeem by 30/09/2021.		Low		Muhammad Nadeem		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				7/12/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		821				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		Agenda items in the Wire Degradation Steering Group Terms of Reference describe specific projects which have since been completed and agenda item 5 appears to be missing. Responsibilities for specific agenda items are assigned to individuals that have since changed job roles or retired. The impact of this is mitigated by an up-to-date agenda list that is distributed with the meeting calendar appointments. This impacts on stakeholder confidence that all required discussion points are included with each meeti		Review Terms of Reference and amend agenda items to not refer to specific individuals.		Low		John Carter		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				7/9/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		820				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		The attendance list in the Terms of Reference for the Steering Group is out of date and includes several members of staff who have since retired or left TfL. The impact of this is mitigated by the attendance list being contained within the meeting minutes which is distributed to all group members. This impacts on stakeholder confidence that all required attendees are included to allow effective management.		Review Terms of Reference and change references in attendance list from individual staff to job roles. 
John Carter by 30/09/2021		Low		John Carter		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				7/9/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		819				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		21 738		LU Signalling Wire Degradation Enhanced Inspections		Steering group chair and planning representative consider that the remit of the Wire Degradation Steering Group encompasses the LU network and is not limited to the SSL and BCV as is currently described in the Terms of Reference. The impact of this is mitigated by the signalling wiring on the BCV and JNP having been recently renewed, and that all signal wiring undergoes an annual inspection process which would escalate should enhanced inspections be required. The current description in the group Terms of Re		Review Terms of Reference and update remit to be described as LU network. 
John Carter by 30/09/2021		Low		John Carter		Closed		James Reilly		9/30/21				7/9/21				9/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		818				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		Weekly progress reports from the programme board are not available since June 2020. This impacts stakeholder engagement and awareness with regard to programme and project progress.		Sample of reports for Project and Programme reporting to be provided by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 31/08/2021.		Medium		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/23/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		817				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service		21 702		Bond Street Area Integrated Systems Audit		Issues detailed in Audit Master document		Actions detailed in Audit Master document		High		Richard Hillman		Closed		James Reilly		8/28/21				9/13/21				8/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		816				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		There was no evidence that the CPP had been reviewed against the checklist and the comments
log completed with actions. For larger projects it would be essential for the CPP to be widely
reviewed by interested and contributing stakeholders. Even though the stakeholders may be
limited (limited design and engineering involvement) review of the CPP should be clearly
documented as this is a critical step in the construction process.		Include the CPP review log (as well as the checklist) in the PEP

- Add text to the generic PEP to clarify who reviews the CPP (at least two persons)
- Submit recent documented examples of CPP reviews for review by SHE BP to verify that
compliance improvements have taken place.		High		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		815				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		SHE BP project assurance support was not evidenced in the projects reviewed, so the Risk Based
Intrusion (RBI) Tool, although referenced in the PEP is not completed by the SHE BP as required
by PR0353. This means that SHE BP assurance requirements are not assessed and
implemented.
It was acknowledged that Asset Operations maintenance project sites already have planned and
reactive visits and generally have close supervision and liaison as they are often where other TfL
staff work – buildings, bus mana		- Ensure that all construction projects are notified to a designated HSE PB in accordance with the
PEP.
- Complete a generic RBI with the HSE PB so acceptable assurance activities are agreed and
defined (even if they are limited). Outline on the PEP the projects parameters where this generic
RBI form is applicable and those where a bespoke form would need to be completed.		Medium		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		814				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		Although no projects appeared to be Notifiable, as there were no documented reviews it was not
possible to determine whether the Notification status of each project was correct and compliant.		Amend the generic PEP (section 2.6) to include the estimated site person days in the plan so the
Notification status is justified and evidenced.		Medium		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		813				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		There is no evidence that the Health and Safety File is completed in accordance with PD0226
even though this is outlined in the project plan. The accuracy and availability of this information is
essential to communicate concisely the known hazards and likely risks that exist on the project
site on completion.		Ensure Health and Safety Files are produced for completed projects as referenced in the PEP.
Only limited health and safety matters need to be included such as hidden or unexpected risks
(see guidance). When there are no entries necessary on the Health and Safety File it should
still be documented and signed off as per Guidance (by two managers). Demonstrate
compliance by providing examples.		Medium		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		812				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		Although Team HSE Competency Assessment form was included in the project PEPs it was
incomplete so competency requirements to undertake specific project roles for CDM compliance
were not defined or agreed with the HSE BP as required by the procedure. It was acknowledged
that the completion of this form would be almost identical for each project considering the limited
team members and narrow range of projects undertaken.		Complete the Team HSE Competency Assessment form for all team members involved in
construction projects indicating what roles on the form they can undertake. Thus, creating a
generic form which can be embedded or referenced in project PEPs.
Consult with HSE PB initially and periodically to ensure the team remains competent for the
scope of projects undertaken.		Medium		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		811				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 760		20 760 Network Management Client Duties CDM Compliance		Although the Allocation of CDM Duties and CDM Optimization Tool forms were included in the
project PEPs they were incomplete. It was acknowledged that the completion of these forms would
be almost identical for each project considering the limited team members and narrow range of
projects undertaken.		Complete the Allocation of CDM Duties and CDM Optimization Tool forms for a typical project
and reference/embed this generic document in the project PEP.

- Add additional generic text to the project PEP outlining the limitations of the generic forms
- Consult with your HSE PB to agree that the above is acceptable to comply with the
requirements of the procrdure.		Medium		Steve Eggleton		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				8/4/22				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		810				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		A review of the organisation’s administrator groups confirmed that the Windows built-in administrator account has not been renamed.		Management will ensure that the default built in Windows Administrator account is disabled or renamed.		Low		Cameron Wright		Closed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/21		1/31/22		2/7/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		809				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		There is no policy and/or procedure detailing emergency access to key systems. The policy and/or procedure should detail the scenario in which a break-glass account should be used, who has emergency access to key systems and what systems they have emergency access to.
We noted that emergency access to Active Directory has been restricted to five nominative users and email alerts are sent when a new access is assigned.		Management will formally document a policy that details the requirements for gaining emergency access to key systems and the requirements for reviewing whether emergency access is appropriately restricted.		Medium		Cameron Wright		Closed		Nuno Borges		11/30/21		4/30/22		6/30/22				4/30/22				Internal Audit

		808				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Management do not proactively review privileged access security event logs to assist in identifying potential cyber threats. Through discussion with the Senior Infrastructure Engineer we were informed that Splunk is planned to be installed as an intrusion detection tool to enable monitoring audit logs in Active Directory, at time of audit Splunk was not installed.		Management will ensure that privileged access security logs for Active Directory are maintained for longer than 30 days.		Medium		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		12/31/21				12/14/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		807				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Management do not proactively review privileged access security event logs to assist in identifying potential cyber threats. Through discussion with the Senior Infrastructure Engineer we were informed that Splunk is planned to be installed as an intrusion detection tool to enable monitoring audit logs in Active Directory, at time of audit Splunk was not installed.		Management will ensure that real time audit log alerts for key threats based on agreed upon criteria are reviewed on a periodic basis to allow the identification of security threats to the network.		Medium		Paul Richardson		Evidence Submitted Under Review		Nuno Borges		11/30/21		7/31/22						7/31/22				Internal Audit

		806				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		The System Access Control Policy and Standard do not detail the control requirements for changes to privileged access, for example if an employee changes job role or department. Furthermore, the System Access Control Policy and Standard are not subject to annual review to ensure that they stay up to date.		Management will document the requirements for changes to privileged accounts in the System Access Control Policy and Standard. This will include a clear definition of Privileged Access is established with clear and concise criteria; the request and authorisation requirements for alterations made to privileges, the forms to use and the key people responsible for administering the process.
Management will also ensure that the System Access Control Policy and Standard are subject to annual review, with the ou		Medium		Paul Richardson		Closed		Nuno Borges		11/30/21				1/12/22				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		805				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		The CSIRT System Access Control Policy (states that the policy requirements are applicable to all IT and operational technology and data owned by TfL or operated and supported by third parties for or on behalf of TfL. However, through discussion with management we were informed that the process for the set-up and authorisation of privileged accounts differ for individual systems.
Although there is a formally documented system access control procedure Microsoft Dynamics CRM (Owned by Data Control T&D), the		Management will document the privileged access procedures in place for Active Directory and Exchange Online, with reference the System Access Control Policy where appropriate. Where there is one access management procedure for multiple systems the systems in scope must be listed with the referenced exceptions.		Medium		Cameron Wright		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/22/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		804				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		The CSIRT System Access Control Policy (states that the policy requirements are applicable to all IT and operational technology and data owned by TfL or operated and supported by third parties for or on behalf of TfL. However, through discussion with management we were informed that the process for the set-up and authorisation of privileged accounts differ for individual systems.
Although there is a formally documented system access control procedure Microsoft Dynamics CRM (Owned by Data Control T&D), the		Management will document the privileged access procedures in place for Remedy, with reference the System Access Control Policy where appropriate. Where there is one access management procedure for multiple systems the systems in scope must be listed with the referenced exceptions.		Medium		Kiran Taheem		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/21		3/31/22		3/2/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		803				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		The CSIRT System Access Control Policy (states that the policy requirements are applicable to all IT and operational technology and data owned by TfL or operated and supported by third parties for or on behalf of TfL. However, through discussion with management we were informed that the process for the set-up and authorisation of privileged accounts differ for individual systems.
Although there is a formally documented system access control procedure Microsoft Dynamics CRM (Owned by Data Control T&D), the		Management will develop and publish templates and associated guidance to allow records about types of access to systems to be maintained in a consistent way. This will include the types of profile and the associated level of access available for each system.		Medium		Josephine Akhilomen		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		7/31/22		7/28/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		802				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		The CSIRT System Access Control Policy (states that the policy requirements are applicable to all IT and operational technology and data owned by TfL or operated and supported by third parties for or on behalf of TfL. However, through discussion with management we were informed that the process for the set-up and authorisation of privileged accounts differ for individual systems.
Although there is a formally documented system access control procedure Microsoft Dynamics CRM (Owned by Data Control T&D), the		Management will document and publish general procedures and guidance for granting, modifying and removing access to systems. These can then be adapted and personalized for individual systems, whilst maintaining a level of consistency across all systems.		Medium		Josephine Akhilomen		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		7/31/22		7/14/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		801				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Section 3.4.3 of the TfL System Access Control Standard (S1735 A2) states that “Accounts for permanent employees must be reviewed by the Account Sponsor every six months to check if they are still required.”
However, through discussion with management we noted that privileged user access rights are not reviewed on a periodic basis in order to ensure that all users with elevated access are appropriate and the access still required.
Furthermore, through analysis of Active Directory administrator accounts we		Management will investigate all Active Directory accounts with administrator privileges to confirm that they are appropriate. This review will include whether setting such having the password set to not expire is also appropriate.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		10/31/21				11/30/21				10/31/21				Internal Audit

		800				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Section 3.4.3 of the TfL System Access Control Standard (S1735 A2) states that “Accounts for permanent employees must be reviewed by the Account Sponsor every six months to check if they are still required.”
However, through discussion with management we noted that privileged user access rights are not reviewed on a periodic basis in order to ensure that all users with elevated access are appropriate and the access still required.
Furthermore, through analysis of Active Directory administrator accounts we		Management will conduct bi-annual access reviews of all BACs privileged accounts in order to confirm access is commensurate with roles and responsibilities as required by the System Access Control Standard. This review will also include the review of account configurations, such as password set to not expire. Management should also consider conducting quarterly access reviews of all privileged accounts.		High		Zak Khaliq		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21				6/17/21				6/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		799				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Section 3.4.3 of the TfL System Access Control Standard (S1735 A2) states that “Accounts for permanent employees must be reviewed by the Account Sponsor every six months to check if they are still required.”
However, through discussion with management we noted that privileged user access rights are not reviewed on a periodic basis in order to ensure that all users with elevated access are appropriate and the access still required.
Furthermore, through analysis of Active Directory administrator accounts we		Management will conduct bi-annual access reviews of all Remedy privileged accounts in order to confirm access is commensurate with roles and responsibilities as required by the System Access Control Standard. This review will also include the review of account configurations, such as password set to not expire. Management should also consider conducting quarterly access reviews of all privileged accounts.		High		Kiran Taheem		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/21		3/31/22		3/2/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		798				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Section 3.4.3 of the TfL System Access Control Standard (S1735 A2) states that “Accounts for permanent employees must be reviewed by the Account Sponsor every six months to check if they are still required.”
However, through discussion with management we noted that privileged user access rights are not reviewed on a periodic basis in order to ensure that all users with elevated access are appropriate and the access still required.
Furthermore, through analysis of Active Directory administrator accounts we		Management will conduct bi-annual access reviews of all Microsoft CRM privileged accounts in order to confirm access is commensurate with roles and responsibilities as required by the System Access Control Standard. This review will also include the review of account configurations, such as password set to not expire. Management will also consider conducting quarterly access reviews of all privileged accounts.		High		Josephine Akhilomen		Closed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/21		7/31/22		5/11/22				7/31/22				Internal Audit

		797				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		Section 3.4.3 of the TfL System Access Control Standard (S1735 A2) states that “Accounts for permanent employees must be reviewed by the Account Sponsor every six months to check if they are still required.”
However, through discussion with management we noted that privileged user access rights are not reviewed on a periodic basis in order to ensure that all users with elevated access are appropriate and the access still required.
Furthermore, through analysis of Active Directory administrator accounts we		Management will conduct bi-annual access reviews of all Active Directory and Exchange Online privileged accounts in order to confirm access is commensurate with roles and responsibilities as required by the System Access Control Standard. This review will also include the review of account configurations, such as password set to not expire. Management will also consider conducting quarterly access reviews of all privileged accounts.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/22/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		796				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		TfL have not formally determined and classified privileged account types. Furthermore, a privileged access inventory has not been completed that includes which users have privileged access, what IT system provides it, which information assets are accessed and what privileges the users have		Management will formally classify privileged account types for Remedy, which will include documenting an inventory of privileged access which should contain; details of the IT system it is provided for; which information assets can be accessed and what activities can be performed; which job roles should have access to these accounts. This inventory will be reviewed and updated on a periodic basis.		High		Kiran Taheem		Closed		Adrian Franklin		10/31/21		3/31/22		3/2/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		795				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 404		Privileged Access to Mission and Business Critical Systems		TfL have not formally determined and classified privileged account types. Furthermore, a privileged access inventory has not been completed that includes which users have privileged access, what IT system provides it, which information assets are accessed and what privileges the users have		Management will formally classify privileged account types for Active Directory and Exchange Online, which will include documenting an inventory of privileged access which should contain; details of the IT system it is provided for; which information assets can be accessed and what activities can be performed; which job roles should have access to these accounts. This inventory will be reviewed and updated on a periodic basis.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		12/31/21				12/22/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		794				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		An independent safety assessment as detailed in the TAP for the Emergency Lighting project is not available. The impact of this on stakeholder confidence is mitigated by a feasibility report produced by the subcontractor SNC Lavalin, and the internal MODs approval of design and installation.		TAP for Emergency Lighting to be amended to remove requirement, by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 31/08/2021		Low		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		793				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		The risk register for the programme has not been updated since June 2020. Risks remain open for projects that have been handed over to operational and maintenance teams. 12 open risks described are red rated (a risk rank of 12 or greater). Residual risk registers were not available to assure that risks have been formally transferred to the asset owners, operators, and maintainers for projects that have completed. This impacts on stakeholder awareness of the tram asset modification’s condition and increases		Formal handover of risks to the tram project delivery team for current projects (iTram, PPOS) by Tim Williams. Due date 30/06/2021

Review of risks for projects that have completed, by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 30/06/2021.		High		Tim Williams Senior Programme Manager		Closed		James Reilly		6/30/21				6/30/21				6/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		792				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		Training briefs were not made available for the PPOS, DPD, and Emergency Lighting projects. It could not be assured that training had been delivered. This has an impact on stakeholders with regard to awareness of asset changes and the safe maintenance and operation of the assets.		Training briefs to be provided for projects sampled, by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 31/08/2021.		Medium		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		791				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		A Technical Assurance Plan is not available for the AGS project, which would document the assurance gates for acceptance of design, installation, and acceptance. Documents which detail the acceptance of asset design, installation, and acceptance criteria are available. It could not be assured that the assurance gates were agreed between the managers and sponsors for this project.		MDL will be produced for AGS and will contain as a minimum the key deliverables identified in issue 3, by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 31/08/2021		Low		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		790				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		Documents that detail the inspection and testing plan for the DPD project were not available. It was not assured that the installation of this asset modification was subject to an inspection and testing activity, which impacts stakeholder confidence and increases the risk asset failure.

Operational and maintenance documents are not available for the DPD project. It cannot be assured that the documents are available for the operation and maintenance of the asset modification. This impacts stakeholder conf		Operational, maintenance and inspection/testing documents to be provided for Driver Protection Device project in MDL format, by Tharsan Rasalingam. Due date 31/08/2021		Medium		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		789				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		Gaps have been identified in the application of programme and project governance controls impacting on the assurance of the projects.		Project and programme reporting requirements to be defined and recorded in Programme Execution Plan by Tim Williams.

Programme reporting is planned to be captured by the Periodic Dashboard report by Tim Williams. Project reporting is planned to be captured by the Biweekly Engineering reports by Tharsan Rasalingam.

Action will provide containment with regards to risks identified with the effective application of governance controls.

Due date 30/06/2021.		High		Tim Williams Senior Programme Manager		Closed		James Reilly		6/30/21				6/30/21				6/30/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		788				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		MDLs have not been produced for the AGS, DPD, and PPOS projects. PPOS documents are contained within SharePoint in a format similar to an MDL. An MDL for Emergency Lighting is available. MDLs describe the required documentation to be in place for acceptance of asset design, and acceptance of asset assurance gates. This has an impact on stakeholder confidence that all the required documents have been planned and subsequently produced.		Master Document Lists to be produced for projects under the Sandilands programme, MDLs will contain key deliverables for the acceptance of design, installation, and asset assurance gates. by Tharsan Rasalingam. 

Acceptance of design will include MODs approval for design. Acceptance of installation will include MODs approval for installation. Acceptance of asset will include installation certificates, operational and maintenance documents, with exceptions as appropriate.

Due date 31/08/2021.		Medium		Tharsan Rasalingam		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				8/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		787				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		The PPMP has not been signed off to signify a contractual agreement on the deliverables between the delivery team, project sponsors, and stakeholders. The PPMP states that the next approaching stage gate is gate A. The programme is considered by the auditees to be at gate C. This increases the risk that the deliverables may not have been agreed and impacts stakeholder confidence that all deliverables identified within the PPMP have been produced.		Review and update the PPMP Stage Gate status by Tim Williams. Due date 31/08/2021.		Medium		Tim Williams Senior Programme Manager		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				7/27/21				8/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		786				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		20 724		20 724 Handover of tram fleet asset information from project to maintenance  teams		Weekly progress reports from the programme board are not available since June 2020. This impacts stakeholder engagement and awareness with regard to programme and project progress.

From section 2. Periodic reports for the PPOS and Emergency Lighting projects are not available. The periodic report format details current project milestones and operational impacts. This impacts stakeholder engagement with regard to project progress.		Sample of reports for Project and Programme reporting to be provided by Tim Williams. Due date 31/08/2021.

Programme and project reporting is planned to be captured by the Periodic Dashboard report by Tim Williams. Project reporting is planned to be captured by the Biweekly Engineering reports by Tharsan Rasalingam.		Medium		Tim Williams Senior Programme Manager		Closed		James Reilly		8/31/21				9/27/21				8/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		785				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 004		20 004 Fatigue Risk Management		Insufficient monitoring information on projects awarded funding		A Microsoft project plan or equivalent should be set up to adequately monitor all current and future projects awarded funding. This should reference all documents required to be submitted to enable review of a projects progress as set out in the acceptance letter.		Medium		Jane Lupson		Closed		Sonja Folarin		6/30/21		9/2/21		7/15/21				9/2/21				Internal Audit

		784				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		SHE BP project assurance support is informal and not always sought by the Sponsor/Project Manager, so the Risk Based Intrusion (RBI) Tool is either not completed or not reviewed by the SHE BP as required by PR0353.  This means that SHE BP assurance support is not risk based and that some projects are not reviewed at all in relation to assurance needs.		Ensure that all PPD Project Managers engage with the project SHE BP and request completion of the RBI so that the required risk-based assurance activities can be identified and implemented in accordance with PR0353.  Submit recent documented examples and reviews by SHE BP to verify that compliance improvements have taken place.		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		783				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		There was limited documented evidence that the Construction Phase Plan (CPP) had been effectively reviewed.  The CPP checklist and log were seldom used for the projects reviewed.  Without consultation and review of the CPP with the project team there is no verification that site risks highlighted by the Client and Principal Designer have been considered and controlled by the Principal Contractor in the CPP.   

It is unclear who reviews the CPP and verifies that it is satisfactory, apart from the Project		Revise PR0353 and or amend Stage Gate Certificates to clarify who reviews the CPP and what is verified at the Pathway Stage Gate 4.		High		Lisa Almond		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				10/15/21				12/1/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		782				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		There was limited documented evidence that the Construction Phase Plan (CPP) had been effectively reviewed.  The CPP checklist and log were seldom used for the projects reviewed.  Without consultation and review of the CPP with the project team there is no verification that site risks highlighted by the Client and Principal Designer have been considered and controlled by the Principal Contractor in the CPP.   

It is unclear who reviews the CPP and verifies that it is satisfactory, apart from the Project		Take measures to ensure that the CPP checklist and log are completed and that the CPP is distributed to all relevant and competent parties for review and feedback and that any queries are resolved prior to commencement of site works.  Submit recent documented examples of CPP reviews for review by SHE BP to verify that compliance improvements have taken place.		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		781				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		Although some projects had been Notified, as there were no documented reviews it was not possible to determine whether the notification status of each project was correct and compliant.   

There is no reference in PR0353 as to when project details are to be reviewed against the Notification requirements and how these are recorded.  

Pathway checks do not reference project Notification reviews at Stage Gates (in particular Stage Gate 4).  Without such processes and checks there is a risk of prosecution		Revise PR0353 and or amend Stage Gate Certificates to mandate that Notification requirements are regularly and formally reviewed by the Sponsor/Project Manager throughout the project, so that compliance is assured.		Medium		Lisa Almond		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				10/15/21				12/1/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		780				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		Although some projects had been Notified, as there were no documented reviews it was not possible to determine whether the notification status of each project was correct and compliant.   

There is no reference in PR0353 as to when project details are to be reviewed against the Notification requirements and how these are recorded.  

Pathway checks do not reference project Notification reviews at Stage Gates (in particular Stage Gate 4).  Without such processes and checks there is a risk of prosecution		Document reviews of project details against the CDM Notification requirements at the end of each Stage Gate and during the construction phase to ensure Notification compliance (including updating).  Submit recent documented examples and reviews by SHE BP to verify that compliance improvements have taken place.		Medium		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		779				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Construction & Projects		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		There was no evidence that pathway guidance for the format, content and storage of the Health and Safety File had been followed.  The accuracy and availability of this information is essential to communicate concisely the known hazards and likely risks that exist on the project site on completion.		Undertake a brief review of several projects to determine compliance in respect of completion and storage of the Health and Safety File Information (PD 0226) in accordance with PR0353.  

- Analyse the degree of compliance
- Determine the underlying causes
- Suggest solutions

Report findings to Head of SHE BP.		Medium		Scott Kerridge		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		778				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		Not all projects reviewed had risk registers or other documents to evidence that design risks were identified and resolved by the Principal Designer.  Even where design risk information existed there was limited evidence that operational and maintenance risks had been reviewed and consulted as part of the design process.		Ensure that design risk assessments include operation and maintenance risks (not just construction risks) and the Principal Designer has consulted the designated competent persons from the Client project team.  Submit recent documented examples and reviews by SHE BP to verify that compliance improvements have taken place.		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		777				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		Not all projects reviewed had risk registers or other documents to evidence that design risks were identified and resolved by the Principal Designer.  Even where design risk information existed there was limited evidence that operational and maintenance risks had been reviewed and consulted as part of the design process.		Ensure all projects have a design risk register to document that risks have been identified and controlled in accordance with the Principles of Prevention (H&S at Work Regs 1999).  Submit recent documented examples and reviews by SHE BP to verify that compliance improvements have taken place.		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		776				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		There was no evidence that the CDM optimization tool was used/documented by the Sponsor/Project Manager.  This tool needs to be used where TfL take on the Principal Designer or Principal Contractor role.  Generally, TfL are appointed as Principal Designer initially in the project process.		Ensure the use of the CDM role optimization Tool is documented for each programme/project handed over from Sponsorship		Medium		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		775				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		The competency assessments were not fully completed at stage gate 1 and 2 by the Sponsor and consulted with SHE BP (for programmes) and revised and reviewed at each Stage Gate (the PM from Stage Gate 3 onwards (for individual projects).  If the project team does not have the full range of skills and experience, there is increased risk on non-compliance with CDM duties.   

Stage Gate Certificates which should evidence competency reviews and other essential documents (referenced in this report) were not re		Create and maintain a competency database which is shared with Sponsorship and the PPD team.  Define the minimum requirements for individuals to undertake roles on the Project Execution Plan.  Ensure that the minimum requirement for all roles is annual completion of the CDM Client Ezone course.		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/14/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		774				Chief Capital Officer | Project & Programme Delivery		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		The competency assessments were not fully completed at stage gate 1 and 2 by the Sponsor and consulted with SHE BP (for programmes) and revised and reviewed at each Stage Gate (the PM from Stage Gate 3 onwards (for individual projects).  If the project team does not have the full range of skills and experience, there is increased risk on non-compliance with CDM duties.   

Stage Gate Certificates which should evidence competency reviews and other essential documents (referenced in this report) were not re		Ensure Stage Gate Certificates and CDM document reviewed when projects are handed over from Sponsorship to ensure that the CDM documents (as required by PR0353) are present and fully completed before the programme or projects are accepted.  The following documents to be included in the review:

- The previous Pathway Stage Gate Certificates
- Project Execution Plan (PD 0214) (see issue 1, relating to known issues), 
- CDM Role Optimisation Tool (PD0223)
- Team HSE Competency Assessment (PD0227)
- Allo		High		David Sockett PPD Ho Projects and Programmes		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		773				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		All the Project Execution Plans (PEPs) viewed were incomplete as the time commitment for those appointed was not stated.  Some PEPs viewed were not signed and as such it was unclear if the persons stated on the PEP had been consulted, had accepted the role and had the time to undertake it.

The allocation of CDM Duties Matrix (F5901) form - was not completed or signed as required by PR0353, 3.3.5) (except project 3).  At the top of the form, individual names should be allocated to the roles and signed to		Review the Allocation of CDM Duties Matrix (F5901) form.  Add defined roles to the standard form to cover the operation and maintenance representative so that the roles align with the Team HSE Competency Assessment form (PD0227) and Project Execution Plan.		High		Lisa Almond		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				10/15/21				12/1/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		772				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Construction & Projects		20 721		20 721 PPD Client Duties CDM Compliance		All the Project Execution Plans (PEPs) viewed were incomplete as the time commitment for those appointed was not stated.  Some PEPs viewed were not signed and as such it was unclear if the persons stated on the PEP had been consulted, had accepted the role and had the time to undertake it.

The allocation of CDM Duties Matrix (F5901) form - was not completed or signed as required by PR0353, 3.3.5) (except project 3).  At the top of the form, individual names should be allocated to the roles and signed to		Undertake a brief review of several project programmes to determine compliance in respect of completion of the Allocation of CDM Duties Matrix (F5901) in accordance with PR0353, 3.3.5).  

- Analyse the degree of compliance
- Determine the underlying causes
- Suggest solutions

Report findings to the Head SHE BP.		High		Scott Kerridge		Closed		Gary Smith		12/1/21				12/13/21				12/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		771				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		Across all projects, a generic VAP has been used for each Project and requires a review and update.  There was no evidence of the completion of the VAP report F0199 template across all projects.  The VAP process is a key element to the project verification process.		The VAP will be reviewed for validity and if necessary updated to represent bespoke versions with a VAP report completed for each of the reviewed projects.		Medium		Gareth Faulks		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21		12/17/21		12/10/21				12/17/21				Quality Safety Security

		770				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		Gate attendance templates, which form part of the Gate Certificate, were not completed in the current format for any of the gate stages.  The meetings form an integral part of the overall effectiveness in the delivery of the project.		The process of recording of Gate attendance meetings will be escalated to the Pathway Engagement team for internal review		Medium		Nick Smith		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				6/28/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		769				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		CTS4 IAAP unable to be reviewed - no link available in the PPMP.  CTS4B & CTS10 IAAP had not been signed off and various Stage gate dates had not been met and had overrun on their timelines.		The Senior Project Manager will liaise with the Sponsor to ensure that the Integrated Assurance and Gate Strategy Plan is updated to reflect current gate completion dates and signed off		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21		10/18/21		12/16/21				10/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		768				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		The reviewed  Design Check Certificates and Design Compliance Reports were not completed using the current template.  The versions used on the projects do not include the additional information which is provided by the current versions.		The use of current versions of Design Check Certificates and Design Compliance Reports will be communicated to the relevant staff		Low		Gareth Faulks		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				5/24/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		767				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		Lessons Learned spreadsheets demonstrated either nil entries or using spreadsheets which differ significantly from the F7604 Lessons Learned template.  CTS10 had no evidence of a Lessons Learned form being produced.  The Lessons Learned process is a significant element to Pathway which is to be carried out at each stage gate.		The stakeholder invite list will be reviewed and updated		Medium		Nick Smith		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				9/21/21				9/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		766				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		Lessons Learned spreadsheets demonstrated either nil entries or using spreadsheets which differ significantly from the F7604 Lessons Learned template.  CTS10 had no evidence of a Lessons Learned form being produced.  The Lessons Learned process is a significant element to Pathway which is to be carried out at each stage gate.		The process for recording Lessons Learned will be escalated to the Pathway Engagement team for internal review		Medium		Nick Smith		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				5/25/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		765				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		The ARM Register was reviewed for all of the projects which demonstrated that between 18% and 50% of the risks raised, the Mitigation title & Owner was not entered.  Defining Risk ownership is essential for the control and management of each risk.		ARM Risk register will be reviewed, updated and maintained throughout the lifecycle of each project.		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				8/18/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		764				Chief Capital Officer | Project Management Office		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		CTS 4 PPMP did not include a link for the Issues Register, therefore this product could not be reviewed.  CTS 4B Issues register was created during time of audit and contained nil entries.		The process for recording of Project Issues will be escalated to the Pathway Engagement team for internal review		Medium		Nick Smith		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				8/6/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		763				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		Design review meetings are required as part of the design process.  2 of the 3 projects had no records of the meetings being attended by the Project team and key stakeholders.		Design review meetings will be recorded in order to demonstrate the internal design change control process		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				8/6/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		762				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		The Stakeholder Engagement Plan has 6 key elements which are required to be completed.  All of the reviewed Projects did not include a fully completed plan.  Initial Stakeholder lists within the plan show key stakeholders as ‘unaware’ of the project.  This has led to Stakeholders not being kept up to date in the delivery progress reporting process.		The process of change requests will be consulted and communicated with the Head of Profession and Asset Operations		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				6/28/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		761				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		The Stakeholder Engagement Plan has 6 key elements which are required to be completed.  All of the reviewed Projects did not include a fully completed plan.  Initial Stakeholder lists within the plan show key stakeholders as ‘unaware’ of the project.  This has led to Stakeholders not being kept up to date in the delivery progress reporting process.		a) Stakeholder Plans will be reviewed and updated to include all of the required elements of the plan.  Communication to project customers and initial stakeholders is to be included as a part of the review.		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				9/20/21				9/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		760				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements		20 755		20 755 LU R&E Earth Structures Workbank Delivery		A number of Pathway Product Management Plan (PPMP) links were not provided for the legacy project CTS4. 
- The PPMP is designed to include links to the Pathway Products which are relevant to the project.  A review of the CTS4 PPMP demonstrated that 4 of the required product links had not been provided. 
- The PPMP is designed to include links to the Pathway Products which are relevant to the project.  CTS4 Progress Reporting link was unsupported and therefore unable to be reviewed.
- CTS 4 PPMP did not i		Relevant Pathway product links will be made accessible within the Gate Certificates		Medium		Melanie Barker		Closed		John Harvey		9/18/21				6/28/21				9/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		759				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 403		Compliance with GDPR Requirements – Concessions System		The GDPR requires organisations to hold only data that is required and to give data subjects the right to request the erasure of their data. TfL and Novacroft processes for complying with this include:
The TfL Concessionary Schemes Retention and Deletion Schedule, which stipulates the retention period stipulates the period personal data should be held for before deletion.
Novacroft processes for the routine deletion of personal data in accordance with the Schedule
Privacy and Data Protection team, in con		We will have technical discussions with Novacroft to understand the level of effort and costs required to effect the  action (in italics below) Internal Audit has suggested to address the issue. We will then agree when the report development can be scheduled in. 
Novacroft should include each period or month’s deletion figures in the report sent to Customer Payments, which is discussed at the monthly service review meeting. The report should cover all the deletion categories covered in the Information and		Low		Rosalia Vivone		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		758				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 786		Schindler Competence Management and Maintenance Processes		There was no established documented process for receiving and providing risk-based assurance between Schindler and LU. Work is in progress to create a new Schindler’s maintenance and inspection activities assurance document.		To provide a revised Schindler’s maintenance and inspection activities assurance document by working in collaboration with LU Lift management team. This will ensure that relevant information is shared with LU in the most efficient way.		Medium		Robert Edwards		Closed		Jude Mezue		6/30/21				7/1/21				6/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		757				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 786		Schindler Competence Management and Maintenance Processes		All the call-out teams have not been trained on Lift 8 (Stratford) machine type and no training was available for such machine as per FIR recommendation.		To provide evidence that the CIBES training course or package on L8 Machine type have been developed and delivered. That all Call out teams are trained and certified competent to machine type as required.		Medium		Robert Edwards		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/21		9/3/21		10/18/21				9/3/21				Quality Safety Security

		756				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 786		Schindler Competence Management and Maintenance Processes		There was no evidence of established specific individual training programme for engineers. Work is in progress to establish a bespoke mandatory training plan for engineers that will feature both Schindler products and non-units		To ensure that appropriate individually focused training programme for the engineers is in place. That such training will be available in accordance with the proposed training plan for all engineers within a specified timeframe.		Medium		Robert Edwards		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/5/21				7/2/21				7/5/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		755				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 786		Schindler Competence Management and Maintenance Processes		There is currently no refresher or expiry dates set for the Schindler engineers’ assessment and no assurance that continuous assessment of engineers’ competence is undertaken.		To ensure that refresher training with set dates are provided for all engineers’ assessment and provision of continuous assessment assured through a defined process		Medium		Robert Edwards		Closed		Jude Mezue		6/21/21				6/21/21				6/21/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		754				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 403		Compliance with GDPR Requirements – Concessions System		The GDPR requires organisations to send personal data using encryption in order to ensure security. The Customer Contact Operations Executive team sends out personal data in response to subject access requests (SARs), through email or by post, using recorded delivery. The latter was only used prior to the pandemic, since staff are now home-based and now send data only by email. However, it is possible that the use of recorded delivery will resume after staff return to the office. 
Our test of a sample of e		The Executive team’s documented processes will be amended to include:
The requirement to encrypt personal data before sending it, and the method for encrypting using 7-Zip
Instructions on when and how to use recorded delivery for sending personal data
The updated procedures will be communicated to the relevant staff.		Medium		Paul Edwards		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		7/30/21				8/9/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		753				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 403		Compliance with GDPR Requirements – Concessions System		Good practice requires the regular review of the activity of users granted elevated privileges, such as the right to delete records or modify key elements in a system. The aim of this control is to maintain the integrity of data by identifying any unauthorised transactions and taking appropriate action. It also acts as a deterrent, as users are aware that unauthorised activity may be detected.
All users’ activities are recorded in the InNovator audit logs; however, there is no regular review of the logs, p		We will perform a cost/risk/benefit assessment of the action suggested by Internal Audit (in italics below), considering resourcing implications, the volume of records and the complexity of introducing such a process. We will also explore alternative mitigation activities if necessary. 
This will also have Commercial implications which will need to be considered as part of the cost/benefit analysis. The assessment will be completed by November 2021.
Payments should work with Novacroft to introduce a proce		Medium		Rosalia Vivone		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		11/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		752				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 403		Compliance with GDPR Requirements – Concessions System		InNovator users from Novacroft, TfL and TfL partners such as Cubic and the Metropolitan Police are granted access in a controlled manner in order to ensure that they are given permissions commensurate to their posts and duties, and undertake only authorised transactions. To facilitate this, a number of templates have been developed and included in an access control matrix, which is used to determine the access level granted to users. There are four broad categories – create, edit, delete and read-only.
Key		Three months after the implementation of action 1 above, the TfL Data Control team will introduce a process for six-monthly reviews of the matrix to ensure the permissions granted to templates remain appropriate.		Medium		Josephine Akhilomen		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		1/28/22		11/18/22		8/25/22				11/18/22				Internal Audit

		751				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 403		Compliance with GDPR Requirements – Concessions System		InNovator users from Novacroft, TfL and TfL partners such as Cubic and the Metropolitan Police are granted access in a controlled manner in order to ensure that they are given permissions commensurate to their posts and duties, and undertake only authorised transactions. To facilitate this, a number of templates have been developed and included in an access control matrix, which is used to determine the access level granted to users. There are four broad categories – create, edit, delete and read-only.
Key		We will review the matricies and assess the practicalities of developing a single user access matrix, through engagement with relevant internal teams, external partners and Novacroft.
We will share the outputs with the Data Control team for implementation if applicable.		Medium		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		10/29/21		8/18/22		8/25/22				8/18/22				Internal Audit

		750				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Sample testing indicates in most instances there was lead for each forum that performed the Secretariat or Governance role, but the roles do vary and are not full-time posts.    
The Governance Manager – CFO office supporting the FCOG and Investment Group told Internal Audit that they had not seen the guidance issued in 2019.	
Discussions indicate that there would be benefit in sending out a periodic refresher email or guidance to inform and remind staff of the requirements.		Guidance to be re-issued on a periodic / annual basis to inform and remind governance leads of requirements.		Low		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Surinder Ahir		9/30/21				10/14/21				9/30/21				Internal Audit

		749				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		There is no pan TfL governance group, that brings together governance leads to discuss and share good practices, and interface with the TfL Secretariat, so there is maybe benefit in setting one up.		Consideration to be given to setting up an overarching forum that meets periodically to bring together governance leads pan-TfL to discuss / review governance issues faced by internal advisory forums, implementation of guidance and share best practice.		Low		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Surinder Ahir		9/30/21		11/1/21		6/22/22				11/1/21				Internal Audit

		748				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Review of two new and three replacement groups set up in 2020 revealed that the guidance has not been fully adopted as:
The Processes & Systems Group ToR required decisions up to the value of £0.5m to be on 'Group' consensus basis rather those with delegated authority. This is contrary to what the guidance states and the ToR needs to be updated.		Processes  & Systems Group to update their ToRs and minutes to ensure decisions are taken by the delegated individual and not on a Group basis, albeit that the Group can make recommendations.		Medium		Harmit Sandhu		Closed		Surinder Ahir		5/31/21				4/30/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		747				Chief Operating Officer		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		33 of 38 forums listed in the guidance were contacted to establish if they still operated. 21 responded, with the results showing that nine had been disbanded or suspended, five had been replaced and seven were live. A list of all internal advisory forums operating pan-TfL is not maintained, as each governance team is responsible for maintaining and mapping out groups for their area. 
Review of SharePoint revealed that London Underground (LU), the Financial Oversight Commitment Group (FCOG) , Technology &		Consideration to be given by Directorates to map and upload onto Share Point details of forum(s) operating within their area.		Low		Amanda Price		Closed		Surinder Ahir		6/30/21				6/16/21				6/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		746				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		33 of 38 forums listed in the guidance were contacted to establish if they still operated. 21 responded, with the results showing that nine had been disbanded or suspended, five had been replaced and seven were live. A list of all internal advisory forums operating pan-TfL is not maintained, as each governance team is responsible for maintaining and mapping out groups for their area. 
Review of SharePoint revealed that London Underground (LU), the Financial Oversight Commitment Group (FCOG) , Technology &		Consideration to be given by Directorates to map and upload onto Share Point details of forum(s) operating within their area.		Low		Benjamin Lyon		Closed		Surinder Ahir		8/31/21				8/25/21				8/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		745				Chief People Officer | Diversity, Inclusion & Talent		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		EQIA Guidance is Unclear 
The guidance issued above does not provide granular detail on how and when an EQIA is to be evidenced. The link to further guidance in the paper is to the “Instruction and Guidance” page on Platform and not to the specific EQIA literature. Separate EQIA guidance is available on the Pathway Project Management Plan (PPMP) and states ‘The EQIA is a process that helps TfL to make more inclusive decisions that work well for staff and customers, and that compliance with the equality dut		Diversity & Inclusion team to include a hyperlink and provide further clarity in the guidance on the Equality Impact Assessments and how these should be evidenced as part of the decision-making process and referenced in Terms of Reference.		Medium		Karen Venn		Closed		Surinder Ahir		11/30/21		9/30/22		10/6/22				9/30/22				Internal Audit

		744				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Decisions not recorded by decision maker
A review of 21 decisions selected from minutes/decision logs across seven forums, revealed six decisions/approvals in the minutes did not include details of the approver. One related to the Processes & Systems Group, two were for MARP and three were for Surface Investment Directors Review Group (SIPDR). Approvals should include details of the decision maker in all instances. 
Decisions not recorded in the correct format 
As part of the testing of the 21 decisions		Guidance to be updated to direct that, and issued:
Decisions made at a meeting are documented by decision maker in the minutes, and to be accompanied with a standalone cover sheet that has been approved by the decision maker and sets out the decision.
Items that do not require a decision to be recorded by a decision maker, will be recorded in minutes as ‘Endorsed or Agreed’
For decisions referred to another group, the minutes will record which group the decision is referred to and who is going to make th		Medium		Shamus Kenny		Closed		Surinder Ahir		9/30/21		11/1/21		6/22/22				11/1/21				Internal Audit

		743				Communications and Corporate Affairs | News & External Relations		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		A review of eight ToRs revealed that:
A standard template is not used across the organisation and the level of detail varied.   
One ToR did not state 'Advisory' in its role and not all ToRs indicated who the delegated decision maker was.
Two ToR’s did not include the frequency of meetings, membership and reporting or how decisions should be recorded.
Five ToRs did not reference or include a requirement for Equality Impact Assessment (EQIAs). 
ToRs were not dated, whilst some were dated 2018 and 2019.		A standard Terms of Reference template to be produced and published, which requires
Details of posts that have delegated authority to approve decisions and how decisions are to be recorded.
A date and annual review.
As necessary, details of standard items such as purpose; details of stakeholders and membership; reference to Equality Impact Assessment where appropriate, reporting and escalating lines.		Medium		Kate Keane		Closed		Surinder Ahir		5/31/21		11/30/21		12/2/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		742				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Titles on six of the 11 ToR sampled had not been updated or were incorrect, as:
The ToR for the Investment Group included ‘Committee’ in the title. The Governance Manager CFO Office confirmed the ToR was out of date and would be updated following the Investment Governance review.
The title on ToR did not match for three samples (the Design Governance Forum, Stations & Structures and Major Assets Renewal Programme (MARP)). Despite there being differences in the remit for Stations & Structures and MARP ther		Terms of References to be produced for all forums and should include Group or Panel in the title.		Medium		Gareth Leslie		Closed		Surinder Ahir		5/31/21				4/30/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		741				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Titles on six of the 11 ToR sampled had not been updated or were incorrect, as:
The ToR for the Investment Group included ‘Committee’ in the title. The Governance Manager CFO Office confirmed the ToR was out of date and would be updated following the Investment Governance review.
The title on ToR did not match for three samples (the Design Governance Forum, Stations & Structures and Major Assets Renewal Programme (MARP)). Despite there being differences in the remit for Stations & Structures and MARP ther		Terms of References to be produced for all forums and should include Group or Panel in the title.		Medium		Benjamin Lyon		Closed		Surinder Ahir		4/30/21				4/30/21				4/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		740				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Investment Delivery Planning		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Titles on six of the 11 ToR sampled had not been updated or were incorrect, as:
The ToR for the Investment Group included ‘Committee’ in the title. The Governance Manager CFO Office confirmed the ToR was out of date and would be updated following the Investment Governance review.
The title on ToR did not match for three samples (the Design Governance Forum, Stations & Structures and Major Assets Renewal Programme (MARP)). Despite there being differences in the remit for Stations & Structures and MARP ther		Terms of References to be produced for all forums and should include Group or Panel in the title.		Medium		Adam Edwards		Closed		Surinder Ahir		5/31/21				6/3/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		739				Chief Finance Officer | Group Finance Director		20 610		20 610 TfL Governance and Decision Making		Titles on six of the 11 ToR sampled had not been updated or were incorrect, as:
The ToR for the Investment Group included ‘Committee’ in the title. The Governance Manager CFO Office confirmed the ToR was out of date and would be updated following the Investment Governance review.
The title on ToR did not match for three samples (the Design Governance Forum, Stations & Structures and Major Assets Renewal Programme (MARP)). Despite there being differences in the remit for Stations & Structures and MARP ther		Terms of References to be produced for all forums and should include Group or Panel in the title.		Medium				Closed		Surinder Ahir		4/30/21				4/30/21				4/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		738				Crossrail		20 510		20 510 Transfer of CRL programme to TfL		Management direction provided to the TRMB, though responsive and turned around quickly, is generally provided verbally and not captured as a written response		The Head of Reporting should ensure management direction and feedback to current and future Mobilisation Groups is captured appropriately. (noted as being resolved towards the end of the review, evidence to be provided).		Low		Helen Ramsden		Closed		Steve Coulter		5/31/21		7/2/21		6/30/21				7/2/21				Internal Audit

		737				Crossrail		20 510		20 510 Transfer of CRL programme to TfL		Outside of the T-Minus process where (depending on stage) more detailed reviews may take place, progress is primarily tracked at performance indicator level using information supplied by CRL, RfLi and LU, MTR and NR. This has the potential to place too much reliance on KPI level management information and mask underlying delivery issues, unless accompanied by a proportionate review of partner assertions and the evidence that supports them.		The PSMG and Head of Organisation and Programme Transition should agree a short set of review points to assess the adequacy of evidence underpinning both CRL and partner performance reporting.		Low		Rob Carr		Closed		Steve Coulter		5/31/21				5/31/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		736				Crossrail		20 510		20 510 Transfer of CRL programme to TfL		Delivery of Transition and Organisational Readiness is based around a number of schedule-based scenarios and considerations. Some time flexibility has been built into the schedule to accommodate delivery slippage, the Execution Plan and IM readiness plans also briefly refer to contingency considerations, but formal contingency plans and planning in the event that Trial Running, Operations, and Passenger Service dates are not met could not be identified.		The Head of Organisation and Programme Transition in conjunction with the Executive Group should review the level and depth of contingency planning to ensure current arrangements are sufficient to manage non-attainment of targets.		Medium		Rob Carr		Closed		Steve Coulter		5/31/21				5/31/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		735				Crossrail		20 510		20 510 Transfer of CRL programme to TfL		Organisational Design has been completed for the pre-trial running and end state stages, but detailed planning and design work remains to be completed and agreed in order to fully identify dependencies, supporting services and any further resource implications for post-Trial Running.		The CPO and PSMG should agree the schedule for completing organisational design work, prioritising resources as necessary.		Medium		Natasha Fonseka		Closed		Steve Coulter		5/31/21				5/31/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		734				Chief People Officer		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		Issue 5		The Employee Payments Specialist will continue to save all AVC related documents, as received from the Pensions Team, in the local network drive.		Low				Closed		Adrian Franklin		2/4/21				2/4/21				2/4/21		1		Internal Audit

		733				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To promote clarity of collaborative working at multi-user sites (shared good practice).		Identify other multi-user sites and share the good practice from Stratford. 

b) Receive assurance that a suitable local operating agreements similar to the one in place at Stratford station. These will detail how the interface is managed including what assurance activities will take place.		Medium		Mark Teale		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		6/30/21		7/31/22				85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		732				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To provide a clear record and common understanding of the boundaries between LU and others’ assets.		Publish the LU signals boundary documents on the TfL (document) management system as change controlled documents, with accountable owners and dates for review		Medium		Muhammad Nadeem		Closed		Mike Shirbon		5/31/21				5/13/21				5/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		731				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To provide a clear record and common understanding of the boundaries between LU and others’ assets.		Publish the LU track boundary documents on the TfL (document) management system as change controlled documents, with accountable owners and dates for review.		Medium		Andrew Brice		Closed		Mike Shirbon		5/31/21				5/5/21				5/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		730				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: Shared operational sites can expose TfL staff and customers to risk from other duty holders’ activity. TfL should seek proportionate assurance that other duty holders have suitable management systems that are compatible and compliant with TfL controls		3e) Identify what reciprocal assurance TfL can provide to Network Rail and applicable operators, the persons accountable for providing this assurance, the frequency and mechanism for sharing this assurance. This is to be recorded in the TfL management system.		Medium		Mark Teale		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		10/1/21		7/31/22				85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		729				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: Shared operational sites can expose TfL staff and customers to risk from other duty holders’ activity. TfL should seek proportionate assurance that other duty holders have suitable management systems that are compatible and compliant with TfL controls.		d) Develop an assurance regime(s) for how LU will seek assurance from Network Rail and applicable operators on the items identified in a), this shall document the process, the parties involved, the frequency, how the assurance will be recorded and how deficiencies will be addressed.		Medium		Mark Teale		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		10/1/21		7/31/22				85		7/31/22				Quality Safety Security

		728				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose; Shared operational sites can expose TfL staff and customers to risk from other duty holders’ activity. TfL should seek proportionate assurance that other duty holders have suitable management systems that are compatible and compliant with TfL controls.		c) Determine who will ultimately receive this assurance on behalf of LU and the process for doing so, taking account of the specialist competence(s) required to assess the material.		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		Mike Shirbon		8/1/21		12/31/21		12/21/21				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		727				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: Shared operational sites can expose TfL staff and customers to risk from other duty holders’ activity. TfL should seek proportionate assurance that other duty holders have suitable management systems that are compatible and compliant with TfL controls.		b) Working with the RSSB, identify suitable forums where a consistent approach to duty holder assurance could be discussed and developed.		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		Mike Shirbon		8/1/21		12/31/21		12/21/21				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		726				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: Shared operational sites can expose TfL staff and customers to risk from other duty holders’ activity. TfL should seek proportionate assurance that other duty holders have suitable management systems that are compatible and compliant with TfL controls.		3a) Identify systems / assets to be assured reflecting the two scenarios for shared operations sites where LU is the infrastructure controller or operator (e.g. competence, operational rules, asset quality).		Medium		Mark Teale		Closed		Mike Shirbon		7/1/21		12/31/21		12/21/21				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		725				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To ensure the risks from shared operational sites have been suitably identified, assessed and are reflected in TfL strategic risks.		c) Implement a means of capturing significant risks from local safety risk assessments (as identified in (a)) and recording or signposting these in the appropriate Level 2 or Level 1 enterprise risk registers.		Medium		Vanessa Cates		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		12/30/21		2/1/22				265		2/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		724				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To ensure the risks from shared operational sites have been suitably identified, assessed and are reflected in TfL strategic risks.		b) Action any recommendations from a) accordingly and communicate the risk assessment findings.		Medium		Vanessa Cates		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		10/30/21		2/1/22				265		2/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		723				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | Insights and Direction		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To ensure the risks from shared operational sites have been suitably identified, assessed and are reflected in TfL strategic risks.		Review the workplace, customer and third party risk framework and determine how future QRA models and risk assessments will interact to ensure the risk assessments are up to date and accurately record the risk to TfL from shared operational sites. This should make use of the findings from this review, the Chalfont and Latimer near miss investigation and intelligence from other duty holders.		Medium		Vanessa Cates		Action Agreed		Mike Shirbon		10/30/21		2/1/22				265		2/1/22				Quality Safety Security

		722				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To ensure that there is a clear framework and remit for all communications between all TfL teams and duty holders using shared operational locations		b) Share the Level 1 and Level 2 meeting framework for the meetings identified in a) so that for each level 3 meeting the following are clear:
Meeting owner(chair) and attendees,
Scope and terms of reference,
What records are required to be kept and communicated,
How actions are tracked,
How and where issues are to be escalated (e.g. issues that need commercial or networkwide resolution)		Medium		Kate Gillmartin		Closed		Mike Shirbon		7/30/21		8/31/21		8/31/21				8/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		721				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 785		20 785 Review of LU risk from NR, TOCs, FOCs and Heritage Operations		Purpose: To ensure that there is a clear framework and remit for all communications between all TfL teams and duty holders using shared operational locations.		a) Identify and document all TfL teams holding meetings with external duty holders for shared operational sites and the subjects covered (e.g. safety, commercial, assets and service).		Medium		Kate Gillmartin		Closed		Mike Shirbon		5/31/21		7/31/21		8/4/21				7/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		720				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		4.0 Statistics reported to the SSHRP		4.1 Establish a set of core statistics for consistent, regular and comparable reporting.		Low		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		8/31/21				10/11/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		719				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		3.0 Assembly and analysis of data for reporting to the SSHRP.		3.4 Review SHE data analysis process to identify if there is an opportunity to collaborate on development of tools that reduce the adjustment of data during analysis, and reduce overlap of analysis activity.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				1/13/22				12/15/21				Internal Audit

		718				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		3.0 Assembly and analysis of data for reporting to the SSHRP.		3.3 Agree the same categories, descriptions and types of violence and aggression incidents to be used in forms by all operating areas and to be included in SHE project requirements. See action 2.1		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21		3/31/22		6/9/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		717				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		3.0 Assembly and analysis of data for reporting to the SSHRP.		3.2 Work with SHE to identify key data requirements for violence and aggression in LU and Surface incident reporting forms such as mandatory fields and data structure.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21		3/31/22		6/9/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		716				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		3.0 Assembly and analysis of data for reporting to the SSHRP.		3.1 In the short term, include in the report to the SSHRP, an explanation of key differences or limitations of statistics that affect their accuracy and comparability.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				12/27/21				12/15/21				Internal Audit

		715				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		2.0	Inconsistent categories and types of violence and aggression in reporting forms		2.2 Work with Procurement and Supply Chain to find solutions to limiting provisions in operators contracts.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Action Agreed		Carol Lynton		4/29/22		10/31/22						10/31/22				Internal Audit

		714				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		1.0 Inconsistent categories and types of violence and aggression in reporting forms		2.1 Agree the same categories, descriptions and types of violence and aggression incidents to be used in forms by all operating areas and to be included in SHE project requirements.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21		3/31/22		6/9/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		713				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		1.0	Reporting progress against actions, indicators and expected improvements		1.2 Include a systematic update against the indicators and expected improvements listed in the strategy in the report to the SSHRP.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				12/27/21				12/15/21				Internal Audit

		712				Chief Operating Officer | Security, Policing and Enforcement		20 000		20 000 Work-Related Violence and Aggression Strategy-Reporting		1.0 Reporting progress against actions, indicators and expected improvements		1.1 Include a systematic update on progress against each of the twenty three actions in the report to the SSHRP.		Medium		Mandy McGregor		Closed		Carol Lynton		12/15/21				12/27/21				12/15/21				Internal Audit

		711				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Process describing risk assessment updates documented in PEP is incorrect.		Project Execution Plan to be updated to reflect current practice by depot with regard to maintenance of risk assessments for removal and refit activities by 25 June 2021 - PM		Low		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		6/25/21				7/28/21				6/25/21				Quality Safety Security

		710				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Impacted risks captured In CRFs for risk drawdowns have not had their probabilities set to 100% and their status set to "Impacted"		Clarify risk drawdown process in ARM with risk manager and action accordingly by 25 June 2021 - PM		Low		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		6/25/21				7/8/21				6/25/21				Quality Safety Security

		709				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Risk register downloads have not been undertaken after each update.		Risk register downloads to be provided for April and May 2021 by 25 June 2021 – PM		Low		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		6/25/21				7/30/21				6/25/21				Quality Safety Security

		708				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		A minimum of three project efficiencies have not been captured in ARM.		Capture a minimum of three project efficiencies in ARM by 25 June 2021 – PM		Low		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		6/25/21				7/8/21				6/25/21				Quality Safety Security

		707				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Training records have were not provided for staff that conducted NDT of bogies during January 2021.		Training records to be provided for staff that conducted Non-destructive Testing (NDT) of bogies in January 2021 by 30 April 2021 – PM		Medium		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		4/30/21				6/1/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		706				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Assurance was not available to indicate that suppliers and sub-contractors have appropriately scoped ISO 9001 certification. This requirement is detailed within the Quality Execution Plan and GBP0157 TfL Supplier Quality Assurance.		Provide assurance that ISO 9001 certification status is known for all approved suppliers for the project by 23 June 2021 - PM		Medium		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		6/23/21				9/23/21				6/23/21				Quality Safety Security

		705				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		An audit plan is available for 2018 and 2019 on the project’s SharePoint site but has not been maintained to include all audits that have taken place.		Audit plan to be updated and maintained by 30 April 2021 – PM		Medium		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		4/30/21				5/5/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		704				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		Supplier Assurance Matrix scores have not been signed off, converted to PDF format, and attached to the Procurement strategy document as required by the forms.		Supplier Assurance Matrix Scores approved and attached to Procurement Strategy, and audit plan to be updated by 30 April 2021 – PM		Medium		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		4/30/21				5/5/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		703				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Enhancements | Fleet		20 727		20 727 Management of the 09TS programme lift (LU)		The PPMP is not tracking documents effectively, and gaps were identified in stage gate process for documents. The procurement strategy has not been converted to PDF following approval as required by the stage gate process. Verification and Validation Plans identified in the PPMP as required to be produced in stage 2 of the project have not been. Document management conformance within the project has an impact on finance and stakeholder confidence controls.		Procurement strategy document to be converted to PDF format with board minutes attached by 30 April 2021 – PM

PPMP can not be reviewed until next stage gate which will take place in 2022.		Medium		Henry Tam		Closed		James Reilly		4/30/21				5/5/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		692				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		20 740		20 740 DLR Safety Issues, Risk Management and Workplace Risk Assessment		Following an audit on DLR Safety Management System in 2019, several outstanding audit actions which were due for closure latest by 31st of July 2020 were still open.		Review, monitor and track outstanding audit actions to closure.		Medium		Fiona Jones		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		7/31/21				7/30/21				7/31/21		1		ERROR:#N/A

		691				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		20 740		20 740 DLR Safety Issues, Risk Management and Workplace Risk Assessment		it was found that not all 48 hour reports were submitted within the specified time		KAD Action Owner Neil Stroud- Review and implement process for submitting 48 -hour  incident / accident reports in specified time as stated in the Joint Management Procedures		Medium		Jim Medway		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		7/31/21				7/28/21				7/31/21		1		ERROR:#N/A

		690				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		PR0776 refers to a disputes and appeals process which could not be evidenced in any of the supporting Civils Competence Management System documentation.		Review and update the disputes and appeals process in accordance with the Skills Development
Audit & Compliance Competence Verification Process and include in PR0776.		Low		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21				3/11/21				7/18/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		689				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		There was no evidence of the Assessors being formally appointed by the Head of Department or Professional Head and being certificated to show the discipline within which the assessor will operate.  There was no evidence of any Assessor induction, training, continuing development and mentoring.		A system for the induction, training, continuing development and mentoring of assessors will be implemented.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21		10/29/21		10/27/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		688				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		There was no evidence of the Assessors being formally appointed by the Head of Department or Professional Head and being certificated to show the discipline within which the assessor will operate.  There was no evidence of any Assessor induction, training, continuing development and mentoring.		Assessors are to be formally appointed and certificated in accordance with PR0776.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21		10/29/21		10/26/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		687				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		Inconsistencies were found in the quality and completion of the competency records 

- 100% of the SCL’s and F0643 A2 Civils Competence and SCL Letters were reviewed and highlighted that 2 of the SCL’s were missing the holder’s signature and that an F0643 referred to 2 different candidates.
- The assessment planning records F0641 & F0642 contained missing assessor and candidate signatures and dates to authenticate the documents.		Arrangements for the review and update of completed assessment records to be implemented		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21		10/29/21		11/1/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		686				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		Both the local versions and FO645 A2 did not have provision to include all of the required information as per PR0776 4.15.  Date of assessment, expiry date and names of assessor are not included in the current format of the documentation.		Review and update F0645 A2 to ensure that the relevant information is included in accordance with PR0776.		Medium		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21		10/29/21		10/28/21				10/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		685				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		A database of all of the Competent Assessors and completed assessments was not able to be evidenced.  2 of the 7 assessment portfolios were unable to be verified due to insufficient qualified Internal Verifiers.  The process for the completed assessment and IV report recommendation being forwarded to the candidate’s manager could not be evidenced.		Implement a system whereby sufficient verifiers are available in relation to the number of assessors		High		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21		12/31/21		10/22/21				12/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		684				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		A database of all of the Competent Assessors and completed assessments was not able to be evidenced.  2 of the 7 assessment portfolios were unable to be verified due to insufficient qualified Internal Verifiers.  The process for the completed assessment and IV report recommendation being forwarded to the candidate’s manager could not be evidenced.		Review the process of transferring the completed assessments and IV reports to the candidate’s manager		High		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21				7/22/21				7/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		683				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		A database of all of the Competent Assessors and completed assessments was not able to be evidenced.  2 of the 7 assessment portfolios were unable to be verified due to insufficient qualified Internal Verifiers.  The process for the completed assessment and IV report recommendation being forwarded to the candidate’s manager could not be evidenced.		a) A database to record all the competent assessors and completed assessments will be implemented		High		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		4/18/21				5/12/21				4/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		682				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Built Environment		20 739		20 739 LU Earth Structures Inspectors Competence		Assessment documentation supporting the issue of a Safety Critical Licence was not complete, in particular one assessment portfolio having several elements missing. 

- Personal Quality forms (SCLACS) and F0643 A2 Civils Competence and SCL Letters 
- F0641, F0642 and F0643 assessment records.
- Knowledge and Understanding Assessment documentation (Elements 1 – 6) 
- 1 of 2 of the Assessors competency documentation was not available for review		Competency records are to be centrally located and securely held		High		Martin Byrne		Closed		John Harvey		7/18/21				7/21/21				7/18/21				Quality Safety Security

		680				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		Our review noted procedural inconsistencies where papers submitted for approval did not capture signatures from budget holders or include any form of electronic confirmation from them. In a couple of instances there were concerns over segregation of duties that should have been managed more proactively instead of relying upon SAP. We noted five instances where documents were attached but did not contain the signature of the budget holder and six instances where no supporting documentation was attached on SA		P&SC to advocate that the system used to manage DPA is adapted and used to manage DFA across TfL.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22								12/31/22				Internal Audit

		679				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		Our review noted procedural inconsistencies where papers submitted for approval did not capture signatures from budget holders or include any form of electronic confirmation from them. In a couple of instances there were concerns over segregation of duties that should have been managed more proactively instead of relying upon SAP. We noted five instances where documents were attached but did not contain the signature of the budget holder and six instances where no supporting documentation was attached on SA		P&SC to work with Finance to improve guidance on Delegated Financial Authority, Project Authority and the Standing Orders, ensuring authorities are documented and aligned to SAP Roles.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		2/28/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		678				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		Our review noted procedural inconsistencies where papers submitted for approval did not capture signatures from budget holders or include any form of electronic confirmation from them. In a couple of instances there were concerns over segregation of duties that should have been managed more proactively instead of relying upon SAP. We noted five instances where documents were attached but did not contain the signature of the budget holder and six instances where no supporting documentation was attached on SA		P&SC to consider developing a system based workflow for approving key documents – purchase requisition, contract award recommendation, budget approval etc.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		2/28/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		677				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		Use of Single Sourcing not adequately controlled or documented. As a result of previous audit findings, P&SC instituted a new process to improve controls over non-competitive transactions (also known as Single Source Requirements) which requires all requests to be recorded on the Contracts Register before the request is approved by the DPA holder. Out of our sample of 56 PO for this audit, we noted that there were 11 SSR out of which only4 were clearly recorded on the Contracts Register.		P&SC to introduce more robust controls to ensure all SSR are recorded on the Contracts Register and that there is consistency in the process.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		10/31/21				10/31/21				10/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		676				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		Use of Material Requirements Planning (MRP) process does not provide a clear audit trail of who approved a Shopping Cart. Allied to the absence of clear supporting documents on SAP this increases the risk of financial loss to TfL. The MRP process is used to order goods that are used on a regular or repeated basis. A Purchase Order is raised for a set amount (value or number of units) and staff are then able to raise shopping carts against this PO which do not require any further approvals. It is possible th		The Procurement Improvement Programme will look at ways of improving this process to provide better visibility and control over the process without any negative impact to the business.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		2/28/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		675				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		The procurement lifecycle starts at the identification of the requirement through the sourcing of the goods/services, ordering to paying for the goods / services.
In many instances it was not clear who requested the goods being ordered and who approved the expenditure. We observed a number of instances where documents attached to the PO in SAP did not have the relevant signatures recorded. There should be a clear audit trail from requisition to release of Purchase Order.
Inconsistencies in the process of		Existing guidance for the entire procurement life cycle needs to be refreshed with endorsement by CPO / CFO to improve compliance.		Medium		Jonathan Patrick		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		2/28/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		674				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 607		Procurement during Covid 19		The procurement lifecycle starts at the identification of the requirement through the sourcing of the goods/services, ordering to paying for the goods / services.
In many instances it was not clear who requested the goods being ordered and who approved the expenditure. We observed a number of instances where documents attached to the PO in SAP did not have the relevant signatures recorded. There should be a clear audit trail from requisition to release of Purchase Order.
Inconsistencies in the process of		Define a clear and unambiguous process for all staff to follow. Process to include minimum requirement for audit trail before Shopping Cart is approved. This must include documented request from requisitioner for the goods or services, Outline Agreement for contracts.
This should be supported by periodic Exception Reports to highlight where an OA is not used.		Medium		Sebastian Golby-Meek		Action Agreed		Shaukat Hussain		2/28/22		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		673				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Ineffective reporting of overdue documents to senior management.		Review and simplify the reporting process including redesigning business level information and identifying a targeted approach to senior management reporting.		Medium		Richard Osborn		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		5/31/21				6/7/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		672				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Ineffective reporting of overdue documents to senior management		Identify an appropriate group to receive oversight of priority and safety critical overdue documents.		Medium		Richard Osborn		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		7/30/21		10/31/21		12/2/21				10/31/21				Internal Audit

		671				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		An ineffective follow up process for managing overdue documents		A reconfiguration of the automated reminder notification should be undertaken to allow TMS Managers to be the initial recipient		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		5/31/21				8/2/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		670				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		An ineffective follow up process for managing overdue documents.		Review the TMS Library’s capabilities for managing overdue documents, these include giving consideration to: 
•	Priority rating/or risk based rating against overdue documents
•	Use of ‘criticality’ column 
•	Re-installment of the automated reminders		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		7/29/22		8/17/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		669				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Controlled documents not being kept up to date on TMS Library.		Identify an appropriate business owner for the Accessible Communications Policy		High		Phil Parry		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		5/31/21				5/24/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		668				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Controlled documents not being kept up to date in the TMS Library.		Work with the Transformation team to ensure organisational change guidelines take account of documents in the management system, in order to help  maintain system users, approvers and owners.		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Steve Coulter		12/31/21				4/14/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		667				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Controlled documents not being kept up to date in the TfL Library.		Revised review plans need to be put in place for the 11 documents identified in the audit.		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Steve Coulter		5/31/21		7/29/22		10/20/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		666				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Controlled documents in the TMS Library not being kept up to date on TfL’s behalf,		Develop and implement an appropriate escalation process.		High		Richard Osborn		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		10/31/21		7/29/22				87		7/29/22				Internal Audit

		665				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Duplication or replication of information from TMS on their own SharePoint sites		TMS team to undertake annual mini audits on a sample of sites to assess the effectivenss of the above targeted communication with SharePoint owners and share with sharepoint owners to address any issues identified.		High		Richard Osborn		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		12/19/22						12/19/22				Internal Audit

		664				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Duplication or replication of information from TMS onto local team SharePoint sites		The Records Management Quick Guide 6 (G2306 A3), should include a reference to Learning Paths.		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		4/30/21				4/30/21				4/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		663				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Duplication or replication of information from TMS onto local team SharePoint sites,		Deliver targeted communication for SharePoint owners on the risks of duplication and work with them to; include health warnings (where applicable) on local site information being uncontrolled or potentially not the latest version, identify  duplicate documents ensuring they are replaced with links to the TMS.		High		Richard Osborn		Action Agreed		Steve Coulter		6/30/21		7/29/22				87		7/29/22				Internal Audit

		662				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Duplication or replication of information from TMS ono local team SharePoint sites,		Work with T&D on the feasibility of applying  Data Loss Prevention (DLP) to SharePoint Online to prevent copying or duplication to other sites.		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Steve Coulter		12/31/21		7/29/22		8/24/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		661				General Counsel		20 112		20 112 TfL Management System		Absence of a clear mandate from senior management for the TMS		Secure approval for the TfL Governance Framework to be mandated by ExCo or an appropriate TfL committee and then communicate it to the wider business.		High		Richard Osborn		Closed		Steve Coulter		8/31/21		7/29/22		8/17/22				7/29/22				Internal Audit

		660				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Signals		20 733		Management of Routine Asset Change in Signals AO		There was limited evidence that operation cycles (determined by counter readings or estimated) were evaluated to ensure that Guidance limits were not exceeded within the designated temporal planned change cycles.  Hence there a is risk that some high usage Points could exceed the million-cycle limit before the planned routine change, thus increasing the risk of failure.		Sample known high usage points to evaluate the risk of Point systems exceeding cycle limits within the designated change period so the extent of the risk can be determined.		Low		Simon Milburn		Closed		Gary Smith		2/12/21				2/12/21				2/12/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		659				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 741		20 741 Maintenance of escalator step serialised parts database		For the Otis database, step records had not been fully updated for 5 of the 7 escalators sampled.  Otis are in the process of carrying out a full review of their database to baseline the data.		Otis to complete the review of their database.  Results to be presented as part of the periodic Technical Review with LU.		Medium		Stephen Hunt		Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		4/30/21				5/18/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		658				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 741		20 741 Maintenance of escalator step serialised parts database		The latest version of the TLF447 Asset Capture Form did not include the individual step details.		A review of the existing processes (including the TLF447) used to record step data is to be completed.  Processes to be updated as appropriate.		Medium		Russell Rowland		Closed		Mike Shirbon		8/1/22				4/19/22				8/1/22		1		Quality Safety Security

		657				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 741		20 741 Maintenance of escalator step serialised parts database		For DLO, the Cat1 requirement to record and validate data for step removal and replacement, step incidents and repairs, the scrapping of steps, and the results received from NDT testing, could not be demonstrated.		A plan to be delivered to manage the available step information and to collate future step data.		High		Russell Rowland		Closed		Mike Shirbon		6/11/21		2/14/22		4/19/22				2/14/22				Quality Safety Security

		656				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 741		20 741 Maintenance of escalator step serialised parts database		The step records held in Maximo 7.6 for both DLO and KONE did not meet the requirements of the Cat 1 Standards.		A review is to be carried out to determine the required format and location for the escalator steps database.		High		Darren Hillier		Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		5/12/21				5/7/21				5/12/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		655				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		T&D changes to portal access were not effectively communicated to boroughs prior to them taking place.		5.2 Actions arising out of the monthly stakeholder meetings held by the Lead Sponsor should be assigned and timeframes for resolution put in place and monitored.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		10/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		654				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Reporting guidance issued to Boroughs is not being followed.		1.3  Boroughs to be advised of new data standard for borough portal entries which should be monitored for compliance by LIP Sponsors and non compliance reported to higher managemen.t		High		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/1/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		653				Crossrail		19 510		Culture Change		Currently, the only feedback or measurement tool in use by CRL covering culture change is the Staff Engagement Survey, supported by a high-level communications strategy to broadcast the survey results.
▪ Existing data covering recruitment, probation, retention, disciplinaries, employee welfare, anonymised feedback from exit interviews, declarations of interest, is available to CRL, and alongside staff survey results could be drawn on as potential indicators of culture change.
▪ The most recent staff surve		This should include a formal Framework or methodology to bring together existing data and staff feedback in a single report covering organisational culture, change and risk.		Medium		Alexandra Kaufman		Closed		Steve Coulter		3/31/21				2/22/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		652				Crossrail		19 510		Culture Change		he Lessons Learned process has recently been restarted after a significant gap. Current work consists of two workstreams, one is internally focused aimed at extracting and embedding good practice to sustain the Trial running date, and the second updating the external Legacy database. However, neither workstream is currently supported by a formal reporting requirement from the project level upwards and is reliant upon staff allocating and finding time to do identify, capture and report lessons.
▪ Prior to d		The policy leads for the internal Embedded and Legacy lesson learning work should ensure co-ordination between the two programmes is sufficient to cross learn, and avoid any duplication.		Low		Adam Shoesmith		Closed		Steve Coulter		4/30/21		2/5/22		2/28/22				2/5/22				Internal Audit

		651				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 108		Third Party Supplier Review - Journeycall		The levels of monitoring is very low and the quality of monitoring is inadequate. This has an impact on quality of customer service and the development of effective training plans to improve it.		3.10 CCO should work with Commercial to put in place a plan to implement the quality monitoring criteria into all supplier contracts as each contract comes due for extension or retender		High		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		5/31/20		7/30/21		7/27/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		650				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 108		Third Party Supplier Review - Journeycall		The levels of monitoring is very low and the quality of monitoring is inadequate. This has an impact on quality of customer service and the development of effective training plans to improve it.		3.9 CCO should test the quality monitoring criteria with all contact centre suppliers before contracts are due for retender or the supplier framework is due for review		High		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		5/31/20		6/25/21		4/15/21				6/25/21				Internal Audit

		649				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 108		Third Party Supplier Review - Journeycall		The levels of monitoring is very low and the quality of monitoring is inadequate. This has an impact on quality of customer service and the development of effective training plans to improve it.		3.8 CCO should ensure that a single set of specific quality monitoring criteria is designed and ready to implement across all suppliers and contact centres		High		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		5/31/20		3/31/21		3/2/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		648				Crossrail		19 510		Culture Change		The Lessons Learned process has recently been restarted after a significant gap. Current work consists of two workstreams, one is internally focused aimed at extracting and embedding good practice to sustain the Trial running date, and the second updating the external Legacy database. However, neither workstream is currently supported by a formal reporting requirement from the project level upwards and is reliant upon staff allocating and finding time to do identify, capture and report lessons.
▪ Prior to		3.3 The Executive Group should incorporate the monitoring of lesson learning as part of its own ToR.		Low				Closed		Steve Coulter		4/30/21		4/8/22		5/18/22				4/8/22				Internal Audit

		647				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - online applications		2.7 Novacroft should update its Fraud Process to reflect changes agreed in actions 3.		High		Paul Edwards		Closed		Carol Lynton		10/29/20		8/31/21		8/24/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		646				Crossrail		19 510		Culture Change		he Lessons Learned process has recently been restarted after a significant gap. Current work consists of two workstreams, one is internally focused aimed at extracting and embedding good practice to sustain the Trial running date, and the second updating the external Legacy database. However, neither workstream is currently supported by a formal reporting requirement from the project level upwards and is reliant upon staff allocating and finding time to do identify, capture and report lessons.
▪ Prior to d		3.2 The scope and coverage of internal lesson learning efforts should be widened to include better focus on organisational governance, programme, contractor and commercial delivery.		Low				Closed		Steve Coulter		4/30/21		4/8/22		5/18/22				4/8/22				Internal Audit

		645				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - online applications		2.6 The Payments Team should work with the Enterprise Risk Management Team to identify and manage fraud risks every period. This should include identification of compensating controls for actions in 3 that cannot be effectively mitigated in the short term.		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		4/30/20		8/31/21		8/24/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		644				Crossrail		19 510		Culture Change		The Lessons Learned process has recently been restarted after a significant gap. Current work consists of two workstreams, one is internally focused aimed at extracting and embedding good practice to sustain the Trial running date, and the second updating the external Legacy database. However, neither workstream is currently supported by a formal reporting requirement from the project level upwards and is reliant upon staff allocating and finding time to do identify, capture and report lessons.
▪ Prior to		3.1 CRL should review its internal lesson learning efforts to ensure they fully meet agreed delivery objectives and sponsor expectations, through to project close. This should consider formalising the role Sector leads and PM’s play in identifying and documenting lessons.		Low				Closed		Steve Coulter		4/30/21		4/8/22		5/18/22				4/8/22				Internal Audit

		642				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		19 104		Nominee Passes		Inadequate return of nominee passes to Staff Travel from those that leave TfL		On a quarterly basis review non return of passes from leavers and/or line managers, and put a plan in place for passes that have not been returned with the Bus Operators.		Medium		Lee Wise		Closed		Niraj Shah		3/30/21		7/30/21		10/29/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		641				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		19 104		Nominee Passes		Inadequate return of nominee passes to Staff Travel from those that leave TfL		Investigate whether Bus Operators are allowed to charge fees for passes not returned, and discuss the issue with the Head of Bus Operations		Medium		Lee Wise		Closed		Niraj Shah		3/30/21		7/30/21		10/29/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		640				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		19 104		Nominee Passes		Insufficient bus operator audits being carried out per annum.		Annually review replacement nominee pass trends and discuss at scheduled Bus Operator forums. Engage with the Head of Bus Operations to agree this approach.		Medium		Lee Wise		Closed		Niraj Shah		3/30/21		7/30/21		10/29/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		639				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		19 104		Nominee Passes		Insufficient bus operator audits being carried out per annum.		Consult the Head of Bus Operations to review the current Bus Operator/TfL Contract to identify a method where the bus operators have more responsibility for their employees’ misuse.		Low		Lee Wise		Closed		Niraj Shah		3/31/20		7/30/21		10/29/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		638				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		19 118		Ill Health Retirees Process		To obtain medical evidence to determine if members should be granted ill health benefits, the Fund Office requests medical reports from OH. 
OH can in some cases take a considerable time to produce and return such reports.		The Fund should agree a service level agreement with OH for the production of ‘Occupational Health Pension Fund Reports’ with a key performance indicator for the amount of time taken to produce reports.		Medium		Stephen Field		Closed		Mark Cowper		7/31/20		11/30/21		11/18/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		637				Chief People Officer | Business Partnering & Employee Relations		19 118		Ill Health Retirees Process		TfL staff who are unable to work due to medical conditions undergo TfL's attendance at work procedures which ultimately may result in them leaving TfL service on medical grounds.  The Fund Office is often notified at a late stage that members are undergoing an attendance at work procedure and are going to apply for ill health benefits.  This leads to a time lag between members leaving TfL service on medical grounds and receiving ill health benefits.  The various TfL Attendance at Work policies and procedure		Management should review the various TfL ‘Attendance at Work’ policies and procedures, and consider if they should all advise employees:-
•	Of the Ill Health Retirement Process;
•	That the Ill Health Retirement Process can be started by employees before they leave TfL employment;
•	Applying after leaving TfL may lead to a significant time gap between employment and a pension.

TfL ‘Attendance at Work’ procedures should be aligned with the Pension Fund Ill Health Guidelines where appropriate to ensure c		Medium		Martin Boots		Closed		Mark Cowper		7/31/20		1/31/22		1/19/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		636				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Actions have been identified that either do not have owners, due dates
or are overdue.		Update procedure to implement minimum review period for risks. Requirement to be included in ARM training.		Medium		Polly Lethbridge (Archived)		Closed		James Reilly		1/22/21		6/30/21		9/17/21				6/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		635				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Positions are not always designated before receiving allowances as per procedures.		If it is decided to revise the procedures R&R will:
	Obtain the necessary management authorisation
	Modify the TMS ‘Working at TfL’ procedures		Medium		Peter Robinson		Closed		Mark Cowper		3/31/20		11/30/21		11/15/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		634				Chief Finance Officer		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Positions are not always designated before receiving allowances as per procedures.		HRS will check that the necessary authorisations have been obtained in line with the agreed new procedures before processing allowance applications.		Medium		Lee Wise		Closed		Mark Cowper		9/30/20		7/31/21		8/31/21				7/31/21				Internal Audit

		633				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Authorisations for designating positions in TfL for overtime are not always obtained as per present procedures.
The payment of overtime to TfL Band 3s at standard rate is under reflected in TfL overtime procedures or employment contracts.		If revisions are required:
	they will be submitted to, and approved by, appropriate managers and committees
	TMS ‘Working at TfL’ procedures will be modified
	Employment Law team will be instructed to make any agreed necessary changes to terms and conditions in contracts and/or offer letters
	Other documentation will be modified as necessary		Medium		Peter Robinson		Closed		Mark Cowper		3/31/20		3/31/22		3/1/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		632				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Authorisations for designating positions in TfL for overtime are not always obtained as per present procedures.
The payment of overtime to TfL Band 3s at standard rate is under reflected in TfL overtime procedures or employment contracts.		Management will: 
	consider if it is cost effective to configure SAP to enforce the agreed overtime Band 2 and 3 rules
	configure SAP if appropriate		Medium		Peter Robinson		Closed		Mark Cowper		9/30/20		3/31/22		3/31/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		631				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Overtime is not always pre-authorised in advance in writing.  Overtime hours are sometimes approved before they have been worked.			R&R will review TMS ‘Working at TfL’ procedures requiring line managers to authorise overtime in advance in writing.
	Any necessary revisions to procedures will be authorised by management and incorporated into TMS.
	If line managers are required to authorise overtime in advance in writing, reminders will be sent to them to do so.		Medium		Peter Robinson		Closed		Mark Cowper		3/31/20		3/31/22		3/1/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		630				Chief Finance Officer		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Overtime is not always pre-authorised in advance in writing.  Overtime hours are sometimes approved before they have been worked.			Payroll Services will run regular ‘SpinifexIT’ reports to identify line managers who authorise overtime payments in advance of overtime being worked.
	The identified line managers will be instructed they should only authorise overtime after checking the hours.		Medium		Colin Turner		Closed		Mark Cowper		9/30/20		5/31/22		4/5/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		629				Chief Finance Officer		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Part-time staff can receive enhanced rate overtime when working below 35 hours a week.			Reports will be run to identify incorrectly enhanced overtime paid to part-time staff.
	Relevant managers will be instructed that part-time staff should only be paid enhanced overtime rates when they have worked full-time hours.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Mark Cowper		9/30/20		1/31/22				266		1/31/22				Internal Audit

		628				Chief Operating Officer		19 116		Allowances Overtime and Higher Duty Pay Process		Rail for London (Infrastructure) [RfL(I)] maintenance staff receive unsocial hours allowance (UHA) but do not work unsocial hours due to handover delays.		If Crossrail handovers are delayed, RfL(I) management will continue to reallocate staff to other roles to minimize instances of staff not working planned hours and receiving UHA.		High		Jon Jarrett		Closed		Mark Cowper		1/31/21		4/30/21		8/5/21				4/30/21				Internal Audit

		627				Chief People Officer		20 102		20 102 LU Expense Claims during Covid-19		Update 'Managing through the Covid-19 outbreak' Guidance		Employee Relations should update ‘Managing through the Covid-19 outbreak’ guidance on completion of the above action. A link to this update should be sent to all line mangers as part of the weekly cycle of line manager communication.		Medium		Jennifer Iorfa		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		12/31/20				2/24/21				12/31/20				Internal Audit

		626				Chief Finance Officer		20 102		20 102 LU Expense Claims during Covid-19		Review of Covid-19 Expenses Category		Business Services Finance should undertake a review of the Covid-19 category,  identifying appropriate guidelines and detailing items that can be claimed for, so this can be understood by managers and staff from the onset. This should be accompanied a part of a lessons learnt activity to improve TfL’s response to any future pandemic. 
Action onwers; Diane Wadsworth,  Head of Accounts Payable / Jennifer Iorfa, ER Risk & Governance Manager		Medium		Diane Wadsworth		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		12/31/20				2/15/21				12/31/20				Internal Audit

		625				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The different systems record information in different ways and this does not readily translate into a common format. During the tender process, data from one system was mapped onto a template from another system without verifying the compatibility of the information downloads. The error came to light after the contracts were mobilised.		TfL. Management need to consider the implementation of a single Asset Management System across TfL.		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		624				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		Suppliers are contracted to maintain TfL assets but the specification had numerous errors in it leading to a lengthy and still unresolved process of verifying assets and their maintenance. The situation is not helped by the fact that there are multiple Asset Management systems in use across TfL. A decision to adopt a single Asset Management System would need to be taken at TfL Executive Committee level.

The ONE FM contracts were let on a pan-TfL basis but TfL’s systems and processes were not aligned acro		Asset Data needs to be accurately recorded and maintained in a consistent and uniform way across		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		623				Chief Operating Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		Suppliers are contracted to maintain TfL assets but the specification had numerous errors in it leading to a lengthy and still unresolved process of verifying assets and their maintenance. The situation is not helped by the fact that there are multiple Asset Management systems in use across TfL. A decision to adopt a single Asset Management System would need to be taken at TfL Executive Committee level.

The ONE FM contracts were let on a pan-TfL basis but TfL’s systems and processes were not aligned acro		TfL. Management need to consider the implementation of a single Asset Management System across TfL.		Medium		Esther Sharples		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		622				Chief Operating Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		Suppliers are contracted to maintain TfL assets but the specification had numerous errors in it leading to a lengthy and still unresolved process of verifying assets and their maintenance. The situation is not helped by the fact that there are multiple Asset Management systems in use across TfL. A decision to adopt a single Asset Management System would need to be taken at TfL Executive Committee level.

The ONE FM contracts were let on a pan-TfL basis but TfL’s systems and processes were not aligned acro		Asset Data needs to be accurately recorded and maintained in a consistent and uniform way across		Medium		Esther Sharples		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		621				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 414		Network and Information Systems (NIS) Regulations  - Surface Transport		London Overground service delivery operates under franchise to a third party operator, initial CAF assessments have not begun, and roles and responsibilities governing incident reporting are unassigned. The timeline set for this milestone based on the NIS Project execution plan was February 2019. NIS Project team and senior stakeholders in London Overground intend to discuss and agree an overall approach to NIS compliance; however, at the time of writing, no date had been se		Scope of responsibility for London Overground in relation to the NIS regulation to be agreed with DfT.		High		David Thomas		Closed		Maureen Kirk		9/30/19		8/18/21		9/21/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		620				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 414		Network and Information Systems (NIS) Regulations  - Surface Transport		Strategy and set of plans for the management and remediation of risks highlighted by the CAF Assessments is being worked on but is yet to be concluded. Even though an interim NIS point of contact was appointed, it is unclear where the responsibility for co-ordinating and communicating actions arising out of CAF assessments lies. There have also been no discussion between the NIS project team and key stakeholders in Surface Transport about the risks highlighted by the CAF assessments, and contingency plans t		A risk treatment framework will be developed to support the business in remediating risks identified through the CAF assessment and will highlight roles and responsibilities as well as funding requirements needed for the risk remediation		High		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Maureen Kirk		3/31/20		12/31/21		6/2/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		619				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 414		Network and Information Systems (NIS) Regulations  - Surface Transport		There is no documented strategy and set of plans for adopting and sustaining the momentum for compliance with NIS regulation for current business areas and future franchises after the closure of the current NIS project. 

There is no NIS Project Board1 Terms of Reference (ToR) document to formally set out how the project would be managed and directed. NIS Project Board1 meetings were not held on a regular basis and hence the opportunity to provide clear guidance and get feedback from the business was miss		Strategy and framework for the adoption of NIS as BAU activity post NIS project will be developed, approved and adopted by management.		High		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Maureen Kirk		10/31/19		11/30/20		2/26/21				11/30/20				Internal Audit

		618				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 414		Network and Information Systems (NIS) Regulations  - Surface Transport		1. There has been no end-to-end testing of the incident reporting process to ensure its effectiveness for NIS.  The email account toLSTCCsupervisorteam@tfl.gov.uk that is configured on TIMS to generate incident alerts is no longer valid; hence email alerts will not be delivered designated recipients. Email alerts from TIMS are  sent 24 hours after incident records have been inputted into TIMS. Delay in sending alerts could impact negatively on the time frame (i.e. 72 hours) within which TfL is required to r		End-to-end testing of the Transport for London Road Network incident reporting process and subsequent generation of test completion report		High		David McWilliam		Closed		Maureen Kirk		11/30/19		11/30/21		11/30/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		617				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		The HSE Information Exchange 2 (IE2) system was not being used by TfL staff to manage actions as required by PR0725		Monitor the addition and closure of complaint-related actions on IE2. 
•	For each mode identify a sample of complaints with residual actions at the end of the CCO process. 
•	For each sample, confirm that the action has been added to IE2 and progressed in line with the assigned timescales.		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		8/28/20		11/30/20		3/15/21				11/30/20				Internal Audit

		616				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		The HSE Information Exchange 2 (IE2) system was not being used by TfL staff to manage actions as required by PR0725		Launch the use of IE2 for tracking and assurance of closure of actions not resolved by existing CCO complaints process
•	Provide IE2 accounts for all members of the Safety and Security Contact list. 
•	Issue briefing pack for PR0725 to members of the Safety and Security contact list. 
•	Provide link to user guide for IE2		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		8/30/19		11/30/20		2/15/21				11/30/20				Internal Audit

		615				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is common practice that any errors or exceptions that are identified during the recording, processing and analysis of pensions contributions and data are logged, investigated and corrected. This allows for trends and root causes to identified and corrective actions are put in place to prevent future occurrences. 

It was established that there was no such log held between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams; errors were identified and addressed on an ad-hoc basis and no record of any inte		An Issues Log will be established between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams. It will be updated as issues with process or data are identified and any remedial action that is taken will be recorded (including the owner of the action and the root cause being recorded). 

The Issues Log will support the performance monitoring that is implemented as part of the internal Service Level Agreement that is created [See finding 7.0 – Service Level Agreement between Pensions and Employee Payments Del		Low		Tim Handley		Closed		Adrian Franklin		5/31/21				3/24/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		614				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		An internal service level agreement (SLA) is used to maintain a level of service between departments or business units in the same organisation, rather than with an external party. It provides a standard against which subsequent performance can be objectively measured. A typical service level agreement might include:

• The goal of both parties
• A summary of the services being provided
• What is needed by both parties
• Points of contact
• Problem reporting and resolution procedures.

There has nev		The Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams should consider whether or not the implementation and subsequent monitoring of an internal SLA would support and improve the flow of information, funds and data between the teams. If deemed appropriate then an SLA will be created, applied and performance against it monitored on a periodic basis.

Any SLA will be realistic and achievable, with working day (rather than calendar day) target dates for delivery, relative to pay date(s). 

The SLA should be an		Low		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		5/31/21		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		613				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is important for the employee experience, and efficient running of the AVC Plan, that there is clear guidance and optimised processes in place. It was identified that:

• The AVC Plan application process was paper based and manual. Once application forms have been received by the applicant, they are returned to the Pensions team who then communicate the new applicant details (including the nature of their investment) both to the Plan provider (Legal & General) and the EPDT who then enter the details to		The Pensions and Employee Payments Delivery teams will work together, looking at the opportunities arising from the implementation of a new ERP system to include the cost effective automation of the AVC application and administration process. This should enable the straight through processing of AVC applications onto SAP, whether via an E-Form or online via the TfL Pension Fund website or Pension Web Portal). This will take the form of an ‘ideal world’ specification for any future implementation.		Low		Tim Handley		Closed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/21				3/24/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		612				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is important for the employee experience, and efficient running of the AVC Plan, that there is clear guidance and optimised processes in place. It was identified that:

• The AVC Plan application process was paper based and manual. Once application forms have been received by the applicant, they are returned to the Pensions team who then communicate the new applicant details (including the nature of their investment) both to the Plan provider (Legal & General) and the EPDT who then enter the details to		Complete the update of the TfL Pension Fund ‘Guide to AVCs’ to reflect the correct plan provider.		Low		Tim Handley		Closed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/21		4/30/21		5/11/21				4/30/21				Internal Audit

		611				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is important that pension contributions are transferred from the EPDT to the Pensions team (and then in the case of AVC and the Savings for Retirement Plan onto Legal & General and Scottish Widows respectively) so that individual members investment instructions can be executed in a timely manner. Ideally these funds would be made available for investment on payday, with corresponding management and contribution information provided to Pensions and employees beforehand to inform investment decisions.

I		The Employee Payments Delivery Team will identify and implement a new process; at the point the BACs is submitted to pay employees all pensions related payments will also be triggered for payment and the associated contributions data provided to the Pensions Team.
This process will be captured as a deliverable in the new internal Service Level Agreement between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams. [Also see finding 7.0 – Service Level Agreement between Pensions and Employee Payments Delivery		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		5/31/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		610				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is important that employee pension data, as held in SAP, is accurate and up-to-date.  A report obtained from the Head of Pensions detailed current members of the TfL Pension Fund (whether existing (pre 2 April 1989), new (after 1 April 1989) or non-contributing/opted-out members). Three employees were found to be ‘Missing an open scheme’ (not recorded as a member or non-member). There is no routine process or internal control in place to identify pension fund members who are missing this specific SAP dat		The three exceptions identified during the audit should be resolved between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams, and any learning points applied to existing processes.		Medium		Colin Turner		Closed		Adrian Franklin		1/31/21				3/8/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		609				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is important that employee pension data, as held in SAP, is accurate and up-to-date.  A report obtained from the Head of Pensions detailed current members of the TfL Pension Fund (whether existing (pre 2 April 1989), new (after 1 April 1989) or non-contributing/opted-out members). Three employees were found to be ‘Missing an open scheme’ (not recorded as a member or non-member). There is no routine process or internal control in place to identify pension fund members who are missing this specific SAP dat		The data, tolerances and rules used for future SAP exception reporting will include the identification of members missing scheme information, 999 and associated dependency codes. [Also refer to the actions raised at Finding 2.0 – SAP exception reporting and spot checks]		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		608				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will delegate responsibility for the periodic production and review of SAP exception reports (to align with existing payroll processing timetables). Evidence of these reviews, and any action taken, will be retained.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		607				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will determine, with input from the wider Employee Payments and Pensions Teams, what data, tolerances or rules will be set for future exception reporting. [Also refer to the actions raised at Finding 3.0 – Pension Fund members – accuracy of SAP data].		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		606				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will liaise with the SAP Master Data Management Team (and if necessary HCL Axon, TfL’s SAP support and development partner) to identify the potential use of SAP exception reporting over pension related data.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		605				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is good practice to review the level of system access granted to users to ensure that only those users with a valid and current need can access sensitive business and personal data. This is particularly true when the data relates to an individual’s salary, bonus and pension related information.

SAP can be configured to allow a user to have ‘Display’ (view) or ‘Maintain’ (write) access to payroll and pension data. As at 9 November 2020 there were 102 SAP users across TfL with Display access, and 97 use		An exercise will be carried to out to amend the end dates for SAP access for all current users with Display and Maintain access to pay and pensions data. A two-year access permission will be granted in each case.		High		Simon Farmer		Closed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/21				3/25/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		604				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 105		Pension Contributions - TfL Pension Fund (Inc AVCs)		It is good practice to review the level of system access granted to users to ensure that only those users with a valid and current need can access sensitive business and personal data. This is particularly true when the data relates to an individual’s salary, bonus and pension related information.

SAP can be configured to allow a user to have ‘Display’ (view) or ‘Maintain’ (write) access to payroll and pension data. As at 9 November 2020 there were 102 SAP users across TfL with Display access, and 97 use		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will request from the SAP MDM Team a periodic report (on at least a quarterly basis) showing all current users with Display and Maintain access to payroll and pensions data.

This report will be reviewed to identify those users with inappropriate access, for which a request for immediate removal of access will be made to the MDM Team. Evidence of this review, and any action taken, will be retained.

Where members of the Pensions Team are identified as no longer needin		High		Colin Turner		Closed		Adrian Franklin		1/29/21				3/8/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		603				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is common practice that any errors or exceptions that are identified during the recording, processing and analysis of pensions contributions and data are logged, investigated and corrected. This allows for trends and root causes to identified and corrective actions are put in place to prevent future occurrences. 

It was established that there was no such log held between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams; errors were identified and addressed on an ad-hoc basis and no record of any inte		An Issues Log will be established between the Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams. It will be updated as issues with process or data are identified and any remedial action that is taken will be recorded (including the owner of the action and the root cause being recorded). 

The Issues Log will support the performance monitoring that is implemented as part of the internal Service Level Agreement that is created [See finding 4.0 – Service Level Agreement between Pensions and Employee Payments Del		Low		Tim Handley		Closed		Adrian Franklin		5/31/21				3/24/21				5/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		602				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		An internal service level agreement (SLA) is used to maintain a level of service between departments or business units in the same organisation, rather than with an external party. It provides a standard against which subsequent performance can be objectively measured. A typical service level agreement might include:

• The goal of both parties
• A summary of the services being provided
• What is needed by both parties
• Points of contact
• Problem reporting and resolution procedures.

There has nev		The Employee Payments Delivery and Pensions teams should consider whether or not the implementation and subsequent monitoring of an internal SLA would support and improve the flow of information, funds and data between the teams. If deemed appropriate then an SLA will be created, applied and performance against it monitored on a periodic basis.

Any SLA will be realistic and achievable, with working day (rather than calendar day) target dates for delivery, relative to pay date(s). 

The SLA should be an		Low		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		5/31/21		3/31/23						3/31/23				Internal Audit

		601				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		Employee application forms and associated documents, for the Savings for Retirement Plan should be held in a location that allows for easy access and retrieval; documents then can be accessed to facilitate the resolution of disputes, queries and to provide evidence that subsequent pension contributions are accurate, based on the employees wishes and instruction.

It was noted that:
• Only three of six Direct Contribution (DC) pension starter emails (that detail new members of the Savings for Retirement P		The Employee Payments Specialist will retain copies of all future DC pension starter emails, as received from the Onboarding Team, in the local network drive.		Low		Milosz Mikolajewski		Closed		Adrian Franklin		1/31/21				2/12/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		600				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		Employee application forms and associated documents, for the Savings for Retirement Plan should be held in a location that allows for easy access and retrieval; documents then can be accessed to facilitate the resolution of disputes, queries and to provide evidence that subsequent pension contributions are accurate, based on the employees wishes and instruction.

It was noted that:
• Only three of six Direct Contribution (DC) pension starter emails (that detail new members of the Savings for Retirement P		The Onboarding Team should ensure that all new starter documents are scanned to SAP in a complete and timely manner.		Low		Lee Wise		Closed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/21				3/24/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		599				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will delegate responsibility for the periodic production and review of SAP exception reports (to align with existing payroll processing timetables). Evidence of these reviews, and any action taken, will be retained.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		598				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will determine, with input from the wider Employee Payments and Pensions Teams, what data, tolerances or rules will be set for future exception reporting.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		597				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is good practice to utilise the business reporting functionality of the various systems and applications that are used across an organisation. This enhances the management information that is available to management to support effective decision making. 

At TfL, SAP is used as the primary enterprise resource planning software. It is used to run core finance, procurement, logistics and HR processes (including payroll and pensions data and transactions). SAP reporting tools (including BusinessObjects an		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will liaise with the SAP Master Data Management Team (and if necessary HCL Axon, TfL’s SAP support and development partner) to identify the potential use of SAP exception reporting over pension related data.		Medium		Colin Turner		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		7/30/21		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		596				Communications and Corporate Affairs | Transformation and Business Services		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is good practice to review the level of system access granted to users to ensure that only those users with a valid and current need can access sensitive business and personal data. This is particularly true when the data relates to an individual’s salary, bonus and pension related information.

SAP can be configured to allow a user to have ‘Display’ (view) or ‘Maintain’ (write) access to payroll and pension data. As at 9 November 2020 there were 102 SAP users across TfL with Display access, and 97 use		An exercise will be carried to out to amend the end dates for SAP access for all current users with Display and Maintain access to pay and pensions data. A two-year access permission will be granted in each case.		High		Simon Farmer		Closed		Adrian Franklin		3/31/21				3/25/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		595				Chief People Officer | Compensation and Benefits		20 114		20 114 Pension Contributions – TfL Savings for Retirement Plan		It is good practice to review the level of system access granted to users to ensure that only those users with a valid and current need can access sensitive business and personal data. This is particularly true when the data relates to an individual’s salary, bonus and pension related information.

SAP can be configured to allow a user to have ‘Display’ (view) or ‘Maintain’ (write) access to payroll and pension data. As at 9 November 2020 there were 102 SAP users across TfL with Display access, and 97 use		The Employee Payments Delivery Lead will request from the SAP MDM Team a periodic report (on at least a quarterly basis) showing all current users with Display and Maintain access to payroll and pensions data.

This report will be reviewed to identify those users with inappropriate access, for which a request for immediate removal of access will be made to the MDM Team. Evidence of this review, and any action taken, will be retained.

Where members of the Pensions Team are identified as no longer needin		High		Colin Turner		Closed		Adrian Franklin		1/29/21				3/8/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		594				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 619		Land Authority Governance  Process		Land Authority variations primarily relate to any requests for additional funding, or reductions in land value, after the initial Land Authority request being approved in line with the TfL Standing Orders. For example, for one current scheme (South Kensington) a paper is being circulated to the CFO Oversight Committee and the Commissioner outlining a change to the scheme requiring an increase in the number of affordable homes being built. This has a negative impact on the land value and income, so a paper n		Management will document and make available to CD colleagues the local process to capture and report variations, and the need to resubmit a paper detailing the revised land value and any changes to income and costs.		Low		Mark Casson		Closed		Adrian Franklin		6/30/20		5/31/22		8/16/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		593				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 619		Land Authority Governance  Process		Land Authority variations primarily relate to any requests for additional funding, or reductions in land value, after the initial Land Authority request being approved in line with the TfL Standing Orders. For example, for one current scheme (South Kensington) a paper is being circulated to the CFO Oversight Committee and the Commissioner outlining a change to the scheme requiring an increase in the number of affordable homes being built. This has a negative impact on the land value and income, so a paper n		Management will define what constitutes a significant variation whether based on potential risk, impact and /or value.		Low		Mark Casson		Closed		Adrian Franklin		6/30/20		5/31/22		8/16/22				5/31/22				Internal Audit

		592				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 617		Management of Joint Venture Partners and Associated Risks		As part of the review Internal Audit requested access to the Kidbrooke JV folder on the Group Property Development drive.  A specific T&D Service Request, for the Kidbrooke folder, was made by the Property Development Admin Support team. It was established that the access granted by T&D:

• Allowed Internal Audit to access all other scheme, project and JV folders in the E-Filing folder, including potentially commercially sensitive information, meeting minutes and other project related information.
• Allo		For future folder access requests, this will be restricted only to the specific folders that are needed. 

• We will implement a process to undertake a periodic review of folder access for appropriateness.
• We will implement a process to undertake a periodic review of PD files and folders for sensitive personal information (whether current or historic).

Evidence of these reviews will be retained.		High		Jonathan Cornelius		Closed		Adrian Franklin		8/31/20		5/31/21		6/8/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		591				Chief Capital Officer		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Emerging risks recorded in ARM have not been fully described.		Communication to be sent to relevant stakeholders clarifying process for describing risks.		Low		Claudina Castelli		Closed		James Reilly		8/24/20		11/30/20		6/22/21				11/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		590				Chief Capital Officer		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		PPD Risks had not been reviewed at 4-6 week intervals as is required.		Communication to be sent to stakeholders clarifying the correct process for reviewing risks in ARM.		Medium		Claudina Castelli		Closed		James Reilly		8/24/20		11/30/20		2/10/22				11/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		589				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Cyber Security is a dynamic environment and vulnerabilities in software and systems are constantly published. This could be either software defects that require patches to remedy, or configuration issues that require administrative activity to resolve.

For this reason, organisations should have a vulnerability management process which enables them to know what vulnerabilities are present within their infrastructure on a regular basis. Management should ideally be as aware of the major vulnerabilities in		Adopt a vulnerability assessment process that:
- Is developed for OT/ICS environments;
- Identifies OT/ICS assets and how they are connected;
- Enumerates device-level vulnerabilities (e.g. missing patches or weak passwords); and
- Reports on network-level vulnerabilities (e.g. weak firewall rules, rogue connections between IT and OT).		Medium		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Nuno Borges		12/31/20				2/8/21				12/31/20				Internal Audit

		588				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Risks have not been closed with their risk scores set to nil.		Procedure to be updated to remove requirement.		Medium		Polly Lethbridge (Archived)		Closed		James Reilly		1/22/21		6/30/21		6/2/21				6/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		587				Chief Capital Officer		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Actions with owners that have left TfL or changed roles have not been reassigned.		Communication sent to stakeholders in management process in ARM clarifying data management responsibilities in ARM.		Medium		Claudina Castelli		Closed		James Reilly		8/24/20		11/30/20		2/10/22				11/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		586				General Counsel | Risk and Assurance		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Registers for level 2 risks are maintained outside of ARM.		Registers for risks considered below level 2 are to be maintained outside ARM. Procedure to be updated to set criteria for these types of risks.		Medium		Polly Lethbridge (Archived)		Closed		James Reilly		1/22/21		4/30/21		7/16/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		585				Chief Capital Officer		19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		The Pathway Risk Management Handbook has not been maintained.		Containment action to add placeholder reference in Pathway Risk Management Handbook SharePoint page to the local risk management plans/strategies. Handbook to be uploaded when ready.		High		Claudina Castelli		Closed		James Reilly		8/24/20		11/30/20		5/17/21				11/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		584				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		PR0725 does not make it clear as to when verbal complaints do need to be referred to the Contact Centre Operations (CCO)		Establish a quarterly review process of the volume of complaints referred from frontline to CCO to evaluate effectiveness of arrangements.		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		2/28/20		8/18/21		6/6/22				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		583				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		PR0725 does not make it clear as to when verbal complaints do need to be referred to the Contact Centre Operations (CCO)		Revise PR0725 to include arrangements for learning at an organisational level from safety related complaints made directly to frontline staff		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		8/23/19		3/31/21		3/31/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		582				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Northern Line		20 767		20 767 Angel Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances identified with management system.		Address non-conformances		High		Angus Draper		Closed		James Reilly		1/29/21		2/5/21		2/5/21				2/5/21				Quality Safety Security

		581				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		There had been a lack of stakeholder engagement and communication with regard to the requirements of procedure PR0725		Following the revision to PR0725 in response to the findings of audit IA 18 001, commence roll out briefing via:
•	All internal safety governance meetings 
•	All safety governance meetings with contracted transport services 
•	All H&S Committees		High		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		9/6/19		8/31/21		6/6/22				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		580				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		18 001		Effectiveness of  the new safety complaints process		There had been a lack of stakeholder engagement and communication with regard to the requirements of procedure PR0725		Develop briefing pack to support the embedment of PR0725, covering:
•	Background to the introduction of the procedure
•	The importance of capturing customer complaints ( and organisational learning to inform prevention strategies)
•	Overview of the process		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Maureen Kirk		8/30/19		8/31/21		6/6/22				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		579				Chief Operating Officer		19 119		TfL Ambassadors		Absence of any monitoring by the Ambassador team to ensure shifts are completed once uniforms have been issued 
Lack of management oversight resulting in failure to introduce processes for returning uniforms when an employee no longer uses to continue as an ambassador or leaves TfL, and in ensuring uniforms are always held securely		A uniform return process needs to be introduced to address the shortfalls identified.		Medium		Tim Scott		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		3/31/20		6/30/21		6/25/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		578				Chief Operating Officer		19 119		TfL Ambassadors		Absence of any monitoring by the Ambassador team to ensure shifts are completed once uniforms have been issued 
Lack of management oversight resulting in failure to introduce processes for returning uniforms when an employee no longer uses to continue as an ambassador or leaves TfL, and in ensuring uniforms are always held securely		A planned annual stock take should be implemented		Medium		Tim Scott		Closed		Kauser Yousaf		3/31/20		6/30/21		6/25/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		577				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		There is no central repository for documenting the specification of TfL requirements for the services contracted under the ONE FM contracts.
There is no one individual who owns the specification.
Changes to TfL requirements  are not adequately documented so that a clear audit trail is available.
No Lessons Learned Register in place to help shape future tender process.
There is no agreed hierarchy for how asset data is recorded and maintained.
The KPI regime to monitor supplier performance is not fit fo		ONE FM Lessons Learned Register to be created and maintained to assist future planning.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				2/17/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		576				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		There is no central repository for documenting the specification of TfL requirements for the services contracted under the ONE FM contracts.
There is no one individual who owns the specification.
Changes to TfL requirements  are not adequately documented so that a clear audit trail is available.
No Lessons Learned Register in place to help shape future tender process.
There is no agreed hierarchy for how asset data is recorded and maintained.
The KPI regime to monitor supplier performance is not fit fo		Documents and records need to be maintained and managed in a consistent, controlled manner.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				2/17/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		575				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		There is no central repository for documenting the specification of TfL requirements for the services contracted under the ONE FM contracts.
There is no one individual who owns the specification.
Changes to TfL requirements  are not adequately documented so that a clear audit trail is available.
No Lessons Learned Register in place to help shape future tender process.
There is no agreed hierarchy for how asset data is recorded and maintained.
The KPI regime to monitor supplier performance is not fit fo		Develop and implement communications strategy for ONE FM contracts and services.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				1/28/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		574				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		There is no central repository for documenting the specification of TfL requirements for the services contracted under the ONE FM contracts.
There is no one individual who owns the specification.
Changes to TfL requirements  are not adequately documented so that a clear audit trail is available.
No Lessons Learned Register in place to help shape future tender process.
There is no agreed hierarchy for how asset data is recorded and maintained.
The KPI regime to monitor supplier performance is not fit fo		Terms of Reference for composition and remit/authority of the ONE FM Steering Group to be agreed and approved.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				1/28/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		573				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		There is no central repository for documenting the specification of TfL requirements for the services contracted under the ONE FM contracts.
There is no one individual who owns the specification.
Changes to TfL requirements  are not adequately documented so that a clear audit trail is available.
No Lessons Learned Register in place to help shape future tender process.
There is no agreed hierarchy for how asset data is recorded and maintained.
The KPI regime to monitor supplier performance is not fit fo		Agree and implement a meaningful and relevant Key Performance Indicators regime in order to more effectively manage the supplier’s performance and corresponding Management Information Reports.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				1/28/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		572				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		Suppliers are contracted to maintain TfL assets but the specification had numerous errors in it leading to a lengthy and still unresolved process of verifying assets and their maintenance. The situation is not helped by the fact that there are multiple Asset Management systems in use across TfL. A decision to adopt a single Asset Management System would need to be taken at TfL Executive Committee level.

The ONE FM contracts were let on a pan-TfL basis but TfL’s systems and processes were not aligned acro		TfL. Management need to consider the implementation of a single Asset Management System across TfL.		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		571				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		Suppliers are contracted to maintain TfL assets but the specification had numerous errors in it leading to a lengthy and still unresolved process of verifying assets and their maintenance. The situation is not helped by the fact that there are multiple Asset Management systems in use across TfL. A decision to adopt a single Asset Management System would need to be taken at TfL Executive Committee level.

The ONE FM contracts were let on a pan-TfL basis but TfL’s systems and processes were not aligned acro		Asset Data needs to be accurately recorded and maintained in a consistent and uniform way across		Medium		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/22				1/28/22				12/31/22		1		Internal Audit

		570				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The pan-TfL approach was intended to provide a number of benefits and opportunities including delivering savings, collaboration and transparency. The benefits have not been fully realised because of the lack of strategic direction and support.  Main observations are:
There is little confidence in the completeness and accuracy of asset data.
There is no common format for how data is recorded and managed.
There is no clear ownership of the specification or a central repository to capture all the requiremen		ONE FM Risk Register to be created and updated regularly. This needs to be available to all key stakeholders for input / discussion.		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				2/17/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		569				Chief Finance Officer		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The pan-TfL approach was intended to provide a number of benefits and opportunities including delivering savings, collaboration and transparency. The benefits have not been fully realised because of the lack of strategic direction and support.  Main observations are:
There is little confidence in the completeness and accuracy of asset data.
There is no common format for how data is recorded and managed.
There is no clear ownership of the specification or a central repository to capture all the requiremen		TfL Representative must be formally named via Contract Variation		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				12/15/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		568				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The pan-TfL approach was intended to provide a number of benefits and opportunities including delivering savings, collaboration and transparency. The benefits have not been fully realised because of the lack of strategic direction and support.  Main observations are:
There is little confidence in the completeness and accuracy of asset data.
There is no common format for how data is recorded and managed.
There is no clear ownership of the specification or a central repository to capture all the requiremen		ONE FM Steering Group to clarify roles and responsibilities of TfL Representative, Contract Manager (if not the TfL Rep.) and operational managers.		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				2/17/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		567				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Financial reports generated for LIP Sponsors to manage LIP scheme expenditure not identified.		7.4 Relevant training regime defined and courses arranged as necessary.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		8/30/21		9/24/21		7/30/21				9/24/21		1		Internal Audit

		566				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Current communication channels with boroughs are limited and may therefore not be effective.		Development of the SharePoint site for borough and stakeholder use should be formalised, and associated resources and timescales agreed.		Medium		Tony Liu		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/30/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		565				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Current communication channels with boroughs are limited and may therefore not be effective.		Overall management and upkeep of the SharePoint site including access permission rights, should be determined and assigned.		Medium		Tony Liu		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/30/21		8/18/21		7/29/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		564				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Current communication channels with boroughs are limited and may therefore not be effective.		9.2 The design and content of the SharePoint site should be agreed with appropriate management and take into account the views of boroughs and other relevant stakeholders.		Medium		Tony Liu		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/30/21		8/18/21		7/29/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		563				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Reporting guidance issued to Boroughs is not being followed.		1.2 Boroughs to be notified of the new data standard and that the portal will thereafter be monitored by LIP Sponsors on a regular basis to ensure compliance, and incidents of non-compliance reported to higher management for action.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		4/1/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		562				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Financial reports generated for LIP Sponsors to manage LIP scheme expenditure not identified.		7.2 LIP Sponsors financial training needs should be identified by the creation of a skills matrix.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/29/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		561				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Financial reports generated for LIP Sponsors to manage LIP scheme expenditure not identified.		7.3 Gap analysis to be conducted based on matrix and training needs identified.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		560				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Management reporting systems were not identified to provide an overview of LIP scheme delivery against targets.		8.1 Business information should be used to create strategic management style dashboard reports which provide an overview of LIP scheme progress against delivery and expenditure.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		10/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		559				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Management reporting systems were not identified to provide an overview of LIP scheme delivery against targets.		8.2 The dashboard report should identify reasons why some boroughs are performing less well, so that resources can be targeted to help resolve any Impending issues to delivery.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		10/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		558				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Reporting guidance issued to Boroughs is not being followed.		1.1 The business should review the information requirements within the portal system to ensure that the system remains the main source of truth regarding LIP scheme activity from inception to delivery.		Medium		Sahed Elouazani		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/31/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		557				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		T&D changes to portal access were not effectively communicated to boroughs prior to them taking place		A protocol/governance structure to be agreed between T&D and the business to ensure that changes to IT systems are communicated in advance, in a timely manner, and with the agreement of senior management within the business.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		10/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		556				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.5 LIP Sponsors to monitor expenditure to ensure schemes continue to represent value for money, particularly where those schemes are carried over into additional financial years.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/4/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		555				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Line Operations | Network Delivery		20 715		20 715 Investigation of Incidents in Built Environment		The procedures in use - PR0608 A1 – Escalation of Significant Incidents (AP-JNP) and PR0606 A2 – Control Centre Operation (AP-JNP) were found to be out of date. The AP-JNP procedures does not reflect all LU processes in place.		To review, update and withdraw the existing procedures PR0608 A1 – Escalation of Significant Incidents (AP-JNP) and PR0606 A2 – Control Centre Operation (AP-JNP) with a procedure that reflects the new operating model when the organisation goes live.		Medium		Jackie Cousins		Closed		Jude Mezue		4/1/21		5/28/21		6/1/21				5/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		554				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.4 LIP Sponsors to ensure that the portal system is updated by boroughs at bi-monthly intervals in compliance with reporting requirements.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/30/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		553				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.2 Information from the tracker system should to used by LIP Sponsors to inform their quarterly meetings with boroughs.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/30/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		552				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.3 The quarterly meeting template to be mandated to ensure that all LIP Sponsors obtain key information from boroughs on their LIP schemes in a consistent manner, and that all LIP schemes are subject to this process during the course of the year.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/30/21		8/18/21		7/29/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		551				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		No policies and procedures in place to help structure how LIP Sponsors deliver their work.		4.4 Review of tasks that could be devolved to LIP Sponsors from the Portfolio Sponsor.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		550				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		No policies and procedures in place to help structure how LIP Sponsors deliver their work.		4.3 Training in the use of the borough portal system to be mandatory for all LIP Sponsors including refresher training.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		549				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Insufficient checks at local level to validate claims		2.1 A claims history report should be run on a periodic basis which shows the namess of the submitter and approver within the boroughs, to ensure that such claims are not being made by the same person.		Medium		Bhanu Gogineni		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/29/21		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		547				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		No policies and procedures in place to help structure how LIP Sponsors deliver their work.		4.2  Guidance should be introduced for LIP Sponsors based on good practice, including escalation procedures. The Portfolio Sponsor should maintain a quality assurance role, to ensure consistency of approach and outputs.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		546				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		No policies and procedures in place to help structure how LIP Sponsors deliver their work.		4.1 A clear governance structure/RACI matrix should be put in place which brings together all the component parts of the LIP scheme process with roles and responsibilities clearly identified and defined eg ST Finance, T&D etc.		Medium		David McKenna		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		545				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.1 Form A elements to be reviewed for adaption into a tracker system (to support action 1 above)		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		544				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		19 006		Payments to Local Authorities using the Borough Portal		Inadequate monitoring by LIP Sponsors to support delivery of LIP schemes.		3.6 A cumulative claims report to be run on a monthly basis which shows all previously approved claims, which LIP Sponsors should then use to assess expenditure against a schemes progress.		Medium		Niall Coward		Closed		Sonja Folarin		11/30/20		8/18/21		7/30/21				8/18/21				Internal Audit

		543				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information		No assurance on the management of Power work bank, inspections and lineside isolators due to lack of adequate asset data populated in Ellipse		Review management of Power assets  to ensure that an established process is followed when capturing work streams, all data populated in Ellipse and effective planning and scheduling carried out		Medium		Ian Hale		Closed		Jude Mezue		12/31/19		3/31/21		3/18/21				3/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		542				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		•There is no process in place to provide PA&I with assurance over the accuracy and quality of data they receive for Operator SPI reporting purposes		Define metrics within SPI for which the data source is fromnon-SHE systems. 
Share these definitions with the data suppliers and meet with them to assure ourselves that the data provided meets the metrics definition.  
Update the Bus SPI Work Instruction to reflect that this assurance review is required every January.		Medium		Andrew Bartlett		Closed		Sonja Folarin		1/31/20		1/30/21		2/5/21				1/30/21				Internal Audit

		541				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		•HSE prosecutions and Driver Arrested for Traffic Violation (excluding drug and alcohol) were not reported on for SPI purposes as the method for capturing such data has not yet been established.		SHE to work with T&D to update IRIS so that HSE prosecutions and Driver Arrested for Traffic Violation (excluding drug and alcohol) can be reported to TfL by bus operators using the system		Medium		Andrew Bartlett		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/31/20		1/22/21		2/4/21				1/22/21				Internal Audit

		540				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The pan-TfL approach was intended to provide a number of benefits and opportunities including delivering savings, collaboration and transparency. The benefits have not been fully realised because of the lack of strategic direction and support.  Main observations are:
There is little confidence in the completeness and accuracy of asset data.
There is no common format for how data is recorded and managed.
There is no clear ownership of the specification or a central repository to capture all the requiremen		Align systems and processes to ensure pan-TfL approach maximises potential savings		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21		3/31/22		1/28/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		539				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		• It was not clear from the outputs of HSE quarterly Operator assurance assessment visits what a “safety mature” Operator looks like, or what the Operators current and target level of safety maturity is. In addition, there is no rolling plan in place providing assurance visits to the 78 Operator bus garages under licence to TfL.		Evidence in support of an Operators maturity progress, including actions arising from assurance reports, will accompany the maturity model to provide an audit trail of the Operators maturity progress		Medium		James Richards		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/30/19		2/11/21		4/21/21				2/11/21				Internal Audit

		537				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		It was not clear from the outputs of HSE quarterly Operator assurance assessment visits what a “safety mature” Operator looks like, or what the Operators current and target level of safety maturity is. In addition, there is no rolling plan in place providing assurance visits to the 78 Operator bus garages under licence to TfL.		The Senior HSE Manager will ensure that Operators current and target level of safety maturity is mapped to the maturity model, and Operator progress monitored at regular intervals.		Medium		Jack Albrow		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/31/19		2/25/21		4/21/21				2/25/21				Internal Audit

		536				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		• It was not clear from the outputs of HSE quarterly Operator assurance assessment visits what a “safety mature” Operator looks like, or what the Operators current and target level of safety maturity is. In addition, there is no rolling plan in place providing assurance visits to the 78 Operator bus garages under licence to TfL.		The Senior HSE Manager will ensure that the current assurance scoring system (met/not met) is revised for use with the new safety maturity model.		Medium		Jack Albrow		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/30/20		2/26/21		4/21/21				2/26/21				Internal Audit

		532				Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		18 002		Bus Safety Update Programme		It was not clear from the outputs of HSE quarterly Operator assurance assessment visits what a “safety mature” Operator looks like, or what the Operators current and target level of safety maturity is. In addition, there is no rolling plan in place providing assurance visits to the 78 Operator bus garages under licence to TfL.		The Senior HSE Manager will ensure that an Operator Safety maturity model is introduced which shows the Operators current and target level of safety maturity.		Medium		Jack Albrow		Closed		Sonja Folarin		12/30/20		3/29/21		4/21/21				3/29/21				Internal Audit

		531				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		Finance staff were not aware of documented guidance on how cost models should be populated and on who specifically should be populating them. In addition, we noted that there was no standardised, documented set of instructions for populating the cost models we assessed. Of the projects assessed, only project 7345 contained instructions on how to populate the cost model.
In the absence of a standardised model, there should be instructions and an assumptions/data book tab for models relating to current IT se		Management will assess documentation gaps noted and address to be used consistently.		Medium		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		530				Chief Finance Officer | Pan TfL		19 609		Management of the ONE Facilities Management (FM) Contract		The pan-TfL approach was intended to provide a number of benefits and opportunities including delivering savings, collaboration and transparency. The benefits have not been fully realised because of the lack of strategic direction and support.  Main observations are:
There is little confidence in the completeness and accuracy of asset data.
There is no common format for how data is recorded and managed.
There is no clear ownership of the specification or a central repository to capture all the requiremen		Specification for services needs to be collated centrally and synchronised so that a more efficient pan-TfL approach can be implemented. Specification should have clear ownership and process for Change Control.		High		LisaJane Risk		Closed		Shaukat Hussain		12/31/21				12/15/21				12/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		526				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Privileged access exists in many forms (i.e. local administrative accounts, domain administrative accounts, service accounts, application credentials) across TfL’s environment. They allow TfL to secure its infrastructure and applications and maintain the confidentiality of sensitive data.

In the wrong hands, privileged access can be used to cause catastrophic damage, so they are high-value targets to hackers and adversaries eager to penetrate TfL’s defences. As such, they must be defined, inventoried, pr		Develop the protective, detective and responsive capabilities Pan-TfL as part of the wider cyber transformation programme.		Medium		Paul Richardson		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/25								12/31/25				Internal Audit

		525				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Privileged access exists in many forms (i.e. local administrative accounts, domain administrative accounts, service accounts, application credentials) across TfL’s environment. They allow TfL to secure its infrastructure and applications and maintain the confidentiality of sensitive data.

In the wrong hands, privileged access can be used to cause catastrophic damage, so they are high-value targets to hackers and adversaries eager to penetrate TfL’s defences. As such, they must be defined, inventoried, pr		Develop the cyber security operational capability Pan-TfL as part of the wider cyber transformation programme (this will be subject to SSC agreement and funding)		Medium		Paul Richardson		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/25								12/31/25				Internal Audit

		524				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Operational Technology (OT) consists in the systems controlling the transport networks. Over the years, OT has built up several layers of specific infrastructures that require a special approach for maintenance and update. 

The current set of policies and standards related to cyber security are oriented to address the corporate infrastructure and processes. However, it cannot be applied directly to OT due to the sensitivity and rarity of these technologies as well as the inherent legacy. OT requires a sp		Provide the Cyber input into a framework for analysing cyber security and systems safety		Medium		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		4/30/22				5/31/22				4/30/22				Internal Audit

		523				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Operational Technology (OT) consists in the systems controlling the transport networks. Over the years, OT has built up several layers of specific infrastructures that require a special approach for maintenance and update. 

The current set of policies and standards related to cyber security are oriented to address the corporate infrastructure and processes. However, it cannot be applied directly to OT due to the sensitivity and rarity of these technologies as well as the inherent legacy. OT requires a sp		Provide assurance that systems are policy compliant, or that risks have been assessed and captured;		Medium		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		4/30/22				5/31/22				4/30/22				Internal Audit

		522				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Operational Technology (OT) consists in the systems controlling the transport networks. Over the years, OT has built up several layers of specific infrastructures that require a special approach for maintenance and update. 

The current set of policies and standards related to cyber security are oriented to address the corporate infrastructure and processes. However, it cannot be applied directly to OT due to the sensitivity and rarity of these technologies as well as the inherent legacy. OT requires a sp		Following ExCo approval of the Cyber Security Strategy;
•Ensure a fit for purpose cyber security programme is designed and implemented for OT with the Heads of Engineering & Operations;		Medium		Paul Richardson		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/25								12/31/25				Internal Audit

		521				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		The resources in Cyber Security Incident and Response Team (CSIRT) are paramount to understand the organisation security risks, protect TfL’s assets, detect cyber security events as well as respond and recover from them.

The current size of CSIRT is not aligned with the expected objectives of the team. Currently, CSIRT has responsibilities over the following areas:
•	Architecture, Design and Engineering;
•	Security Operations Centre (SOC), Protective Monitoring and Response;
•	Security Policy, Governa		Restructure and develop technical capabilities for CSIRT (in the contect of being a 2nd line team).		Medium		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		3/31/22				5/31/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		520				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		The resources in Cyber Security Incident and Response Team (CSIRT) are paramount to understand the organisation security risks, protect TfL’s assets, detect cyber security events as well as respond and recover from them.

The current size of CSIRT is not aligned with the expected objectives of the team. Currently, CSIRT has responsibilities over the following areas:
•	Architecture, Design and Engineering;
•	Security Operations Centre (SOC), Protective Monitoring and Response;
•	Security Policy, Governa		Implement a cyber security target operating model (output of strategy); and		Medium		Paul Richardson		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/25								12/31/25				Internal Audit

		519				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		The resources in Cyber Security Incident and Response Team (CSIRT) are paramount to understand the organisation security risks, protect TfL’s assets, detect cyber security events as well as respond and recover from them.

The current size of CSIRT is not aligned with the expected objectives of the team. Currently, CSIRT has responsibilities over the following areas:
•	Architecture, Design and Engineering;
•	Security Operations Centre (SOC), Protective Monitoring and Response;
•	Security Policy, Governa		Conduct a gap analysis between the as-is operating model and future operating model;		Medium		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		8/31/21				8/4/21				8/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		518				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		A Cyber Security strategy is a plan designed to address the security concerns of an organisation. This document should be regularly updated to be adapted to the evolution of the threat and regulatory landscape.

The present Cyber Security strategy, which is a condensed one pager, has not been updated since 2016. In particular, the document has not been updated since the last transformation of the businesses as well as T&D. It is no longer aligned with the current business and IT strategies and does not su		CSIRT shall ensure that the Cyber Security Strategy is drafted, finalised and submitted to Exco for approval.
•	Phase 1 (Completed) – Information Acquisition and Analysis
•	Phase 2 – Risk Profiling and Maturity Assessment 
•	Phase 3 – Develop and Implement Cyber Security Program (ISMS)		Medium		Paul Richardson		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		12/31/25								12/31/25				Internal Audit

		517				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		Cyber security risks must be assessed to prioritise the security controls while implementing and maintaining an efficient but still cost-effective level of security.

Based on an extraction of the records related to cyber security from the risk register, we noted that level 1 risks have been assessed. However, level 2 risks have not yet been assessed and 69 out of 74 risks in this extraction were without a score.

Such an approach is likely to overlook specific risks or some aggregations of risks that m		Work with TfL Enterprise Risk to ensure 1. the ERMF suitably accommodates (cyber) security risk
2.  As part of the Cyber 'transformation' programme embed the ERMF for (cyber) security risk across TfL		Low		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		4/30/22				5/31/22				4/30/22				Internal Audit

		516				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		The Cyber Security Incident and Response Team (CSIRT) has defined and published on the Intranet a set of Cyber Security policies and standards. These documents are designed to outline how to implement security across the organisation and to clarify the roles and responsibilities of each employee.
Our enquiries with management1 informed that these documents are not systematically adopted and enforced across the organisation. The reasons are the lack of awareness and incentive from the teams responsible to i		1. Agree the Cyber Security stratregy and high level continuous improvement roadmap at the January SSC- communication across TfL will follow this meeting. 
2. See agreement to the (cyber) security RACI from  the SSC by April
3. Develop and implement a cultural change programme (as part of the wider (cyber) security continuous improvement programme)  

4. PR: Issue and publish the 3LoD model and RACI		High		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		7/31/21				10/11/21				7/31/21				Internal Audit

		515				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 403		Cybersecurity Strategy and Operating Model		The Cyber Security Incident and Response Team (CSIRT) has defined and published on the Intranet a set of Cyber Security policies and standards. These documents are designed to outline how to implement security across the organisation and to clarify the roles and responsibilities of each employee.
Our enquiries with management1 informed that these documents are not systematically adopted and enforced across the organisation. The reasons are the lack of awareness and incentive from the teams responsible to i		Work with TfL Enterprise Risk to ensure 1. the ERMF suitably accommodates (cyber) security risk
2.  As part of the Cyber 'continuous improvement' programme embed the ERMF for (cyber) security risk across TfL

3. Transfer all Cyber Security Risks into ARM.
(Done)

4. OT Policy compliance will be enforced on delivery of the new OT Policies (expected 31/10/21)

5. IT Policy compliance will be enforced on delivery of the new IT Policies (expected 31/12/21)		High		Campbell Mcilroy		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		8/31/21		2/28/22		1/28/22				2/28/22				Internal Audit

		510				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 716		20 716 Control of signals materials and overhaul by REW		There was no evidence to show that Internal and/or external quality system audits are carried out at planned intervals by REW		REW shall implement a recovery plan to ensure that quality system audits are carried out as per the prepared ‘REW/TMU (workshops) Schedule of Internal Audits’ 2020-2021.		Medium		Steve Norris		Closed		Jude Mezue		2/6/21				2/5/21				2/6/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		509				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		18 711		LU Premises Inspections		Recovery Programme and scope of critical lineside buildings inspections under the ADI Programme has not been finalised		To ensure that the scoping of critical lineside buildings inspections, delivery and awarding of the AD2 are completed as planned.		High		Louise Turmaine		Closed		Jude Mezue		4/30/19		4/30/21		10/12/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		507				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information		Lack of asset information from projects and no clear process for updating Ellipse when new assets are introduced.		Review past projects to ensure that information for new assets from past projects are provided by Projects and Ellipse updated		High		Ian Hale		Closed		Jude Mezue		12/31/19		3/31/21		8/31/21				3/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		506				General Counsel | Pan TfL		19 728		Privacy Requirements in Procurements		Five of the 22 contracts pre and post General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) reviewed did not include the relevant GDPR terms and conditions during procurement process.		Privacy team to draft and issue comms to ensure that the required contractual/GDPR terms and conditions are inserted in all contracts.		High		Simon Guild		Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/20				2/24/21				7/31/20				Quality Safety Security

		505				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		20 762		20 762 Management of fire risk assessment and minor works approval		Whilst the project change application process and documentation is in place for Essential works – There was no evidence to show that the process is currently being used as and when needed. Increasing the risk that changes are not controlled.		Ensure that the Building Control Change application process is implemented in accordance with PR0008. Evidence of management system documentation (Building Control – C1, C2, C3 and C4 forms) used to demonstrate compliance		Medium		Maurice Howells		Closed		Jude Mezue		1/22/21				2/11/21				1/22/21				Quality Safety Security

		499				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 408		The strategic approach to cloud computing governance		As part of our audit testing, we examined a service delivered by a Managed Service Provider (MSP). TfL’s SAP ERP system, which is currently hosted on premise, is being migrated to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud. TfL uses HCL as their MSP to manage SAP, and their remit includes a central role in the project to migrate it to the cloud. The cloud hosting will be provided by the MSP Lemongrass.
On this project, we noted:
▪ A lack of alignment between risks identified in the service update, and those in t		Management will update the Risk Management Process (including Process Flow) which leverages and feeds into the existing TSO and Project Risk Management Frameworks to include:
▪ A clear delineation of Roles and Responsibilities, including 3rd parties;
▪ Creation of a Centralised Store of all risks (for PS & Digital) which is easy to view, accessible and intuitive; has key information regarding risks; facilitates the collation and filter on key and relevant information; and assigns owners for each risk;
▪		High		Natasha French		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		12/31/20				12/31/20				12/31/20		1		Internal Audit

		497				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant documentation the following was noted: 
- The certificates of disposal are tracked (stored) via e-mail and not uploaded accordingly on the IT Asset Management (ITAM) tool. These certificates do not have configuration items (CI’s) attached therefore cannot be tracked back to the individual asset’s unique tag (8-digit code) and cannot be attached to leavers appropriately. Also, as mentioned above, due to the configuration er		EUC Management will, once a disposal request has been issued, track the individual disposed asset via their unique tag to ensure these have been disposed of accordingly.
Management will ensure that certificates of deletion are received, and assets are henceforth placed back into stock after a complete wipe. Moreover, management will ensure that the disposal certificates from O2 are requested and archived appropriately. 
Management will configure the CMDB to appropriately register the disposal certificates		Medium		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		493				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		As part of our testing, we examined the TSO risk register - in particular, financial risks, as these are the risks that link directly to costing at the T&D departmental level.
We noted two cost related risks on the register - one closed and addressed, the other still open with no action completed date assigned. The open risk - risk ID 56, which relates to costs incurred for not clearing out legacy data centre infrastructure - was opened in 2017 and currently remains unaddressed, despite having a high-risk		Management will update the Tech & Data Programmes and Project risk management strategy and ensure it is adhered to. In addition, management will review the entire offering on risk, working closely with the risk team in Central PMO.		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		492				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		As part of our testing, we examined the TSO risk register - in particular, financial risks, as these are the risks that link directly to costing at the T&D departmental level.
We noted two cost related risks on the register - one closed and addressed, the other still open with no action completed date assigned. The open risk - risk ID 56, which relates to costs incurred for not clearing out legacy data centre infrastructure - was opened in 2017 and currently remains unaddressed, despite having a high-risk		Management will work on upskilling the project management community through implementation of the Project Controls Team Service Offering, risk training and upskilling in financial knowledge as part of the Financial Acumen workstream.		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		491				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		As part of our testing, we examined the TSO risk register - in particular, financial risks, as these are the risks that link directly to costing at the T&D departmental level.
We noted two cost related risks on the register - one closed and addressed, the other still open with no action completed date assigned. The open risk - risk ID 56, which relates to costs incurred for not clearing out legacy data centre infrastructure - was opened in 2017 and currently remains unaddressed, despite having a high-risk		Management will assess the cost impact of each TSO risk as part of the risk assessment process. Enhanced assurance checks and reporting are being introduced to ensure the quality of information in the risk register (cost impact score, mitigation due dates, interested parties). Unaddressed risks will be escalated as part of a planned risk dashboard.		High		Anthony Adye Transformation Manager Systems Access		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21				6/28/21				6/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		490				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		In order to determine consistency in the application of existing cost models, we examined the costing mechanisms employed across four T&D projects where procured IT services were implemented.
This confirmed that there is not a standardised model across the projects assessed in the audit, with all 4 projects assessed using different cost models, and no clear rationale documented as to why these differences between the models exist. Of these 4 projects, only projects 7345 and 6764 had cost models which outli		Management will review both the quality of the PET as well as the controls around its usage to ensure that there is consistency in its application on all T&D projects in relation to all relevant costs (including both internal and external costs). Management will also report to PIC actions being taken in this space to ensure consistency.		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		489				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		In order to increase transparency around cost and data, TfL are currently developing a cost model which will look at Whole Life Costing in a holistic manner. This is called the TCO (Total Cost Ownership) model. It was noted that there is a lack of clear, formalised project governance around its delivery; in particular, timelines and resources do not appear to have been formally determined, assigned and signed off by senior management.		The Head of Programmes will ensure that there is a control point to ensure that the Project Estimation Tool (PET) has been used correctly in the process and that a review of the PET process is performed on annual basis.		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		488				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 408		The strategic approach to cloud computing governance		There are several pre-existing cloud solutions which were in place before the Enterprise Services Hub (ESH) was set live by the Hosting team, and as such may not utilise ESH standards; the full extent of services not covered by ESH is known and monitored monthly by the Cloud Automation team through tagging of these services, and through the monitoring of cloud subscriptions charged to T&D, which also identifies the respective service owners. However, their alignment to ESH is only partially known. The curre		A compliance report has been run for both TfL’s cloud environments (Azure and AWS) which shows the compliance position of the legacy environments and TSO is working with CSIRT and the account owners to work through any non-compliance as an ongoing operational activity.
A priority list will be determined for Azure and AWS following analysis by the Cloud and Cyber Security team. An action plan is due by end of November 2020.		Medium		Mike Gray		Action Agreed		Adrian Franklin		11/30/21		8/31/22				54		8/31/22				Internal Audit

		485				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 408		The strategic approach to cloud computing governance		We noted that, while there is a process for reviewing programme outcomes (including key deliverables), benefits monitoring, as defined in Hosting and wider organisational strategies, is not always consistently carried out in relation to the implementation of hosting solutions. It is also not clear how the process of reviewing the programme outcomes (including key deliverables) is linked with the wider strategies. These are not updated beyond the lifecycle of the programme (i.e. when these cloud solutions ar		Management will develop a process for capturing and reporting the cloud benefits against the wider TfL strategies.		Medium		Dipen Patel		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/31/21		11/12/21		10/25/21				11/12/21				Internal Audit

		484				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		For the four projects we examined as part of our review, we observed approvals at the front end (stage gates 0 and 1) of projects for costs. However, there was no documentation which detailed what senior management assess as part of their ongoing reviews of costs and cost models, and how frequently this occurs.		This risk has been accepted by T&D Management as the Project Estimation Tool (PET) is already in use time to determine investment decisions and takes into account the WLC. 

T&D Management will add this risk to their risk register.		Medium		Matthew Hudson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		3/4/21				3/15/21				3/4/21				Internal Audit

		483				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		There is no holistic, standardised Whole Life Costing Model currently in place which covers the lifecycle of a procured IT service from tender to decommissioning. In addition to this, the principles behind existing cost models are unclear, with no clear alignment with TfL strategies and principles regarding investment. 
We noted that a cost model - a Total Cost Ownership (TCO) model - is currently under development; this is being led by members of T&D's strategies team. The principles for the TCO, includin		Head of Programmes will ensure that there is a control in place to ensure that all investment decisions are consistent with the corresponding Product Strategy.		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		6/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		482				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 405		Use of Whole Life Costings in Procurements (T&D)		There is no holistic, standardised Whole Life Costing Model currently in place which covers the lifecycle of a procured IT service from tender to decommissioning. In addition to this, the principles behind existing cost models are unclear, with no clear alignment with TfL strategies and principles regarding investment. 
We noted that a cost model - a Total Cost Ownership (TCO) model - is currently under development; this is being led by members of T&D's strategies team. The principles for the TCO, includin		Head of Programmes will document a review of the Project Estimation Tool (PET) used by Project Managers to compile whole life costs for all projects to ensure that it is still fit for purpose.  This review will involve feedback from the current project community, sponsors within T&D and Commercial, any learning & development interventions necessary to support its adoption, and consideration of any relevant or potentially helpful guidance, including the Treasury Green Book and its five-case model. 
An updat		High		Alan Wilson		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		4/30/21		8/31/21		10/7/21				8/31/21				Internal Audit

		481				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		The production of waste was not appropriately segregated or recycled.		Arrangements for the appropriate disposal of waste will be reviewed and investigated		Medium		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/3/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		480				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		Several incidents and initial reviews had not been recorded within the specified timescales.  The local LRS Procedure and Incident Action tracker did not include all of the appropriate information.		The LRS Incident Reporting procedure and Incident Tracker will be reviewed and updated		Medium		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/10/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		479				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		SHE Management Tours had not been fully implemented and PGI’s were not recorded on the correct forms.		Arrangements for Senior Management SHE Tours and PGI’s will be reviewed and documented		Medium		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/5/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		478				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		Working alone risk assessment controls including booking in/out procedures were not carried out by the relevant staff.		Working alone risk assessment controls including booking in/out procedures were not carried out by the relevant staff.		Medium		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/10/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		477				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		A formal process of reviewing contractor’s risk assessments and method statements could not be evidenced.		A formal procedure that undertakes the review of contractor’s SHE information will be implemented		High		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/3/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		476				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		Several training elements including assessor competence and staff training had not been carried out as per the risk assessments.		Arrangements for the risk assessment training requirements will be reviewed and implemented		High		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/5/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		475				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		Risk assessments had not been fully implemented and actions had not been tracked.		A system of recording and tracking risk assessment actions will be implemented		High		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/9/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		474				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Circle, Hammersmith & City and District Lines		20 765		20 765 LU Earls Court Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non confrormances with Management System		address non-conformanes		High		Kwame Okojie		Closed		James Reilly		1/31/21				2/1/21				1/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		473				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Sponsored Services		20 759		20 759 London River Services HSE Compliance		Risk assessments had not been fully implemented and actions had not been tracked.		Arrangements for the completion, consultation and communication of Risk Assessments will be reviewed and updated		High		David Panayiotou		Closed		John Harvey		2/28/21				3/9/21				2/28/21				Quality Safety Security

		472				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		S1171 8.5.1 & 8.5.2 states, that reassessment of Railborne Plant competence shall be carried out every two years, and Non-Railborne Plant every 5 years.  The sampled certification demonstrated that reassessment intervals for all types of Plant were every 3 years.  Reassessment frequencies for Plant do not match the standard, which has resulted in under assessing Rail borne and over assessing Non-Rail borne plant.		Seek justification for a change of re-assessment frequency to three yearly if considered appropriate, or adjust to 2 yearly for Rail borne equipment.		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		1/4/20		9/30/20		2/12/21				9/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		471				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 782		20 782 LU Jubilee Track Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with LU management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Andrew Wigg		Closed		John Harvey		10/30/20		4/13/21		3/16/21				4/13/21				Quality Safety Security

		470				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		20 781		20 781 Northfields Rolling Stock Depot Integrated Systems Audit		Non conformances with LU management system identified.		Complete management actions		High		Dave Burns		Closed		John Harvey		12/30/20		1/31/21		3/4/21				1/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		469				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		Multiple versions of the inspection form are being used concurrently, both of which provide varying levels of relevant information.  The Priority Code system used on the inspection forms had not been approved and does not include the minimum actions stated in the Standards.		Inspection Priority Codes will be ratified and incorporated within the Vegetation Standard S1165 and included in the amended Inspection form		Medium		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/21				3/26/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		468				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		Multiple versions of the inspection form are being used concurrently, both of which provide varying levels of relevant information.  The Priority Code system used on the inspection forms had not been approved and does not include the minimum actions stated in the Standards.		The existing Inspection forms will be formalised into one version which aligns to the Standards and published to the LU contractor		Medium		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/21				3/26/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		467				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		There was no evidence to demonstrate that preventative maintenance activities had been completed for the annual period of 2019 -2020.		A system will be implemented which demonstrates that preventative work is being completed on a periodic basis as the year progresses		High		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		1/31/21				2/26/21				1/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		466				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		Ellipse reports demonstrated that a significant amount of corrective work orders dating from Jun 2018 had not been closed on the system. Maximo reports were unable to specifically identify outstanding vegetation work orders.		A system will be implemented for the mitigation of work order timescales not being met		High		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/21				2/22/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		465				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		Ellipse reports demonstrated that a significant amount of corrective work orders dating from Jun 2018 had not been closed on the system. Maximo reports were unable to specifically identify outstanding vegetation work orders.		A work bank data cleanse will be implemented to identify all outstanding work that has not been completed		High		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		3/31/21				2/22/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		464				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Fleet		20 780		20 780 Hainault  Depot Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address non-conformances		High		Wayne Windeler		Closed		John Harvey		1/31/21				1/29/21				1/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		463				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		20 768		20 768 Elephant & Castle Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		Address Non-conformances		High		Brian Liddle		Closed		James Reilly		1/29/21				1/29/21				1/29/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		462				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		A process is in place designed to ensure that the EUC team monitor AD servers and when a server is due for end of life support from Microsoft there is a requirement to upgrade to a later version. An Interview with the EUC team indicated that all servers are now 2012 R2, therefore domain functional level should be 2012 R2.
However, testing identified that the TFLMO Forest’s functional level is 2008 R2. 2008 R2 is listed as end of life by Microsoft on the 14th of January 2020. Therefore, there is an increase		TfL will upgrade all Model Office AD related services at least SVR2016.		High		Cameron Wright		Evidence Submitted Under Review		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		1/31/22		5/31/23						5/31/23				Internal Audit

		461				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		A process is in place designed to ensure that the EUC team monitor AD servers and when a server is due for end of life support from Microsoft there is a requirement to upgrade to a later version. An Interview with the EUC team indicated that all servers are now 2012 R2, therefore domain functional level should be 2012 R2.
However, testing identified that the TFLMO Forest’s functional level is 2008 R2. 2008 R2 is listed as end of life by Microsoft on the 14th of January 2020. Therefore, there is an increase		TfL will upgrade all Production AD related services at least SVR2016.		High		Cameron Wright		Evidence Submitted Under Review		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		1/31/22		5/31/23						5/31/23				Internal Audit

		460				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		The following AD recovery planning issues were identified:
▪ An interview with the EUC team confirmed they were responsible for maintaining, and holding a recovery plan for AD. We were informed however that there is no recovery test plan. Moreover, the AD IT disaster recovery plan has never been tested.
▪ A review of a printout of a recovery document named ‘Transport for London IM operations Based on ADRES 4.0 delivery guide’ (EUC were unable to find electronic version) indicated that the plan was develop		EUC will perform DR testing every 6 months and update documentation in line with those tests also in line with any upgrades carried out to the system in that period.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		3/31/21		5/28/21		6/3/21				5/28/21				Internal Audit

		459				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		Maintenance schedule on Ellipse for year 2017/18 and 2018/19 only recorded the location of substation and completion of defined maintenance frequency. There was no detailed maintenance record of each Ancillary Equipment (i.e. no visibility of Work Orders or Maintenance Scheduled Tasks) as required by Standard  LT-IMS-ENG-702.		Review LV Maintenance tasks on Ellipse database and create Work Orders and MST’s for each Ancillary Equipment.		High		Ian Hale		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		12/31/19				3/18/21				12/31/19				ERROR:#N/A

		458				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		Due to resource issue, there was no formal process for reviewing the completed records as required by LT-IMS-ENG-702. Only random checks were carried out on the contractors maintenance records		Conduct adequate reviews of the completed records		Medium		Ian Hale		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		12/31/19				2/2/21				12/31/19				ERROR:#N/A

		457				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | Trams		19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		As this is high risk environment this may include the hazards, rules and other mandatory controls that LT requires to be included in safe systems of work and also compliance is monitored.		Develop procedure for working in LT Network's Substations and DC & LV equipment.		Medium		Ian Hale		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		7/31/20		7/31/21				450		7/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		456				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		CSIRT have responsibility for scanning Domain controllers with the objective of identifying if any vulnerabilities exist and this is carried out on a regular basis. 
However, there is no formalised process of communicating the result of the scan with the EUC team who administer the domain controllers. 
Furthermore, since the previous AD audit a number of services have migrated to the cloud environment. The EUC entered into discussion with the cloud team to discuss high level responsibility of AD in the Az		EUC will review permission structure/models and make them consistent across the board, removing permissions that have been inherited throughout the years and no longer required. EUC will also implement the roles based-template.		Medium		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		8/31/21		11/30/21		11/30/21				11/30/21				Internal Audit

		455				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance		18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting		Inspection certificates are not produced for each premise including reference to drawings in line with BS 5266. These certificates would ensure an accountable manager confirms that the overall emergency lighting systems for each premise have been periodically inspected in line with BS 5266 requirements. 
This risks an absence of oversight and an inability to demonstrate compliance with relevant British Standards.		Complete Periodic Inspection Certificates for each LU station premise following completion of UPS asset inspections		High		Thomas Wenlock		Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)		8/31/19		4/30/21		2/22/21				4/30/21				ERROR:#N/A

		453				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 408		The strategic approach to cloud computing governance		There is a lack of enterprise level risk management in relation to cloud risks. There is risk management and documentation at the cloud deployment project level, but that the same rigour was not applied to the management of cloud risks at the enterprise level. There were no cloud-related risks noted on any enterprise-wide risk registers or noted as part of any enterprise-wide discussions on risk. Business risk		Management will look to establish an Enterprise risk management model with the Group Enterprise Risk team to establish:
▪ Key risk indicators that are articulated in line with the Risk Appetite.
▪ Policies covering all risk areas such as data, cyber, architecture exist to define control objectives in line with the Risk Appetite.
▪ Standards align with the policies.
▪ There is a clear cloud control framework that documents control activities aligned with the control objectives defined in the policies.
▪		Low		Aaron Fields		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/21		6/23/21		6/23/21				6/23/21				Internal Audit

		452				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 408		The strategic approach to cloud computing governance		There is not a standardised approach to the consideration of exit strategy and planning with regards to cloud solutions, and no clear ownership for the exit strategy and plan. Additionally, there are no defined triggers for exit planning in line with specific use cases.
We were informed by the Hosting Team and the Procurement Team, that the consideration of exit and transition planning generally takes place towards the end of contract life for a cloud solution, rather than towards the beginning.
However,		Management will document exit planning and service transition as part of the contract management process. This will include:
▪ Establishment of an exit strategy for third parties which clearly outlines the criteria under which it would be invoked;
▪ Clear ownership for the exit strategy and exit plan;
▪ Documentation of key risk indicators to identify an unacceptable level of service aligned with the wider enterprise exit strategy;
▪ Triggers of exit in line with specific use cases for exit;
▪ Scenario		Medium		Aaron Fields		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/21				6/10/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		449				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		20 725		20 725 LU Track Risks from Vegetation		Ellipse reports demonstrated that a significant amount of corrective work orders dating from Jun 2018 had not been closed on the system. Maximo reports were unable to specifically identify outstanding vegetation work orders		A reporting mechanism will be created on Maximo, which can specifically identify outstanding Vegetation issues for management review		High		Jed Crossfield		Closed		John Harvey		1/31/21				1/28/21				1/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		448				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		18 404		Pension Data - Access Security		As critical sensitive data resides within the Pensions system, formally documenting the rights to audit allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to identify business partners of high risk, allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to support compliance with GDPR and also strengthens security and privacy controls.

Our inspection of the ‘Profund Private Cloud Standard Hosting Agreement’ between TfL and PSL noted that there is a formalised contract which outlines the agreement.

However, our inspection o		Ensure that agreement is obtained from PSL that TfL Pension is notified in a timely manner going forward of breaches or nil returns, if no breach has occurred.  Efforts will be made to obtain agreement immediately but at latest when the contract is due for renewal.  The new contract should include that if a data breach was to occur, whether it affects TfL’s data or not, there is a requirement for it to be reported to TfL it, as well as providing details of any action taken.		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		447				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		18 404		Pension Data - Access Security		As critical sensitive data resides within the Pensions system, formally documenting the rights to audit allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to identify business partners of high risk, allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to support compliance with GDPR and also strengthens security and privacy controls.

Our inspection of the ‘Profund Private Cloud Standard Hosting Agreement’ between TfL and PSL noted that there is a formalised contract which outlines the agreement.

However, our inspection o		The requirement for PSL to provide TfL with a third-party assurance report providing information about the control practices at PSL and those business processes related to the general information technology controls performed to support the operations of hardware and applications hosted and or supported at PSL or any third-party service locations.		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		446				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		18 404		Pension Data - Access Security		As critical sensitive data resides within the Pensions system, formally documenting the rights to audit allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to identify business partners of high risk, allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to support compliance with GDPR and also strengthens security and privacy controls.

Our inspection of the ‘Profund Private Cloud Standard Hosting Agreement’ between TfL and PSL noted that there is a formalised contract which outlines the agreement.

However, our inspection o		Ensure that PSL is responsible for correcting any security discrepancies found at their expense; and in the event, PSL does not make corrections to Pensions Fund expectations, the right to either exit the contract or trigger financial penalties is included		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		445				Chief People Officer | TfL Pension Fund		18 404		Pension Data - Access Security		As critical sensitive data resides within the Pensions system, formally documenting the rights to audit allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to identify business partners of high risk, allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to support compliance with GDPR and also strengthens security and privacy controls.

Our inspection of the ‘Profund Private Cloud Standard Hosting Agreement’ between TfL and PSL noted that there is a formalised contract which outlines the agreement.

However, our inspection o		Ensure the Pensions Fund department at TfL can use internal and third-party resources to conduct the reviews/audits		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		444				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		18 404		Pension Data - Access Security		As critical sensitive data resides within the Pensions system, formally documenting the rights to audit allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to identify business partners of high risk, allows the Pensions Fund department - TfL to support compliance with GDPR and also strengthens security and privacy controls.

Our inspection of the ‘Profund Private Cloud Standard Hosting Agreement’ between TfL and PSL noted that there is a formalised contract which outlines the agreement.

However, our inspection o		the Pensions Fund department - TfL has not taken into consideration the rights to audit. The current contract does not include a section that sets out TFL’s right to request audit access to obtain assurance that IT security requirements are in place and operating effectively as defined in the contract.		Medium		Tim Handley		Action Agreed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/22		9/30/22				24		9/30/22				Internal Audit

		442				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Via inquiry with the Service Performance Managers on 12/06 and assessment of the relevant documentation the following was noted: 
	We received and inspected the BitLocker group policy configuration screenshots and noted that this is not configured to require additional authentication at start-up, which would provide additional protective measures for laptops and mean that the laptops cannot be passed to new staff members without following an official handover process and a complete data wipe and configura		EUC Management will ensure the physical protection of IT assets whilst they are in stock and up until the assets are issued to a user. This will also focus on any third parties that hold EUC stock on behalf of TfL and for them to provide appropriate verifiable auditing reports which ensure that all the EUC assets are physically secured (e.g. Service Organisation Controls (SOC) report).		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		441				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Via inquiry with the Service Performance Managers on 12/06 and assessment of the relevant documentation the following was noted: 
	We received and inspected the BitLocker group policy configuration screenshots and noted that this is not configured to require additional authentication at start-up, which would provide additional protective measures for laptops and mean that the laptops cannot be passed to new staff members without following an official handover process and a complete data wipe and configura		EUC Management will work with HR to develop a checklist for leavers and details of the return of IT assets by either the employee or line manager to the IT staff responsible for disposal/deletion of the asset.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		1/12/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		440				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		The following EUC asset management policy and procedures issues exist: 
	The following policies are outdated and do not reflect the current IT Environment: Use of TfL mobile devices; Acceptable use policy; and Configuration Management Policy. Furthermore, the following process documents are not sufficiently detailed and lack consistency and are also missing the relevant version controls and change logs: TfL Stores Process - Asset Management, Record Management Process and Authorisation process. All policie		EUC Management will review policies and procedures annually.  
EUC Management will review the stock control process/procedure and will perform regular audits to ensure that third parties are appropriately performing these activities.
EUC Management will review and include the RACI model used, which includes the roles and responsibilities of EUC assets, in the EUC Policy that is currently being developed.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		439				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant configurations retrieved from Remedy 7 and 9, the following was noted:  
	Asset tagging and placing these into the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) should be performed when the item is received on TfL property and also at the Hatfield (third-party service provider building) which is the main stock holding location. This is currently not consistently performed, as the configuration items (CI) within Remedy are not		EUC Management will also ensure that once assets are assigned,  they are appropriately registered on the Mobile Device Management (MDM) and CMDB tools for traceability, transparency and accountability purposes.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		438				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant configurations retrieved from Remedy 7 and 9, the following was noted:  
	Asset tagging and placing these into the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) should be performed when the item is received on TfL property and also at the Hatfield (third-party service provider building) which is the main stock holding location. This is currently not consistently performed, as the configuration items (CI) within Remedy are not		EUC Management will ensure that all EUC assets are accounted for and periodic audits are performed as currently the audit trail feature is not currently functional in the updated version of Remedy.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		437				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant configurations retrieved from Remedy 7 and 9, the following was noted:  
	Asset tagging and placing these into the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) should be performed when the item is received on TfL property and also at the Hatfield (third-party service provider building) which is the main stock holding location. This is currently not consistently performed, as the configuration items (CI) within Remedy are not		Management will configure the ITAM solution (Remedy) to correctly capture and trace all assets throughout its whole lifecycle and remove any potential errors found throughout the audit (e.g. audit trails not enabled).		High		Arif Patel Application Team Manager		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		436				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant configurations retrieved from Remedy 7 and 9, the following was noted:  
	Asset tagging and placing these into the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) should be performed when the item is received on TfL property and also at the Hatfield (third-party service provider building) which is the main stock holding location. This is currently not consistently performed, as the configuration items (CI) within Remedy are not		Management will specify if there is a requirement for minimum configurations settings for all devices.  If there is a need, this will be documented, and a plan created to implement them.  If there is no requirement, the rationale for this will be documented.		High		Navin Goodur		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		5/31/21				6/4/21				5/31/21				Internal Audit

		435				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		Through inquiry with the Service Performance Managers and assessment of the relevant configurations retrieved from Remedy 7 and 9, the following was noted:  
	Asset tagging and placing these into the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) should be performed when the item is received on TfL property and also at the Hatfield (third-party service provider building) which is the main stock holding location. This is currently not consistently performed, as the configuration items (CI) within Remedy are not		EUC Management will unify the EUC lifecycle process. Due to the current process being fragmented, this may cause the loss and mismanagement of assets and traceability issues.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		10/31/21		12/31/21		12/31/21				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		434				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 400		End User Computing (EUC) hardware stock management		The following control issues exist:
	Currently there is no formal EUC decision framework in place to ensure that IT investments support business needs.  We were informed that the TfL operates a Product Management approach to investment in IT assets, but this is not formally documented.  The decision framework should include the principles, processes, and practices that should be followed for the lifecycle of an asset. The EUC framework should also document the owners of the EUC asset throughout each stage		EUC Management will outline an IT Asset Management (ITAM) overarching policy to track assets throughout their lifecycle.
EUC Management will also ensure that the policy includes the acquisition, identification and disposal of assets which will provide a clear understanding of all relevant policies, standards and life-cycle processes for the IT assets.		High		Catherine Poole		Closed		Nuno Borges		5/31/21		12/31/21		1/12/22				12/31/21				Internal Audit

		431				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		The following issues were noted:
▪ There is no network AD design documentation to support the AD design model, or to justify the current design model;
▪ The End User Computing Team (EUC) maintains an Active Directory topology which shows that the AD structure has been appropriately designed and documented; however, we found that:
▪ The Active Directory topology document is not systematically reviewed, nor is the Active Directory Topology document authorised by the EUC team leader; and
▪ Seven Forests ha		EUC will implement a process to review every six months the AD topology document followed by formal EUC ratification that the document is up to date and accurate.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		3/31/21				4/14/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		430				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		The following issues were noted:
▪ There is no network AD design documentation to support the AD design model, or to justify the current design model;
▪ The End User Computing Team (EUC) maintains an Active Directory topology which shows that the AD structure has been appropriately designed and documented; however, we found that:
▪ The Active Directory topology document is not systematically reviewed, nor is the Active Directory Topology document authorised by the EUC team leader; and
▪ Seven Forests ha		Infrastructure Architecture will review and document the complete AD design model and update the current AD topology diagram to include the tflis.local forest.		High		Mike Ruddell		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		3/31/21				4/12/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		427				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		Quest Active Roles Server (Quest ARS) is an administrative platform that facilitates administration and provisioning for Active Directory. The system logs activity within AD and controls exist to prevent the establishment of inappropriate or unauthorised active directory groups and its membership. However, we noted that:
▪ Quest ARS is not being used to create AD users in line with formal procedures;
▪ A number of infrastructure personal are using PowerShell to create new AD user(s) directly; and
▪ Quest		ARS will be patch updated to the latest version as part of an ongoing project.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		1/31/21		2/28/21		1/31/21				2/28/21		1		Internal Audit

		426				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		Quest Active Roles Server (Quest ARS) is an administrative platform that facilitates administration and provisioning for Active Directory. The system logs activity within AD and controls exist to prevent the establishment of inappropriate or unauthorised active directory groups and its membership. However, we noted that:
▪ Quest ARS is not being used to create AD users in line with formal procedures;
▪ A number of infrastructure personal are using PowerShell to create new AD user(s) directly; and
▪ Quest		ARS will be the only interface for Active Directory. No staff will have access to native AD as there is no auditing available.
An EUC permission review will be carried out.		High		Cameron Wright		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		12/31/20				12/31/20				12/31/20		1		Internal Audit

		425				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 713		20 713 Responsible Procurement Bombardier		Of the 83 invoices sampled from subcontractors of all tiers, 52 were paid late.		Permanent Corrective Action - BTUK to review and update as appropriate internal processes to ensure that, unless suitably justified, invoices are paid on time.  Invoice payment statistics for the first 6 months of 2021 to be reviewed to demonstrate a reduction in the % of invoices paid late.		Medium		Mark Davies		Closed		Mike Shirbon		6/30/21				8/4/22				6/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		424				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 713		20 713 Responsible Procurement Bombardier		The contracts of employment sampled for IMS and Ashridge did not specify that the starting rate of pay complied with the LLW or guarantee that the pay rate would be amended annually in line with the LLW.		Corrective Action - A compliance letter from Engie will be requested to ensure their subcontractors are compliant with the London Living Wage in all contracts present and future.  Employees to be notified of this commitment.  
Permanent Corrective Action - BTUK to determine process for ensuring all subcontractors (of any tier) working for TfL include the LLW in future contracts of employment.		Medium		Mark Davies		Closed		Mike Shirbon		3/31/21				9/20/21				3/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		423				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		20 713		20 713 Responsible Procurement Bombardier		1. The requirement to pay the LLW and avoiding the exploitive use of ‘zero hours’ contracts, had not been formally passed to subcontractors of any tier.
2. It could not be demonstrated that BTUK receive or seek assurance on the LLW, ‘zero hours’ contracts or ethical payment practices (for example by auditing) from subcontractors of any tier.		Corrective Action - BTUK to update Doc 58 to include “zero hours” contracts.  Doc 58 to be distributed to suppliers from January 2021.  BTUK to confirm to TfL that positive responses regarding RP have been received.
Permanent Corrective Action - RP requirements to be added to BTUK’s scheduled supplier quality audits.		Medium		Mark Davies		Closed		Mike Shirbon		3/31/21				8/4/22				3/31/21				Quality Safety Security

		422				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 727		ST Design Team - Principal Designer		The Design Logs do not have a clear link back to the risks on the Design Risk Registers.  For both the Design Risk Registers and the Design Logs there is a lack of evidence that actions have been completed / closed.		Amend design log to include a column which cross references the design risk register. Roll out training for appropriate completion of design risk register.		Medium		John Worley		Closed		Mike Shirbon		4/3/20				7/13/21				4/3/20				Quality Safety Security

		421				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 727		ST Design Team - Principal Designer		In ensuring competence to carry out the H&S PD duties the following could not be consistently demonstrated across the projects sampled: recording the assignment of PD duties, use of the CDM Role Optimisation Tool, Allocation of CDM Duties Matrix, Team HSE Competency Assessment, and formally identifying the HSE resource.		Develop a CDM checklist for RSP to be accommodated on RSP SharePoint site and roll out appropriate training.		Medium		John Worley		Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		4/3/20				6/15/21				4/3/20				Quality Safety Security

		420				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 727		ST Design Team - Principal Designer		When identifying, eliminating or controlling foreseeable risks through design work the following had not been consistently applied: fully detailing the H&S arrangements, detailing the risk review process, a formal change process, ensuring designs are reviewed following incidents, and lessons learned.		Formalise process and documentation for managing risks through design changes.		Medium		John Worley		Closed		Mike Shirbon		4/3/20				7/13/21				4/3/20				Quality Safety Security

		419				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 727		ST Design Team - Principal Designer		In ensuring co-ordination and co-operation in the pre-construction phase the following could not be consistently demonstrated across the projects sampled: the methods of communicating and sharing of H&S information, and attendance at meetings regarding H&S.		Amend project brief template to include details of H&S advisor. Inform staff that they need to ensure H&S items are on the agenda for every project meeting and discuss with PM that schemes should be on SharePoint.		Medium		John Worley		Closed		Mike Shirbon		4/3/20				6/22/21				4/3/20				Quality Safety Security

		418				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE Construction & Projects		19 702		LU R&E Management of Change Control		The processes for managing, communicating and risk assessing changes, including changes made prior to works, short notice changes, and changes made on site, is not consistent or formalised.		The processes for managing, communicating and risk assessing changes, including changes made prior to works, short notice changes, and changes made on site, to be mapped.  Requirements for HSE review to be clarified.  Pathway / Management Systems to be updated and communicated as appropriate.		High		Nicolas Prangley		Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		1/31/20		2/26/21		2/19/21				2/26/21				Quality Safety Security

		416				Chief Operating Officer		19 734		Fatigue Management in LU		Shift exchanges arranged between individual Service Controllers are not being monitored for fatigue purposes.
The Service Control Managers base the investigation of total weekly overtime on a historical maximum figure of 30%.		Develop plan for the review and amendment of the management system content (  Managing Variations to Working Hours) through the LU Fatigue Group so it is clear how managers assess the fatigue risk for shift changes and overtime pan-LU.

Once plan developed a further action will be tracked until the management system content is updated.		High		Peter Tollington		Action Agreed		Brian Schiff		9/30/20		6/30/22				116		6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		415				Chief Operating Officer		19 734		Fatigue Management in LU		Train Operators, Service Controllers and those supervising them had not undertaken fatigue training.		The LU Fatigue Improvement Steering Group to review the fatigue training, including the use of the existing e-zone modules for managers / supervisors.		Medium		Peter Tollington		Closed		Brian Schiff		9/30/20		6/30/22		8/30/22				6/30/22				Quality Safety Security

		414				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		We identified a number of issues with cash-handling at Covent Garden, including - holding more cash than is necessary in the safe, holding cheques indefinitely, users not required to change the Shop till passwords given to them by the Futura administrator, and some CSAs not attaching the relevant documents to the end-of-the-day Float form.		Since CSAs can only change their passwords in conjunction with the Merchandiser, the latter will hold sessions at the Covent Garden Shop, to which users will be invited to change the passwords he gave them to those of their choice.		Low		Marc Tyler		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		4/30/20		6/11/21		6/15/21				6/11/21				Internal Audit

		413				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		We identified a number of issues with cash-handling at Covent Garden, including - holding more cash than is necessary in the safe, holding cheques indefinitely, users not required to change the Shop till passwords given to them by the Futura administrator, and some CSAs not attaching the relevant documents to the end-of-the-day Float form.		LTM Finance and Customer Resourcing will investigate whether the new cash collection provider can collect cheques as part of their service.		Low		Atlaza Dukova		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/20		3/31/21		3/4/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		412				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		We identified a number of issues with cash-handling at Covent Garden, including - holding more cash than is necessary in the safe, holding cheques indefinitely, users not required to change the Shop till passwords given to them by the Futura administrator, and some CSAs not attaching the relevant documents to the end-of-the-day Float form.		LTM Finance will carry out more regular collection and banking of cheques. 
LTM Finance will request that Customer Resourcing staff use the existing forms for tracking and releasing cheques for collection.		Low		Atlaza Dukova		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/20		3/31/21		3/4/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		411				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		We identified a number of issues with cash-handling at Covent Garden, including - holding more cash than is necessary in the safe, holding cheques indefinitely, users not required to change the Shop till passwords given to them by the Futura administrator, and some CSAs not attaching the relevant documents to the end-of-the-day Float form.		The float cash kept in the safe will be reduced from £1,100 to an amount that reflects the number of Shop and Ticket office tills used.		Low		Janette Palmer		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		5/31/20		4/30/21		4/21/21				4/30/21				Internal Audit

		410				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		The LTM Finance team does not always carry out checks to confirm that G4S banked the correct amounts, and that Barclaycard and American Express remitted the correct amounts in respect of card transactions.		LTM Finance will aim to perform a debit and credit card check each period, team and workload permitting.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/20		3/31/21		4/15/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		409				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		The LTM Finance team does not always carry out checks to confirm that G4S banked the correct amounts, and that Barclaycard and American Express remitted the correct amounts in respect of card transactions.		LTM Finance will carry out a weekly reconciliation of cash banked.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/20		7/19/21		8/4/21				7/19/21				Internal Audit

		408				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		Policies and procedures have either not been documented or are out of date. Where documented, they usually do not state who the document owner is, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review.		The Shop and Museum Cash handling procedures will be reviewed and brought up to date. The procedures-owner, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review should be stated. The cash handling procedures will include the donation box collection process		Medium		Edmund Rudder		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		5/31/20		3/31/21		4/6/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		407				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		Policies and procedures have either not been documented or are out of date. Where documented, they usually do not state who the document owner is, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review.		The various stock control procedures will be brought together in a single document, which states the document-owner, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review. It will also:
•	Cover the treatment of obsolete stock
•	State who is responsible for monitoring and re-ordering stock, and the point at which stock should be re-ordered.		Medium		Laura Mullins		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/20		3/31/21		3/19/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		406				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		Policies and procedures have either not been documented or are out of date. Where documented, they usually do not state who the document owner is, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review.		Hidden London booking procedures for private tours, phone sales and group tours, and the Operations team’s involvement in Travel Trade and phone bookings processes will be documented. The procedures will include the document owner, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review.		Medium		Edmund Rudder		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/20		3/31/21		4/1/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		405				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		19 115		Governance of Foreign Vendor Invoices		We identified instances instances where Treasury should have been consulted in the negotiation of contracts involving foreign currencies, but were not.		Commercial will work with Treasury to update the Foreign Currency guidance and re-issue it.		High		Declan Rate		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		12/31/19		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		404				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Authorisation of purchases made using the 'unsupported invoices' process is retrospective, rather than before purchases are made.		LTM Finance will write guidance notes for the ‘unsupported invoice’ process, which emphasises that authorisation needs to be given before the purchase is made. The relevant staff will be informed of the guidance notes by email.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21		6/30/21		7/14/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		403				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		There are processes for making staff aware of the risk of fraud. However, improvements can be made to these.		LTM management will ask the Counter-Fraud and Corruption team to undertake fraud-awareness training at the LTM, especially in areas where there is a high risk of fraud.		Medium		Elizabeth Mckay		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/21		11/17/21		11/22/21				11/17/21				Internal Audit

		402				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		There are processes for making staff aware of the risk of fraud. However, improvements can be made to these.		On an annual basis, LTM management will obtain the record of LTM staff who have taken the course in order to identify those who have not and get them to do so.		Medium		Elizabeth Mckay		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		12/31/20		1/31/21		2/2/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		401				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Fraud risk is not (rightly) included on the risk register containing strategic risks. However, it is also not included on the operational risk registers.		Senior management will ensure that fraud risk is identified, assessed and managed in all the relevant areas. To this end, assistance will be sought from that the TfL Enterprise Risk Management team.		Medium		Elizabeth Mckay		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		1/29/21		2/28/22		2/28/22				2/28/22				Internal Audit

		400				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Some purchasing cards were used in a manner that did not comply with the stipulated procedures.		LTM Finance will review the current LTM purchasing card procedures and remove irrelevant information, updates links to other documents as needed, and include the current HSBC phone number for reporting lost or stolen cards.
The relevant staff will be informed of these changes by email.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		6/30/21				7/14/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		399				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Some purchasing cards were used in a manner that did not comply with the stipulated procedures.		LTM Finance will send an email reminding purchasing card holders of the need to use purchasing cards only for allowed items, and send out with a link to TFL purchasing cards policy which lists prohibited items. An up to date version of the TfL Purchasing Card policy will be saved in the LTM reference drive for staff to refer back to as needed.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21				4/15/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		398				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Some business expenses were claimed in a manner that did not comply with the TfL Business Expenses policy.		LTM Finance has added a section for line managers to the LTM expenses guidance, which requires them to check that the expenses they approve are compliant with TFL policy, have all corresponding receipts (or acceptable explanation) and the correct VAT code. The team will send an email to all LTM staff with links to the guidance.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21				4/15/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		397				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Some business expenses were claimed in a manner that did not comply with the TfL Business Expenses policy.		LTM Finance has added notes to the LTM Expenses guidance reminding staff to add receipts for all their expense claims, and to give a clear explanation if a receipt is missing. The team will send an email to all LTM staff with links to the guidance.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21				4/15/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		396				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Some business expenses were claimed in a manner that did not comply with the TfL Business Expenses policy.		Finance has added notes to the LTM instructions for claiming expenses explaining that staff should only use a VAT code if VAT was charged.  
LTM Finance will send an email to all LTM staff with links to the instructions, and a request to read the TFL Business Expense policy. The team has also included an ‘Introduction to Finance’ section in the new joiner start process, so that processes are explained and followed from the outset.		Medium		Julia Chapman		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21				4/15/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		395				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Certain SAP and Futura users are granted permissions that are not compatible with their roles		The Chief Financial Officer should undertake an annual review in conjunction with the SAP Security and Authorisations team to determine whether users have the right permissions, and leavers no longer have access.		High		Ruth Brockbank		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21		10/1/21		10/12/21				10/1/21				Internal Audit

		394				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 130		LTM Fraud Controls		Certain SAP and Futura users are granted permissions that are not compatible with their roles		he Chief Financial Officer will work with the  SAP Security and Authorisations team to review the access and permissions granted to LTM users, in order to ensure that:
•	Permissions granted are appropriate to roles
•	There are no segregation of duties conflicts		High		Ruth Brockbank		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		3/31/21		10/1/21		10/11/21				10/1/21				Internal Audit

		393				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | City Planning		18 131		2018/19 mid-year Scorecard review		This measure assesses TfL road intervention schemes over the value of £200k against 10 healthy street indicators, which create street conditions conducive to active travel. It calculates an assessment score for the current street design and another score arising from the new design. To achieve this target, all the schemes assessed in the year should record at least an average 10 per cent uplift (ie by which the new design score exceeds the current design score).
However, there is no subsequent assessment a		noted in the March 2018 TfL Board approval paper for the 2018/19 TfL scorecard, the absence of appropriate measures in some cases resulted in the adoption of interim measures. Two areas affected are Healthy streets scheme assessment and Sustainable mode share improvement.
The Healthy streets assessments interim measure relates to the MTS objective of encouraging people to undertake at least 20 minutes of active travel daily. It considers the input side of the process and the work TfL is undertaking to impr		Medium		Chloe Davies		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		9/30/19		1/27/22		10/15/21				1/27/22				Internal Audit

		392				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Refund Calculation		6.20 CCO should implement changes to the Customer Relationship Management system to enable contact agents to log customer notes when Carte Blanche has been used.		Medium		Paul Edwards		Closed		Carol Lynton		8/31/20		3/31/21		3/30/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		391				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Disaster recovery testing		5.17 CCO should review the updated disaster recovery test template and checklists and attend the next full disaster recovery test by Novacroft.		Medium		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		8/31/20		9/30/21		9/9/21				9/30/21				Internal Audit

		390				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Disaster recovery testing		5.16 A full disaster recover test that includes IT, the production team and meets load test requirements for contact centre staff should be conducted as part of the next planned test.		Medium		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		8/31/20		9/30/21		9/9/21				9/30/21				Internal Audit

		389				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Physical security of Oyster cards and activation systems		4.13 Regular checks of the security of Oyster cards at Novacroft should be scheduled and conducted and observations logged. This should include the peak period.		Medium		Mark Roberts		Closed		Carol Lynton		4/30/20		3/31/22		3/30/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		388				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Physical security of Oyster cards and activation systems		4.11 Novacroft should put in place a plan to improve the physical security of the production room in order to restrict access to oyster cards. This includes more secure cabinets to store printed and activated oyster cards and locked access to the production room.		Medium		Mark Roberts		Closed		Carol Lynton		6/25/20		3/31/22		3/30/22				3/31/22				Internal Audit

		387				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring the quality of calls and correspondence		3.10 CCO should work with Commercial to put in place a plan to implement the quality monitoring criteria into all supplier contracts as each contract comes due for extension or retender.		Medium		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		5/29/20		7/30/21		7/27/21				7/30/21				Internal Audit

		386				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring the quality of calls and correspondence		3.9 CCO should test the quality monitoring criteria with all contact centre suppliers before contracts are due for retender or the supplier framework is due for review.		Medium		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/27/20		6/25/21		4/15/21				6/25/21				Internal Audit

		385				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring the quality of calls and correspondence		3.8 CCO should ensure that a single set of quality monitoring criteria is designed and ready to implement across all suppliers and contact centres. This should include a review of the weighting for monitoring criteria.		Medium		Fola Olafare		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/2/20		3/31/21		3/2/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		384				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - online applications		2.5 The Payments Team should work with Commercial to agree contract variations necessary to specify Novacroft’s responsibility for prevention and detection of fraud. This should reflect the priority mitigations that are agreed in action 3.		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/24/20		6/17/22		6/15/22				6/17/22				Internal Audit

		383				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - online applications		2.4 The Payments team should complete design work for the priority fraud prevention controls identified in the 2019 fraud control report for implementation in the new customer portal. The priorities to be addressed include:
	3rd party verification checks on parent/guardian and all adult applicant address.
	3rd party verification of applicant passport identification - closed as risk accepted		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/24/20		6/17/22		6/15/22				6/17/22				Internal Audit

		382				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - online applications		2.3 The Payments Team should work with Internal Audit to agree when an annual check of adherence to terms and conditions for operating 18+ concession cards by establishments will be scheduled and conducted.		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		1/29/21				1/29/21				1/29/21		1		Internal Audit

		381				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - Post Office applications		1.2 The Payments Team to provide the Post Office with a list of original documents only that will be accepted as proof of identity and eligibility. This includes a list of acceptable Home office documents that are issued to newcomers to the UK.		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/24/20		6/17/22		6/15/22				6/17/22				Internal Audit

		380				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 107		Third Party Supplier Review - Novacroft		Monitoring for fraudulent activity - Post Office applications		1.1 The Payments Team should investigate and plan for the implementation of an alternative for manual applications of concession and Zip Oyster cards with a view to terminating use of the Post Office. The alternative should enable auditing and secure and electronic retention of documents		High		Rosalia Vivone		Closed		Carol Lynton		9/24/20		6/17/22		6/15/22				6/17/22				Internal Audit

		379				Chief People Officer		20 103		20 103 Furlough Process		A variety of records on furlough are being maintained by business areas		4.1 Employment Payments team should ensure a copy of all records on furlough is kept for six years and include:
- the amount claimed and claim period for each employee
- the claim reference number
- calculations used		Medium		Colin Turner		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/31/21				4/16/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		378				Chief People Officer		20 103		20 103 Furlough Process		Residual errors in furlough data		1.5 Employee Payments Team should check each claim against the final reconciliation report. This check should be completed in time to adjust for overclaims by the final HMRC deadline for the end of the scheme.		Medium		Colin Turner		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/31/21				4/16/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		377				Crossrail		19 503		Management and Control Over Project Cost Forecasting		Lack of clarity about the process for review, closure and communication of assumptions and exclusions with an impact on cost.		5.2 Old assumptions should be reviewed to ensure they have been correctly closed.		Low		Helen Ramsden		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/31/20		1/29/21		2/16/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		376				Crossrail		19 503		Management and Control Over Project Cost Forecasting		Lack of clarity about the process for review, closure and communication of assumptions and exclusions with an impact on cost.		5.1 Put in place a process for review, approval and closure of all key programme assumptions.		Low		Helen Ramsden		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/31/20		1/15/21		2/16/21				1/15/21				Internal Audit

		375				Crossrail		19 503		Management and Control Over Project Cost Forecasting		A detailed assurance programme has not been well communicated or implemented and there are weaknesses in the design of the Project Assurance process.		1.1 Recommendations from TARs 2, 9 and the Assurance Maturity Assessment should be implemented before further external assurance activity is commissioned.		Medium		Stephen Hawkes		Closed		Carol Lynton		3/27/20		10/15/21		10/27/21				10/15/21				Internal Audit

		374				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | London Transport Museum		19 100		Financial Controls		Policies and procedures have either not been documented or are out of date. Where documented, they usually do not state who the document owner is, the date introduced, review frequency, and the date of the next review.		LTM Finance will:
•	Update the current Fixed Asset Policy and Procedures to state that in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation, LTM Board authorisation is required for all write-offs.
Following the arrival of the new Financial Controller, LTM Finance will:
•	Review Finance’s policies and procedures and establish best practice arrangements.
•	Review the existing documented policies and procedures. 
Update and/or introduce documentation of policies and procedures including income, expenditure, Gift A		Medium		Ruth Brockbank		Closed		Ayo Odelusi		12/31/20		6/30/22		6/29/22				6/30/22				Internal Audit

		373				Chief Capital Officer | Chief Procurement Officer		19 115		Governance of Foreign Vendor Invoices		We identified instances instances where Treasury should have been consulted in the negotiation of contracts involving foreign currencies, but were not.		The Senior Commercial Manager, Commercial Strategy, Planning and Governance, will arrange for Treasury staff to undertake presentations to the relevant Commercial staff to make them fully aware of the nature of foreign currency exchange risk and the need to consult Treasury.		High		Declan Rate		Action Agreed		Ayo Odelusi		12/31/19		12/30/22						12/30/22				Internal Audit

		372				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		19 410		Active Directory Controls: Follow-up		CSIRT have responsibility for scanning Domain controllers with the objective of identifying if any vulnerabilities exist and this is carried out on a regular basis. 
However, there is no formalised process of communicating the result of the scan with the EUC team who administer the domain controllers. 
Furthermore, since the previous AD audit a number of services have migrated to the cloud environment. The EUC entered into discussion with the cloud team to discuss high level responsibility of AD in the Az		CSIRT will ensure that a formal process is documented and implemented to communicate the results of CSIRT domain scanning to the EUC team. A more joined-up process between CSIRT & EUC will be implemented to ensure information is shared.		Medium		Andy Fontaine		Closed		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		9/30/20		2/28/21		4/6/21				2/28/21				Internal Audit

		370				Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services | DLR		19 722		Management of LO Structures		There was no evidence of determined and recorded structural assessment regime for assets, and no evidence of recorded list of LO modern structures.		LO is in the process of determining and recording structural assessments regime for assets requiring assessment, as well as developing list of their modern structures by 31st January 2020.		Medium		Barry Hodges		Closed		Joe Nwanazia		1/31/20		10/31/20		1/27/21				10/31/20				Quality Safety Security

		368				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		ere is an inherent design issue with Remedy (SRM) that allows Band 4 managers to raise and approve their own IT equipment.  Good practice indicates this should be subject to an independent sign off preferably at Band 5 level.
The sample testing of 25 (10 IT and 15 Chair) requests shows that segregation of duties exists.  However, for IT bundles it was noted that 2 requests raised by a Band 4 were not subject to a secondary approval on Remedy (SRM).  This is an inherent system limitation and not one that wa		Band 4 managers approving their own requests affects the whole of the Remedy (SRM) process for items under £250 will be added to the improvements list.		Low		Arif Patel Application Team Manager		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/21		1/31/22		2/9/22				1/31/22				Internal Audit

		367				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		are Point
A ‘Working from Home (wfh)’ section was initially set up on Source and was moved across to its replacement platform, SharePoint in July 2020.  The Auditor did not view information on Source as it had been replaced by the time the fieldwork commenced. 
Dedicated pages have been set up on SharePoint that direct users to links and information in respect of ‘Covid 19 and Working from Home’.  These pages are continuously updated.  During the fieldwork, review of these pages revealed an absence of inf		Consideration will be given to simplify the volume of information in respect of home working and to improve the communication of new guidance and end to end workflows.		Low		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				3/31/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		366				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		Share Point
A ‘Working from Home (wfh)’ section was initially set up on Source and was moved across to its replacement platform, SharePoint in July 2020.  The Auditor did not view information on Source as it had been replaced by the time the fieldwork commenced. 
Dedicated pages have been set up on SharePoint that direct users to links and information in respect of ‘Covid 19 and Working from Home’.  These pages are continuously updated.  During the fieldwork, review of these pages revealed an absence of i		Returns and collections of IT equipment will be captured in guidance.		Low		Kevin Thurlwell		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21		6/30/21		6/15/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		365				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		Requests for specialist and standard chairs are processed by the Project & Accommodations (P&A) team.  Individuals need to raise an ‘Accommodation Change Request’ (ACR) form on the ACR system, which is also used for multiple reasons.  The ACR form was not amended to accommodate the chair ordering process due to system limitations and the urgency to set up a process.  
Only a standard or existing specialist chair is available to order via the ACR form and needs to be supported with a DSE Assessment.   The f		The master chair list maintained by P&A will record chairs that have been returned / replaced or damaged.		Low		Christine Peppiatt		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/21				2/11/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		364				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		equests for specialist and standard chairs are processed by the Project & Accommodations (P&A) team.  Individuals need to raise an ‘Accommodation Change Request’ (ACR) form on the ACR system, which is also used for multiple reasons.  The ACR form was not amended to accommodate the chair ordering process due to system limitations and the urgency to set up a process.  
Only a standard or existing specialist chair is available to order via the ACR form and needs to be supported with a DSE Assessment.   The fo		Updated guidance has been issued to remind staff not to include home addresses and a ‘Home’ option has been added to the ACR Form. There is also an active project with T&D to develop a replacement for the ACR system which is life expired and this will include a review of any gaps.		Low		Christine Peppiatt		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/18/21				2/11/21				1/18/21				Internal Audit

		363				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		CE Emails Paused
PACE generates automated emails if DSE assessments have been started but remain uncompleted after each periodic data upload.  Review of 3 individual records that were showing as starting a DSE assessment on PACE but not completed shows 1 instance where the individual was still on maternity leave, whilst the other 2 had no automated emails issued since March 2020.  
The Assistant SHE Business Partner - SHE Business Partnering LU & Professional Services confirmed that ‘The email reminders w		Management will be provided access to reports of items issued to individuals within their cost centre.		Medium		Daren Neill End User Computing		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/21				2/4/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		362				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		ACE Emails Paused
PACE generates automated emails if DSE assessments have been started but remain uncompleted after each periodic data upload.  Review of 3 individual records that were showing as starting a DSE assessment on PACE but not completed shows 1 instance where the individual was still on maternity leave, whilst the other 2 had no automated emails issued since March 2020.  
The Assistant SHE Business Partner - SHE Business Partnering LU & Professional Services confirmed that ‘The email reminders		DSE Assessors to periodically request reports for items issued from Remedy (SRM) and ACR for their cost centres, and to identify those individuals that have not completed the DSE assessment process.  Any breaches should be followed up with the respective individual and manager.		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				3/31/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		361				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		PACE Emails Paused
PACE generates automated emails if DSE assessments have been started but remain uncompleted after each periodic data upload.  Review of 3 individual records that were showing as starting a DSE assessment on PACE but not completed shows 1 instance where the individual was still on maternity leave, whilst the other 2 had no automated emails issued since March 2020.  
The Assistant SHE Business Partner - SHE Business Partnering LU & Professional Services confirmed that ‘The email reminders		The DSE Assessor reporting on status of training, risk assessments and overdue actions to managers and individuals to be in reinstated following the Month 7 upload.		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				3/31/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		360				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		PACE Emails Paused
PACE generates automated emails if DSE assessments have been started but remain uncompleted after each periodic data upload.  Review of 3 individual records that were showing as starting a DSE assessment on PACE but not completed shows 1 instance where the individual was still on maternity leave, whilst the other 2 had no automated emails issued since March 2020.  
The Assistant SHE Business Partner - SHE Business Partnering LU & Professional Services confirmed that ‘The email reminders		The auto generated email function on PACE to be in reinstated following the Month 7 data upload.		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/21				2/9/21				1/31/21				Internal Audit

		359				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		a)	Sample Testing of Standard Equipment Requests 
The following exceptions were noted for a sample of 25 (10 IT Work from Home Bundles and 15 Chair) standard requests reviewed against the DSE Assessment processes:
DSE Assessment not raised and location not changed
- For the 25 requests sampled, 9% (1 IT and 1 Chair) of requests had no new DSE assessment on PACE or any further audit trail to support the request.  
- The remaining 81% (9 IT and 14 Chair) of requests all had a DSE assessment that had been		Individuals will be reminded to complete DSE Assessment and the User Action Report (UAR) before and upon receipt of equipment		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		2/28/21				2/26/21				2/28/21		1		Internal Audit

		358				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		Sample Testing of Standard Equipment Requests 
The following exceptions were noted for a sample of 25 (10 IT Work from Home Bundles and 15 Chair) standard requests reviewed against the DSE Assessment processes:
DSE Assessment not raised and location not changed
- For the 25 requests sampled, 9% (1 IT and 1 Chair) of requests had no new DSE assessment on PACE or any further audit trail to support the request.  
- The remaining 81% (9 IT and 14 Chair) of requests all had a DSE assessment that had been com		The DSE Assessor Training course will address inconsistencies in process which includes the referral, assessment, outcomes and follow up. Consideration will be given to reviewing changes to PACE in future upgrades that forces a certain workflow.		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		6/30/21				5/21/21				6/30/21		1		Internal Audit

		357				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer | SHE LU & Professional Services		20 401		Remote Working Arrangements		The DSE Assessor role is performed in a voluntary capacity alongside permanent duties which can impact the amount of time available. DSE Assessors are supported by a central full-time lead, the Assistant SHE Business Partner - SHE Business Partnering LU & Professional Services.  
On appointment, DSE Assessors complete a one-day training session in a classroom environment run by Learning & Development however due to the pandemic, the class-room training has now been suspended. This is being reviewed and dev		The overhaul of the DSE Framework, will document:
a)	An updated list of DSE Assessors. 
b)	A methodology for the allocation of DSE Assessors.
c)	Standardised processes for DSE Assessors.		Medium		Elaine Horwood-Clarke		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/31/21		3/31/21		3/31/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		356				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		There is no independent assurance on these contracts. 
The  JCD’s Finance Director, the former Head of Group Internal Audit confirmed that the JCD Internal Audit plan includes IT and covers UK operations. No internal audits had been undertaken in 2019 but one was due to take place in July 2020. It is unclear whether this audit report and an update on the implementation of actions will be provided to TfL.		The Contracts Manager to liaise with JCD and request copies of assurance reports and assurance that actions raised in these reviews have been satisfactorily implemented.		Low		Sally Wright		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				3/31/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		355				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		There is no contractual requirement to perform reconciliations. The JCD Estates Management Director confirmed that there is a total of 20 panels covered by these contracts and an asset reconciliation is not performed.  Despite this the JCD and TfL data highlights differences that warrant further investigation. 

Reconcile TfL Asset Register to Contracts 
Details on the TfL’s Asset Register traced to each contract show that:
•	Whilst the OS contract lists six panels on the subway on physical observation		TfL to update their asset register with Wandsworth Bridge Roundabout contract and to perform a one-off reconciliation to ensure asset details reconcile with contractual documentation (particularly those assets that belong to TfL).		Medium		Robert Dean		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				3/31/21				3/31/21		1		Internal Audit

		354				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		NP Paribas (third party supplier) oversees the TfL asset register and invoicing arrangements on these contracts.  There are known issues with BNP Paribas and this review also found in some instances, the contract uplifts have not been applied, deductions are inconsistent with contracts, invoices are not raised nor paid in a timely manner and accrual differences exist. Therefore, TfL is entitled to a significant amount of revenue that it is has not identified or invoiced for which are discussed below.   TfL		TfL to request and scrutinise financial reports to ensure the accuracy and completeness of data, this includes checks that:
•	Deductions are as per contract requirements or if not agreed separately
•	Invoices are raised for the correct value and paid within agreed timeframes or if allowed with interest for late payments		High		Robert Dean		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				4/9/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		353				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Commercial Development		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		BNP Paribas (third party supplier) oversees the TfL asset register and invoicing arrangements on these contracts.  There are known issues with BNP Paribas and this review also found in some instances, the contract uplifts have not been applied, deductions are inconsistent with contracts, invoices are not raised nor paid in a timely manner and accrual differences exist. Therefore, TfL is entitled to a significant amount of revenue that it is has not identified or invoiced for which are discussed below.   TfL		TfL to apply annual uplifts as per contractual requirements and to perform a periodic reconciliation to ensure all outstanding invoices are raised at the earliest opportunity.		High		Robert Dean		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21				4/9/21				3/31/21				Internal Audit

		352				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		The Lillie Bridge (Cromwell Road) (LB) contract has not been renewed since March 2015, and does not cover the ‘Three Kings’ location even though it is used to manage both locations.  Additionally, the three contracts do not detail good practice such as:
•	Key Posts (Leads / Teams);
•	Systems and Process requirements including written procedures;
•	Internal and External assurance requirements; and
•	Reporting and monitoring arrangements.
Contracts
Contracts are in place for the Old Street Roundabout &		Contract Manager to liaise with Procurement and Supply Chain in respect of mitigation plans for each contract in the event that JCD are removed or decide to terminate at short notice.		High		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21		6/30/21		6/23/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		351				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		In the WB contract, Section 5 details ‘Termination’ and Section 6 details ‘Options to Break’ clauses.
TfL do not have a formal mitigation plan in place for each contract. We were told by the Contract Team’s the risk of securing a new provider is low.		The following items to be considered with legal advice for inclusion within future contracts:
•	Contract leads;
•	Monitoring and reporting arrangements;
•	Key activities and systems; 
•	Internal checks and assurance requirements; and 
•	Termination clause.		High		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21		6/30/21		6/25/21				6/30/21				Internal Audit

		350				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Customer & Revenue		19 611		Delivery of the Roadside Advertising Strategy		The Lillie Bridge (Cromwell Road) (LB) contract has not been renewed since March 2015, and does not cover the ‘Three Kings’ location even though it is used to manage both locations.  Additionally, the three contracts do not detail good practice such as:
•	Key Posts (Leads / Teams);
•	Systems and Process requirements including written procedures;
•	Internal and External assurance requirements; and
•	Reporting and monitoring arrangements.
Contracts
Contracts are in place for the Old Street Roundabout &		Contract documentation for Lillie Bridge that includes the ‘Three Kings’ location to be agreed during contract negotiations.		High		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		3/31/21		7/2/21		6/23/21				7/2/21				Internal Audit

		349				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 610		Governance over the JC Decaux advertising contract		Periodic data and reconciliation checks performed by JCD leads are not evidenced as approved nor to demonstrate segregation of duties between the preparer and reviewer. 
The Financial Controls Plan (FCP) V6 states the control in place around reviewing bookings and financials. The JCD Account Director further confirmed that the Finance team review and make notes against each booking to identify the status, which is based on the booking end date. The queries are then shared with JCD Estates Management and Ca		The Senior Category Manager to request JCD to evidence management approval and segregation of duties between preparer and reviewer on the reconciliation process.		Low		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/20		1/29/21		3/4/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		348				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 610		Governance over the JC Decaux advertising contract		TfL approval of free advertising although a contractual requirement is not evident. In addition, the reporting of free space for the top 10 Sales Added Bonus bookings compared against 2019 data and does not represent the top 10 actual brand spend in 2019.

In some instances, staff indicated that only TfL are entitled to free advertising space on this contract, however JCD explained that this was also offered to advertisers due to their spend or as a way of compensation.  Clause 6.2 in the contract variati		TfL approval of free space to be documented and TfL to decide whether the list of advertisers currently reported for Sales Added Bonus is appropriate to monitor spend		Low		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		1/29/21				3/4/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		347				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 610		Governance over the JC Decaux advertising contract		JCD report on the High Fat, Salt and Sugar (HFSS) requirements imposed by TfL on their estate so that management can assess its impact on revenue.  The HFSS Impact figures reported in the JCD Performance Report are not easily traceable to source documentation as evidence is not retained by JCD.

The individual and consolidated monthly total revenue impact of the top 30 HFSS Advertisers is included within the JCD Performance Report. The report provides an impact assessment by the top 30 advertisers for 201		Ensure JCD retain records that support the monthly HFSS figures reported to TfL.		Low		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/20		1/29/21		3/4/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		346				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer | Strategy & Chief Technology Officer | Previous CCT		19 610		Governance over the JC Decaux advertising contract		Documentation relating to the systems and processes in place is a contractual requirement and these were found to be incomplete. The five-year original contract held between JCDecaux (JCD) and TfL commenced in December 2015 and ends in December 2020.  A contract variation was signed in March 2017.   In the original contract, Schedule 5 and Clause 7.4 detail the systems and processes that need to be in place.  The latest JCD Financial Controls Plan (FCP) V6 covers the key contractual requirements in respect		TfL to decide on how Contract Variation Clause 7.4 is implemented and whether there is a need for documented procedures for all processes to be in place.		Low		John Pizzamiglio		Closed		Surinder Ahir		12/31/20		1/29/21		3/4/21				1/29/21				Internal Audit

		345				Chief Operating Officer		18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		Issue 08: Inspector Competence Assurance - LOLER requires that lift and escalator staff is competent. R0102-A2 (The Assured Maintenance Regime for L&E and Moving Walkways) states that all lifts and escalator staff undergo a competency based assessment which is reviewed on a regular basis to ensure their continued competence. Detailed competence assurance requirements for L&E Inspectors are not defined in the TfL Management System (ie skills, knowledge, qualifications, experience, training, assessment, certi		action change - take the definition of competence provided by Engineering for L&E inspectors and incorporate how this is assured into the CMS.		High		Bernie Moran		Closed		Brian Schiff		1/31/21				1/22/21				1/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		343				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Several Senior Management (SM) SHE Tours were not documented on the correct form (F0027 A5) and some actions were not entered on the tracker or where actions were entered, reports were not available.  Without traceable reports and actions there is a risk that corrective measures are not effectively
communicated or closed out.		Review the current arrangements for SM SHE Tours to ensuring that:
- The correct forms are used by peers undertaking Tours
- The completed tour forms are retrievable
- Actions are recorded accurately on the current tracker
- The Tour reports and actions are effectively communicated

Demonstrate that action taken is effective (2 x SM SHE Tours)		Medium		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		2/1/21				2/26/21				2/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		342				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		DaR records incidents on a paper form as per ST procedures and these are entered into the IRIS database. ST procedures do not document the arrangements and responsibilities for investigation and validation (as required by the TfL Management System). These were documented in a DaR
procedure when audited in 2015. There is a risk that incidents are not investigated thoroughly or that closed out actions resulting
from incidents are not effective.		Determine the arrangements and responsibilities for incident investigation and validation (as required by the TfL Management System) and document within ST procedures		Medium		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		5/3/21				4/19/21				5/3/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		341				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Drain covers at sites visited were not painted to indicate their status/risk (foul or surface water). The risk is that access points to drainage systems sensitive to contamination are not readily identified and protected, especially during emergency situations.		Survey all DaR sites and paint drain covers as necessary to indicate their status and direction.		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		5/3/21				8/23/22				5/3/21				Quality Safety Security

		340				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Arrangements for pre-employment and repeated criminal records and medical fitness checks were not documented. These were previously documented in a DaR procedure but have not been detailed in STMS0002.		Evaluate in consultation with the SHE Business Partner, the appropriate arrangements for pre-employment and repeated criminal records and medical fitness checks and document in STMS0002		High		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		5/3/21				8/2/21				5/3/21				Quality Safety Security

		339				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Although driving licences were checked independently on a planned basis for endorsements, responsibilities for reviewing this process and for undertaking other licence checks were not documented in a procedure. Without effective and documented controls there is a risk that driving licences may not be valid. A similar audit in 2015 indicates that these arrangements were previously documented.		Document in STMS0002 arrangements and responsibilities, within DaR, for licence management and communicating the requirements to drivers.		High		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		5/3/21				8/2/21				5/3/21				Quality Safety Security

		338				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Driver covert monitoring stated by procedure STMS0002 was not evidenced. The risk is that effective driver monitoring controls are not implemented.		Review current and additional driver monitoring controls, covert or otherwise, as part of a risk assessment process.

Implement effective driver monitoring controls and allocate responsibilities as appropriate

Update STMS0002 to define the driver monitoring controls that have been determined and
implemented		High		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		5/3/21				8/2/21				5/3/21				Quality Safety Security

		337				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		There was no evidence that the recommended actions from the current Fire Risk Assessments were tracked and closed out in accordance with the TfL Management System (PR0087 A3). Until the recommendations are complied with, the fire risks are not fully controlled.		Document and track compliance with the FRA recommendations.

Set timescales and allocate responsibilities for compliance with each of the FRA
recommendations		Medium		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		1/1/21				3/3/21				1/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		336				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		For Manual Handling risks, The TfL Management System states that:
“Dial-a-Ride employees, have alternative assessor training arrangements.”
There were no written arrangements explaining any alternatives to the TfL Management System,
and there was no evidence provided that the manual handling assessor had received training		Review the current DaR Manual Handling assessor training arrangements with your SHE
Business Partner, with a view to complying fully with the TfL Management System requirements.		Medium		Roland James		Closed		Gary Smith		3/1/21				2/3/22				3/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		335				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		S1548 Safety Critical Workers requires that a record shall be kept of the time safety critical workers start and finish work to comply with ROGS requirements.
It was evident that SAP records of working hours (which are mainly used for accountancy purposes) do not always accurately reflect the hours worked by staff.  Additional hours worked by Safety Critical workers which are not recorded on SAP, contribute to fatigue and should recorded and monitored.		Identify safety critical workers and ensure that start and finish times are accurately recorded		Medium		Claire Porter		Closed		Gary Smith		3/31/21				3/18/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		334				Chief Capital Officer | Tfl Engineering and Asset Strategy		19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		Periodic medicals for safety critical staff which could potentially detect fatigue sensitive conditions were not tracked so there is a risk that some staff have overdue medicals.		Ensure arrangements are in place for the application of Working at TfL content regards periodic medicals so that all employees who hold a safety critical licence are subject to the process		Medium		Claire Porter		Closed		Gary Smith		8/31/20		1/29/21		2/17/21				1/29/21				Quality Safety Security

		332				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		19 738		VCS Operational Safety		Sammy’s garage poses some significant environmental/operational risks from the storage of diesel (approximately 40,0000 litres), AdBlue (exhaust additive), vehicle oils and toilet waste (cesspool).  Whilst the risks are owned by National Express, assurance should be sought to ensure the environment is protected.		Agree with National Express (Sammy’s garage) the critical controls that should be in place to protect the environment.  Retain and review documented evidence periodically (e.g. Diesel leakage alarm testing, pipe and vessel pressure testing, petroleum storage licence etc).  Undertake and document periodic inspections of the fuel storage – TfL form F5899 A1 checklist could be used for this purpose.		Medium		Liam Wilson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/20		4/30/21		5/25/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		331				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		19 738		VCS Operational Safety		There is the potential for large volume diesel leaks from coaches.  Although spill kits were available the location of the surface water drains that required protection was unclear and not compliant with TfL requirements for pollution prevention.		Comply with TfL pollution prevention requirements (http://intranet.tfl/working-at-tfl/6375.aspx) and make available current drain/sewer plans for contractor and fire brigade use.  Mark/paint all drain covers to identify their status (i.e. surface, foul, combined, interceptor etc.).  Ensure that emergency spill kits are located as close as possible to the drains that pose most environmental risk.		Medium		Liam Wilson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/20		4/1/21		3/23/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		330				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		19 738		VCS Operational Safety		A recent independent Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) has identified a wide range of improvement works to be undertaken.  The management issues identified have been largely addressed (housekeeping, evacuation etc.) but significant structural and firefighting equipment issues remain (penetrations, faulty sprinkler system etc).  Although many of these issues will be the future responsibility of Asset Operations, monitoring the completion of repairs and improvements is necessary for assurance purposes, especially as		Liaise with Asset Operations to ensure all fire precautions outlined by the LFB and internal FRA are completed within the timescale indicated (i.e. LFB Enforcement Notice, 6 months from October 2019).		Medium		Liam Wilson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/20		12/15/20		1/22/21				12/15/20				Quality Safety Security

		329				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		19 738		VCS Operational Safety		Although the machinery risk assessments identify noise as a risk in the workshop, there is no specific assessment of the noise risks as required by the working at TfL procedures.  This is required because type of machinery and the reverberant environment in the workshop means that the Daily Personal Noise Exposure (DPNE) - Control of Noise Work Regulations 2005, could be exceeded without the use of hearing protection.		2) Undertake (or ensure Asset Operations undertake) an occupational noise risk assessment covering the current maintenance staff.  Assessment to conform to internal procedures, http://intranet.tfl/working-at-tfl/2397.aspx - Occupational Noise		High		Liam Wilson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/20		6/15/21		6/11/21				6/15/21				Quality Safety Security

		328				Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		19 738		VCS Operational Safety		There was no evidence that the left luggage X-ray equipment had been risk assessed by a competent person.  The risk is that necessary controls for operation, maintenance, disposal etc are not determined and communicated so that exposure is controlled. 

Although the machinery risk assessments identify noise as a risk in the workshop, there is no specific assessment of the noise risks as required by the working at TfL procedures.  This is required because type of machinery and the reverberant environment i		Consult with a competent Radiological Protection Advisor (RPA) and undertake a risk assessment under Regulation 8 of the Ionising Radiations Regulations 2017 (IRR 2017) so that site rules and controls for the luggage X-ray equipment can be established and communicated.		High		Liam Wilson		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/20		2/1/21		2/9/21				2/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		327				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		In the absence of clear roles and responsibilities and retrievable records, compliance with CS470
was not demonstrated. Delayed or absent formal reviews may mean that some structures have
inadequate interim measures.		Finalise draft procedure SQA 2043 to clarify roles and responsibilities for undertaking formal reviews in accordance with guidance CS470. A single procedure could cover ISSUES 1, 2, 4 and 7

Demonstrate that all formal reviews are accessible, preferably from Bridge Station and comply with frequency and format requirements of CS470 (Appendix 7).		High		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				5/28/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		326				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		Although two emergency response and communication plans were presented, others could not be found on Bridge Station.		Ensure that all emergency response and communication plans are stored on Bridge Station or accessible database.		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				9/20/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		325				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		Monitoring specifications for Interim Measures were not available for review at the time of the audit.		Ensure that all monitoring specifications are stored on Bridge Station or accessible database for validation and review.

Ensure future specifications follow the guide 1-9 and format in CS470 Appendix 2		High		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				9/17/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		324				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		Few reports, evaluations and formal agreements for long term weight restrictions could be located on Bridge Station. In the absence of this information there no assurance that weight restrictions are an appropriate risk reduction measure.		Clarify in a procedure the roles and responsibilities for ensuring that long term weight restrictions are formally evaluated by engineering (in accordance with 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 of CS470). A single procedure could cover ISSUES 1, 2, 4 and 7

- Ensure that all evaluation reports are stored on Bridge Station		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				5/28/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		323				Crossrail		19 500		Management of Tier 1 suppliers		Apart from the Finance department no fraud awareness training has taken place within the last 2 years. From 2017 to the present new starters have not received this training as part of their induction nor has refresher courses been provided to long standing staff		Crossrail to provide refresher training on anti fraud awareness to all current staff		Medium		Rachel McLean		Closed		Kevin Brown						1/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						Internal Audit

		322				Crossrail		19 500		Management of Tier 1 suppliers		Apart from the Finance Department no fraud awareness training has taken place within the last 2 years. From 2017 to the present new starters have not received this training as part of their induction nor has refresher training been provided to long standing staff		3.1 Crossrail should adapt the current new staff induction to include anti-fraud awareness
3.3 Crossrail to be included on routine anti fraud updates by TfL Anti Fraud and Corruption team		Medium		Rachel McLean		Closed		Kevin Brown						1/26/21		ERROR:#VALUE!						Internal Audit

		321				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Bakerloo & Victoria Lines		20 770		20 770 Victoria Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with Management System		Address non-conformances		High		Zak Khan AM Victoria		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/21		4/30/21		5/4/21				4/30/21				Quality Safety Security

		320				Chief Operating Officer | Customer Operations -LU | LU Customer Service | Central and Waterloo & City Lines		20 714		20 714 St Pauls Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with Management System		Address non conformances		High		Ayo Akande AM St Pauls		Closed		James Reilly		3/31/21				3/30/21				3/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		319						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		The working time limits in Section 5.7 of the Safety Critical Work (LU) Procedure (Working Hours) did not fully reflect the requirements of S1548 Section 3.3 and QUENSH 14.1.2.		Lanes Rail will review and update the Safety Critical Work Procedure to adequately reflect the working time limit as per the requirements.		Medium				Closed		John Harvey		1/31/21				1/20/21				1/31/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		318				Chief Operating Officer | Asset Performance & Facilities | LU Asset Performance | Track		19 742		Track Faults Management		There was no evidence of the depot inspection forms being sent to the Depot manager across all sampled lines as per PR 109.		The Head of Fleet and the Head of Track to define asset ownership of the depot sheds and implement a formal inspection reporting process.		Medium		Duncan Weir		Closed		John Harvey		7/5/20				1/20/21				7/5/20				Quality Safety Security

		316						19 739		LO Infrastructure Maintenance		There was no evidence of an annual obsolescence report from the authority, as required by section 9.4(Schedule 3) of the contract (LRC10239). The absence of such a report could result in obsolete components being used for maintenance work with possible failure risk and safety implications.		LO will start issuing an obsolescence report to Cleshar, bi-annually instead of annually as required by the contract, to ensure equipment and components used for maintenance are current and are still supported by the original equipment manufacturers.		Medium				Closed		Joe Nwanazia		5/15/20				1/19/21				5/15/20				Quality Safety Security

		315				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		Several interim measure engineering reports for structures designated as “Substandard” could not be located. In the absence of a designated single source of reports there is a risk that reports are not undertaken, or that critical information is not available for review.		Upload all assured and agreed engineering reports for interim measures to Bridge Station.		High		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				9/17/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		314				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		In the absence of a procedure, roles and responsibilities for assessing and agreeing interim measures for provisionally substandard structures are unclear.		Complete the SQA 2043 accordance with CS470 section 4 and associated flowchart 4.1.  A single procedure could cover ISSUES 1, 2, 4 and 7		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				5/28/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		313				Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		20 723		Surface Management of Structures Compliance Issues		No evidence or procedure for Senior AO Area Managers to review emergency incidents against set criteria as required by the guidance. The risk is that Business as Usual (BAU) emergency work to structures is not escalated, where necessary, to “provisionally substandard” status where further reports and investigations would be undertaken.		Clarify in a procedure, the roles and responsibilities for ensuring that immediate risks to structures are reviewed and evaluated in accordance with 3.2 of CS470. A single procedure could cover ISSUES 1, 2, 4 and 7		Medium		Carl Eddleston		Closed		Gary Smith		4/1/21				5/28/21				4/1/21				Quality Safety Security

		309						19 739		LO Infrastructure Maintenance		There was no LO standard that specifies the requirements for handover and handback processes for maintained assets. This could lead to handover and handback of assets being carried out incorrectly with adverse impact on the operational railway.		LO to develop a new procedure that specifies requirements for handover and handback process for maintained assets.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia		5/15/20				1/18/21				5/15/20				Quality Safety Security

		306						20 709		20 709 LU Management of Ultrasonics including RSCM		Issue 10 Priority 2: F0116 forms sampled were not signed by Ultrasonics and RSCM before being forwarded to the Track Manager and the RDC.		F0116 forms now forwarded to the Nominated Senior Engineer. Issue resolved.

Confirmed by NSE in closing meeting, Peter Willats		Medium				Closed		James Reilly		10/14/20				10/8/20				10/14/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		305						20 709		20 709 LU Management of Ultrasonics including RSCM		Issue 6 Priority 2: Calibration blocks are not registered and so there is no process in place to monitor the 5 year calibration cycle for blocks owned by RSCM.		RSCM Calibration blocks to be registered on Ultrasonics’ SharePoint equipment management page. Daniel Harrison by 06/11/2020.		Medium				Closed		James Reilly		11/6/20				10/8/20				11/6/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		304						20 709		20 709 LU Management of Ultrasonics including RSCM		Issue 1 Priority 2: Testing frequencies determined in the “Rail Surface Crack Measurement Strategy 2019” and approved by a representative of TfL Engineering differed from the testing frequencies detailed in the Excel workbook used to track and manage work, “RSCM Data Frequencies and tracker”.

Issue 2 Priority 1: An Excel workbook used to track and manage work, “RSCM Priority Testing List”, detailed a significant gap in meeting the approved inspection frequencies outlined in the “Rail Surface Crack Measur		1.	Draft strategy document will be produced detailing resolution, accountability, resource requirements and implementation timescales for RSCM testing. 
The document will also include:
•	Approach for defining training requirements for RSCM operators;
•	Implementation of correct RSCM testing frequencies;
•	Use of missed inspection/ mitigation form procedure for RSCM;
•	Update to joint inspections procedures within Ultrasonics to reflect current practice (Joint inspections were conducted pre-transformati		High				Closed		James Reilly		1/8/21				1/7/21				1/8/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		303						20 766		20 766 LU Harrow on the Hill/Uxbridge Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS		address non-conformances		High				Closed		James Reilly		1/8/21				1/8/21				1/8/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		291						20 716		20 716 Control of signals materials and overhaul by REW		The LUL Nominee SSL Ltd - Non-Conformance Report (NCR) Form - used to manage and control non-conforming products was found to be out of date		REW shall ensure the relevant local Access database form (header and footer) is amended to reflect the form / header of LU - F0929 – REW Non-Conformance Report, as shown on the management system as an example copy.		Medium				Closed		Jude Mezue		1/9/21				12/10/20				1/9/21		1		Quality Safety Security

		290						20 776		20 776 Central Line Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with management system		address non-conformances						Closed		Brian Schiff						12/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		289						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		The Drugs & Alcohol Policy Statement did not adequately specify the 5% and type of workforce requirements as per QUENSH 14.1.1. In practice more than 5% of safety critical workers were being tested.		Drug & Alcohol Policy Statement to be reviewed and updated to reflect QUENSH requirements.						Closed		John Harvey						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		288						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		SP102 R12 Accident Incident & Disease Reporting & Investigation procedure did not include the incident / accident reporting timeframes as per QUENSH 24 & S1556.		Lanes Rail will review and update the Accident Reporting procedure to provide clear incident reporting timeframes as per the requirements						Closed		John Harvey						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		287						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		A sample of Equipment Room Awareness (ERA) and QAF 54 certifications had expired their original dates.  An LU extension bulletin was in place but did not meet the full extension requirements.		The TfL SHE Business Partner will formally communicate to the Supplier on the requirement for the completion of the individual Coronavirus – Extension of Licence Competence forms						Closed		John Harvey						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		286						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		Section 16.1 of the Health & Safety Plan did not include the annual medical frequency for employees 65+ as per QUENSH 14.5 and S1601.		Lanes Rail will review and update the Health & Safety Plan to reflect the appropriate frequency of all medical examinations as per the requirements						Closed		John Harvey						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		285						20 710		20 710 Lanes Supplier Audit		Not all risk assessments were included during the observed on-site Site Person in Charge safety briefing.		Lanes Rail will communicate the Safety Briefing content requirements relating to the inclusion of all appropriate Risk Assessment information to relevant staff						Closed		John Harvey						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		280						19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information		Existing asset data has not been updated, checks were not undertaken to ensure all assets are included, with information correctly located		Discipline Managers and Ellipse Administrator to check and update existing data to ensure all assets are included and information in the correct place (subject to resource funding being made available)		High				Closed		Jude Mezue		7/31/20				11/26/20				7/31/20				Quality Safety Security

		278						19 763		Metropolitan Line Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		MS non-conformances identified		Address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						11/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		277						19 753		LU Trainer Competence		There was no evidence to show that trainers have attended the LU Managing Equality Diversity and Inclusion Programme – LUSD EDI Strategy plan as per - Skills Quality Excellence Manual (SQEM) & R0623		To ensure that trainers complete the LUSD Equality Diversity and Inclusion EDI Strategy Plan		Medium				Closed		Jude Mezue		11/30/20				11/23/20				11/30/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		275						20 715		20 715 Investigation of Incidents in Built Environment		There was no evidence to show that findings of investigation, asset failures or near misses related to or caused by engineering are directly communicated to Principal Engineer by Premises.		To ensure that reports are copied to the Principal Engineer in all cases where the performance or failure of a premises asset is identified as a factor.		Low		Jude Mezue		Closed		Jude Mezue		11/30/20				11/20/20				11/30/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		273						20 775		20 775 Leytonstone Traincrew Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformance with management system		address non-conformances						Closed		Brian Schiff						10/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		272						20 769		20 769 Leicester Square Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with management system		Address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						10/19/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		271						20 764		20 764 London Bridge Area Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with MS identified		Address non-conformances						Closed		James Reilly						10/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		270						20 757		Dial-a-Ride HSE Compliance		Drivers currently undertake City and Guilds training not BTEC training, as stated by procedure STMS0002.  Training data shows about 70% of drivers have City and Guilds qualifications.		ERROR:#NAME?		Low				Closed		Gary Smith						11/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		264						18 711		LU Premises Inspections		Visual inspections were not carried out on any assets in former BCV/SSL locations. Detailed inspections were also not carried out in BCV/SSL and JNP Non-Occupied locations.		To review and build a surveying programme/plan in collaboration with the Engineering and Asset Strategy teams that will ensure that surveys and inspections will be delivered according to risk. This will include a review of PR0012 to establish whether the requirements are appropriate.						Closed		Jude Mezue						7/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		262						18 711		LU Premises Inspections		All former JNP, BCV/SSL non-public buildings assets were not completed.		To review and build a surveying programme/plan in collaboration with the Engineering and Asset Strategy teams that will ensure that surveys and inspections will be delivered according to risk. This will include a review of PR0012 to establish whether the requirements are appropriate.						Closed		Jude Mezue						7/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		260						18 711		LU Premises Inspections		LU Building Surveyors  are not currently assessed against Work Instruction W0801 A2 as required by PR0012		Establish a process, agreed with engineering, for managing the competency of building surveyors. This will include a review of W0801 to ensure it is fit for purpose.						Closed		Jude Mezue						7/23/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		258						19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information		There was no assurance check of the quality of data being added to work orders to enable failure trend or root cause analysis to be carried out.		Define a process for quality audits of Ellipse data and implement						Closed		Jude Mezue						10/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		256						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		There was no formal process of managing reactive maintenance, reporting maintenance, trend analysis and KPI’s.
Defined process for contractors to attend Reactive Maintenance response times and Handback of Power Assets was not in place.		a) Maintenance process will be reviewed, and corrective works will be added to Asset Management System						Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						11/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		254						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		Defined process for contractors to attend Reactive Maintenance response times and Handback of Power Assets was not in place.		b) Process for infrastructure to be drafted for managing Reactive / Corrective works						Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						11/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		252						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets		Due to resource issue, there was no formal process for reviewing the completed records as required by LT-IMS-ENG-702. Only random checks were carried out on the contractors maintenance records.		b)  Review and address LT Power Assets ‘Resource issue’.						Closed		Don Jobanputra (Archived)						10/12/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		250						19 753		LU Trainer Competence		The Signals and Track Safety team do not record or complete the Upskill training as required by the Skills Quality Excellence Manual (SQEM) and LUSD Trainer Sign-Off Process		Review Signals and Track Safety teams upskilling process to ensure that all upskilling trainings are adequately recorded or completed						Closed		Jude Mezue						10/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		248						19 746		DLR Wheelset Management		2) The Mega-Ohmmeter (ID. 01-0004191) was out of calibration. This could lead to inaccurate or misleading measurements		The Mega-Ohmmeter (ID. 01-0004191) has been withdrawn from use and sent to the calibration agent for re-calibration.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						8/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		246						19 746		DLR Wheelset Management		1) There was no recorded periodic calibration of the Wheel Lathe ‘master wheelset’, as required by the maintenance standard (MR-100). 
There is a risk that Wheel Lathe checked with uncalibrated master wheelset, could be machining wheels to the wrong specifications and profiles.		The Wheel Lathe ‘master wheelset’ to be re-calibrated within the next 12 weeks, to comply with the requirements in the standard (MR-100). The Calipri laser gauge must be used for the inspection and measurement of machined wheels, until the master wheelset is calibrated.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						8/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		244						19 742		Track Faults Management		.  It was noted that when 3U is used as a correction/minimum action code, the system defaults to a rectification date of 364 days.  The sampled work order 54667172 should have been a 42 day rectification, which had to be manually entered and monitored by the TISM.		b)  A training note will be communicated to Track teams on how to check and range amend via Ellipse / Maximo for the timeframes to be manually altered as necessary.						Closed		John Harvey						10/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		243						19 742		Track Faults Management		It was noted that when 3U is used as a correction/minimum action code, the system defaults to a rectification date of 364 days.  The sampled work order 54667172 should have been a 42 day rectification, which had to be manually entered and monitored by the TISM.		a) Track managers to arrange for Rail defect Co-ordinators to review existing faults with 3U code to ensure correct timescales applied						Closed		John Harvey						10/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		241						19 742		Track Faults Management		A sample of the defects in the whole of the workbank demonstrated that 95 of the sampled 921 defects had the incorrect quality threshold assigned.		Track managers are to conduct a workbank data cleanse of all existing SS faults to ensure the correct QT has been applied.						Closed		John Harvey						9/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		239						19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		An approved level 2 risk had not been scored.		No action required.						Closed		James Reilly						7/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		237						19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Actions have been identified that either do not have owners, due dates
or are overdue.		Communication to stakeholders highlighting data management responsibilities.						Closed		James Reilly						9/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		235						19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Risks have been identified using inappropriate templates		Data review of use of templates in ARM Enterprise Business Risks.						Closed		James Reilly						9/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		234						19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Risks have been identified using inappropriate templates.		Communication to relevant stakeholders in risk management process highlighting the use of the correct template.						Closed		James Reilly						9/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		232						19 740		Managing and identifying level 2 risks across Surface Transport		Actions with owners that have left TfL or changed roles have not been reassigned.		Communication sent to stakeholders in management process in ARM clarifying data management responsibilities in ARM.						Closed		James Reilly						9/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		230						19 736		Signal Maintenance Quality Checks		A variety of systems and processes are used across LU Signals AO, these do not reflect the requirements stated in the management system procedures.		Review and amalgamate the requirements of the Signal Maintenance Quality Checks (SMQC)/ Planned General Inspections (PGI) procedures into a single process across LU Signals Asset Operation.						Closed		Jude Mezue						6/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		228						19 735		REW Quality Management		3) The Trackside Training Matrix was not approved by the Quality Manager and had no revision status, therefore did not comply with the requirements in section 7, of the Training and Development Procedure (PR0694).		The Training and Development Procedure (PR0694), to be updated to align it with current management requirements at REW.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						11/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		226						19 728		Privacy Requirements in Procurements		There was no evidence that internal and/or external audits are carried out on privacy and data protection assurance activities by TfL as specified by the contract clauses and schedule since GDPR was implemented. No planned periodic internal and /or external audits were in place covering the processing of personal data as part of a structured audit plan.		To review the privacy and data protection assurance activities to ensure that the Data Processors are in compliance with the GDPR terms and conditions stipulated within the written contracts, in particular the access						Closed		Jude Mezue						10/8/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		224						19 728		Privacy Requirements in Procurements		It could not be evidenced that systems and processes are in place to show how suppliers proactively identify risks/issues, monitor and resolve security incidents involving TfL personal data when delivering the services covered by the contract.		Review and update process to ensure that the completion of the TfL Invitation to Tender (ITT): Privacy and Data Protection Questions are coordinated and monitored as part of the commercial process prior to award of contracts that involve the processing of personal data						Closed		Jude Mezue						8/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		222						19 728		Privacy Requirements in Procurements		Five of the 22 contracts pre and post General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) reviewed did not include the relevant GDPR terms and conditions during procurement process.		To ensure that the relevant GDPR clauses are included into the 5 identified existing contracts by way of a ‘contract variation’						Closed		Jude Mezue						11/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		220						19 722		Management of LO Structures		3) Locally adopted technical approval form (Form AA and Form BA) were used  structural assessments for Tunnel (TL160) Wapping station, instead of the specified forms.		All new structural assessments to be carried out using specified forms, and assessment review undertaken by (HOI) on completion of structural assessment, starting by 31st  January 2020.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						8/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		218						19 722		Management of LO Structures		2) There was no indication on the reports the Network Rail standard used for the Tunnels and Tenanated Bridge examinations, to facilitate quick referencing and the establishment of required facts in the report.		Amey Engineers to state on the the VE and DE reports, as well as Structural assessments report, the Network Rail standard used for carrying out the examinations, starting 31st January 2020.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						8/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		216						19 722		Management of LO Structures		1) 1.	The Visual Examination report for Tunnel (E026) and Detailed Examination reports for Tenanted Bridges (E016-BR416B) and (E015-BR380) are yet to be issued. This could delay management action, if any defects are identified.		Amey to resource more engineers to carry out the VE and DE so that the associated reports can be issued within the specified time scale. The Visual Examination report (E026) has now been issued. The remaining reports to be issued before 31st January 2020						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						8/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		214						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		Maintenance controls are in place for equipment supplied by Plant Services.  Plant that is locally sourced is not maintained by Plant Services.

There is a risk that Plant equipment outside of Plant Services control is not maintained as per the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER) and S1171.		Plant equipment outside of provision of Plant Services will be identified to ensure specific risk assessments and maintenance arrangements are in place.						Closed		John Harvey						9/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		212						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		Several findings indicate weaknesses in the suitability and sufficiency of risk assessments as per health and safety legislation i.e. Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations.		Review the process for ensuring periodic reviews of risk assessments are tracked and flagged for management attention e.g. conditional formatting to flag RAG status

Update 10/6/20 - RAG status tracker provided for JNP						Closed		John Harvey						9/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		211						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		Several findings indicate weaknesses in the suitability and sufficiency of risk assessments as per health and safety legislation i.e. Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations.		a) Risk assessments and methods of work will be reviewed against associated Plant documentation, recent incidents and specified expiry dates.						Closed		John Harvey						9/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		210						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers		variety of systems and process were seen in operation in LU, these are not reflected within LU’s management system.		The roles and responsibilities and process in the management system (Working at TfL, Managers Handbook and Quick Reference Guide) for booking, recording and assuring periodic medicals will be re-communicated by the LU Head of HSE						Closed		Jude Mezue						10/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		209						19 706		LU Vegetation Management		Line specific assessments could not be provided for SSL lines to identify the possible risks from inadequate adhesion management measures, or the potential safety and service affecting risks, as per the standard.

Assessments that are not carried out could lead to potential risks not being identified, which could impact on the implementation of adequate control measures to mitigate the risk.		Line specific assessments will be provided for SSL lines to identify the possible risks from inadequate adhesion management measures, or the potential safety and service affecting risks, as per the standard.		High				Closed		John Harvey		4/30/20		9/30/20		10/20/20				9/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		208						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		Several findings indicate weaknesses in the suitability and sufficiency of risk assessments as per health and safety legislation i.e. Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations.		Review the process for ensuring periodic reviews of risk assessments are tracked and flagged for management attention e.g. conditional formatting to flag RAG status

Update 10/6/20 - RAG status tracker provided for JNP						Closed		John Harvey						9/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		207						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant		Several findings indicate weaknesses in the suitability and sufficiency of risk assessments as per health and safety legislation i.e. Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations.		a) Risk assessments and methods of work will be reviewed against associated Plant documentation, recent incidents and specified expiry dates.						Closed		John Harvey						9/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		206						19 772		ST Legionella Management		Plan management meetings and agree KPIs		1) Provide evidence that senior management meetings covering the topics outlined in SQA2022 have been planned and the first meeting has taken place and relevant details recorded (agenda items, attendance, actions etc.).

2) Provide evidence of compliance with the requirements of section 7 of SQA2022 (periodic reporting of KPIs)						Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		204						19 772		ST Legionella Management		No clear training policy		Clarify and implement the training and competency requirements for all staff involved in the management of legionella.  Provide evidence that necessary training has been planned.		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		202						19 772		ST Legionella Management		No comprehensive risk assessment of public drinking watr fountains		To reduce the legionella risk from managed drinking water fountains, the following should be considered by a competent person in accordance with L8, as below.  

- Modifications to reduce standing and splashing water 
- Replacement of older water fittings with approved alternatives (WRAS) 
- Improving on/off controls to reduce infection (contactless or foot control)
- Installing a water meter or activation counter to monitor usage (i.e. not little used)  
- Installing frost/ice protection to the water		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		200						19 772		ST Legionella Management		No microbiological sampling guidance		To ensure a consistent approach, establish sampling guidance to be followed for non-routine and assurance microbiological sampling.  For example, such sampling could be appropriate:

- For assuring that alterations have not contaminated the water systems (projects) 
- Where the origin of the water supply is unknown (as indicated by the WRA)
- Where a water system is shared by a commercial premises (due diligence) 
- Where there have been complaints about water quality (intelligence)
- As part of emerg						Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		198						19 772		ST Legionella Management		No management strategy for infrequently used water assets		Update SQA2022 to outline how infrequently used assets are managed efficiently and effectively to control legionella risk.  Produce operational guidance to ensure that flushing is a temporary measure only until long-term more effective control measures are introduced.  Consider adding flushing records on DORIS/Concept so visits are recorded, and reviews can be undertaken.		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		196						19 772		ST Legionella Management		Legionella Emergency Plan to be written		SQA2022 to be updated to define a “legionella emergency” and clarify roles and responsibilities for the actions that need to be taken (i.e. a Legionella Emergency Plan).  Emergencies covered should comply with L8 para 62g & HSG guidance and must include:

- Major plant failure
- Very high or repeated high levels of legionella 
- A reported case of legionellosis		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		194						19 772		ST Legionella Management		Improvements to Water Risk Assessment programme and completion of remedial works		1) Review the current WRA programme taking into account the new guidance (BS8580:2019) and assess the potential to reduce the WRA frequency (up to 5 years) for individual water systems, commensurate with their risk.

2) Undertake and verify completion of the current outstanding WRA remedial works.		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		192						19 772		ST Legionella Management		Unclear Legislation, Scope Roles and Responsibilities		1) Undertake a review of SQA2202 and make amendments to ensure, that the asset list is accurately defined.  This could be achieved by referencing an ST document that contains an asset list which is regularly reviewed and updated as part of the procedure (a single source of truth).

2) Undertake a review of SQA2202 and make amendments to ensure that the applicable legislation is accurately defined.  This could be achieved by referencing an ST document (or person responsible for maintaining such a document)		High				Closed		Gary Smith						9/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		190						19 742		Track Faults Management		9.  A review of Maximo highlighted that work orders are closed by the Supervisors and not the Maintenance Planners.		a)  Head of Planning and Head of Track to seek clarification and agreement that accountability of the work bank and works scheduling rests with the respective Track Manager (or TDS Manager) who shall arrange for suitable track/planning staff to undertake the activity as appropriate.		Medium				Closed		John Harvey		9/24/20				9/1/20				9/24/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		188						19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		The Working Time Regulations require that those working regular nights are offered a night worker health questionnaire every three years. This is reflect in Working at TfL for all parts of TfL but there was poor awareness of this or assurance they were being issued and recorded as required.		dentify night workers and record and monitor compliance with the TfL “Working at Night” procedure requirements (heath assessments)		High				Closed		Brian Schiff		6/30/20		8/30/20		9/1/20				8/30/20				Quality Safety Security

		186						19 742		Track Faults Management		A review of existing ML and SS faults in Ellipse / Maximo demonstrated that SS faults had occurred as a result of allowing known defects to deteriorate.		Emerging risk to be raised in ARM and wording, ownership, scoring and actions to mitigate the risk with owners to be agreed with Head of Track		High				Closed		John Harvey		5/7/20		7/5/20		8/3/20				7/5/20				Quality Safety Security

		184						19 774		Tottenham Court Road Area Manager Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances addressed		address  non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff		7/31/20				7/31/20				7/31/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		182						19 749		Highbury & Islington Area Manager Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with MS		address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						7/10/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		180						19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		It was evident that SAP records of working hours (which are mainly used for accountancy purposes) do not always accurately reflect the hours worked by staff.  Additional hours worked by Safety Critical workers which are not recorded on SAP, contribute to fatigue and should recorded and monitored.		Engineering to identify list of safety critical workers		Medium				Closed		Brian Schiff		6/30/20				6/29/20				6/30/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		178						19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		Where overtime and night working were involved the risk of fatigue is increased but there was limited evidence that additional training had been undertaken by managers and staff. For staff working in rail environments the Working at TfL content includes online training for those working shifts or managing those that do. In the absence of any pan TfL training this would be beneficial for relevant staff regardless of if they work in rail environments or elsewhere in TfL		Identify employees and managers who would benefit from completing on line training available through e-zone for those working shifts or those managing people who do. This includes those working regular or permanent nights.		Medium				Closed		Brian Schiff		6/30/20				6/29/20				6/30/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		176						19 716		Management of Fatigue Risk in TfL Engineering		There was limited awareness of the Working at TfL fatigue management content for LU and Rail which covers basic requirements for reporting if too tired, second jobs , medical conditions or any concerns about fatigue. Although this content only applies to where working in LU and Rail there are no other documented procedures.		identify how basic fatigue controls are communicated		Medium				Closed		Brian Schiff		6/30/20				6/29/20				6/30/20		1		Quality Safety Security

		174						19 702		LU R&E Management of Change Control		The process for reviewing and approving Safe Systems of Work (SSoW’s) is not formalised.  The “R&E Method Statement Submissions and Approvals Process” had been communicated but not all of the project teams were aware of, or working to, this process.		The “R&E Method Statement Submissions and Approval Process” to be reviewed.   Requirements for HSE approval to be clarified.    Pathway / Management Systems to be updated and communicated as appropriate.		Medium				Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)						6/26/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		172						19 764		Rickmansworth Traincrew Integrated Systems Audit		MS non-conformances identified		address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						6/25/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		170						19 766		Edgware Road Area Manager Integrated Systems Audit		MS non-conformances identified		address MS non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						6/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		168						19 777		Notting Hill Gate Area Manager Integrated Systems Audit		Non-conformances with management system identified		address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						6/18/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		166						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting		test		complete this		Medium		Wayne Donald		Closed		Brian Schiff						10/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		164						19 731		Kings Cross Area Manager Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with management system identified		address non-conformances		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						5/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		162						19 722		Management of LO Structures		5) There was no evidence to show that the Examining Engineer is registered with the Engineering Council, to demonstrate professional recognition in their relevant field of work, and to comply with the standard (NR/L3/CIV/006/1D).		Amey to provide Engineering Council certificate for the Examining Engineer or letter of exemption from registration with the Engineering Council, by 31st January 2020.
Letter of Instruction: NR/BS/LI/348, in the standard NR/L3/CIV/006/4B, stated that: examination of all asset types other than Unlined Tunnels, an Examining Engineer shall be approved by the Network Rail structures Manager but need not be registered with the Engineering Council. Based on this requirement, this action is now closed.						Closed		Joe Nwanazia						9/9/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		160						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		ssue 07: Management and Control Information - Single source of truth reports providing suitable management control information [such as the number of 5Bs raised this year and last year, the number of open and overdue 5Bs, the number of 5Bs having Concessions, and the number of Open and time-expired Concessions for each maintainer (DLO, TLES, KONE, Otis, Accord and Schindler)] were not available. Because the Auditees could not demonstrate that TfL is consistently implementing the requirements of the LU Stand		Issue 07 Action 1: R0095-A2 will be re-written to define the process required to ensure that inspection reports are readily available and key outputs are adequately controlled and reported on, and a single set of templates will developed.						Closed		Brian Schiff						5/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		158						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		Issue 06: F54 and F45 and Concession reports - Concerns with F54 and F45 and Concession reports were identified as follows: Use of out of date (superseded) F54 and F45 templates; 	Use of out of date (superseded) Concession forms (F0530 now at A2); Use of different F54 and F45 templates and Concession templates for BCV / SSL and JNP stations; Some 5A and 5B boxes and some other boxes left blank; 5B rectification times not stated in some reports.		Issue 06 Action 1: R0095-A2 will be re-written to define the process required to ensure that inspection reports are readily available and key outputs are adequately controlled and reported on, and a single set of templates will developed.						Closed		Brian Schiff						5/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		156						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		Issue 05: Supplementary Testing - Supplementary Test boxes on F54 and F45 reports have been left blank or marked inappropriately. Worksheets for JNP Lifts indicate that some Supplementary Tests were not completed within the specified five-yearly and ten-yearly timescales; these tests have now been rescheduled to take place during February and March 2019.		ssue 05, Action 1: R0095-A2 will be re-written to define the process required to ensure that inspection reports are readily available and key outputs are adequately controlled and reported on, and a single set of templates will developed.						Closed		Brian Schiff						5/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		154						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		Issue 04: Inspection Reports Not Found - F54 and F45 inspection reports initially provided by the Auditees indicated that planned inspections had not been completed within six-monthly intervals for three of the lifts (Tower Hill L2, TCR 4 and Heathrow 2) and three of the escalators (Kings Cross 4, Kings Cross 13 and Green Park 6) that were included in the 32 machine sample, and evidence was not provided to demonstrate that these particular machines were out of service during that time. Although additional e		Issue 04, Action 1: R0095-A2 will be re-written to define the process required to ensure that inspection reports are readily available and key outputs are adequately controlled and reported on, and a single set of templates will developed.						Closed		Brian Schiff						5/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		152						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections		Issue 01: Inspection Process and F54 and F45 Templates - The R0095 Flowchart summarises the arrangements and responsibilities for the L&E Inspection process and for managing 5a and 5B defects and Concessions; however, it has not been formally reviewed for four years. It contains a number of inaccuracies and does not include the process for JNP stations. The F54 and F45 report templates and Concession request templates held in the TfL Management System are different for BCV / SSL stations and JNP stations. A		Issue 01, Action 1: R0095-A2 will be re-written to define the process required to ensure that inspection reports are readily available and key outputs are adequately controlled and reported on, and a single set of templates will developed.		High				Closed		Brian Schiff						5/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		150						19 715		LU Central Line Track Integrated Systems Audit		Non comformances with LU management system identified.		Complete the local improvement actions		High		Sean Lynch		Closed		Brian Schiff						4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		148						19 730		Piccadilly Line Service Control Integrated Systems Audit		non-conformances with LU's management system identified		complete agreed local actions to address non-conformances		High		Brian Schiff		Closed		Brian Schiff						4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						Quality Safety Security

		146						19 767		Trams Infrastructure Competence Management		LT-IMS-ENG-200 Clause 4 – does not include the competence requirements for trainers		LT-IMS-ENG-200 – Department Competence Management Procedure – Infrastructure – to be updated to include the competence requirements for trainers.						Closed								4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		144						19 767		Trams Infrastructure Competence Management		There is no formal process in place to stop people working if competence is withdrawn, or to notify the Training and Competency Manager following an incident that may bring an employee’s competence into question		LT-IMS-ENG-201 – Competence Management Procedure – Infrastructure - is being rewritten as separate procedures specific to each infrastructure area.  This is to include the process to stop people working if competence is withdrawn, and to notify the Training and Competency Manager.						Closed								4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		142						19 706		LU Vegetation Management		A management regime is currently not in place in order to programme preventative maintenance activities which comply with the line specific plans.  

This could lead to operational issues which include safety and disruption of train services.  

The Proposed Vegetation Management Strategy V2 proposes to rectify these issues, and is planned to formulate the new contract in January 2020.		Create a reporting mechanism as per Issue 2a.  Finalise the vegetation management strategy and develop a management regime based on the Line Specific plans and in accordance with S1165 3.3.3.						Closed								4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		140						19 706		LU Vegetation Management		The current line specific plans do not currently include the management of vegetation within the depots or the future rolling stock and train operating systems.

The plans are due to be updated in September 2019 and should be reviewed upon completion, to provide assurance that the plans include the necessary planning considerations.		Develop risk based Line Specific Plans as per S1165, and submit to the Professional Head of Earth Structures.						Closed								4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		138						19 706		LU Vegetation Management		A review of the line specific plans highlighted that they are not updated on a regular basis, and did not include the relevant headings or information required to mitigate the risk of vegetation as per the Standard.  Evidence could not be provided to show that the Professional Head of Earth Structures had sight of the plans.

There is a risk that the management of maintenance activities that are initiated from the plan are not aligned to the requirements as per the Standard.  This could lead to train serv		Develop risk based Line Specific Plans as per S1165, and submit to the Professional Head of Earth Structures.						Closed								4/24/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		136						19 767		Trams Infrastructure Competence Management				Procedure “Validation of external staff to work on OHL assets” to be developed.						Closed								4/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		134						19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information				London Trams to assess resource needs to provide adequate management of Ellipse data						Closed								2/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		132						19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information				Assess usage of the Field Reach database to ensure accurate and consistent data entry across all teams						Closed								2/7/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		130						19 769		Trams Management of Asset Information				Ensure that managers and asset teams are aware of the documented procedure in Livelink and ensure that they are used during fault reporting						Closed								2/4/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		128						19 767		Trams Infrastructure Competence Management				Asset Discipline Managers to list which staff are deemed competent until the SNC-Lavalin competence assessments are renewed						Closed								9/5/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		126						19 767		Trams Infrastructure Competence Management				Plan to be developed to ensure that recommendations from Tram’s own review of its CMS, and other proposed improvements, are agreed and effectively implemented.						Closed								2/20/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		124						19 739		LO Infrastructure Maintenance				The SMTH Database has been modified to include a column with the Rail Contact type, to improve traceability of different types of Rail Contact. 
The modified SMTH Database was reviewed and found satisfactory, so this action is now closed.
See attached evidence of the modified SMTH Database						Closed								2/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		122						19 739		LO Infrastructure Maintenance				All the unidentified components in the non-critical stores have been segregated from other components and quarantined, until they can be fully identified. No follow up action is required; therefore this action is now satisfactorily closed.						Closed								2/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		120						19 739		LO Infrastructure Maintenance				All future East London Line Renewal Projects to be completed and approved at each stage by the authorised personnel, before proceeding to the next stage until completion of the project. The Project Managers are to be briefed to comply with the mandatory requirements of the standard (NR/L2/MTC/089).						Closed								3/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		118						19 736		Signal Maintenance Quality Checks				Review requirements to ensure that spot checks of sites and persons allocated to checking duties are carried out by signal managers or an independent person.						Closed								3/5/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		116						19 736		Signal Maintenance Quality Checks				To ensure that current forms in the management system are consistently used by all staff and compliance monitored.						Closed								1/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		114						19 735		REW Quality Management				Engineering Change Request to be raised for the Equipment Overhaul Manual (E302) to be updated, to remove the anomalies with the materials and tools specified for the assembly of the Trainstop J. 
A ‘Local Instruction Notice’ to be issued to the shop floor, to clarify the discrepancies in the Equipment Overhaul Manual (E302), before the next Trainstop J, refurbishment.						Closed								1/31/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		112						19 735		REW Quality Management				The inspection sample size taken from each batch of material/ product delivered to REW, to be recorded on the Goods Receipt Note, starting on: 2/12/2019.						Closed								1/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		108						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				AO Track to ensure that all the identified areas where SCLs are currently being managed differently are aligned with the rest of the business						Closed								3/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		107						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				AO Power Operations will complete work to ensure that the management of competence licencing is in accordance with the corporate management system process						Closed								1/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		105						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				The programme of Integrated System audits covering all areas of LU and currently being developed will include as appropriate the requirements for managing safety critical workers						Closed								3/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		104						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				The owner of S1548 will review the standard and also the content of the management system to ensure a coherent and complete system for delivering the requirements of the standard						Closed								3/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		103						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				The ownership of S1548 – Safety Critical Work will be reviewed to ensure ownership by the appropriate subject matter expert						Closed								1/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		101						19 718		LU Management of Safety Critical Workers				AO Heads of Fleet, Track, Signals and Power & Electrical will review the process for producing assurance of competence within 1 hour to ensure that managers are aware of who to contact to run the report outside office hours or due to missing authorisation via SAP R/3						Closed								12/16/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		99						19 702		LU R&E Management of Change Control				The requirements for HSE to sign off CMP’s / CPP’s are to be reviewed and clarified.    Pathway / Management Systems to be updated and communicated as appropriate.						Closed								3/11/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		97						19 702		LU R&E Management of Change Control				Work is currently underway to ensure the Risk Based Intrusion Tool (RBIT) is used to determine the required level of monitoring.  The effect of this is to be reviewed in 6 months’ time.						Closed								4/1/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		95						19 702		LU R&E Management of Change Control				Outcomes of Recommendation 14 from the Farringdon incident (risk assessing short notice changes) to be reviewed and fed into Management Action 01.						Closed								12/13/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		93						18 711		LU Premises Inspections				Action outstanding from previous Audit IA 17 721						Closed								5/30/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		91						18 711		LU Premises Inspections				Prior to the implementation of a process internal inspections and surveys shall be reviewed and endorsed by a Chartered Surveyor.						Closed								5/21/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		89						18 711		LU Premises Inspections				Prior to the implementation of a process internal inspections and surveys shall be reviewed and endorsed by a Chartered Surveyor.						Closed								5/21/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		87						18 711		LU Premises Inspections				To review and update PR0012 A1 in line with the recent changes and to ensure that all the built environment assets are included.						Closed								3/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		85						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets				Ensure rectification timescales are included in the Maintenance Contract and form part of KPI						Closed								2/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		83						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets				c) Develop maintenance reporting process and ensure KPI’s are set up in new contract						Closed								2/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		81						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets				Add new maintenance interventions requirements in Asset Management System and revise Maintenance Standard (LT-IMS-ENG-702) accordingly.						Closed								2/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		79						19 768		Trams Management of Power Assets				Review, update and issue revised Maintenance Standard (LT-IMS-ENG-702) and Maintenance Instruction (4A01).						Closed								11/25/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		77						19 742		Track Faults Management				The process of accessing electronic traces from the TRV team will be communicated to Track Management teams.						Closed								3/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		75						19 738		VCS Operational Safety				Document a list of critical statutory inspections/test and undertake and plan periodic reviews to ensure such inspections/tests are undertaken by VCS management or others, such as Asset Operation (A similar action is in the VCS improvement plan).        

Typical critical inspection/tests to include:

- Gas appliances (annual check)
- Pressure systems (identified and inspected)
- Lifting Equipment (six monthly)
- Emergency lighting alarm systems (quarterly)
- Electrical installation (5-year test)
-						Closed								1/22/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		73						19 738		VCS Operational Safety				Consult with relevant staff/interested parties and finalise and implement the draft wheelchair policy which outlines the risks and controls.						Closed								12/23/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		71						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				A process for recording pre-use checks is to be implemented so that the checks can demonstrate documentary evidence of completion.						Closed								1/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		69						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Plant equipment signage will be addressed with contractors and assurance received that all equipment complies with S1171 and PUWER regarding safety signage.						Closed								1/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		66						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Versatility Charts will be reviewed against the actual competencies recorded on the employee’s certification records, to identify any training shortfalls.						Closed								3/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		64						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				d) A process for identifying competencies in response to medical outcomes will be developed.						Closed								2/14/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		63						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				c) The Standard will be reviewed with a Written Notice or changes to be made as appropriate						Closed								12/17/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		62						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				b) Employees with colour vision and hearing not assessed as normal will be identified and the appropriate action taken in accordance with the Standard.						Closed								1/30/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		61						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				a) A Written Notice to S1171 allowing individual assessment will be produced.						Closed								11/20/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		59						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Track Supervisory staff and Chargehands on all lines will be re-briefed on the need to physically check staff competencies, and the need to wear appropriate PPE in line with the relevant Work Instructions.						Closed								1/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		57						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Current vehicles stopped from being used for that task immediately – instruction to staff ‘not to use’ has been received.						Closed								11/4/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		55						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				COSHH assessments and SDS will be provided and accessible to staff where the hazardous products are stored						Closed								1/3/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		53						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				An approval for concession will be submitted and approved for non-compliance with the Standard regards re-approvals.						Closed								2/6/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		51						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Standard requirements will be reviewed with Plant Services to ensure that arrangements are in place to communicate to user’s updated documentation.						Closed								3/27/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		50						19 721		LU Use of Track Plant				Briefings on the Plant approval process will be conducted for Track management staff.						Closed								1/17/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		48						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				establish a realistic date for completing the assessments considering the resources needed from Engineering						Closed								11/7/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		47						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				a) The accountability for developing LU line based adhesion assessments as per S1189, will be determined so that the assessments can be delivered.						Closed								8/29/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		45						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				Create a reporting system which documents site visits using a risk based sampling criteria of work conducted by contractors in accordance with PR0135.						Closed								8/19/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		43						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				b) Review the contents of S1158, S1165 and PR0135, in relation to the management of vegetation, which will cover the forms to be used, remedial actions and inspection intervals, as described in Issues 2, 3, 7						Closed								1/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		41						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				Review the contents of S1158, S1165 and PR0135, in relation to the management of vegetation, which will cover the forms to be used, remedial actions and inspection intervals, as described in Issues 2, 3, 7						Closed								1/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		40						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				a) Collate information from Ellipse and develop a reporting system which identifies outstanding vegetation work which will feed into the Periodic Action Review.						Closed								9/3/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		38						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				b) Review the contents of S1158, S1165 and PR0135, in relation to the management of vegetation, which will cover the forms to be used, remedial actions and inspection intervals, as described in Issues 2, 3, 7						Closed								1/28/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		37						19 706		LU Vegetation Management				a) Review the existing contractor inspection form and amend to include the requirements of the Standard, and publish as an LU form to the contractor.						Closed								8/19/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		35						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections				Issue 10: Independence of L&E Inspectors - The Inspection Manager and his Inspectors report to the Escalator Maintenance Manager; this arrangement may not meet the “sufficiently independent and impartial” recommendations of the HSE and SAFed Guidance identified above.						Closed								4/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		33						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections				Issue 09, Action 1: Define competency requirements for L&E Inspectors, as required by legislation and in line with industry standards.						Closed								4/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		31						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections				Issue 08, Action 1: Define competency requirements for L&E Inspectors, as required by legislation and in line with industry standards.						Closed								4/2/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		29						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections				Issue 03, Action 1: This aspect was discussed during the audit closing meeting, and it was agreed by all concerned that no actions were required at this time. This Issue has been closed.						Closed								4/9/20		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		27						18 749		L&E Statutory Inspections				Issue 02, Action 1: LU Escalator Standards will be reviewed, and updated if any changes are required by TfL in respect of the degree of compliance with HSE and SAFed Guidance.						Closed								12/23/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		25						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting				Provide evidence that all UPS assets have been inspected in accordance with recovery plan with Engie and that agreed future schedule and deliverables in place						Closed								3/28/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		23						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting				Develop a template for Periodic Inspection Certificates aligned with the technical requirements provided by Engineering and BS 5266 to be used for each premise and incorporate into the written procedures. This template to be a form in the TfL Management System referenced in the procedure						Closed								8/12/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		21						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting				Publish the procedure agreed with the LPE that formalises the arrangements for managing the periodic inspection of emergency lighting in line with the technical requirements provided. These will incorporate arrangements for managing and administering records associated with the contract with Engie for UPS assets.						Closed								10/3/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		20						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting				Write and submit to DRACCT a procedure agreed with the LPE that formalises the arrangements for managing the periodic inspection of emergency lighting in line with the technical requirements provided. These will incorporate arrangements for managing and administering records associated with the contract with Engie for UPS assets.						Closed								10/3/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		19						18 727		Periodic Testing of LU Station Emergency Lighting				Provide technical requirements for delivery of emergency lighting inspection based on legislative requirements and British Standards						Closed								4/18/19		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#N/A

		2						16 808		DLR Audit Action Verification		Issue 01:  The Governance of SOP/PC 3.12 – Asset Handover and Handback - did not ensure that the conditions for asset handover and handback are consistently identified, assured and managed.		DLRL should gain assurance of KAD’s process for the storage of Check Certificates.   
DLRL should re-brief the Project Managers on the Asset Handover and Handback process.		High		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		Closed		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		5/30/17		6/30/17		6/30/17				6/30/17				Quality Safety Security









Dashboard 1

		Interal Audit

		Plan status		#		Blank series

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Either current or previous running total, depending on previous and current bar either + to -, - to + etc.		Chart series		Scatter point 'complete'		Completed		Scatter point '%'		Scatter point3																				PC		Poorly Controlled

		Brought forward

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
All audits before the current year (mostly previous year but possibly years prior)		13				13																												RI		Requires Improvement

		2022 Plan

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits for the current year, minus those added after B10		42		13		42																												AC		Adequately Controlled

		Cancelled

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
includes carried forward audits subsequently cancelled		-1		54		1																												WC		Well Controlled

		Deferred		-5		49		5																												M/C		Memo/Consultancy

		New

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits added (AuditCreate date) after date in B10		2		49		2

		2022						51		24		47		31		34



		QSS

		Plan status		#		Blank series

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Either current or previous running total, depending on previous and current bar either + to -, - to + etc.		Chart series		Scatter point		Completed		Scatter point2		Scatter point3

		Brought forward

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
All audits before the current year (mostly previous year but possibly years prior)		7				7

		2022plan

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits for the current year, minus those added after B10		97		7		97

		Cancelled

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
includes carried forward audits subsequently cancelled		-2		102		2

		Deferred		-1		101		1

		New

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits added (AuditCreate date) after date in B10		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
All audits before the current year (mostly previous year but possibly years prior)				

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Either current or previous running total, depending on previous and current bar either + to -, - to + etc.		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits for the current year, minus those added after B10		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
includes carried forward audits subsequently cancelled		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits added (AuditCreate date) after date in B10		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
All audits before the current year (mostly previous year but possibly years prior)				

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Either current or previous running total, depending on previous and current bar either + to -, - to + etc.		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
Audits for the current year, minus those added after B10		

richardbooth1: richardbooth1:
includes carried forward audits subsequently cancelled		5		101		5

		2022Total						106		59		56		66		69



		Dates:  		12/12/21		12/10/22

		Audit ratings by Directorate - last 4 Quarters												Interal Audit

				Poorly Controlled		Requires Improvement		Adequately Controlled		Well Controlled		Memo/
Consultancy		Total		Formular

		Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Capital

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		1		1		0		0		0		2		Customer and Strategy

		Chief Finance Officer		1		1		0		0		0		2		Chief Finance

		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		1		1		Chief Operating

		Chief People Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief People

		Chief SHE Officer		0		1		0		0		1		2		Chief Safety Health

		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0		0		0		Communications and Corporate

		Crossrail		0		0		0		0		0		0		Crossrail

		General Counsel		0		1		0		0		0		1		Counsel

		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		0		0		Pan TfL

		Total		25.0%		50.0%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%		8

		Audit ratings by Directorate - last 4 Quarters												Quality Safety Security

				Poorly Controlled		Requires Improvement		Adequately Controlled		Well Controlled		Not
Rated		Total		Formular

		Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Capital

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Customer and Strategy

		Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Finance

		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Operating

		Chief People Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief People

		Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Safety Health

		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0		0		0		Communications and Corporate

		Crossrail		0		0		0		0		0		0		Crossrail

		General Counsel		0		0		0		0		0		0		Counsel

		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		0		0		Pan TfL

		Total		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0

		Internal Audit

				PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C				Formular		Internal Audit		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		Choose

		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		0		1		0		0		0				ER01		ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0		0		

		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		0		1		0		0		1				ER02		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		0		1		0		0		0		1		1

		ER04 Significant security incident		1		0		0		0		0				ER03		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		0		1		0		0		1		2		1

		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		1				ER04		ER04 Significant security incident		1		0		0		0		0		1		1

		ER07 Financial resilience		1		1		0		0		0				ER05		ER05 Procurement including supply chain		0		0		0		0		0		0		

		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		0		1		0		0		0				ER06		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		1		1		1

																ER07		ER07 Financial resilience		1		1		0		0		0		2		1

																ER08		ER08 Delivery of key investment programmes and projects		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																ER10		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		0		1		0		0		0		1		1

																LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0		









		QSS

				PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C				formular		Quality Safety Security		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total

		ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0				ER01		ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0				ER02		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER03		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER04		ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																ER05		ER05 Procurement including supply chain		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																ER06		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																ER07		ER07 Financial resilience		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER08		ER08 Delivery of key investment programmes and projects		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER10		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0

																LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0		









		Internal Audit

		Dates start		4/1/22		4/1/21

		Dates end		6/25/22		6/26/21				Quality Safety Security

				2022/23		2021/22				2022/23		2021/22

		Poorly Controlled		0		0				0		0

		Requires Improvement		0		0				0		0

		Adequately Controlled		0		0				0		0

		Well Controlled		0		0				0		0

		Memo/Not Rated		0		0				0		0



		AAC Quarterly paper Graph 2

				PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		Formular		Internal Audit		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		Choose														2nd line assurance						Total		3rd line assurance				Total

		ER01 Major health, safety or environmental incident or crisis		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER01		ER01 Major health, safety or environmental incident or crisis		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER01 Major health, safety or environmental incident or crisis								0						0

		ER02 Protecting the wellbeing of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER02		ER02 Protecting the wellbeing of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER02 Protecting the wellbeing of our employees								0						0

		ER03 Major service disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER03		ER03 Major service disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER03 Major service disruption								0						0

		ER04 Major security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER04		ER04 Major security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER04 Major security incident								0						0

		ER07 Financial sustainability		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER05		ER05 Supply chain disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0														ER07 Financial sustainability								0						0

		ER08 Delivery of key projects and programmes		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER06		ER06 Loss of stakeholder trust		0		0		0		0		0		0														ER08 Delivery of key projects and programmes								0						0

		ER13 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER07		ER07 Financial sustainability		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER13 Governance and controls suitability								0						0

		ER14 Opening of the Elizabeth Line		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER08		ER08 Delivery of key projects and programmes		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												ER14 Opening of the Elizabeth Line								0						0

																ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER10		ER10 Inability to support new ways of working		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER11		ER11 Disparity leading to unequal or unfair outcomes		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER12		ER12 Asset condition unable to support TfL outcomes		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER13		ER13 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																ER14		ER14 Opening of the Elizabeth Line		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0



				PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		formular		Integrated Assurance		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total

		ER01 Major health, safety or environmental incident or crisis		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER01		ER01 Major health, safety or environmental incident or crisis		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER02 Protecting the wellbeing of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER02		ER02 Protecting the wellbeing of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER03 Major service disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER03		ER03 Major service disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER04 Major security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER04		ER04 Major security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER07 Financial sustainability		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER05		ER05 Supply chain disruption		0		0		0		0		0		0

		ER08 Delivery of key projects and programmes		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER06		ER06 Loss of stakeholder trust		0		0		0		0		0		0

		ER13 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER07		ER07 Financial sustainability		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

		ER14 Opening of the Elizabeth Line		0		0		0		0		0		0		ER08		ER08 Delivery of key projects and programmes		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER10		ER10 Inability to support new ways of working		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER11		ER11 Disparity leading to unequal or unfair outcomes		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER12		ER12 Asset condition unable to support TfL outcomes		0		0		0		0		0		0

																ER13		ER13 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																ER14		ER14 Opening of the Elizabeth Line		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0



																Has been added to Project  ER08 to Integrated ass to RI and AC (2nd line)

																		Critcal		None Critical>5

																Q1		2		5

																Q2		4		4

																Q3		3		3

																Q4

																Total		9		12



																*get the data  from project Assurance team not fron Int Assurance
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Blank series	Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	7	102	101	101	Chart series	

Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	7	97	2	1	5	106	darkbluebar	

Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	59	56	7	66	complete	complete

6.5	59	%	

7.5	66	

PC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	0	0	RI	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	0	0	AC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	0	0	WC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	0	0	M/C	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	0	0	



Audit Rating By Enterprise Risk - last 4 Quarters



PC	

ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees	ER03 Environment including climate adaptation	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	ER07 Financial resilience	ER10 Governance and controls suitability	0	0	1	0	1	0	RI	

ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees	ER03 Environment including climate adaptation	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	ER07 Financial resilience	ER10 Governance and controls suitability	1	1	0	0	1	1	AC	

ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees	ER03 Environment including climate adaptation	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	ER07 Financial resilience	ER10 Governance and controls suitability	0	0	0	0	0	0	WC	

ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees	ER03 Environment including climate adaptation	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	ER07 Financial resilience	ER10 Governance and controls suitability	0	0	0	0	0	0	M/C	

ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees	ER03 Environment including climate adaptation	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	ER07 Financial resilience	ER10 Governance and controls suitability	0	1	0	1	0	0	



Audit rating to Q2 - Internal Audit



Poorly Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Requires Improvement	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Adequately Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Well Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Memo/Not Rated	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	





PC	

RI	

AC	

WC	

M/C	



Blank series	Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	13	54	49	49	Chart series	

Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	13	42	1	5	2	51	darkbluebar	

Brought forward	2022 Plan	Cancelled	Deferred	New	2022	24	47	7	34	complete	complete

6.5	24	%	

7.5	31	

Audit rating to Q1 - Quality Safety Security



Poorly Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Requires Improvement	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Adequately Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Well Controlled	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	Memo/Not Rated	

2022/23	2021/22	0	0	





Can hide the empty rows when copy to PPT file, don't forget to unhide it afterwards.

these two combined graphs are year to date, so ensure the date cells is reflect 'year to date' in cell B82:83



Dashboard 2

		Formular		Internal Audit		Closed on time		extended		Due		5/1/22		10/15/22				Formular		Quality Safety Security		Closed on time		extended		Due		start		end

		Chief Capital		Chief Capital Officer		6		5		10		60%						Chief Capital		Chief Capital Officer		3		0		5		60%

		Customer and Strategy		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		6		4		16		38%						Customer and Strategy		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		2		0		8		25%

		Chief Finance		Chief Finance Officer		4		12		26		15%						Chief Finance		Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		

		Chief Operating		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0								Chief Operating		Chief Operating Officer		17		7		53		32%

		Chief People		Chief People Officer		2		5		7		29%						Chief People		Chief People Officer		1		0		2		50%

		Chief Safety Health		Chief SHE Officer		0		0		7		0%						Chief Safety Health		Chief SHE Officer		1		3		8		13%

		Communications and Corporate		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0								Communications and Corporate		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		

		Crossrail		Crossrail		0		17		17		0%						Crossrail		Crossrail		0		0		0		

		Counsel		Gen. Counsel		0		0		8		0%						Counsel		Gen. Counsel		1		0		2		50%

		Pan TfL		Pan TfL		0		0		0								Pan TfL		Pan TfL		0		0		0		

				Total		18		43		91		20%								Total		25		10		78		32%

		Internal Audit		None		10		11		12		13		1		2		3		4		5		6		7						Internal Audit		Open Audit Actions - Overall TfL Performance (6-Period trend)

						2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2022/23		2022/23		2022/23		2022/23								Measure		No.		%		6-period rolling trend				26		Overdue

		# closed on time																																No. Actions Closed on time		18		19%								Out Of 

		# extended																																No. Actions Extended		43		51%						166		Open

		# due

		# closed on time 6 period rolling														25		14		14		14		11		18

		# extended  6 period rolling														45		37		49		42		36		43

		# due 6 period rolling														97		70		87		80		69		91

		On time - 6 period average														26%		23%		21%		20%		19%		19%

		Extended - 6 period average														46%		49%		52%		52%		52%		51%



		QSS		None		10		11		12		13		1		2		3		4		5		6		7						Quality Safety Security		Open Audit Actions - Overall TfL Performance (6-Period trend)

						2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2021/22		2022/23		2022/23		2022/23		2022/23								Measure		No.		%		6-period rolling trend				45		Overdue

		# closed on time																																No. Actions Closed on time		25		41%								Out Of

		# extended																																No. Actions Extended		10		17%						113		Open

		# due

		# closed on time 6 period rolling														48		39		38		40		37		25

		# extended  6 period rolling														19		17		16		16		13		10

		# due 6 period rolling														106		84		90		96		96		78

		On time - 6 period average														45%		46%		45%		44%		43%		41%

		Extended - 6 period average														18%		19%		19%		18%		17%		17%						Internal Audit

																																		Overdue Actions To Date						Closed on time (6-period)

		Internal Audit				0-30		31-60		61-100		100+																				Chief Capital Officer								60%

		Chief Capital		Chief Capital Officer		2		0		0		0																				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer								38%

		Customer and Strategy		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		1		1		0		0																				Chief Finance Officer								15%

		Chief Finance		Chief Finance Officer		3		0		2		1																				Chief Operating Officer								

		Chief Operating		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0																				Chief People Officer								29%

		Chief People		Chief People Officer		5		0		0		0																				Chief SHE Officer								0%								0-30 days

		Chief Safety Health		Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0																				Comms & Corp. Affairs																31-60 days

		Communications and Corporate		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0																				Crossrail								0%								61-100 days

		Crossrail		Crossrail		0		0		0		0																				General Counsel								0%								100+ days

		Counsel		Gen. Counsel		0		5		2		4																				Pan TfL								

		Pan TfL		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0

																																QSS

		Quality Safety Security				0-30		31-60		61-100		100+																						Overdue Actions To Date						Closed on time (6-period)

		Chief Capital		Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0																				Chief Capital Officer								60%								0-30 days				31-60 days				61-100 days				100+ days

		Customer and Strategy		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		1		0		2																				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer								25%

		Chief Finance		Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		0																				Chief Finance Officer								

		Chief Operating		Chief Operating Officer		7		3		7		16																				Chief Operating Officer								32%

		Chief People		Chief People Officer		1		0		0		0																				Chief People Officer								50%

		Chief Safety Health		Chief SHE Officer		3		0		0		4																				Chief SHE Officer								13%								Poorly Controlled				Requires Improvement				Adequately Controlled				Well Controlled				Not Rated

		Communications and Corporate		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0																				Comms & Corp. Affairs								

		Crossrail		Crossrail		0		0		0		0																				Crossrail								

		Counsel		Gen. Counsel		1		0		0		0																				General Counsel								50%

		Pan TfL		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0																				Pan TfL								





		Chief Operating Officer				0-30		31-59		60-99		100+										Bus Operations

		Chief Operating Officer | Bus Operations		Bus Operations		0		1		0		0		1								Compliance Policing, Operation & Security

		Chief Operating Officer | Compliance Policing, Operation & Security		Compliance Policing, Operation & Security		0		0		0		0		0								Elizabeth Line

		Chief Operating Officer | Elizabeth Line		Elizabeth Line		0		0		0		0		0								LU Asset Performance and Capital Programmes

		Chief Operating Officer | LU Asset Performance and Capital Delivery		LU Asset Performance and Capital Programmes		0		0		0		0		0								LU Customer Operations

		Chief Operating Officer | LU Customer Operations		LU Customer Operations		0		0		0		0		0								LU Planning

		Chief Operating Officer | LU Planning		LU Planning		0		0		0		0		0								Network Management

		Chief Operating Officer | Network Management		Network Management		0		0		0		7		7								Previous Surface Transport

		Chief Operating Officer | Previous Surface Transport		Previous Surface Transport		0		0		0		0		0								Rail and Sponsored Services

		Chief Operating Officer | Rail and Sponsored Services		Rail and Sponsored Services		0		0		1		4		5

		Chief Operating Officer		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		1		1



0-30	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	2	1	3	0	5	0	0	0	0	0	31-60	

Chief C	apital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	5	0	61-100	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	2	0	0	0	0	0	2	0	100+	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp.	 Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	4	0	

0-30	





Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	7	1	3	0	0	1	0	31-60	



Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	1	0	3	0	0	0	0	0	0	61-100	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	7	0	0	0	0	0	0	100+	

[VALUE]

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	2	0	16	0	4	0	0	0	0	
0-30	
Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	31-59	
Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	60-99	
Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	100+	
Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	0	0	7	0	4	1	



Reference

		countdown		start		end		period				Auditor		Team								Dashboard 2 - Actions

				12/13/20		1/9/21		10				Adrian Franklin		Internal Audit				Internal Audit				1) Run action reports to include closed actions

				1/10/21		2/6/21		11				Ayo Odelusi		Internal Audit				Quality Safety Security				2) convert text into dates by find and replace '/'

				2/7/21		3/6/21		12				Brian Schiff		Quality Safety Security								3) Change Cell R1 to the date you produce aac dashboard. 

				3/7/21		3/31/21		13				Carol Lynton		Internal Audit								4) Ensure formula in column N, O, P, to the whole column

				4/1/21		5/1/21		1		21/22		Don Jobanputra		Quality Safety Security								5) filter blank cell in column N, delete formulars, unfilter, do the same for column O and column P

				5/2/21		5/29/21		2		21/22		Gary Smith		Quality Safety Security

				5/30/21		6/26/21		3		21/22		Gurmeet Parmar		Internal Audit

				6/27/21		7/24/21		4		21/22		James Reilly		Quality Safety Security								Dashboard 1: Audits

				7/25/21		8/21/21		5		21/22		Joe Nwanazia		Quality Safety Security								1) ensure the TfL full detail engagement report compariable to the Audits tab columns as data range look into it. 

				8/22/21		9/18/21		6		21/22		John Harvey		Quality Safety Security								2) change date range in red cells

				9/19/21		10/16/21		7		21/22		Jude Mezue		Quality Safety Security								3) unhide data rows, then hide before copy chart.

				10/17/21		11/13/21		8		21/22		Kauser Yousaf		Internal Audit								4) on the audits by risk, put 1 next to the table if has value

				11/14/21		12/11/21		9		21/22		Kevin Brown		Internal Audit

				12/12/21		1/8/22		10		21/22		Lauren Wendon (Archived)		Internal Audit

				1/9/22		2/5/22		11		21/22		Mark Cowper		Internal Audit

				2/6/22		3/5/22		12		21/22		Matthew Mills		Quality Safety Security

				3/6/22		3/31/22		13		21/22		Ossama Ragheb (Archived)		Internal Audit

				4/1/22		4/30/22		1		22/23		Peter Buzzard (Archived)		Quality Safety Security

				5/1/22		5/28/22		2		22/23		Shaukat Hussain		Internal Audit

				5/29/22		6/25/22		3		22/23		Sonja Folarin		Internal Audit

				6/26/22		7/23/22		4		22/23		Steve Coulter		Internal Audit

				7/24/22		8/20/22		5		22/23		Surinder Ahir		Internal Audit

				8/21/22		9/17/22		6		22/23		Maureen Kirk		Internal Audit

				9/18/22		10/15/22		7		22/23		Niraj Shah		Internal Audit						12/12/21		5/28/22

				10/16/22		11/12/22		8		22/23		Nuno Borges		Internal Audit						1/9/22		6/25/22

				11/13/22		12/10/22		9		22/23		Mike Shirbon		Quality Safety Security						2/6/22		7/23/22

				12/11/22		1/7/23		10		22/23		Mushtaq Ali		Internal Audit						3/6/22		8/20/22

				1/8/23		2/4/23		11		22/23		Michael Dent		Quality Safety Security						4/1/22		9/17/22

				2/5/23		3/4/23		12		22/23		KaWai Ho		Quality Safety Security						5/1/22		10/15/22

				3/5/23		3/31/23		13		22/23		Michael Cockley		Quality Safety Security

												Francina Pistorius		Quality Safety Security



				Chief Capital Officer

				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer

				Chief Finance Officer

				Chief Operating Officer

				Chief People Officer

				Chief Safety Health & Environment Officer

				Commnunications and Corporate Affairs

				Crossrail

				General Counsel





SSHRP

				Dates:  		9/20/20		9/18/21

				Audit ratings by Directorate - last 4 Quarters												Quality Safety Security

						PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		Formular										Q3 20/21 - Q2 21/22						Total		Q3 21/22 - Q2 22/23						Total								PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C

				Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Capital								ERROR:#VALUE!								ERROR:#VALUE!								0						ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Customer and Strategy																								0

				Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Finance																								0

				Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Operating																								0

				Chief People Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief People

				Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Safety Health

				Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0		0		0		Communications and Corporate

				Crossrail		0		0		0		0		0		0		Crossrail

				General Counsel		0		0		0		0		0		0		Counsel

				Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		0		0		Pan TfL

				Total		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0



						9/19/21		9/17/22																																										PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C

						PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C																																		Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0		0

		1		Chief Capital Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Capital																														Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		0		0		0		0

		1		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Customer and Strategy																														Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		0

				Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Finance																														Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		0

		1		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Operating

				Chief People Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief People

				Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0		0		0		Chief Safety Health

				Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0		0		0		Communications and Corporate

				Crossrail		0		0		0		0		0		0		Crossrail

				General Counsel		0		0		0		0		0		0		Counsel

		1		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		0		0		Pan TfL

				Total		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



						PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C				Formular		Internal Audit		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total		Choose

				ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0				ER01		ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0		0		1												Q3 20/21 - Q2 21/22						Total		Q3 21/22 - Q2 22/23						Total

				ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0				ER02		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0												ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations								0								0

				ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		0				ER03		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		0		0		0		0		0		0												ER04 Significant security incident								0								0

				LTM		0		0		0		0		0				ER04		ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		1										ER06 Deterioration of operational performance								0								0

																		ER05		ER05 Procurement including supply chain		0		0		0		0		0		0												LTM								0								0

																		ER06		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																		ER07		ER07 Financial resilience		0		0		0		0		0		0

																		ER08		ER08 Delivery of key investment programmes and projects		0		0		0		0		0		0

																		ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0

																		ER10		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0

																		LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0		1









						PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C				formular		Quality Safety Security		PC		RI		AC		WC		M/C		Total

				ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0				ER01		ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

				ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0				ER02		ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees		0		0		0		0		0		0		

				ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		0				ER03		ER03 Environment including climate adaptation		0		0		0		0		0		0		

				LTM		0		0		0		0		0				ER04		ER04 Significant security incident		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																		ER05		ER05 Procurement including supply chain		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																		ER06		ER06 Deterioration of operational performance		0		0		0		0		0		0		1

																		ER07		ER07 Financial resilience		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																		ER08		ER08 Delivery of key investment programmes and projects		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																		ER09		ER09 Changes in customer demand		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																		ER10		ER10 Governance and controls suitability		0		0		0		0		0		0		

																		LTM		LTM		0		0		0		0		0		0		1



																																		

																																		





PC	



0	0	RI	

0	0	AC	

0	0	WC	

0	0	M/C	

0	0	

PC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	RI	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	AC	

Chief Capital Off	icer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	WC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	M/C	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	

PC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	RI	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	AC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	WC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	M/C	



ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	

PC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	RI	



ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	AC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	WC	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	M/C	

ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations	ER04 Significant security incident	ER06 Deterioration of operational performance	LTM	0	0	0	0	



ExCo

		Fraud		Q2
2021/22		Q3
2021/22		Q4
2021/22		Q1 2022/23

		Disciplinary action		6		3		9		0

		Law Enforcement action		7		1		13		1

		No action		2		0		1		2

		% L1 Quarterly Risk Reviews Undertaken

				Q2
2021/22		Q3
2021/22		Q4
2021/22		Q1
2022/23

		Underground		8		10		9		10

		Surface		3		6		1		0

		Professional Services		9		8		5		10

		MPD		0		0		1		0

		Audits by Enterprise Risk  13 period         

		Internal Audit		PC		RI		AC		WC		Memo

		Chief Capital Officer		0		1		1		0		0

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		0		4		2		0		7

		Chief Finance Officer		0		3		2		1		2								 						Chief Capital Officer

		Chief Operating Officer		0		0		0		0		1														Chief Customer and Strategy Officer

		Chief People Officer		0		0		2		0		0														Chief Finance Officer

		Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0		2														Chief Operating Officer

		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		1		0		0														Chief People Officer

		Crossrail		0		2		1		0		2														Chief SHE Officer

		Gen. Counsel		0		1		0		0		1														Comms & Corp. Affairs

		Pan TfL		0		2		0		0		0														Crossrail

		Quality Safety Security		PC		RI		AC		WC		Memo														Gen. Counsel

		Chief Capital Officer		0		2		1		0		0														Pan TfL

		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		2		0		13		1		1

		Chief Finance Officer		0		0		0		0		0

		Chief Operating Officer		2		12		21		3		27

		Chief People Officer		0		0		0		0		0

		Chief SHE Officer		0		0		0		0		0

		Comms & Corp. Affairs		0		0		0		0		0

		Crossrail		0		0		0		0		0

		Gen. Counsel		0		0		0		0		0

		Pan TfL		0		0		0		0		1



		All activities by Risk 

		L0 Risk Review Date		Enterprise Risks		Quality Safety Security Assurance		Internal Audit		Project Assurance		Project Assurance & IIPAG		EL LOD2/IIPAG 

				ER 1 		7

				ER 2 

				ER 3 

				ER 4 		1		3

				ER 5 

				ER 6 

				ER 7				5

				ER 8 						9		7

				ER 9 

				ER10 				1

				LTM











				ExCo Risk 
Review Date										Enterprise Risks L0

				6/1/22										ER01 Inability to deliver safety objectives and obligations

				6/1/22										ER02 Attraction, retention, wellbeing and health of our employees

														ER03 Environment including climate adaptation

				8/1/22										ER04 Significant security incident

				6/1/22										ER05 Procurement including supply chain

														ER06 Deterioration of operational performance

														ER07 Financial resilience

														ER08 Delivery of key investment programmes and projects

														ER09 Changes in customer demand

														ER10 Governance and controls suitability

														LTM



















		Project Ass recommendations		Chief Capital Officer		Chief Operating Officer		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		Chief Finance Officer

		End of Q2
2021/22		16		4		24		0

		End of Q3
2021/22		18		5		20		1

		End of Q4
2021/22		11		1		19		0

		End of Q1
2022/23		5		0		12		0



																						T&D

		IIPAG		Chief Capital Officer		Chief Operating Officer		Chief Customer and Strategy Officer		Chief Finance Officer												as

		End of Q1
2021/22		4		0		7		0												Professional Services

		End of Q2
2021/22		4		0		6		0

		End of Q3
2021/22		0		1		0		0

		End of Q4
2021/22		1		0		1		0



Disciplinary action	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1 2022/23	6	3	9	0	Law Enforcement action	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1 2022/23	7	1	13	1	No action	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1 2022/23	2	0	1	2	





Enterprise Risk - Level 0 & 1 Risk Reviews  



Underground	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1	
2022/23	8	10	9	10	Surface	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1	
2022/23	3	6	1	0	Professional Services	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1	
2022/23	9	8	5	10	MPD	

Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1	
2022/23	0	0	1	0	Q2	
2021/22	Q3	
2021/22	Q4	
2021/22	Q1	
2022/23	





Quality Safety Security



PC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	2	0	2	0	0	0	0	0	0	RI	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	2	0	0	12	0	0	0	0	0	0	AC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE	 Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	1	13	0	21	0	0	0	0	0	0	WC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	1	0	3	0	0	0	0	0	0	Memo	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	1	0	27	0	0	0	0	0	1	

Internal Audit



PC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	RI	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	1	4	3	0	0	0	0	2	1	2	AC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	1	2	2	0	2	0	1	1	0	0	WC	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Memo	

Chief Capital Officer	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	Chief Finance Officer	Chief Operating Officer	Chief People Officer	Chief SHE Officer	Comms 	&	 Corp. Affairs	Crossrail	Gen. Counsel	Pan TfL	0	7	2	1	0	2	0	2	1	0	

Assurance work by function



Quality Safety Security Assurance	

ER 1 	ER 2 	ER 3 	ER 4 	ER 5 	ER 6 	ER 7	ER 8 	ER 9 	ER10 	LTM	7	1	Internal Audit	

ER 1 	ER 2 	ER 3 	ER 4 	ER 5 	ER 6 	ER 7	ER 8 	ER 9 	ER10 	LTM	3	5	1	Project Assurance	



ER 1 	ER 2 	ER 3 	ER 4 	ER 5 	ER 6 	ER 7	ER 8 	ER 9 	ER10 	LTM	9	Project Assurance 	&	 IIPAG	



ER 1 	ER 2 	ER 3 	ER 4 	ER 5 	ER 6 	ER 7	ER 8 	ER 9 	ER10 	LTM	7	EL LOD2/IIPAG 	

ER 1 	ER 2 	ER 3 	ER 4 	ER 5 	ER 6 	ER 7	ER 8 	ER 9 	ER10 	LTM	



Project Assurance Overdue Recommendations



Chief Capital Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	16	18	11	5	Chief Operating Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	4	5	1	0	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	24	20	19	12	Chief Finance Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	0	1	0	0	





IIPAG Overdue Recommendations



Chief Capital Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	4	4	0	1	Chief Operating Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	0	0	1	0	Chief Customer and Strategy Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	7	6	0	1	Chief Finance Officer	

End of Q2	
2021/22	End of Q3	
2021/22	End of Q4	
2021/22	End of Q1	
2022/23	0	0	0	0	





Audit Conclusion by Business Area


Risk and Assurance activities against enterprise risks: 
ER01: 20 audits done by Quality safety Security(QSSA) and 1 done by Internal Audit (IA), 
ER04: 7 audits by QSSA and 2 audits by IA,
ER07: 1 audit done by IA, ER08: 1 audit by IA, 12 reviews done by Project Assurance in which 9 of them participated by IIPAG, ER10: 1 audit done by IA, 
ER12, 2 audits done by QSSA, 
ER14: 4 audits done by IA and 1 done by Elizabeth line assurance.
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Appendix 8: Quality Safety Security Assurance Audit Q3 Summary

Audit Plan for 2022/23 in Q3

Audit ratings by Chief Officer - last four quarters

Poorly 
Controlled

Requires 
Improvement

Adequately 
Controlled

Well 
Controlle

Not
Rated

Chief Capital Officer 1 1 2 0 0
Chief Customer and Strategy Officer 0 0 12 0 1

Chief Finance Officer 0 0 0 0 0
Chief Operating Officer 5 11 24 8 28

Pan TfL 0 1 0 0 0
Total 6.4% 13.8% 40.4% 8.5% 30.9%

Audit Rating By Enterprise Risk – last 4 Quarters

Poorly Controlled Requires Improvement Adequately Controlled Well Controlled Not Rated

Key Highlights

Three of the audits issued in Quarter 3 were 
given a ‘Poorly Controlled’ conclusion: 
Environmental risk assessments in London 
Underground and Buses and Trams and Trams 
‘On Track Plant and Machines’ (see the main 
paper for details). 

There has been good progress against the 
number of overdue actions, with a significant 
reduction in the number of actions 100 days 
or more over due.

Audit planning is currently underway for the 
2023/24 programme.

Action Management

Open Audit Actions - Overall TfL Performance (6-Period trend)

Measure No. % 6-period rolling trend 27 Overdue

No. Actions Closed on time 25 35% Out Of

No. Actions Extended 21 18% 91 Open

Closed on time (6-period)
Chief Capital Officer 50%

Chief Operating Officer 29%
Chief SHE Officer 0%

Overdue Actions To Date

5 2
2

1 10
7

Based on 
actions due 
in the last 
six periods
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Appendix 9: Project Assurance Quarterly Report   Q3 (Periods7-9), 2022/23 
 

Reviews Undertaken to Support Submissions to the Programmes and Investment Committee  
 

 
Recommendations 

(Critical Issues) 
Commentary 

London 
Underground 

(LU) 
Enhancements 

9 (0) 

TfL funding for the LU Enhancements Programme is reducing with future projects 
reliant on securing third party funding; which has an inherent level of uncertainty. 
The delivery model has been revised over the last 18 months and now uses a 
form of Early Contractor Involvement aimed at achieving greater certainty of cost 
and schedule outturn. However, as fewer large projects start, it has not yet been 
possible to fully demonstrate its value although indications are positive. Pressure 
on resources remains an issue, especially project engineers. 

Silvertown 
Tunnel (STT) 

10 (0) 

The programme team is demonstrating good management of their obligations 
under the Private Public Partnership. The stability of the key Permit to Use date 
is being monitored closely as it has been subject to some movement. The TfL 
Road User Charging team will deliver the tunnel charging system element of the 
project and the STT team will strengthen this key interface and fully integrate 
tunnel user charging activities into their master schedule. 

 
Open and Overdue Recommendations 
At the end of Q3 there were four Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group (IIPAG) recommendations overdue 
against their completion date and 18 Project Assurance recommendations overdue. Of the overdue recommendations, 
there was one IIPAG critical recommendation. This has subsequently been closed since the end of Q3.   
 
The following graphs show the length of time that the overdue Project Assurance and IIPAG recommendations have been 
overdue by and the Chief Officer area that the recommendations relate to. 
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The overdue recommendations are regularly reported to and discussed at the portfolio boards and investment review 
meetings to ensure that there is awareness and scrutiny at Chief Officer level. Since the end of Q3 a number of overdue 
recommendations have been closed, this includes the three recommendations shown as being overdue by 60-99 days in 
the above graphs, and the one IIPAG recommendation shown as being overdue by 31-59 days.  
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Transport for London Audit and Assurance Committee 

 

 

Customer Feedback Form Summary in Q3 2022/23                                Appendix 10 

Internal Audit has issued 13 questionnaires, nine returned (69.2%), average score of 86.4%  
Quality, Safety and Security Assurance has issued 15 questionnaires, 14 returned (93.3%), average score of 100% 
 

Internal Audit Customer Feedback Summary 
Average 

Score 
Very 
Good 

Good Satisfactory Poor 
Very 
Poor 

1) The assignment timing was agreed with me and there was appropriate consideration of my other 
commitments as the work progressed 

82.2% 3 4 2 0 0 

2) The assignment was completed, and report issued within appropriate timescales 87.5% 3 5 0 0 0 

3) Communication prior to the assignment was appropriate, including the dates and objectives 86.7% 3 6 0 0 0 

4) Throughout the assignment I was kept informed of the work's progress and emerging findings 82.2% 3 4 2 0 0 

5) The Internal Audit team demonstrated a good understanding of the business area under review 
and associated risks, or took time to build knowledge and understanding as the work progressed 

84.4% 4 3 2 0 0 

6) The Internal Audit Team acted in a constructive professional and positive manner 94.3% 5 2 0 0 0 

7) A fair summary of assignment findings was presented in the report 88.9% 4 5 0 0 0 

8) Assignment recommendations were constructive, practical and cost-effective 80.0% 2 5 2 0 0 

9) My concerns were adequately addressed, and the review was beneficial to my area of 
responsibility and operations 

91.1% 5 4 0 0 0 

Total 86.4% 32 38 8 0 0 
 

Quality, Safety and Security Assurance Customer Feedback Summary Average 
Score 

Satisfied Dissatisfied Not Applicable Total 

Accuracy of the findings 100.0% 14 0 0 14 

Communication with us during the audit 100.0% 14 0 0 14 

Effectiveness of the management actions 100.0% 13 0 1 14 

Our professional manner 100.0% 13 0 0 13 

Our receptiveness to your concerns 100.0% 13 0 0 13 

Our understanding of your area 100.0% 14 0 0 14 

Scheduling of the audit 100.0% 14 0 0 14 

Time taken to receive the final report 100.0% 14 0 0 14 

Total 100.0% 109 0 1 110 
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Appendix 11: Counter-fraud and Corruption Q3 Summary
Fraud investigation
During Q3, five new cases were opened, and three cases were closed. The five new cases included an attempted payment diversion fraud linked to an email account 
compromise at the Greater London Authority (GLA) (see significant closed cases below), an allegation of overtime fraud and an allegation of a conflict of interest within 
Procurement.
Fraud prevention
 Members of the Counter-fraud and Corruption (CFC) team attended the quarterly Professional Services Procurement & Commercial (P&C) event, hosted by senior

management from the business area. The CFC team presented to small groups about the role they performed and the risk of fraud within end-to-end procurement
processes. This was followed by question-and-answer sessions. Over 100 P&C colleagues attended the event and received the presentation.

 The CFC Steering Group met remotely in October 2022. The group, that has recently undergone a review of membership based upon fraud risk within TfL, heard general 
fraud risk updates from a number of new members including Customer Contact Operations and London Underground Operations. The Head of CFC provided his regular 
update about new and ongoing fraud investigations.

Cases by Chief Office

Investigations B/F New Closed C/F

Operations 24 4 1 27

Customer & Strategy 9 0 1 8

People 1 0 0 1

General Counsel 1 0 0 1

Capital 0 0 0 0

Finance 1 1 1 1

Total 36 5 3 38

Cases by source New and Brought Forward

1
2

1
1

3
2

7
12

8
2

2

Member of public
Law Enforcement
Internal controls

Employee (inc NPL)
Whistleblower

Supplier
Anonymous

Other Agency

0 5 10 15

Cases by type New and Brought Forward

10

5

10

6

2 2
11 1

2
1

0

5

10

15

Supply chain &
Procurement

Theft - cash or
assets

Products
(discounts &

refunds)

Pay & Benefits Misuse of data
or information

Other Theft - assets

Significant closed cases

Case 22-914 Allegation of attempted payment diversion fraud
In November 2022, it was reported that several GLA email accounts had been hacked. 
As a result, a TfL employee received a series of fraudulent emails, purportedly from a 
GLA employee, requesting changes to bank account details to divert invoice payments 
totalling £3.8m. The payments had already been correctly made prior to the emails 
being received, so no money was lost. In addition, several other phishing emails were 
sent to various TfL employees from compromised GLA accounts, although TfL’s Cyber 
Security team were able to successfully block the malicious link contained within it. 
From analysis of hacked accounts and the emails sent, the source of the hack is 
believed to be outside the UK. No suspects have been identified. The GLA has reported 
the incident to Action Fraud and TfL has made a similar report with regards to the 
attempted fraud. Some control environment concerns have been discussed with senior 
management in Business Services, who will take necessary action. This case is now 
closed. 
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 Transport for London Audit and Assurance Committee                             

Control Environment Indicators             Appendix 12 

Audit indicators – rolling average (four Quarters) 

Q1 21/22 Q2 21/22 Q3 21/22 Q4 21/22 Q1 22/23 Q2 22/23 Q3 22/23 Q4 22/23 Trend

Poorly Cont rol led 2.5% 2.1% 2.4% 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 7.1%

Requires Improvement  or 

Poorly Cont rol led
50.0% 43.8% 36.6% 37.2% 31.7% 36.6% 47.6%

 
 

Technology 
 

Q1 21/22 Q2 21/22 Q3 21/22 Q4 21/22 Q1 22/23 Q2 22/23 Q3 22/23 Q4 22/23 Trend

Internal system availabil it y 99.87% 99.81% 99.60% 99.96% 99.87% 99.97% 99.73%
 

 
 
Information Governance 
 

Q1 21/22 Q221/22 Q3 21/22 Q4 21/22 Q1 22/23 Q2 22/23 Q3 22/23 Q4 22/23 Trend

Number FOI  requests 539 659 736 698 682 737 795

On t ime FOI responses 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 99.7%
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
Quarterly Report 

 

This paper will be considered in public  

1 Summary     

1.1 This paper presents the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group 
(IIPAG) Quarterly Report for March 2023. It describes the work undertaken since 
the last report presented to the Committee in November 2022. 

1.2 A paper is included on Part 2 of the agenda which contains exempt supplemental 
information that is exempt from publication by virtue of paragraph 3 of Schedule 
12A of the Local Government Act 1972 in that it contains information relating to 
the business affairs of TfL. Any discussion of that exempt information must take 
place after the press and public have been excluded from this meeting.   

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper and the exempt supplementary 
information on Part 2 of the agenda and the Chair, in consultation with 
available Members, approve a change to the Independent Investment 
Programme Advisory Group (IIPAG) Terms of Reference to amend the 
required frequency of the TfL Benchmarking Review by IIPAG from yearly to 
three-yearly. 

3 IIPAG Quarterly Report 

3.1 Under its Terms of Reference IIPAG is required to produce quarterly reports of its 
advice on strategic and systemic issues, logs of progress on actions and 
recommendations and the effectiveness of the first and second lines of project 
and programme assurance. IIPAG’s Quarterly Report for March 2023 is included 
as Appendix 1.   

3.2 Under its current Terms of Reference, IIPAG is also required to undertake an 
annual review of TfL’s benchmarking activities. Included as Appendix 2 is IIPAG’s 
Benchmarking Review for 2022. This is the third annual report by IIPAG on this 
subject and each has had similar findings. On the basis of TfL’s strong 
performance in this area, and the fact that there are limited changes from year to 
year, IIPAG proposes to reduce the frequency of their benchmarking reviews from 
yearly to three-yearly. 

3.3 Figure 1 sets out the status of the IIPAG recommendations at the end of each of 
the last three quarters. Of the overdue recommendations at the end of Quarter 3 
of 2022/23 (18 September to 10 December 2022) (Q3) there was one IIPAG 
critical recommendation, which has subsequently been addressed and closed. 
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Figure 1: Status of IIPAG Recommendations 

3.4 From the assurance reviews undertaken during Q3 IIPAG made 10 
recommendations, including one critical recommendation. All of the 
recommendations were agreed with the respective project teams. 

4 Management Response to IIPAG Quarterly Report  

Review of First and Second Lines of Defence  

4.1 Project Assurance and the Project Management Office welcome the work 
undertaken by IIPAG in their review of First and Second Lines of Defence, and 
accept the recommendations made. 

TfL Benchmarking 

4.2 We appreciate the input and supportive findings from IIPAG. Benchmarking 
continues to be an important area of focus for TfL and one that we seek to 
continually refine and build on. We support the IIPAG recommendation to move to 
three-yearly rather than yearly reviews and ask the Committee to approve this 
change to the IIPAG Terms of Reference. The findings of the review will be 
shared with all relevant stakeholders across the organisation and will help shape 
our thinking and plans for 2023/24.  

 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group - Quarterly Report  
          March 2023. 
Appendix 2: IIPAG Benchmarking Review 2022. 
 
Exempt supplementary information  
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List of Background Papers:   

None 

 
Contact Officer: Lorraine Humphrey, Director of Risk and Assurance 
Email: LorraineHumphrey@tfl.gov.uk 
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Appendix 1 
 

 

Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group – Quarterly 
Report March 2023  

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. This report to the Committee describes IIPAG’s activities since November 2022. 

We have made no new strategic recommendations. 

2. IIPAG Activity 

2.1. We list below the Sub-Programme and project reviews we have undertaken in this 

period: 

 

2.2. Sub-Programmes: 

 Technology and Data; 

 Air Quality and Environment; 

 Major Stations. 

 

2.3. Projects: 

 Pay as You Go in the South East (Project Oval); 

 London-wide Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ); 

 Road User Charging (RUC) Business Operations System. 

 

2.4. We also had briefings on the Healthy Streets Sub-Programme and the Old Street 

Roundabout project. We have continued to engage with the Four Lines 

Modernisation project. The covering paper from Project Assurance describes 

management progress in implementing IIPAG’s recommendations. 

3. Systemic Issues 

3.1. Resources continue to be raised as a risk in many areas, though good progress 

has been made in securing additional technology resources through the Crown 

Commercial Services framework. Shortages of project management and 

commercial resources have been highlighted. Despite the challenges we have 

seen some well managed projects and programmes in this period.  

 

3.2. Through our reviews we continue to encourage teams to provide a good account in 

their Committee papers of how their delivery over the past year has compared to 

what they said they would deliver. We also continue to encourage a focus on good 

programme planning and sufficient attention to risks around schedule, which we 

find can get less attention than cost risk. 
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4. Progress with Cross-cutting Work 

4.1. We have completed our reviews of the First and Second Lines of Defence (LOD) 

and TfL’s Benchmarking. Our reports are attached as appendices 2 and 3 

respectively.  

 

4.2. Review of First and Second LOD.  We concluded that, while project assurance 

across TfL is already adding value, there are opportunities to further improve 

assurance and thereby reduce the likelihood of cost and schedule overruns and 

under-delivery of benefits. We encouraged more rigorous application of good 

project practice, and implementation of already agreed improvements such as 

project baselining and the assessment of risk.  Beyond this, we advocated less 

governance complexity, more rigour in portfolio management, and clearer 

assurance accountabilities.   

 

4.3. TfL Benchmarking. We found that TfL continues to have a commendably strong 

external focus. TfL leaders have been very supportive of international 

benchmarking and this has no doubt helped sustain a culture in TfL which is 

strongly outward looking and open to alternative ideas and approaches. There are 

good examples of how TfL has used benchmarking to shape and improve its 

performance, such as in responding to the pandemic. Benchmarking has been 

used extensively to inform the policies that support the Mayors Transport Strategy, 

carbon neutrality and the Financial Sustainability Plan, and to support funding 

discussions with the Department for Transport.  

 

4.4. Our Terms of Reference ask us to review benchmarking every year. This is our 

third report, and each has had similar findings. Given TfL’s strong performance in 

this area, and the fact that this does not change much from year to year, we 

suggest that the IIPAG Terms of Reference are revised to reduce the frequency of 

IIPAG’s benchmarking reviews, to every 3 years.  

 

4.5. Our update review of the Procurement and Commercial Improvement Programme 

is almost complete at the time of writing. We are planning two new cross-cutting 

reviews to start in the next couple of months: first on the delivery of renewals, and 

second on the effectiveness of the Pathway gate process.  

 

Alison Munro  

Chair, IIPAG 

March 2023 
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INDEPENDENT INVESTMENT PROGRAMME ADVISORY GROUP 
BENCHMARKING REVIEW 2022 

Status: FINAL 

Date: 13 February 2023 

Author: Alison Munro 

 

Executive Summary 

We continue to find that TfL has a commendably strong external focus. TfL leaders 

have been very supportive of international benchmarking and this has no doubt 

helped sustain a culture in TfL which is strongly outward looking and open to 

alternative ideas and approaches. 

TfL continues to engage actively in the Imperial College-led international 

benchmarking groups for the public transport modes. The move to more virtual 

engagement has created increased opportunities for international benchmarking. 

There are good examples of how TfL has used these forums to shape and improve 

its performance, such as in responding to the pandemic.  

TfL is making some progress on cost benchmarking, although there is still a way to 

go. We commend the initiative to develop internal cost intelligence and benchmarks 

for capital projects. We continue to believe there is greater scope for internal cost 

and performance benchmarking within TfL. 

The scope for data led benchmarking is more constrained in some areas of TfL work, 

but across the business there is a lot of ‘best practice’ benchmarking, both 

internationally and within the UK. Being more ad hoc and tailored to particular issues 

at hand, the results of ‘best practice’ benchmarking are generally directly applied to 

TfL decisions or used to justify TfL solutions. TfL may wish to consider whether there 

would be benefits from a more formalised system of sharing activity and results, 

perhaps through a ‘Community of Benchmarkers’ and/or a portal such as the one for 

lessons learned exercises.  

We have found that benchmarking is used extensively to inform the policies that 

support the Mayor’s Transport Strategy, carbon neutrality and the Financial 

Sustainability Plan, and to support funding discussions with the Department for 

Transport. That said, TfL may wish to consider whether it can do more to ensure that 

the balance of its benchmarking activities is as closely aligned as possible to its 

needs and strategic priorities. There may be some benefit in nominating an 

Executive Committee or other senior lead for benchmarking (both data-led and best 

practice) who could be a focal point and could communicate any strategic or policy 

priorities to the benchmarking community.    
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Introduction 

IIPAG’s Terms of Reference require it to produce an annual report on TfL’s 

benchmarking activities for the Audit and Assurance Committee. This is IIPAG’s third 

report (a little delayed due to resignation of the lead IIPAG member). Our previous 

reports commended TfL’s strong external focus and the level of effort applied to 

benchmarking.  

In this report we had considered two types of benchmarking: 

 Data based benchmarking– where data on factors such as costs and 
performance is collected from different organisations, analysed and 
compared. 

 ‘Best practice’ benchmarking – where approaches adopted by different 
organisations are investigated. 

 

Both types of benchmarking can help TfL understand how and why its performance 

differs from other organisations and can provide insights to inform improvements and 

target setting. Benchmarking can also assist in justifying TfL’s performance and 

chosen solutions. Benchmarking does however need to be applied with care due to 

the difficulty sometimes of accounting for all the underlying factors contributing to 

performance, and hence of making valid comparisons.  

Part 1 of this report follows the approach of the two previous reports in surveying the 

scope of TfL benchmarking activity and how the results are used. Additionally, this 

time we have also looked at how well aligned TfL’s benchmarking activity is with its 

strategic priorities, as set out in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy and the Financial 

Sustainability Plan.  This is covered in Part 2. Part 3 covers the organisation and 

leadership of benchmarking within TfL. 

 

I. SCOPE OF TFL BENCHMARKING AND INSIGHTS DERIVED 

International and Modal Benchmarking 

TfL continues to participate in the four International Benchmarking exercises that 

have been described in previous IIPAG Benchmarking Reviews. These cover 

London Underground (LU), Docklands Light Railway (DLR), London Overground 

(LO) and London Buses. This benchmarking work is managed by the Transport 

Strategy Centre at Imperial College London, which we heard is extremely supportive 

of and ready to engage with TfL. 

LU/DLR: CoMET and Nova 

TfL was a founding member of the Community of Metros Benchmarking Group 

(CoMET), which now includes some 45 metros across the world. From 2013 DLR 

was represented in a group of smaller metros known as NOVA, which has now been 

merged back into CoMET. The level of intensity of TfL involvement in CoMET has 

been largely been maintained, though on the DLR side the team is very small. With 

more activity now being online, there are greater opportunities to share information 
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both formally and informally, to access experts more easily, and to have meetings 

with different metros around the world (where travel previously constrained 

opportunities). We also heard that a degree of in-person engagement is very 

important in building trusted and open relationships, especially for learning from 

things that have not gone so successfully. Whereas before the pandemic most 

CoMET studies were medium term, there is now a more differentiated approach, with 

‘express studies’ to provide quicker results. Examples have included: COVID 

recovery; fare evasion; drivers of demand post pandemic; and staff retirements. 

Typically, CoMET has around six main case studies underway, plus two to four 

express studies.  Members are asked to put forward topics for consideration, and 

ideas are put to a voting system. TfL plays an active part in this process, and in past 

years TfL has been successful in securing its suggested study on Cleaning 

Efficiency and Practices and has used this to develop its own practices. Other areas 

which have benefited from learning from CoMET have been timetabling (with lessons 

from New York and Hong Kong), measures to tackle fare evasion, and 

modernisation programmes. CoMET studies are also used to validate what TfL 

currently does or proposes to do. 

The centrepiece of CoMET is the production each year of a report on KPIs and 

customer satisfaction. 

London Underground continues to be amongst the metros with the highest service 

frequency. London has the highest fare levels per passenger km where the DLR and 

Underground are both more than double the global median level. While wage data is 

somewhat limited it is clear that when compared to wage levels, fares in the UK are 

still high. 

Before COVID, the majority of metros globally were experiencing strong and ongoing 

growth in passenger demand. From 2010 to 2019 London Underground saw a 

change in passenger journeys of approx. +2.15% per year in line with the median 

annual rate. On average, COMET metros had 61.3% of 2019 demand in 2021 with 

London having 54% (DLR 66.1%) and like the majority of metros London maintained 

high service levels (approx. 90%) during 2021. 

London is at the bottom end of metros for step free access (below 50%), along with 

three other metros that are also more than 100 years old. 

London is now at the average capacity levels despite historically low levels of 

capacity following many years of major train and signalling capacity upgrades and 

thanks to the operation of very high service frequencies.  

Overall London continues to compare well to other European metros of a similar age 

but remains behind the newer Asian metros. 

‘2022 KPI Summary Report (2021 Data)’ Transport Strategy Centre (TSC), The 

Community of Metros (COMET) 
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Buses: International Bus Benchmarking Group (IBBG) 

IBBG operates in a similar way to CoMET, with 15 member cities. It has provided TfL 

with insights in a number of areas including electric and hydrogen buses, safety 

issues such as slips and falls, and customer satisfaction. TfL’s Bus Safety 

Programme was partly informed by lessons learned through IBBG. 

IBBG produces a suite of bus KPIs each year. These were used to help demonstrate 

to the Department for Transport the relatively strong financial performance of 

London’s buses pre-COVID. The IBBG data also contributed to identification of a 

relative drop in London’s bus speeds, which stimulated development of a range of 

policies to improve bus speeds.  

The London bus network is the largest of all member cities. TfL provides a more 

even service distribution throughout the day than most cities, which are weighted 

more towards morning and evening peak periods.  This contributes to overall 

capacity utilisation being slightly lower in London. Trip lengths are typically lower in 

London as are the average fares per trip.  Financially London compares well, with 

operating costs reasonably low given the high wage environment and recovery of 

costs through fares being in the upper quartile. 

TfL has been an active participant in IBBG since 2004. The TfL team is not as 

strongly resourced as the equivalent LU team, and it is recognised that activity has 

fallen off a bit since COVID. While TfL bus teams are active participants in IBBG 

studies, there is not as much capacity to engage in the ‘shaping’ of the IBBG 

programme. 

Aside from IBBG, TfL also seeks to learn from what other UK bus operators are 

doing. The current trial on Bus Route 63 is testing some of the best examples of 

what TfL has seen elsewhere in Britain.  

Suburban Rail: International Suburban Rail Benchmarking Group  (ISEBeRG) 

This group was established in 2009 and within TfL is the least resourced of the 

Imperial groups. The London Overground (LO) team engage in ISEBeRG’s seminars 

and workshops, but their ability to participate fully in ISEBeRG’s data collection is 

constrained not only by internal resources but because LO operations are contracted 

out, with the contractor holding the data. There is a plan to increase resources a bit 

to allow LO to be a better member and to maximise the benefits of participation. In 

time it is expected that the Elizabeth Line will increase its participation in ISEBeRG. 

Again we heard that participation had brought benefits, especially through learning 

what other operators were doing during COVID. Other examples of beneficial 

learning were practices for dealing with luggage and storage, revenue protection, 

rolling stock specification, and the use of digital information screens in carriages for 

safety messages. The LO team also use the KPI data to challenge the LO operator’s 

performance. 
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All railways saw a drop in passenger journeys in 2020 due to the pandemic. London 

Overground experienced the most significant increases / recovery from 2020 – 2021, 

although still below 2019 levels. Service levels and capacity have remained 

consistent. 

London Overground is one of the smaller networks in the group with shorter average 

journeys at lower speeds between closer stations, but at relatively high capacity 

utilisation.  The average fare per passenger km is higher in London Overground than 

the other participants. 

‘Phase 12 KPI Report (2021 Data)’ Transport Strategy Centre, International 

Suburban Rail Benchmarking Group 

 

 

International Association for Public Transport  

In addition to the Imperial College groups, TfL also participates in the International 

Association for Public Transport (UITP). While the Imperial College work is mainly 

focused on operating issues and benchmarking data, UITP is more policy focused 

and has a broader membership. Its Committees are organised along two lines, the 

first being thematic (e.g. metro, light rail, water-borne transport, transport and urban 

life, sustainable development, technology) and the second being entity based (e.g. 

organising authorities, industry groups, research bodies). TfL chairs two Committees, 

on organising authorities and transport economics, and there is also participation 

from across TfL in other groups. In the past there had been a TfL lead UITP 

representative from ExCo, but this has fallen away. 

UITP activities are more ‘best practice’ focused than data focused, and were 

described to us as ‘ultra collaborative’. The UITP groups were very active in sharing 

experience and solutions during COVID. The benefits are wide ranging, from 

learning what policies and practices work or not, through to collaboration on 

e.g.rolling stock specifications and cyber standards, or challenging developments 

that would be unhelpful to TfL. While some of these benefits may be difficult to attach 

hard numbers to, there is strong belief that the engagement pays off.  

Roads 

The Imperial College groups and UITP do not cover roads. TfL’s benchmarking is 

less formalised for roads and is largely based on comparisons with organisations 

within the UK. TfL’s responsibilities for roads (e.g. its own roads vs funding boroughs 

for their roads, traffic management and signals) are rather unique, making 

benchmarking more difficult and potentially of less value. KPIs are not produced in 

the same way, and benchmarking studies are more ad hoc, best practice 

comparisons.  
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Major Projects Benchmarking 

A small team within the PMO takes the lead on benchmarking for major projects. 

They have led two significant benchmarking reports in the past couple of years. The 

first of these, on capital delivery models, benchmarked TfL’s Major Projects 

Directorate (MPD) against a wide range of capital delivery organisations including 

Network Rail, National Highways, High Speed 2, a couple of overseas transport 

organisations and public bodies, National Grid, Sellafield, and UK Government 

departments with large capital programmes. The study looked at organisational 

structures, the design of the project management function, and the role of the PMO 

and similar support functions. The results have been used extensively to inform and 

support organisational developments within TfL such as the centralisation of capital 

delivery under the Chief Capital Officer and the centralised PMO.  

The second study looked at driverless trains and platform protection, a topic which 

had increased profile in the discussions with DfT around financial sustainability. 

Again this looked widely, beyond transport into such areas as detection policies in 

the police and defence. 

As part of its planning for financial sustainability, TfL established a Capital 

Efficiencies Plan (CEP) with targets for cashable savings. The CEP included a 

workstream on benchmarking, led by the team in MPD. This has reviewed TfL 

processes (such as Pathway) against other organisations, and benchmarked 

‘pounds in the ground’ – the proportion of direct versus indirect costs – against 

internal and external comparators. 

Building on the CEP, the MPD team is developing a fuller Capital Benchmarking 

Strategy which will identify key areas of focus for benchmarking activities - where 

spend is greatest, where there is scope for innovation, and recurring problem areas.  

The team has also expanded the Knowledge Portal to include the outputs from 

benchmarking, alongside ‘lessons learnt’ reports. There is a feeling that this is 

currently a bit of an untapped resource in TfL. 

Cost Benchmarking   

The CEP Benchmarking workstream also included cost benchmarking, primarily 

relying on the external benchmarking work of Transport Industry Efficiency Strategy 

(TIES) (see below). Previous IIPAG reports on benchmarking have noted the scope 

for more internal benchmarking within TfL, but this has been slow to develop. TfL’s 

Estimating Book has been produced by a commercial firm and would therefore draw 

benchmarks from a range of external capital projects. The new P&C Capital Director 

is now building a repository of TfL’s experience of how costs have moved over the 

life of TfL capital projects, with a standardised work breakdown structure which will 

provide TfL-specific benchmarks to inform future cost estimates. This draws on his 

experience of cost estimating and cost intelligence at Network Rail. Over the next 15 

months he intends to build the capability to benchmark the main elements of TfL 

project costs, such as construction, preliminaries, design and project management 

against similar TfL projects. The approach will also embrace benchmarking some of 

the recurring common items (such as laying new track, or new switches and 
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crossings.) This activity is currently limited to major capital projects, but the approach 

could also prove useful for other areas such as renewals and T&D.  

Cost benchmarking is also deployed in a range of procurements, to aid the 

assessment and challenge of suppliers’ prices. A significant benchmarking study 

was undertaken for the Deep Tube Upgrade Programme. Another example is in 

Fleet, where the internal team gathered benchmark data on energy costs to help 

ensure value for money in the procurement of wheel sets, which are forged and thus 

have a high energy component. We heard that Fleet are beginning to build a 

workbank of cost data, but at present this is being done manually, and more 

resource would be required to develop it fully.   

Transport Industry Efficiency Strategy 

TIES was established in 2019 and is sponsored by the Department for Transport, 

with client partners National Highways, Network Rail, HS2, East-West Rail and TfL. It 

is supported by, among others, the Infrastructure Projects Authority. TfL has been a 

key supporter and driver of TIES; it was originally chaired by TfL’s then Transport 

Commissioner, and TfL provides the PMO for TIES. 

The aim of TIES is to improve confidence in the projected cost of infrastructure 

projects, enable stronger decision making, and to drive innovation. It does this 

through a TIES Benchmarking Forum and the establishment of ‘Communities of 

Practice’ (COPs) to facilitate collaboration. The COPs currently cover: 

1. Cost/Schedule/Productivity 
2. Quality 
3. Carbon 
4. Circular Economy 
5. Biodiversity 
6. Climate Resilience 
7. Social Value 

 
TIES benchmarking activities to date have prioritised three main areas: signalling 

equipment; cable route management; and cooling solutions. These priorities were 

influenced by the needs of the Piccadilly Line Upgrade Programme (PLU). Benefits 

are already being realised on PLU, through the application of a more efficient cooling 

solution which has emerged.  Historical data has been mined to build up a 

centralised repository in which data is measured in the same way across 

organisations. Data on cost and time is the most straightforward to collect, but the 

ambition is also to capture other data such as environmental and social value data. It 

is early days, and there is a long way to go before a comprehensive database could 

be available.  

In the meantime it is felt that substantial value has been gained from the COPs, 

which have enabled the various organisations to evolve a common interest which is 

expected to deliver efficiencies. The TIES programme is currently facing a bit of a 

hiatus as the first phase of governance has drawn to a close and the next phase 

needs to be established. While it is strongly supported at working level it is lacking in 

strategic leadership. It may be that the programme is too wide ranging and too long 
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term, and that a clear focus on some quicker wins and clearer articulation of the 

short to medium term benefits would attract greater support.       

Technology and Data (T&D) 

The past few years have been very challenging for T&D, with a big delivery agenda, 

additional challenges coming from the pandemic and the financial situation, and 

shortages of resources, but if anything this has encouraged even more efforts to 

question whether things are being done in the best way, and to learn from other 

organisations. 

Before the pandemic T&D had commissioned Gartners to benchmark the T&D 

operational model against transport companies, public sector organisations and 

companies leading innovation. This found that while TfL had areas of strength, it was 

underinvesting, that it had a lot of legacy technology, and that it was under-

resourced and facing capability gaps. Changes to address these findings are being 

taken forward under the Our TfL Programme, again drawing on experience of other 

organisations facing similar challenges. 

Cyber security is another area where over the past couple of years T&D has 

benchmarked best practice and investment levels with other organisations in the 

public and energy sectors. Benchmarking has helped T&D make the case for its 

proposed changes.   

T&D’s work also underpins greater internal and external benchmarking capability by 

providing common data standards and environments. TfL’s Chief Data Officer works 

closely with the Government Data Office on consistent data standards and 

governance, though this is still a work in progress. Internally within TfL a good 

example is the Maximo common system for asset management, which is being 

increasingly adopted across the different parts of TfL. It is already up and running for 

surface transport, with suppliers directly inputting asset data when they carry out 

maintenance. LU is extending its use of Maximo asset type by asset type, with 

activity currently addressing signalling asset data.  

In the development of Maximo T&D has looked at other organisations’ asset 

management systems (including water and rail companies). It has looked at other 

sectors to challenge some of TfL’s business processes – for example talking to 

supermarkets when developing common products and deployment approaches for 

SAP. 

Change Programmes 

The desire to learn from other organisations’ experience and practice can be seen 

across TfL’s change and transformation programmes. An example is a formal 

benchmarking study undertaken to inform the change to Business Services in 2020, 

which consolidated previously separate services into a central service. 

Benchmarking has been used to compare retention and attraction rates, or the size 

and spend of different departments. Benchmarking has natural limitations, because 

of the unique nature of TfL’s business, so a ‘case by case’ basis is taken, with 

sometimes quite a narrow best practice focus – such as how BP, say, has tackled a 
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certain business issue. The Change teams aim to keep an eye on what is going on in 

the wider world so that they can tap into such best practice. 

Conclusions on scope and application of benchmarking 

TfL continues to engage actively in the Imperial College - led international 

benchmarking groups for the public transport modes. The move to more virtual 

engagement has created increased opportunities for international benchmarking. 

There are good examples of how TfL has used these forums to shape and improve 

its performance, such as in responding to the pandemic.  

TfL is making some progress on cost benchmarking, although there is still a way to 

go. We welcome the initiative to develop internal cost intelligence and benchmarks 

for capital projects. We continue to believe there is greater scope for internal cost 

and performance benchmarking within TfL. 

Although the scope for data led benchmarking is less in some areas of TfL activity, 

across TfL there is a lot of ‘best practice’ benchmarking, and TfL continues to 

proactively seek to learn from external experience, both internationally and within the 

UK. Being more adhoc and tailored to particular issues in hand, the results of ‘best 

practice‘  benchmarking are generally directly applied or used to justify TfL solutions.  

II. STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT OF BENCHMARKING ACTIVITY 

In this section we look at how well aligned TfL’s benchmarking activities are with its 

strategic priorities, as reflected in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) and the 

Financial Sustainability Plan. 

The central vision of the MTS is reducing dependence on the car in favour of 

walking, cycling and public transport, with the aim of 80 per cent of all trips being 

made by these sustainable modes by 2040. The MTS reflects the Mayor’s aim to 

make London a zero carbon city for 2050, though the current ambition is to achieve 

carbon neutrality by 2030. The MTS is framed around the ‘Healthy Streets’ approach 

which has three elements: 

 Healthy Streets and Healthy People (which embraces air quality) 

 Good public transport experience 

 New homes and new jobs – supporting good growth. 
 

TfL’s international benchmarking is focussed on individual public transport modes, so 

this aligns well with the MTS objective for a good public transport experience. In this 

section we focus instead on benchmarking activity which addresses other areas - 

cross-modal strategies for achieving 80 per cent sustainable travel, non-operational 

modes, and zero carbon emissions. 

Benchmarking and the Target for 80% Sustainable Travel 

The target for 80 per cent sustainable travel is highly ambitious and is not achieved 

anywhere in a city the size of London. Recognising the scale of the challenges the 

team engages actively in best practice benchmarking to learn from other countries’ 

and cities’ solutions and experiences, including through participation in groups such 
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as UITP.  For example, the team has looked at flagship cities for Active Travel, such 

as Copenhagen, and has investigated what other cities do in establishing Clean Air 

Zones. It has surveyed overseas experience of repurposing public space for use by 

cafes and restaurants: for cities including Vilnius, Dallas and New York the team 

looked at the measures adopted and what considerations were taken into account.  

Benchmarking in these areas can have limitations, since the particular 

characteristics of London can make direct comparisons and application difficult. Also 

the breadth of TfL’s authority is wider than is found in most other cities. In some 

policy areas TfL is itself a leader, such as for Road User Charging and Ultra Low 

Emission Zones (ULEZ). Even here TfL continues to engage externally and has very 

good knowledge of all the schemes in operation or planned around the world. A 

recent example of this was gathering experience of a boundary, or ‘city access’, 

charge, including from schemes in Oslo, Stavanger and Stockholm. Even where TfL 

cannot directly apply the results of best practice exercises, benchmarking still has 

value as it can help TfL to evidence and justify the solutions it is proposing.  

An example of best practice benchmarking - London Scrappage Scheme  

The Scrappage Evaluation Report, which addresses the scrappage scheme 

introduced in 2019 alongside the extension of ULEZ to the North and South Circular 

roads, provides details of scrappage schemes launched or due to be launched by 

other cities to support their Clean Air Zones.  It reports experience in UK cities (Bath, 

Birmingham, Portsmouth, Bradford, Bristol, Greater Manchester, Tyneside and 

Sheffield) and international cities (Barcelona, California, Milan). It compares type of 

vehicles targeted, funding levels, grants per vehicle, eligibility requirements and 

grant conditions, and number of vehicles adapted/replaced. 

Benchmarking and the Target for Carbon Neutrality 

TfL’s Corporate Environment Plan 2021 has set out ambitious targets and plans for 

carbon neutrality by 2030, with a commitment to benchmark TfL’s progress against 

other organisations in the transport sector and beyond. 

TfL has a small central team (c 20 people) responsible for Sustainability and 

Corporate Environment. Their activities range widely from encouraging efficient 

energy management on the TfL estate (some 6,500 thousand buildings), through bus 

emissions to embedded carbon in construction. For buildings and energy 

management TfL recognises that it is behind the curve; the current focus is on 

learning from other comparable organisations who do these things better. This ‘best 

practice’ benchmarking is mainly focused on the UK public sector or utilities, which 

provide the most suitable comparators to TfL. 

For bus emissions TfL is recognised as a leader in the field, and engages in 

international benchmarking - for example, through UITP it has recently shared 

experience on hydrogen buses.  

TfL’s approach to benchmarking for embedded carbon is also relatively mature. TfL 

has been an active participant in the Infrastructure Carbon Managers Group, 

developed by Department for Transport from TIES to provide opportunities to share 
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information and best practice. Progress has been made for example in designing out 

carbon in steel and concrete. TfL has supported the Government’s recent Shared 

Digital Carbon Architecture programme, a wider cross-departmental initiative 

focussed on developing tools and approaches to infrastructure carbon management.   

Through the TIES programme TfL also engaged in quantitative benchmarking of 

carbon whole life assessments of transport infrastructure projects as well as other 

environmental benchmarking workstreams including green infrastructure and 

biodiversity and the circular economy. 

TfL is actively engaged in sharing best practice through membership of other cross 

industry groups with a focus on infrastructure carbon, including the Infrastructure 

Client Group’s carbon group and the RSSB’s Infrastructure Carbon Working Group. 

As a member of the Supply Chain Sustainability School TfL is working with other 

infrastructure clients and the supply chain to develop best practice and improve 

consistency in the reporting of Scope 3 carbon.  

TfL is less mature in its approach to climate adaptation. It engages in UITP work on 

adaptation, which includes surveys of what member organisations are doing. TfL 

also chairs a Transport Adaptation Steering Group, with membership from Network 

Rail, Highways England and Thames Water. 

Carbon and sustainability have become topics of increasing importance in CoMET, 

with studies being undertaken on environmental, social and corporate governance 

(ESG), flooding and climate adaptation for metro systems. 

Benchmarking and the Financial Sustainability Plan 

TfL’s benchmarking activities have supported Financial Sustainability in 2 respects: 

first, in making the case for Government support as a result of the pandemic; and 

second, in identifying potential efficiencies which will improve TfL’s financial position.  

As we have already noted in this report, TfL used data from its international 

benchmarking activities to demonstrate to the Department for Transport both its 

strong financial position pre-pandemic, and also its relative vulnerability to reduced 

demand because of the higher proportion of costs covered by revenue, compared 

with other comparable transport organisations. It also presented evidence to DfT on 

the different structural arrangements in place for other transport organisations in the 

UK such as Network Rail and National Highways.  

Benchmarking has also supported the adoption of more efficient practices. For 

example, TfL has drawn on benchmarking information on balancing services against 

reduced demand, potential operational cost efficiencies, and harnessing technology. 

On the capital front, as already described, the capital efficiencies programme 

included benchmarking. On the organisational front, best practice from other 

organisations has been used to support change programmes, such as in P&C, and 

in considering reward. 
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Conclusions on Strategic Alignment 

We have found that benchmarking is used extensively to inform the policies that 

support the MTS, carbon neutrality and the Financial Sustainability Plan, and to 

support funding discussions with the Department for Transport.    

That said, TfL may wish to consider whether it can do more to ensure that the 

balance of its benchmarking activities is as closely aligned as possible to its needs 

and strategic priorities. Currently there is no overall coordination, plan or prioritisation 

process for benchmarking.    

III HOW BENCHMARKING IS LED AND MANAGED IN TFL 

Until 2017 there was a central benchmarking unit in TfL, which oversaw all the 

international benchmarking activities. Since then the lead on international 

benchmarking has been split modally, with the relevant Business Strategy team 

taking the lead for LU and buses, or the operational team for LO and DLR. Whilst 

this may have reduced oversight and coordination somewhat, overall we think this 

move is beneficial, as benchmarking now sits closer to the potential users of the 

results.  

At the same time the level of resource for leading benchmarking has been squeezed 

somewhat, and we have noted that for buses, DLR and the overground resourcing 

for benchmarking is quite light. However, given the overall pressures that TfL has 

been facing it is not for us to argue that more resources should go into this area. 

Best practice benchmarking is undertaken across TfL, not just as part of the 

international benchmarking activities.  This ensures that studies are well targeted 

and used but raises a question about whether the benchmarking results are shared 

with all who might find them useful. We found, for example, that there is not much 

sharing of LU, LO and DLR benchmarking learnings. It perhaps also raises a risk of 

multiple uncoordinated requests to particular organisations like Network Rail. TfL 

may wish to consider whether there would be benefits from a more formalised 

common system for sharing ‘best practice’ activity and results, perhaps through a 

‘Community of Benchmarkers’ and/or a portal such as the one for lessons learned 

exercises.  

We heard that TfL leaders have been very supportive of International Benchmarking 

– for example Imperial College has made an annual presentation to the MD for LU in 

the past, and the Commissioner has also been engaged.   This has no doubt helped 

sustain a culture in TfL which is strongly outward looking and open to alternative 

ideas and approaches. We have noted above that there is no overall prioritisation or 

consideration of the strategic alignment of benchmarking activities, and there may be 

some benefit in nominating an ExCo lead for Benchmarking who could be a focal 

point and could communicate any strategic or policy priorities to the benchmarking 

community.    
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Audit and Assurance Committee  

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: TTL Properties Limited Assurance Update 
 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper reports on progress with assurance activity across TTL Properties 
Limited (TTLP) during Quarter 3 of 2022/23 (18 September to 10 December 
2022) (Q3).  

1.2 A paper is included on the Part 2 agenda which contains supplementary 
information that is exempt from publication by virtue of paragraph 3 of Schedule 
12A of the Local Government Act 1972 in that it contains information relating to 
the business affairs of TfL. Any discussion of that exempt information must take 
place after the press and public have been excluded from this meeting. 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper and the exempt supplementary 
information in Part 2 of the agenda.  

3 Background 

3.1 The TTLP Integrated Assurance Framework is based on a Three Lines of 
Defence model comprising:  

(a) Line 1 – Management functions of TTLP and key interfaces;  

(b) Line 2 (LoD2) – Project Assurance (PA) and Quality, Safety and Security 
Assurance; and 

(c) Line 3 (LoD3) – TfL Internal Audit and a sub-group of the Independent 
Investment Programme Advisory Group (IIPAG-TTLP). 

3.2 This paper reports specifically on Line 2 (PA), Line 3 (Internal Audit) and Line 3 
(IIPAG-TTLP) assurance progress. Work in progress for LoD2 and LoD3 are set 
out in Appendix 1 and work starting in Quarter 4 of 2022/23 (11 December 2022 
to 31 March 2023) (Q4) is set out in Appendix 2.  

4 Line 2 (PA) Assurance 

4.1 LoD2 has started to provide assurance on an ongoing continuous basis as well as 
commencing Targeted Assurance Reviews on key areas.   
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4.2 PA have had further meetings with the TTLP leadership team, and other team 
members to build understanding of the key challenges and emerging plans to 
tackle these issues.  

4.3 Three targeted assurance reviews are in progress with two more planned to start 
in Q4. More detail is contained in Appendices 1 and 2.  

4.4 PA and members of the IIPAG-TTLP sub-group were briefed on the Platinum 
Portfolio and Bollo Lane in advance of authority requests to the January 2023 
meeting of the Land and Property Committee (LPC). We will continue to review 
them as they develop through the project lifecycle.  

5 Line 3 (Internal Audit) Assurance 

5.1 There are two audits in progress, Property Transfer Accounting and Accounting 
and Cash Management, and more detail is contained in Appendix 1. Fieldwork is 
complete and the draft report has been issued for one audit.   

Audit Delivery 

5.2 No audits were completed in this reporting period nor were any cancelled or 
deferred. 

Management Actions 

5.3 The team will monitor the implementation of all Internal Audit management 
actions and confirm whether they have been adequately addressed. There are 
currently no overdue actions from previous audits.  

6 Line 3 (IIPAG-TTLP) Assurance 

6.1 The Terms of Reference for the IIPAG-TTLP sub-group were approved by LPC 
and are attached at Appendix 3. 

6.2 IIPAG-TTLP work for Q3 and Q4 is set out in Appendices 1 and 2. Activity will 
focus on retail income forecasts up to 2031 and delivery confidence in the short to 
medium term housing objectives. 

6.3 As IIPAG-TTLP obtain a more detailed understanding of the business they will 
add additional workstreams to the Integrated Assurance and Audit Schedule.  

7 Enterprise Risk Management  

7.1 The TTLP leadership team has agreed the order of priority for reviewing the new 
Level 0 (L0) risks and the first risk workshop has been held.  

7.2 LPC will receive an update on each risk once a year. Details of the seven TTLP 
L0 risks are set out in Appendix 4.  
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List of Appendices: 
Appendix 1: Integrated Assurance and Audit Schedule – work in progress  
Appendix 2: Integrated Assurance and Audit Schedule – forward plan 
Appendix 3: IIPAG-TTLP sub-group Terms of Reference  
Appendix 4: TTLP Enterprise Risks 
 
Exempt supplementary information is contained in a paper on Part 2 of the agenda. 
 
 
List of Background Papers: 
 

None 
 
 
Contact Officer: Lorraine Humphrey, Director of Risk and Assurance 

Email: lorraine.humphrey@tube.tfl.gov.uk 
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TTL Properties Limited (TTLP) Integrated Assurance and Audit Schedule – Work in Progress    Appendix 1 

 

Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

1 
Property 
transfer 
accounting  

 New financial processes and 
controls have been 
implemented.  

Audit 
Internal Audit 
(IA) 

Underway  
 To assess the maturity and 

understand financial reporting 
requirements.  

2 Resourcing  

 Reported staff shortages across 
multiple teams and reliance on 
secondments/ non-permanent 
labour.                

 People Plan still in 
development.                                                               

 Internal Audit review of the 
Financial Sustainability Plan 
recommended a resource 
review and establishment of 
Programme Management 
Office.  

Targeted  

Project 
Assurance 
(PA)/ 
Independent 
Investment 
Programme 
Advisory 
Group (IIPAG) 

Underway 

 To understand how resourcing 
risks are identified and managed 
and to assess the impact on the 
delivery plan.                                                    

 To consider whether there is an 
understanding of the skills 
required and whether the right 
skills currently exist.                                                                                                      

 To understand challenges in 
filling vacancies and make 
recommendations to help 
improve recruitment and 
retention.  
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

3 Retail  

 Considerable uplift in retail 
income assumed in Business 
Plan.                                                     

 Resource shortages impacting 
ability to deliver new retail 
opportunities.                                                                                               

 Responsibilities historically split 
across a number of teams and 
roles and 
responsibilities/handover 
points may be unclear.                                                                                            

 Wider economic factors are 
likely to impact viability of 
existing tenants resulting in 
more unoccupied units/rising 
levels of debt.  

Targeted IIPAG Underway  

 To assess the likelihood that the 
retail strategy can deliver the 
required uplift in income.                                                                                                  

 To identify challenges in securing 
additional retail income and 
make recommendations which 
will improve delivery confidence.  
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

4 

                                             
First line 
assurance / 
project controls 
/ information 
and data 
management 

 No evidence of effective first 
line assurance or effective 
project controls or reporting.                                                                                     

 Minimum reporting 
requirements are not 
understood and there are no 
consistent data sources/data 
storage arrangements.                                                                 

 Roles and responsibilities are 
not always clear, particularly 
where there is an interface with 
the operational business.                                       

 IIPAG review of August 2020 
recommended first line 
assurance improvements, 
assurance training, standard 
reporting on joint venture (JV) 
projects and creation of 
management dashboards.  

Continuous  PA Ongoing  

 
 To assess the effectiveness of 

existing first line 
assurance/project 
controls/project reporting.                                                                                

 To consider potential risks 
resulting from existing 
arrangements and the suitability 
of any improvement plans.                                                       

 To consider requirements for 
data management and storage.  
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

5 

Lillie Bridge 
vacant 
possession – 
vacant 
possession of 
site for 
development 

 High value/complex project 
with significant operational 
interfaces and a large number 
of stakeholders.                                        

 Governance arrangements 
developing but not yet 
finalised.                                               

 Opportunities to deliver 
operational efficiencies have 
been identified – 
governance/funding route 
needs to be confirmed.  

Targeted PA/IIPAG  Underway  

 To establish whether 
requirements are clear and 
reflect the needs of the 
development and the operational 
business.                                            

 To consider whether the 
proposed governance structure 
and delivery model is 
appropriate.  

6 
Risk 
management 
(projects)  

 Lack of specialist risk managers 
to support project teams.                                                 

 Risk reporting/escalation routes 
are unclear.  

Continuous  PA  Ongoing  

 To assess the effectiveness of 
existing risk management process 
and the suitability of any 
proposed changes.  

7 
Procurement 
and Commercial 

 New specialist frameworks are 
being considered.                                           

 Resourcing issues have 
impacted on procurement 
and contract management.                                             

 IIPAG report from August 2020 
recommended commercial 
team involvement in the 
development of project 
execution strategies.  

Targeted  PA/IIPAG Underway  

 To assess the appropriateness of 
proposed commercial strategy 
and any interim arrangements.                                                                               

 To consider any risks to the 
successful implementation of 
new frameworks and commercial 
strategy and make 
recommendations to minimise 
any risk.  
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

8 
Health and 
Safety  

 Currently no Head of Health 
and Safety within TTLP 
although intention is to have 
one.                                                       

 TfL Safety, Health and 
Environment provide support 
for TTLP.                                                                                                                    

 Work ongoing to improve 
tenant compliance and 
compliance monitoring.   

Continuous  

PA/Quality, 
Safety, 
Security 
Assurance 

 Ongoing 

 To consider whether the 
emerging strategy is appropriate.                               

 To assess whether the balance of 
responsibilities between TfL and 
JV partners is appropriate.                                                                                           

 To assess the appropriateness of 
processes and actions taken to 
achieve tenant compliance.   

9 
Project 
management  

 Resource concerns.  
 IIPAG review of August 2020 

identified the need to develop 
project management strategies, 
practices and processes, the 
development of project 
management tools and process 
and the recruitment of 
experienced staff.  

Continuous  PA  Ongoing  

 To establish where gaps exist in 
existing project management 
processes and understand any 
proposed changes.                                                                                                 
 

10  
Bollo Lane - 
residential 
development  

 About to enter JV partnership 
for delivery.  

 Successful delivery requires 
relocation of operational 
functions from the site.  

Continuous  PA/IIPAG  Ongoing  
 To support the Land and Property 

Committee with investment 
decision.  

11 

Platinum 
Portfolio 
(Commercial 
Office portfolio)  

 About to enter JV partnership 
for TTLP commercial office 
portfolio.  

Continuous  PA/IIPAG  Ongoing  
 To support the Land and Property 

Committee with investment 
decision.  
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  Status  Objectives 

12 

Accounting and 
Cash 
Management 
processes 

 Considerable work to be done 
to set up the new financial 
structure but work is not 
complete.                                                                                              

 Resourcing concerns.   

Audit IA  Underway 

 To assess financial readiness 
maturity.                                                       

 To gain an understanding of 
financial reporting including cash 
flow and financial commitments. 
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TTL Properties Limited (TTLP) Integrated Assurance and Audit Schedule – Forward Plan Appendix 2 

 

Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  When  Objectives 

1 
Residential 
sector  

 Target doubled from 10,000 to 
20,000 units.  

 Delivery is challenging - often 
taking longer than expected.  

 Impact of external market 
influences including inflation.  

 Resourcing shortages. 
 Affordable housing 

requirement (50 per cent 
across the portfolio) will impact 
the viability of the more 
challenging sites.  

Targeted  

Independent 
Investment 
Programme 
Advisory 
Group (IIPAG)  

Q4 2022/23 

 To consider appropriateness of 
residential strategy, including 
split between residential sectors.  

 To assess delivery confidence and 
understanding/mitigation of key 
risks.  

 

2 

Pipeline 
development 
and delivery 
strategy  

 Robust development/delivery 
pipeline and prioritisation 
process is essential for 
successful delivery.  

 

Targeted  
Project 
Assurance (PA) 

Q4 2022/23 

 To consider the appropriateness 
of pipeline development and 
delivery strategy.                                                                                                    

 To understand the prioritisation 
and appraisal process.  

3 

Assurance of 
tenants’ 
safety 
compliance 

 Work ongoing to improve 
tenant safety compliance and 
compliance monitoring.   

Audit   

Quality, 
Safety, 
Security 
Assurance 

 Q4 
2022/23 

 To assess the appropriateness of 
processes and actions taken to 
achieve tenant compliance.   
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Priority  Topic  Evidence of Need  Type  Who  When  Objectives 

4 Governance  

 Governance arrangements are 
changing – links into wider TfL 
Executive are not fully defined.  

 Governance can be complex 
where there is an operational 
interface.  

 IIPAG review from August 2020 
recommended Responsibility 
Assignment Matrices (RACIs) on 
every project to address roles 
and interfaces. 

Targeted PA  Q4 2022/23 

 To consider appropriateness of 
existing governance 
arrangements. 
 

5 
Joint Venture 
(JV) 
management  

 IIPAG review from August 2020 
recommended introduction 
delivery metrics, change 
control, risk management, 
progress reporting for JV.  

Targeted  IIPAG  Q4 2022/23 

 To assess appropriateness of 
existing JV management 
processes.   

 To assess 
understanding/mitigation of key 
JV management risks.  
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IIPAG-TTLP Sub-Group Terms of Reference                      Appendix 3  
 

Draft Terms of Reference for the Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group (IIPAG) 
TTL Properties Limited (TTLP) Sub-Group to provide Line of Defence 3 (LoD3) Assurance on 
TTLP.  
 
Purpose  
The Independent Investment Programme Advisory Group TTLP Sub-Group (IIPAG-TTLP) will provide 
independent assurance and expert advice to the Land and Property Committee (LPC), the Audit and 
Assurance Committee (AAC), TfL Executive Committee and the TfL Executive. IIPAG will ensure that 
their work is complementary to that of other assurance providers to TTLP. 
 
Membership and Appointment  
There will initially be four members of IIPAG-TTLP which can be increased by agreement of Chair of 
AAC who will appoint the members. A Chair of IIPAG-TTLP will be appointed and report to the Chair of 
TfL IIPAG. Members will be appointed on the basis of a two-year tenure with the option for TfL to 
extend. 
 
Frequency of Meetings  
IIPAG-TTLP will meet each period. In addition to attendance at LPC, the Chair of IIPAG-TTLP and other 
members may be required to attend relevant meetings of the TfL Board, AAC and TfL Executive 
Committee as requested by the Chair of those committees.  
 
Terms of Reference  
 
1. IIPAG-TTLP will provide independent assurance and advice to the TfL Board, LPC, AAC, TfL 
Executive Committee and the TfL and TTLP Executive teams with regard to:  
 

(a) Key risks and issues for the successful delivery of the TTLP Investment Strategy;  
 

(b) Existing strategies and processes and suitability of any proposed improvements; 
 

(c) Investment decisions and delivery approach for key developments and asset management 
activities; and  
 

(d) The effectiveness of the first and second lines of assurance. 
 
IIPAG-TTLP will provide a strategic view of the above matters and undertake detailed assurance 
reviews as appropriate. 
 
2. IIPAG-TTLP will work with other assurance providers to develop the Integrated Assurance and Audit 
Schedule which will be submitted to LPC for approval and AAC for noting.   

3. IIPAG-TTLP will input into the TTLP Programme Assurance Group (TTLP-PAG) forum of second and 
third line assurance providers (periodically). 

4. IIPAG-TTLP budget will be agreed with the TfL Chief Finance Officer annually.  

5. TfL IIPAG and IIPAG-TTLP will share information to ensure good practice is transferred between 
them. 

6. IIPAG-TTLP will maintain the confidentiality of information provided to them and will follow the agreed 
procedures for dealing with confidential, legally privileged and other sensitive information.  

7. Reports produced by IIPAG-TTLP are subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  
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TTL Properties Limited (TTLP) Level 0 (L0) Enterprise Risks     Appendix 4 

 

Risk Risk Title  

TTLP-L0-1 Inability to deliver safety and legal obligations 
 

TTLP-L0-2 Attraction, retention, health, wellbeing and capability of our employees 
 

TTLP-L0-3 Financial sustainability       
                                                                        

TTLP-L0-4 Stakeholders and partnerships   
                                                                                      

TTLP-L0-5 Environment including climate adaptation   
                                         

TTLP-L0-6 Inability to react to external market forces   
     

TTLP-L0-7 Procurement including supply chain    
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Elizabeth Line Programme Assurance Report Quarter 3 
2022/23 

 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper provides an overview of programme assurance activity in relation to 
the Elizabeth line during Quarter 3 of 2022/23 (18 September to 10 December 
2022) (Q3). 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper. 

3 Background  

3.1 The Elizabeth Line Integrated Assurance Framework (IAF) is based on a Three 
Lines of Defence (3LoD) model comprising: 

(a) Line 1 – Management functions of Crossrail, Rail for London (Infrastructure) 
Limited and key interfaces; 

(b) Line 2 – Project and Programme Assurance Elizabeth Line (PPA-EL); and 

(c) Line 3 - TfL Internal Audit and a sub-group of the Independent Investment 
Programme Advisory Group (IIPAG-EL). 

3.2 This paper reports specifically on Line 2 (PPA-EL), Line 3 (Internal Audit) and 
Line 3 (IIPAG-EL) assurance progress. 

3.3 The teams meet periodically with a panel of advisers to ensure that assurance is 
carried out by the right team, at the right time and to avoid duplication and 
minimise overlap of effort. 

4 Line of Defence 2 (LoD2) – Assurance 

4.1 Since the introduction of Stage 5b minus on 6 November 2022, the Elizabeth line 
services have been characterised by generally good daily performance and 
reliability of rolling stock and infrastructure. There have been occasional days 
when failures in the Network Rail infrastructure in the west, as well as train issues 
have caused disruption to the train services. Planned train and signalling software 
upgrades and other interventions are providing further operational reliability 
improvements in advance of Stage 5c in May 2023.   
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4.2 Work has continued on a continuous assurance basis with reporting via the LoD2 
Periodic Assurance Review (PAR) Reports. Of particular focus has been the 
overall system and fleet reliability and availability, the quality of the service 
response to issues arising during service operation as well as the status of 
continued works and team readiness and resilience in preparation for Stage 5c. 

4.3 Since the last meeting of the Committee, LoD2 PAR Reports have provided input 
to the periodic Integrated Assurance Report to the Elizabeth Line Delivery Group 
and papers submitted to the Elizabeth Line Committee. 

4.4 Regarding cost to complete, emerging new cost pressures are being prudently 
recognised in the Anticipated Final Crossrail Direct Cost (AFCDC) as they arise, 
and the Programme continues to maintain provision and contingency budgets. 
Ongoing reviews of the emerging pressures are being completed to enable 
reductions of the AFCDC towards the target Anticipated Final Cost and minimise 
funding requirements beyond the £925m. 

4.5 The Programme has made significant progress since the last report, key progress 
highlights include:   

(a)  Bond Street station opened on 24 October 2022; 

(b) Sunday passenger services commenced on 6 November 2022; 

(c) Stage 5b minus services (22 trains per hour (tph) peak / 16 tph off peak) 
commenced on 6 November 2022; and 

(d) The Christmas blockade was successful with the entire fleet loaded with new 
software (ELR300). 

4.6 Key indicators of maintenance performance continue to be monitored to provide 
clarity around the average fault identification and diagnosis interval and the 
overall fault-to-fix cycle time. Experience during Revenue Service is helping to 
shape the improvements required in terms of response and fix times and root 
cause analysis to support the 22/24 train per hour (tph) service. An Access 
Improvement Programme has also been established with a focus on optimising 
the maintenance window, through increasing the deployment of automation to 
improve the efficiency of the maintenance workload and resource allocation. 
Progress improvements are being monitored on a weekly basis. 

5 Line of Defence 3 (LoD3 – TfL Internal Audit) Assurance 

5.1 This section covers the Internal Audit activities that were agreed in the Integrated 
Audit and Assurance schedule shared at the last meeting. 

5.2 In Q3 no reports were issued, one is in progress and there are two audits planned 
to commence in Quarter 4 of 2022/23 (11 December 2022 to 31 March 2023) 
(Q4). 
 
Audit Delivery 

5.3 Audits in progress at the end of Q3 are included as Appendix 1, and work planned 
to start in Q4 are included as Appendix 2. 
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Management Actions 

5.4 The team monitors the implementation of all Internal Audit management actions 
and confirms whether they have been adequately addressed before closing them. 
At the end of Q3, there were four actions less than 30 days overdue. All of these 
are being actively monitored and discussed with the business. 
 
Changes to the Audit Plan 

5.5 TfL Internal Audit regularly reviews and updates the audit elements of the 
Integrated Audit and Assurance Audit Plan throughout the year, in liaison with 
management, to reflect changing business priorities. No changes to the plan have 
been made in Q3. 

6 Line of Defence 3 (LoD 3 – IIPAG-EL) Assurance 

6.1 The terms of reference of the IIPAG-EL sub-group require the group to provide a 
look ahead of its proposed areas of interest and work. The areas of interest 
highlighted as part of the revised Integrated Audit and Assurance Schedule in 
February 2022 continue to apply. We also support the continuous assurance 
process established by LoD2. This schedule is maintained and reviewed within 
the Elizabeth Line Programme Assurance group which is co-ordinated by LoD2. 

6.2 The focus by LoD3 over the reporting period has been on the preparations for the 
enhanced service level of Stage 5b minus, the Stage 5c full 24 tph service and 
the transition of responsibilities and functions from Crossrail Limited toTfL, as the 
project closes out. 

6.3 In general, the overall assurance framework for Elizabeth line has continued to 
operate effectively. 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1:   Line 3 (TfL Internal Audit) Work in progress and the end of Q3 2022/23 
Appendix 2:   Line 3 (TfL Internal Audit) Work due to start in Q4 2022/23 
 

List of Background Papers: 

None 
 
 
Contact Officer: Lorraine Humphrey, Director of Risk and Assurance 
Email: lorraine.humphrey@tube.tfl.gov.uk  
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 Audit and Assurance Committee  
 

   

 

 

Work in progress at the end of Q3 2022/23 Appendix 1 

 There is one audit in progress at the end of the quarter 
 

Enterprise risk Directorate Ref Audit title Objective Current 
Status 

ER4 
Significant 
Security 
Incident 

Rail for London 
(Infrastructure) 
Limited 

22 027 Obsolescence 
of Critical 
Operational 
Systems 

To provide assurance that adequate 
controls are in place to prevent critical 
operational systems becoming 
obsolete. 

In Reporting 
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

 

 

Work planned to start in Q4 2022/23 Appendix 2 

 There are two audits planned to start in Q4 
 

Enterprise risk Directorate Ref Audit title Objective 

ER10 
Governance and 
Controls 
Suitability 

Information 
Governance 

22 042 Information 
Management and 
Transfer – Hardcopy 
Documents 

To provide assurance on the adequacy and 
effectiveness of transferring hardcopy data from 
Crossrail to TfL. 

ER6 
Deterioration of 
Operational 
Performance 

Rail for London 
(Infrastructure) 
Limited 
 

22 044 Elizabeth Line 
Transition from Capital 
Programme to 
Business As Usual 

To provide assurance on the effectiveness of the 
Elizabeth line’s transition from a capital programme to 
a business-as-usual operation. 
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Critical Accounting Policies  

 

This paper will be considered in public 
 

1 Summary 

1.1 This paper updates the Committee on TfL's critical accounting policies to be applied 
in TfL's Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 March 2023.  

1.2 This update reflects any changes to the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy (CIPFA)/Local Authority (Scotland) Accounts Advisory Committee 
(LASAAC) Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting (the Code) and any 
other changes to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) which may 
have an impact on TfL's Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 March 2023.  
 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note this paper. 

3 Background 

3.1 TfL's Statement of Accounts is prepared in accordance with the provisions of the 
Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the Accounts and Audit Regulations 
2015 (the Regulations). The form and content followed in preparing the Statement 
of Accounts are as prescribed in the Regulations and by the Code. The accounting 
policies followed are also substantially as prescribed by the Code.  

3.2 The Code is updated annually by the CIPFA/LASAAC Joint Committee, a standing 
committee of the CIPFA and LASAAC, and is based on European Union adopted 
IFRS, with adaptations and interpretations considered necessary for the local 
government context. The 2022/23 Code has been prepared on the basis of 
accounting standards and interpretations in effect for accounting periods 
commencing on or after 1 April 2022.  

3.3 This paper deals with changes to the critical accounting policies as they relate to 
the Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 March 2023.   
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4 UK Climate-related Financial Disclosure Regulations  
4.1 Mandatory climate-related financial disclosure requirements have been brought into 

UK legislation for certain large companies from April 2022. The requirements are 
based on the Task Force for Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
recommendations which encourage disclosure across four key areas: governance, 
strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets.  

4.2 In January 2022, The Companies (Strategic Report) (Climate-related Financial 
Disclosure) Regulations 2022 and The Limited Liability Partnerships (Climate-
related Financial Disclosure) Regulations 2022 were made law and apply for the 
year ended 31 March 2023.  

4.3 TfL has a programme in place to develop its climate change reporting methodology 
in line with the requirements and reported separately to the Committee in April 
2022. Initial improvements were made to TfL’s Annual Report and Statement of 
Accounts for the year-ending 31 March 2022, to make progress on the TCFD 
requirements ahead of them becoming mandatory. 

4.4 For the TfL accounts for the year ending 31 March 2023, the complete TCFD 
requirements will be included in within the Narrative Report alongside the 
Enterprise Risk Management Framework mitigation disclosures. 

5 Assessment on Developments in 2022/23 Code and IFRS 

5.1 The 2022/23 Code and IFRS introduce a small number of amendments to the 
accounting requirements, which are outlined in paragraphs 5.2 to 5.7 below. These 
amendments are not expected to have a material impact on the TfL’s Accounts for 
the year ending 31 March 2023.  

5.2 Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018-2020 

There are minor changes made to IFRS 1, IFRS 9, IFRS 16 and International 
Accounting Standards (IAS) 41. None of these changes amend the fundamentals of 
the relevant standard, the improvements relate to clarifying or enhancing guidance. 

5.3 Amendments to IAS 16: Property, Plant and Equipment: Proceeds Before 
Intended Use 

Proceeds from selling the output generated when the item of property, plant and 
equipment is in the development phase, together with the costs of production, are 
now recognised in profit or loss. 

5.4 Amendments to IAS 37: Onerous Contracts – Costs of Fulfilling a Contract 

IAS 37 has been updated to specify that the ‘cost of fulfilling’ a contract comprises 
the ‘costs that relate directly to the contract’. Costs that relate directly to a contract 
can either be incremental costs of fulfilling that contract (examples would be direct 
labour or materials) or an allocation of other costs that relate directly to fulfilling 
contracts (an example would be the allocation of the depreciation charge for an 
item of property, plant and equipment used in fulfilling the contract).  
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The 2022/23 Code has not explicitly adopted this change. 
 

5.5 Amendments to IFRS 3: Reference to the Conceptual Framework 

There are minor changes to IFRS 3 with the addition of an explicit comment that 
contingent assets acquired as part of a business combination are not recognised 
(unlike contingent liabilities). 

The 2022/23 Code has not explicitly adopted this change. 
 

5.6 IFRS 16 – Deferral of CIPFA Mandatory Adoption 

CIPFA/LASAAC has agreed to defer the adoption of IFRS 16 to the 2024/25 Code. 
meaning that, for local authorities generally, IFRS 16 will need to be adopted from 1 
April 2024. The TfL Group, however, with the agreement from CIPFA/LASAAC, 
early-adopted IFRS 16 from 1 April 2019, to be consistent with the adoption date 
under the IFRS standards that are relevant for all its subsidiary entities. TfL also 
adopted the Code interpretation of IFRS 16 in relation to the accounting 
requirements for leases at peppercorn or nominal lease payments, or for nil 
consideration which stipulates that the principles in the Code for the treatment of 
donated assets be followed. 

For 2022/23 the Code has extended the early-adoption option to all parties. 

5.7 CIPFA Code – Accounting for Infrastructure Assets – Temporary Solution 

A temporary solution has been implemented for years beginning 1 April 2021 to 31 
March 2025, which features optional temporary relief to not report gross cost and 
accumulated depreciation for infrastructure assets. This was due to ongoing issues 
in local government audits particularly around the derecognition where replacement 
expenditure was incurred on existing highways infrastructure assets. 

This has not been a significant audit issue for TfL and therefore we are not adopting 
this temporary solution. 

 

6 Future Changes to IFRS  

6.1 Other standards and interpretations mandatory for years commencing on or after 1 
January 2023, include those listed below. These amendments are expected to have 
limited impact on the TfL Accounts for the year ending 31 March 2024: 

 (a) retirement of IFRS 4 and replacement by IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts; 

(b) initial application of IFRS 17 and IFRS 9 – Comparative Information; 

(c) amendments to IAS 1: Disclosure of Accounting Policies; 

(d)      amendments to IAS 8: Definition of an Accounting Estimates; and 

(e)    amendments to IAS 12: Deferred Tax Related to Assets and Liabilities 
Arising from a Single Transaction. 
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6.2  Other standards and interpretations mandatory for years commencing on or after 1 
January 2024, include those listed below. These new standards/amendments are 

expected to have limited impact on the TfL Accounts for the year ending 31 March 

2025:  

(a) amendments to IAS 1: Classification of liabilities as current or non-current; 

(b) amendments to IFRS 16: Lease Liability in a Sale and Leaseback; and 

(c)  amendments to IAS 1: Non-current Liabilities with Covenants. 

 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

None 

 

List of Background Papers: 

None 

 
Contact: Patrick Doig, Group Finance Director and Statutory Chief Finance 

Officer 
Email: Patrick.Doig@tfl.gov.uk  
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2022 

Item:           Finance Control Environment Trend Indicators  
 

This paper will be considered in public 
 

1 Summary  

1.1 To report to the Committee on the Financial Control Environment Trend 
Indicators, the dashboard for which is set out in Appendix 1.  

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper. 

3 Background  

3.1 This paper reports on the Quarter 3 Financial Control Indicators, informing the 
Committee as to the control environment across the Finance, Business 
Services and Procurement and Commercial functions.   

3.2 At the last meeting of the Committee, a request was made to include a metric 
on payment targets to Small, Medium Enterprises. This metric will be provided 
at the next meeting of the Committee. 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Financial Indicators Dashboard 

 

List of Background Papers: 

None 
 
Contact:  Patrick Doig, Chief Statutory Finance Officer and Group Finance 

Director 
Email:                      Patrick.Doig@tfl.gov.uk   
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1
1

1

Performance Metrics, Quarter 3, 2022/23
Appendix 1

TfL Audit and Assurance Committee 
15 March 2023
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2

* Reported Budget - 2021/22 Revised Budget for Q4 2022 , the 2022/23 Budget for Q1 – Q2 2023 and the 2022/23 Revised Budget for Q3 2023
** Total TfL capital expenditure excludes amounts relating to Crossrail and TTL Properties Limited

Forecasting accuracy 
Q3, 2022/23
In the year to date, we remain on track to deliver 
our new Revised Budget that sets us on the path 
to financial sustainability as set out in the 2023 
Business Plan:

Revenue is in line with Revised Budget – journeys 
continue to recover, with latest journeys at 84% 
of pre-pandemic levels. Journeys and passenger 
income are slightly better than the Budget. 
Extraordinary revenue grant is lower than 
expected, which we expect to reverse over the 
next quarter

Our core operating costs remain close to Revised 
Budget. Operating costs are £23m lower than 
Revised Budget, mainly from timing of, and 
reduction in, maintenance costs, as well as some 
one-off upsides

Capital enhancement is within 1% of Revised 
Budget – due to slippage on third-party funded 
projects, largely because of factors outside our 
control

Capital renewals are 2% lower than Revised 
Budget – our Revised Budget included the 
ambition to deliver the higher level of renewals 
of £635m set by the funding settlement. We are 
actively managing our renewals programme to 
achieve this.

Quarterly Forecasting Accuracy*
£m Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023
Operating Income          1,480       1,264       1,274       1,430 

Variance to reported Budget (194) 5 (4) 34

Operating Cost (2,016) (1,633) (1,590) (1,602)
Variance to reported Budget (321) 18 51 23

Capital Delivery** (522) (293) (283) (312)
Variance to reported Budget (49) 4 29 11

Net Cashflow (336) (39) (187) (25)
Variance to reported Budget (31) (77) (94) (150)

YTD Forecasting Accuracy - Q3 2022/23
£m YTD
Operating Income

Actual              3,968 
Revised Budget 3,934

Operating Cost
Actual (4,825)
Revised Budget (4,848)

Capital Delivery
Actual (888)
Revised Budget (899)

Net Cashflow
Actual (251)
Revised Budget (101)
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Processing payments, 
Q3, 22/23
Open items indicate the extent to which the 
balance on your accounts are accurate, allowing 
for the actual reconciling items on the account to 
be revealed. Reconciling the accounts is a 
particularly important activity because it is an 
opportunity to check for fraudulent activity and to 
prevent financial statement errors.

Value of open items > 30 days on the bank 
reconciliation sits at £790k for Q3. Overall, open 
items in Q3 with the items less than 30 days open 
stands at £5.97m a reduction of nearly £4.7m on 
Q2.  The volume of open items in Q3 have 
remained largely equivalent to Q2.

Automated Postings % measures the proportion 
of transactions which are automatically reconciled 
in SAP (accounting software). Manually checking 
and matching transactions and preparing / posting 
journals is time consuming and increases the risk 
of error and inconsistency.

The volume of manual postings increased sizeably 
in Q3 to 25% due to the ticketing system in 
cc1011 for Eventbrite sales failing, resulting in an 
extra 1010 manual allocations.  Until the tender of 
a new system is complete this activity will 
continue manually.  This is a temporary measure 
which should be resolved by year end.

Quarterly  Figures
£m Q4 21/22 Q1 22/23 Q2 22/23 Q3 22/23

Open Items <  30 days  (£m Value) (31.03) (15.53) (10.66) (5.97)
Open Items >  30 days  (£m Value) (0.24) (0.22) (0.27) (0.79)
Open Items <  30 days  (Volume)             1,227 2,182 1,575 1,494
Open Items >  30 days  (Volume)              1,110 1,744 1,312 1,434

Automated Postings %
Automated           12,690           10,785           10,747            12,143 
Manual            2,499           2,004             1,970            3,033 
Automated 80% 81% 82% 75%
Manual 20% 19% 18% 25%

Target 85% 85% 85% 85%
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Procurement activity
Q3, 22/23

Benefits delivery: 
Floor of £50m in benefits and target of £85m has 
been set for P&C for FY22/23. £78.3m of 
benefits have been validated with Finance to the 
end of P11.

Retrospective spend:
Highest value amount in Q3 was Metropolitan 
Police (£7.9m) and Cubic Transportation System 
Ltd (£5.8m)

Direct awards by value and volume: 
Highest value direct awards approved in Q3 were 
LTC-22-510 Material Supply Agreement (MSA) 
for the supply of materials to Stadler Fleet 
(Derogation - £1m) and 96TS Jubilee overhaul 
programme lift (JOHPL) – Alstom (single source 
£646k)

Guided buying:
Guided buying went live on 30/01. Almost 7000 
requisitions have been raised to 21/02. This will 
enable to ability to track spend against contract 
once fully embedded.

Retrospective spend

Single sources and derogations

Benefit delivery

Guided buying

**adjusted to 75% confidence level
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Register of Gifts and Hospitality for Members and Senior 
Staff  

 

This paper will be considered in public. 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper sets out details of the gifts and hospitality declared by the Board and 
senior staff. Details of those accepted by Members and the most senior staff are 
routinely published on our website. In line with the Greater London Authority 
(GLA) Group Framework Agreement, we submit a regular report to the 
Committee on the gifts and hospitality accepted by Board Members and senior 
staff. For these reports, we have extended the staff coverage to anyone on the 
top level organisation chart published on  https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-
and-reports/organisation-chart.  

1.2 This report covers a three-month reporting period, from 1 November 2022 to 31 
January 2023. During that period, there were no declarations by Members and 
64 declarations made by senior staff, of which 30 were declined and 34 were 
accepted. 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper. 

3 Background 

3.1 TfL’s policy on gifts and hospitality applies to TfL Board Members, all staff who 
work for TfL and staff contracted to work for TfL including on advisory groups or 
through a third party. It covers both gifts and hospitality offered directly or offered 
through a spouse or partner.  

3.2 The policy was reviewed in May 2022 and the guidance and Frequently Asked 
Questions were updated to add further clarity to the implementation of the policy. 
The Policy starts from the premise that any gifts or hospitality offered should 
usually be declined. No offer should be accepted where there is a possibility, or a 
perception, of being influenced by it. The guidance provides advice on the few 
circumstances where acceptance might be appropriate but, as a guiding 
principle, Members and staff are advised to err on the side of caution. 
Acceptance of any offer requires line manager approval and an explanation as to 
why acceptance is appropriate. 

3.3 Board Members and staff are required to register with the General Counsel any 
gift or hospitality received in connection with their official duties that has a value 
of £25 or over, and also the source of the gift or hospitality. For staff, 
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declarations are made at the end of every month. As the acceptance of any 
offers of gifts or hospitality by Members is uncommon, they are asked to confirm 
any declarations at the end of every quarter. Offers accepted by Members and 
the most senior staff are then reviewed and published on tfl.gov.uk on a quarterly 
basis. 

4 Reporting Period and Issues for Consideration 

4.1 There were no declarations made by Members during the three-month period 
from 1 November 2022 to 31 January 2023. A total of 64 declarations of offers 
were made by senior staff in this period and 30 of these were declined. 

4.2 Table 1A shows the current period and the previous two periods. Table 1B 
shows the same reporting periods for the previous year. An accurate comparison 
between the May to July periods is difficult due to the impact of ongoing 
measures to control the coronavirus pandemic in 2021.  

4.3 For the current reporting period, both the number of offers received and the 
proportion accepted are higher than in the last period and the previous 
Christmas-New Year period. 

4.4 The offers received and accepted are set out in Appendix 1 and have been 
reviewed to ensure they comply with the policy and guidance and despite the 
increase in numbers, no concerns have been identified. 

4.5 Where there are concerns that the policy or guidance is not being followed, these 
would be raised with the member of staff and their line manager. 

Table 1A: Figures reported to this meeting  

Three-month 
period 

01/05/22-
31/07/22 

01/08/22-
31/10/22 

01/11/22-
31/01/23 

Total offers 64 25 64 

Total declined 44 15 30 

Total accepted 20 10 34 

Monthly average    

Total offers  21.3 8.3 21.3 

Total declined 14.7 5 10 

Total accepted 6.7 3.3 11.3 

 
Table 1B: Figures reported to previous meetings and monthly averages 
 

Three-month 
period 

01/05/21-
31/07/21 

01/08/21-
31/10/21 

01/11/21-
31/01/22 

Total offers 15 35 52 

Total declined 11 23 29 

Total accepted 4 12 23 

Monthly average    

Total offers  5 12 17 

Total declined 3 8 9.5 

Total accepted 1.3 14 7.5 
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List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Gifts and Hospitality Register 

List of Background Papers: 

Corporate Gifts and Hospitality Register 

 
Contact Officer:  Howard Carter, General Counsel 
Email:  HowardCarter@tfl.gov.uk 
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Gifts and Hospitality - TfL Senior Leadership Team - Appendix 1
November 2022 to January 2023

Name of Officer Offer Status Donor/Provider of 
Gift/Hospitality Detail of Gift/Hospitality Reason for Accepting 

Gift / Hospitality
Date of 
Event/Hospitality

Andy Lord Accepted Howgate Sable Board and Exco Dinner Networking 08/11/2022
Andy Lord Accepted Will Wilson, Siemens The Railway Ball, black tie Networking 25/11/2022

Andy Lord Accepted City of London - Lord Mayor and 
Lady Mayoress The London Government Dinner Annual networking event 12/01/2023

Andy Lord Accepted Andy Roe, LFB Commissioner Dinner with Met and LFB 
Commissioners Networking 24/01/2023

Esther Sharples Accepted Morgan Sindall Infrastructure Ltd London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Helen Chapman Accepted Capita London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Howard Smith Accepted Alstom London Transport Dinner & Auction Networking 09/11/2022
Howard Smith Accepted Siemens Railway Ball Networking 25/11/2022
Howard Smith Accepted T C Chew Crossrail Project catch up Valuable discussions 22/11/2022
Joanna Hawkes Accepted Philip Cohen, MD Global Banking ACT Dinner Business relationship 18/01/2023

Jonathan Wharfe Accepted Odgers Berndtson and Berwick 
Partners

Christmas reception Procurement 
network event Networking 06/12/2022

Lisa-Jane Risk Accepted Solent University, Southampton One night's accommodation and 
breakfast Jurys Inn Southampton

On interview panel to appoint 
new University Vice 
Chancellor on 30/11

29/11/2022

Louise Cheeseman Accepted Go Ahead London Annual Inter-Garage Safety 
Competition

Bus Contractor - keeping 
relations 23/11/2022

Louise Cheeseman Accepted Stagecoach London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Louise Cheeseman Accepted Dawsons Group Evening Reception at House of Lords Keeping good relations 15/12/2022

Matt Brown Accepted PRCA Guest at National PRCA Awards at 
Hilton Park Lane Matt is a judge for the PRCA 15/11/2022

Michael Cooper Accepted APM Project Management Awards Dinner/Ceremony Networking 21/11/2022

Mike Hardaker Accepted Morgan Sindall Infrastructure Ltd London Transport Museum Dinner 
and and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Mike Hardaker Accepted Laing O'Rourke Northern Line Extension Dinner Networking 10/11/2022

Patrick Doig Accepted PA consulting organised  for 'TfL colleagues: past 
and present' Networking 15/11/2022

Sam Mullins Accepted Deloitte Deloitte black tie reception - hosted at 
London Transport Museum

Opportunity to renew their 
corporate membership with 
LTM, vital to targets

15/11/2022

Shashi Verma Accepted Cubic Business lunch Update meeting 23/01/2023

Siwan Hayward Accepted PA Consulting
PA Consulting are holding a 
networking event for past & presents 
TfL contacts

Networking 15/11/2022
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Gifts and Hospitality - TfL Senior Leadership Team - Appendix 1
November 2022 to January 2023

Name of Officer Offer Status Donor/Provider of 
Gift/Hospitality Detail of Gift/Hospitality Reason for Accepting 

Gift / Hospitality
Date of 
Event/Hospitality

Stephen Field Accepted Pauline Sibbit, Partner, Sackers London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Stephen Field Accepted
Clair Janaway, Conference & 
Marketing Executive, SPS 
conferences

SPS Property, Infrastructure & Real 
Asset Investment for Pension Funds 
Conference

CPD and Networking 22/11/2022

Stephen Field Accepted Ian Skinner, Partner, WTW Lunch Lunch & Annual Review 
Meeting with WTW 29/11/2022

Stephen Field Accepted Rash Bhabra, Head of Retirement, 
WTW

WTW Pensions and Savings 
Conference CPD and networking 01/12/2022

Stephen Field Accepted Neil Lalley, Partner, XPS Meeting and Dinner with XPS Team 
and Tricia Wright.

Introductory meeting for 
Tricia Wright to meet with the 
XPS team.

18/01/2023

Stephen Field Accepted Pauline Sibbit, Partner, Sackers & 
Partners LLP Review Meeting & Drinks Review Meeting and Drinks 27/01/2023

Thomas Ableman Accepted Siemens Railway Ball run by Siemens, dinner 
and drinks

An opportunity to network 
with key stakeholders in the 
railway industry

25/11/2022

Thomas Ableman Accepted Global London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022

Thomas Ableman Accepted PA Consulting Transport Sustainability Dinner Key part of role 26/01/2023

Tricia Wright Accepted Neil Lalley, Partner, XPS Meeting and dinner with XPS Pension 
team and Stephen Field

Introductory meeting to XPS 
Pension Team via Stephen 
Field

18/01/2023

Will Norman Accepted Mott Macdonald London Transport Museum Dinner 
and Auction Networking 09/11/2022
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Audit and Assurance Committee                              

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Personal Data Disclosure to Police and Other Statutory Law 
Enforcement Agencies (2022) 

 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper provides an update to the Committee on the disclosure of personal data to 
the police and other Statutory Law Enforcement Agencies (SLEAs) for the prevention 
and detection of crime in London.  

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the paper. 

3 Background  

3.1 TfL, and its operators, provide valuable support to the police and other SLEAs’ efforts 
to prevent, investigate and detect crime, safeguard the most vulnerable and assist in 
catching and convicting offenders. This is done through TfL’s significant investment in 
roads and transport policing services for London, our strong operational partnerships 
with London’s police services and through the provision of personal data that TfL and 
its operators hold. This support is vital to the Mayor’s aspirations to improve the 
safety and security of London. 

3.2 TfL holds a range of information about its customers and employees which is of 
significant value to our partners in the police and in other law enforcement agencies 
in the prevention and detection of crime and in safeguarding the most vulnerable in 
our society. In disclosing personal details to the police and other statutory law 
enforcement bodies1 without the subject’s consent, TfL must be mindful of its duties 
under data protection legislation to ensure it is GDPR compliant. We exercise the 
exemption under Schedule 2 Part 1 and Schedule 2 Part 2 of the Data Protection Act 
2018 for the purposes of crime prevention and detection. We consider all requests on 
a case-by-case basis and release personal data where it is lawful to do so and 
consistent with our powers. 

3.3 This paper provides the Committee with a summary picture of the data disclosed in 
2022 against trends from the previous four years.   

3.4 TfL’s policy on the disclosure of personal data to the police and other law 
enforcement agencies can be found at http://content.tfl.gov.uk/aac-20150309-part-1-
item13-policy-on-disclosure-of-personal-data.pdf. 

                                            
1 Includes national security and other agencies with a statutory role in crime prevention and 
detection.  Non-police bodies include agencies such as the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency 
(DVSA), local authorities, HM Revenue and Customs, and the National Crime Agency. 
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3.5 TfL’s Directorate of Compliance, Policing, Operations and Security (CPOS) manage 
the day-to-day operation of data disclosure, and deal with the bulk of requests for 
personal data made by the police and other SLEAs. 

3.6 To resource adequately the growing demand for TfL’s data without increasing costs 
to TfL we established a pioneering partnership unit  in 2010 with officers from the 
British Transport Police (BTP) and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) attached to 
TfL, working under the direction of a TfL manager and subject to regular auditing. In 
addition, the MPS Roads and Transport Policing Command resource a dedicated unit 
to liaise with bus operators and assist in the identification and retrieval of bus CCTV 
for the purpose of crime investigation. TfL’s bus operators provide significant support 
to the police to investigate crimes that occur both on, and off the bus network. 

3.7 A few other business areas which hold personal data, disclose directly to the police 
under the guidance of CPOS and General Counsel. This is to avoid the unnecessary 
transfer of personal data within TfL. These business areas disclose data in 
accordance with the TfL policy and are subject to regular auditing to ensure 
compliance: 

(a) Requests for access to CCTV held by London Underground (LU). These 
requests are currently processed directly by LU where the BTP acts as the 
data processor; 
 

(b) Requests for information on taxi and private hire licensees, held by TfL’s 
Licensing and Regulation Directorate for the investigation of sexual offences 
and other alleged or suspected criminal activity involving a licensee as a 
suspect or witness; and 
 

(c)      Requests for CCTV for bus stations and London River Services. 

3.8 CPOS operates a 24/7, 365 day call out service to support urgent police requests. 
This arrangement, funded by the MPS, means that the police can obtain electronic 
ticketing data and related information for incidents that are deemed of national 
importance, or where there is a tangible and significant threat to life, or a threat to the 
transport system.      

4      Overview of Data Requests and Disclosures 

4.1 Chart 1 shows the volume of all police and SLEA data requests for ticketing data, 
Body Worn Video (BWV) or LU CCTV for the last five full calendar years. The total 
number of data requests made in 2022 was 18,103; a 35 per cent increase on 2021 
(4,659 additional requests). Of the requests, 9,805 were for ticketing and bankcard 
data, 8,298 were for LU CCTV and 277 for BWV. 
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Chart 1: Breakdown of request (by volume) for ticketing and bankcard data, BWV and LU 
CCTV data 

 

 
 

4.2 There are several key factors that influence the number of requests received from the 
police and other SLEAs each year. These include the level and nature of crime on TfL’s 
public transport networks as well as wider crime in London, the number of serious 
safeguarding incidents both on and off the transport network and national security 
investigations. 
 

4.3 TfL continued to provide valuable support to the MPS’ efforts to help locate highly 
vulnerable people. TfL data was requested in the investigation of 820 high risk missing 
persons, 32 per cent higher (198 additional requests) than the previous year. TfL’s 
support for high risk missing persons cases is an important and increasing part of the TfL 
Data Disclosures Unit’s workload. The Unit continues to work very closely with the police 
to improve processes to ensure that data is turned around as quickly as possible. 
 

4.4 TfL dealt with 196 requests relating to murder and fatality investigations. These are often 
complex cases that require a significant level of activity by TfL. TfL is acutely aware of 
how important the timely disclosure of ticketing data and CCTV is for investigating and 
solving these crimes and will do all it can to support police. TfL’s bus operators should 
also be recognised for the vital support they provide to the police in these circumstances 
– often outside of business areas and at their own cost. 
 

4.5 In 2022, ridership on TfL’s public transport networks was up by approximately 48 per 
cent compared with 2021. Crime on TfL’s public transport  rose by a 51 per cent 
compared with 2021. In 2022, there were approximately 37,000 offences recorded by 
transport policing partners across all of TfL’s networks. 
 

4.6 The table below shows the police data requests for personal data held by TfL (ticketing 
data, CCTV or BWV) by crime or incident type. Categories with fewer than 150 requests 
are not shown. Requests for taxi and private hire licensee details are reported separately 
below.  
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Chart 2: Data requests by crime/incident type 
 

 
 

4.7 Most requests in 2022 (3,002 requests/31 per cent of totals) were related to theft and 
handling offences. This reflects the fact that theft remains the highest volume crime on 
TfL’s public transport networks. The level of theft fell significantly during the coronavirus 
pandemic when public health measures were in place but is increasing again albeit still 
below levels prior to the pandemic. Theft on TfL’s transport networks in 2022 was 81 per 
cent higher than in 2021. 
 

4.8 The level of reported sexual offences on TfL’s public transport networks in 2022 
increased by 35 per cent. This increase was anticipated because of the significant and 
ongoing efforts by TfL and its policing partners to tackle sexual harassment across the 
public transport network. This included the launch of the “zero tolerance to sexual 
harassment” communications campaign with posters across the network, social media, 
and editorial content. Police requests for ticketing data, BWV, and LU CCTV for the 
investigation of sexual offences was up by 29 per cent in 2022 compared to the previous 
year. We anticipate levels of reported offences to increase with the launch of new 
bystander campaigns for sexual harassment and hate crime in early 2023.  

 
4.9 There were 277 requests (104 per cent increase from 2021 – an additional 141 requests) 

for BWV footage captured by TfL’s frontline customer-facing staff. The overwhelming 
majority of requests related to the investigation of work-related violence and aggression 
incidents against TfL staff.  

 
4.10 Table 1 shows a breakdown of data requests by requesting agency (by percentage) for 

2022. 
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Table 1: Data requests by requesting agency 
 

SLEA No of requests 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

MPS 8,445 49% 50% 

BTP 8,298 48% 45% 

Other police forces 233 1% 2% 

National Security 130 <1% 1% 

Non-police bodies that have 
a statutory role in crime 
prevention and detection 

113 <1% 1% 

Bus Company 
(for personal injury / 
insurance claims) 

58 <1% <1% 

City of London Police  44 <1% <1% 

   
4.11 In addition to the requests to TfL for personal data, the MPS made 11,870 requests 

directly to our bus and rail operators for CCTV. This included 249 requests for CCTV 
relating to murder investigations, 2,382 for violence against the person offences, 1,510 
for road traffic collisions, 1,251 for robbery and 1,224 for sexual offences. The requests 
were to support investigations of both transport and non-transport related crimes and 
incidents. There were 43 requests made by the police for audio recordings from bus 
drivers relating to bus incidents. 

 
4.12 TfL also provides the MPS with data from the Automatic Number Plate Recognition 

cameras, which support the operation of Road User Charging schemes. This has been 
done since 2007 for national security purposes and since 2015 for general policing 
purposes. A Mayoral Decision (MD2977) in 2022 granted TfL the power to give the MPS 
access to additional cameras installed for the expansion of the Ultra Low Emission Zone 
(ULEZ) which took place in 2021 and the MPS are currently working to complete their 
assessment of which additional cameras they want access to and what the privacy and 
equalities impacts of that would be, for submission to TfL, prior to any access being 
given. 

 
4.13 In 2022, TfL received two production orders to provide data to the police, where the data 

disclosure team deemed the initial request was excessive. One was for a murder 
investigation and the police requested personal data from registered travelcards used to 
identify potential witnesses on a bus. It is TfL’s current policy to write to bus passengers 
who may have witnessed an event in the scope of a police investigation, for the 
passenger to decide if they want to assist the police rather than TfL disclose their 
personal details. The police obtained a production order for all passenger details held 
and the data was released. The second case was for grievous bodily harm, and the 
police were seeking details on bus passengers as potential witnesses, with an excessive 
time period. A production order was received, and data released. We also received and 
processed one production order in 2020 and another in 2021. 

 

4.14 TfL deals with approximately 130 bank card data requests per month. This includes 
requests for journey history data for TfL’s public transport networks, Cycle Hire Scheme 
rentals as well as ULEZ and Road User Charging data requests. Each year, the Data 
Disclosures Unit Partnership and Performance Manager meets with the PCI Data 
Compliance Manager to ensure that the relevant bank card processes are up to date and 
fit for purpose. A report is submitted to TfL’s merchant acquirer to validate these 
processes and any required recommendations are identified and processed.  
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5       Taxi and Private Hire Requests 

 

5.1  There were 236 data requests for information on taxi and private hire drivers and 
vehicles in 2022 which is a return to levels seen before the pandemic.  

5.2 In late 2017, TfL and the MPS, issued joint guidance to all London licensed private 
hire operators on reporting alleged or suspected criminal conduct to the police in an 
appropriate and timely way. Operators may receive notification of a potential crime as 
a complaint from a passenger using their services, a driver or another member of the 
public, or issues may arise through an operators’ assurance systems. Operators can 
now report these issues to the MPS and other police forces more easily through 
online reporting tools. 

 Chart 5: Taxi and Private Hire – Breakdown of Requests (by volume)   

 

 

5.3 The majority of requests were received from the MPS. Table 2 shows a breakdown of 
data requests by requesting agency. Data was disclosed for 57 percent of the 
requests and data was not held for 43 per cent of requests.  

Table 2: Data requests by requesting agency 

SLEA No of 
Requests 

2022 % 2021 (%) 

MPS 161 68% 76 % 

Other police forces 60 26% 15% 

BTP 2 0.8% 1.5% 

National Crime Agency 10 4.2% 7 % 

City of London Police 3 1% 0% 

Non-police bodies that have 
a statutory role in crime 
prevention and detection 

0 0% 0% 
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5.4 The breakdown of requests by type of licensee is shown in the table 3. 

Table 3: Breakdown of requests by Private Hire and Taxi 

Type of Driver No of Requests 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Private Hire   127  54%  79% 

Taxi 37  16% 10% 

Dual Licence  8   3%  1% 

Operator  0  0%  0% 

Other   64    27%  10% 

6    Conclusion 

6.1 TfL data released to the police and other SLEAs for the investigation, prevention and 
detection of crime on the TfL network and across London continues to be a vital crime 
prevention tool. TfL continues to make a significant contribution to safety and security 
in London with TfL’s data and support leading to the identification, apprehension and 
prosecution of offenders. 

 
 
 
 

List of appendices to this report: 
 

None 

List of Background Papers: 

None 

 

Contact Officer:  Siwan Lloyd Hayward OBE, Director Security, Policing and Enforcement 
Email:                       siwan.hayward@tfl.gov.uk 
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Audit and Assurance Committee 

Date:  15 March 2023 

Item: Members’ Suggestions for Future Discussion Items 
 

This paper will be considered in public 

1 Summary  

1.1 This paper presents the current forward plan for the Committee and explains how 
this is put together. Members are invited to suggest additional future discussion 
items. 

2 Recommendation  

2.1 The Committee is asked to note the forward plan and is invited to raise any 
suggestions for future discussion items. 

3 Forward Plan Development  

3.1 The Board and its Committees and Panels have forward plans. The content of the 
plan arises from a number of sources:  

(a) standing items for each meeting: minutes; matters arising and actions list; and 
any regular quarterly reports. For this Committee these include quarterly risk 
and assurance reports and Elizabeth line programme assurance, TTL 
Properties Limited assurance and IIPAG quarterly updates; 

(b) regular items (annual, half-year or quarterly) which are for review and 
approval or noting: examples include the legal compliance report and TfL 
annual report and accounts; 

(c) matters reserved for annual approval or review: examples include those 
already mentioned above as well as annual audit fee; and 

(d) items requested by Members: the Deputy Chair of TfL and the Chair of this 
Committee will regularly review the forward plan and may suggest items. 
Other items will arise out of actions from previous meetings (including 
meetings of the Board or other Committees and Panels) and any issues 
suggested under this agenda item. 

3.2 The Committee is required to meet in private, on an annual basis, with the Director 
of Risk and Assurance, External Auditors and Chief Finance Officer. These 
discussions are scheduled after the following Committee dates: 

15 March 2023                 Chief Finance Officer 
5 June 2023                     External Auditors 
29 November 2023         Director of Risk and Assurance 
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4 Current Plan 

4.1 The current plan is attached as Appendix 1. Like all plans, it is a snapshot in time 
and items may be added, removed or deferred to a later date. 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

Appendix 1: Audit and Assurance Committee Forward Plan 

 

List of Background Papers: 

None 
 
 
Contact Officer: Howard Carter, General Counsel 
Email: HowardCarter@tfl.gov.uk 
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Audit and Assurance Committee Forward Plan 2023/24                                                                               Appendix 1          

Membership: Mark Phillips (Chair), Anurag Gupta (Vice Chair), Kay Carberry CBE and Dr Mee Ling Ng OBE  
 

Standing Items 

Finance Control Environment Trend Indicators Statutory Chief Finance Officer Quarterly 

Risk and Assurance Quarterly Report Director of Risk and Assurance Quarterly 

Elizabeth Line Programme Assurance Quarterly 
Report 

Director of Risk and Assurance Quarterly 

TTL Properties Limited Assurance Update Director of Risk and Assurance Quarterly 

Independent Investment Programme Advisory 
Group Quarterly Report 

Director of Risk and Assurance Quarterly 

Register of Gifts and Hospitality General Counsel Quarterly 

 
 

5 June 2023 

EY Letter on Independence and Objectivity EY Annual 

EY Annual Audit Fee  EY Annual 

Risk and Assurance Annual Report Director of Risk and Assurance Annual 

Review of Governance and the Annual 
Governance Statement 

General Counsel Annual 

Legal Compliance Report General Counsel Six Monthly 

 
 

20 September 2023 

TfL Statement of Accounts – Changes Made Prior 
to Finalisation 

Statutory Chief Finance Officer Annual 

Effectiveness Review of the External Auditors Statutory Chief Finance Officer Annual 

EY Annual Audit Letter EY Annual 

Freedom of Information Update General Counsel Annual 
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Audit and Assurance Committee Forward Planner 2023/24 
 
 

29 November 2023 

Legal Compliance Report General Counsel Six Monthly 

Annual Tax Compliance Statutory Chief Finance Officer Annual 

EY Non-Audit Fees EY Six  Monthly 

 
 

14 March 2024 

Critical Accounting Policies Statutory Chief Finance Officer Annual 

Personal Data Disclosure to Police and Other 
Statutory Law Enforcement Agencies 

Director of Security, Policing and 
Enforcement 

Annual 
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